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Introduction

This dissertation is about quantificational nominal phrases in Dutch, German and Spanish. I
will address a subgroup of quantificational phrases, which I have divided into Direct Partitive
Constructions (DPCs) and Indirect Partitive Constructions (IPCs). It will become clear
that there is not one type of IPC, but that we can distinguish different kinds of IPCs. One
such distinction is that between so-called weak and strong IPCs. Some Dutch examples of the
constructions to be discussed are given below.
(1)

2

D a een paar
a
couple
D b een paar
a
couple
D c een paar
a
couple
'a couple of

(of)
van
of
van
of
these

grappige voorbeelden
funny
examples
dies
grappige voorbeelden
those funny
examples
die,,,
grappige voorbeelden
those funny
examples
funny examples'

DPC
strong IPC
weak IPC

Differences between the DPC and the IPCs

First, the DPC in (1 a) and the strong IPC in (1 b) differ in meaning. The phrase een paar
grappige voorbeelden `a couple of funny examples' is a quantificational expression, which
denotes a set of funny examples. The number of the set is indicated by een puar. It can be
compared to a quantificational expression like vier grappige voorbeelden `four funny
examples'. The phrase in (lb), een puur van die, grappige voorbeelden `a couple of those
funny examples', is interpreted as a partitive phrase. It denotes a set of grappige voorbeelden,
the quantity of which is een paar. This set is a subset of die gruppige voorbeelden, which is
embedded lmder the preposition van `of . The IPC in (1 b) can be compared to a phrase like
vier van die, grappige voorbeelden `four of those funny examples'.
Second, the phrases in (1 a-c) are syntactically different. The DPC in (1 a) contains two
juxtaposed nouns: N 1 puur and a modified N2 gruppige voorbeelden. There is no Case marker
on the second nominal and it is not embedded under a preposition. An IPC also contains two
nominals, but the second nominal is embedded under a preposition. In German IPCs, the
second noun may be marked with genitive Case. The IPCs in (1 b,c) not only contain these
two nouns, but also the preposition vun `of and a demonstrative die `those'. I will show that
DPCs and strong IPCs exhibit differences in syntactic behavior. Similarly, I will show that
weak and strong IPCs have a different behavior.

x
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Differences between strong and weak IPCs

Supertïcially the strong IPC in (lb) and the weak IPC in (Ic) seem to be to same. They both
contain the same string of elements. Observe, however, that they have a different meaning.
The strong IPC is interpreted as a partitive phrase, whereas a weak IPC is interpreted as a
quantificational expression. The weak IPC in (1 c) can be compared to a nominal phrase like
vier (van) zulke grappige voorbeelden `four of such funny examples'. Weak IPCs are,
generally, not interpreted as partitives, but as DPCs. The partitive meaning shows up only in
special contexts. The demonstrative die is interpreted as a strong demonstrative (die,.), a
determiner-like element, in strong IPCs and as a weak demonstrative (die,,) in weak IPCs. The
weak die,,. is more like an adjective.

-i

Syntactic properties of DPCs

The DPC in (la) contains two nouns (NI and N2), with Nl linearly preceding N2. I will
claim that N2 is the semantic head of a DPC and that N1 or N2 is the syntactic head. N1 is
a transparent noun, which lacks an R-feature; it denotes a quantity or an amount. The features
of N2 are visible and may determine the spell-out of the inflectional features of the verb
(cf. 2a). The features of N2 are also accessible for semantic features of the verb (cf. 2b,c,d).
(2)

D a Een
a
D b Hij
he
D c Hij
he
D d Een
a

boel
mensen ~`komtlkomen
te
laat
lot (of) people come-PLlcome-SG too late
heeft
een glas
bier gedronken
has
a
glass (of) beer drunk
een doos
postzegels
verzameld
heeft
has
a
box (of) stamps
collected
bus
toeristen heeft
elkaar
gefotografeerd
has
each other photographed
bus (of) tourists

I will discuss the syntactic properties of N 1 and N2, and I will show that different types of
Nls can be distinguished. My claim will be that a DPC is an extended nominal projection:
N 1 and N2 are part of one single extended nominal projection, which I will call
macro-N-projection. A functional nominal element, like a determiner or a cardinal numeral,
and quantificational adjectives cannot occur on the projection line from N2 to N1 (cf. ~een
doos drie postze~els `a box three stamps' ).

5

Syntactic properties of strong IPCs

I propose to distinguish different types of strong IPCs, each with its own different syntactic
structure. Strong IPCs consist of more than one maximal projection. I assume that strong IPCs
containing an N1 like .stuk 'piece' are headed by an overt N1. N1 and N2 are in a theta
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relation. The preposition ~~nn 'ot is the head of a PP, which can be extraposed. In a German
IPC headed by such an Nl. N2 may occur as a genitive phrase. Strong IPCs that contain other
N 1 s may be headed by a covert N2. In the latter IPCs, the PPs are attached to N 1, unless the
covert N2 is preceded by a cardinal numeral, in which case the PP is attached to a projection
of the cardinal numeral. The embedded N in strong IPCs does not determine agreement (cf.
3a) and it is not visible for the semantic features of the verb. This is illustrated below in
(3b.c). A strong demonstrative like die, 'that', if present, is a determining element that
projects to a maximal nominal phrase. In a strong IPC, a cardinal numeral may occur between
die, and the embedded noun (cf. 3d).
(3)

D a

Een
one
D b~ Ik
1
D c ~` Een
one
D d
Een
one

van
of
heb
have
van
of
van
of

de postzegels
valt~~`vallen
op de
grond
the stamps
fall-SG~fall-PL on the floor
een van diet
postzegels
verzameld
one of those stamps
collected
dies
toeristen heeft
elkaar
gefotografeerd
those tourists
has
each other
photographed
dies
drie
toeristen is gevallen
those three
tourists
is fallen

6

Syntactíc properties of weak IPCs

Since weak IPCs are semantically similar to DPCs, one might expect N2 to determine
agreement and to be visible for semantic features of the verb. T'his proves to be correct, as
is illustrated below in (4a-d). I claim that weak IPCs are macro-N-projections. The element
~~an `of is the head of a functional projection that does not immediately project to a maximal
phrase. It is part of the nominal projection from N2 to DP and cannot be extraposed. The
demonstrative die„ is not interpreted as a strong deictic determiner. It lacks this deictic
meaning, just like English 'these' in 'She has got these really large eyes'. It is more like an
adjectival element, meaning `such'. In weak [PCs, cardinal numerals or quantificational
adjectives cannot occiu. between die,,, and N2 (cf. 4e).
(4)

D a

D b

D c

Een paar
van die„
toeristen ~`is~zijn net aangekomen
a
couple of those tourists
islare just arrived
`A couple of these tourists just arrived'
Jan heeft
een glas
van dat~~ bier gedronken
Jan has
a
glass
of
that beer drunk
`Jan has drunk a glass of this beer'
Ik
heb een doos van die~,
postzegels
verzameld
I
have a
box of
those stamps
collected
`I have collected a box of these stamps'

xii

Introduction
elkaar
Een bus van die,,
toeristen heeft
a
bus of those tourists
has
each other
`A bus of these tourists has photographed each other'
toeristen is gevallen
D e ~` Een van die~~
drie
one of those three
tourists
is fallen
'One of these three tourists has fallen'

(4)

D d
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Othcr constructions

gefotografeerd
photographed

Besides DPCs and IPCs, 1 will discuss Direct Content Constructions (DCCs). Examples of
DCCs are given in (5).
(~)

schoenen
D a een paar
a
pair
shoes
'a pair of shoes'
D b een doos postzegels
a
box stamps
'a box of stamps'
D c een groep studenten
a
group students
`a group of students'

The DPC in (la) and the DCCs in (5) seem to be similar: both constructions contain two
nominals. The nominal phrases in (~), however, are ambiguous. The noun phrase in (Sa), for
example. can be interpreted as a DPC, in which case een ~~nnr is interpreted as a number of
`shoes'; but it can also denote exactly one pair of shoes, in which case it functions as a DCC
and refers to an object. The N2 refers, roughly, to the content of the object or to the elements
of a collection. The DCCs in (Sb) and (Sc) have the same meaning as the ICC-phrases
(Indirect Content Constructions) in (6) below. In an ICC, N1 and N2 are separated by a
preposition. Not all DCCs have equivalent ICCs.
(6)

D a

een
a
D b? een
a

doos met postzegels
box with stamps
groep van studenten
group of students

In my approach an N 1 in a DCC is the syntactic and semantic head of the nominal phrase.
It is provided with an R-feature. N2 is the head of a predicative nominal modifier, which does
not project to a maximal nominal projection. A DCC is a macro-N-projection and N2 cannot
be immediately preceded by a functional element like a determiner, a cardinal or a
quantificational adjective (cf. ~`een doos drie postzegels `a box three stamps'). Its structure
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differs from that of a DPC In DCCs, N1 determines agreement and N2 is not visible for
semantic features of a verb (cf 7).
(7)

D a~ Glazen
water stromen~stroomt
over de rand
glasses (containing) water flow-PL~flow-SG over the edge
`Glasses of water flow over the edge'
D b~` Hij heeft
een glas
bier gedronken
he
has
a
glass
(containing) beer drunk
`He has drunk a glas of beer'
D c ~` Hij heeft
een doos
postzegels
verzameld
he
has
a
box (containing) stamps
collected
`He has a collected a box of stamps'
D d~` Een bus
toeristen heeft elkaar
gefotografeerd
a
bus (containing) tourists
has
each other
photographed
`A bus of tourists has photographed each other'
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Organization of this study

In Chapter 1, [ will discuss nominal phrases that contain a sequence of two nominals (N1 and
N2). I will compare Direct Partitive Constructions, Direct Content Constructions and Nominal
Compounds (NCs). An example of the NCs that will be discussed is firerglus `lit: beer glass',
which contains the noun ~lns. This is one of the nouns that appear as N 1 in DPCs and DCCs.
I will show that DPCs and DCCs are to be distinguished from NCs, the relation between N1
and N2 in each construction being different. Furthermore, I will provide syntactic and
semantic evidence that DPCs are one single nominal projection headed by N2. In addition,
this chapter will provide a discussion of previous analyses of DPCs.
In Chapter 2, I will review some extended projection theories and subsequently discuss the
theories of Abney (1987), Grimshaw (1991), Van Riemsdijk (1990) and Zwarts (1992). I will
investigate whether DPCs can be accounted for in an extended projection theory and how this
can be done. I propose to distinguish two kind of nominals, viz., lexical Ns and functional Ns.
In my view, the Nls occurring in DPCs have properties in common with arrangement quanta
(cf. Allan 1977). The following Nls will be distinguished: Quantifier Noun (QN), Measure
Notm (MN), Container Noun (ConN), Part Noun (PartN), Collective Noun (Co1N), and Kind
Noun ( KindN). I will apply the theory of Van Riemsdijk to DPCs adding these new types of
N 1. Furthermore, I will suggest that an N 1 can form an extended nominal projection (a
macro-N-projection) with an N2.
I will examine the morphological and syntactic properties of Dutch and German Nls in
Chapter 3. I will show that lexical Ns behave like regular Ns and that functíonal Ns do not:
they are somehow defective. There also turns out to be a set of N 1 s that are ambiguous
between functional and lexical nominals. The features of N 1 and N2 play a role in the relation
between DPCs and other elements in the sentence. A DPC is a transparent projection. In a
DPC, N2 is accessible for a verb and it may trigger agreement. Another argument providing
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evidence for the transparency of a DPC is that a DPC can be an antecedent for a reciprocal
pronoun. In a DCC, N2 has other properties. It is not accessible for a verb, it does not
determine agreement and it cannot be related to a reciprocal.
In Chapter 4, I will suggest that cardinal numerals are part of the projection line from N
to D(cf. inter alia Cardinaletti and Giusti 1991, Sánchez López 1993). I propose to extend
the nominal Feature Hierarchy (Zwarts 1992), which determines the order of the elements
in the nominal domain. The feature representing (in)definiteness dominates a feature
representing cardinality or amount. The cardinality feature dominates a lexical nominal
feature: aDEF ~ Q~[fN,-V]. Furthermore, I will compare properties of cardinal numerals
with the properties of N 1 s. It turns out that some N 1 s are clear quantifiers appearing without
any problem in environments in which quantifiers occur, whereas other Nls are less
quantiticational.
Chapter ~ will present a comparison between DPCs and DCCs. I will show that both in
DPC and in DCC N2 does not immediately project to a functional nominal level. The
properties of N2, however, are different. [n a DPC, N2 is the semantic head of the macro
projection. In a DCC, N2 is not the semantic head, but a predicative element. I will view both
DPCs and DCCs as macro projections. If both DPCs and DCCs are macro projections, one
may expect that a DPC and a DCC together may form one single macro projection. This is
indeed corroborated by the facts that are discussed in the section about recursion.
Chapter 6 discusses modification in DPCs and in DCCs. 1 will provide evidence that
functional N 1 s and lexical N I s have heterogeneous properties. Furthermore. I will examine
the distribution of Case and phi-features in DPCs and DCCs. I will show that both DPCs and
DCCs are transparent for a Case assigner. The distribution of Case again shows that functional
Ns and lexical Ns are not alike. Additionally, I will provide evidence that nominal internal
features influence a smaller domain than features that are assigned from the outside. The
domain of phi-features is restricted by the N whose features they express. The Case feature
has a wider domain.
In Chapter 7, I will discuss internal and external properties of Germanic IPCs. I will pay
attention to IPCs with an N1 and an indefinite embedded noun phrase. There will turn out to
be weak and strong IPCs, which have different syntactic and semantic properties. In my
approach weak 1PCs are macro-N-projections. They contain a prepositional element i~an 'of
(Dutch) or von `of (German), which is a functional head that does not immediately project
to the maximal level. Furthermore, I suggest that the structure of a strong IPC depends on the
character of N1. Some IPCs contain a functional N1, which quantifies into an empty N2.
These IPCs also contain an overt nominal phrase, which is embedded in a prepositional phrase
or which appears as a genitive marked phrase. Other IPCs contain a lexical N1, which has a
theta grid. In such IPCs, N1 does not quantify into a covert N2. N2 is overt and linked to an
argument position of N I.
In Chapter 8. I will investigate internal and external properties of Spanish IPCs. I have
shown that Germanic languages have different types of IPCs with NI and an indefinite N2.
It appears that Spanish also has strong and weak IPCs. In weak IPCs, the element de `of is
a functional element that lacks categorial information and that does not directly project to the
maximal level. A weak IPC is a macro-N-pr~jection. A strong IPC consists of more than one

lntroduction
macro prc~jection. In a strong IPC, de projects to the maximal prepositional level.
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1 Direct Partitive Constructions
1.0

Introduction

In this chapter, I will discuss some aspects of Direct Partitive Constructions ( DPCs). In
section 1.1, I will start with a brief description of DPCs and in section 1.2 DPCs and Direct
Content Constructions (DCCs) will be compared to nominal compounds that consist of two
nouns. Following this a subset of the DPCs will be dealt with (section 1.3 and section 1.3.1)
and I will discuss some of the previous accounts for DPCs (section 1.3.2). Why these previous
analyses are problematic will also be discussed. Section 1.3.3, gives an overview of the
relations between the nominals in DPCs that have been proposed.

Direct Partitive Constructions

l.l

Some of the Germanic languages have a special kind of nominal phrase, which I will call
Direct Partitive Constructions. The sentences below show a couple of Dutch examples of
DPCs.' '
D a een doos porselein
a
box china
`a box of china'
D b een doos boeken
a
box books
`a box of books'

(I)

Both examples in (1) are nominal phrases containing two nominals. In (1 a), the singular noun
doos `box' is followed by the mass noun porselein `china' and in (1 b) by the plural count
noun haeken `books'. I will call the tirst noun in a DPC N1 and the second noun N2. So in
the examples above the nominal doos is an N 1, porselein and boeken are N2s. N 1 and N2
simply indicate linear ordering, but no nominal hierarchy. An N2 may be a bare nominal or
it may be a modified nominal. The properties of N2 will be discussed extensively in Chapter
5.
The nominal phrases in (1) are ambiguous, they have more than one interpretation. The
interpretation of the nominal phrases in (1) is determined by their referents. There are two
nominals which may determine the reference of the nominal phrase. The meaning of the
phrases is determined by the denotation of N 1 and N2 and also by the context in which they

'

D - Dutch; G - German.

Z
DPCs have been discussed for Dutch inter alia by Paardekooper (1952), Putter (1976), Bennis (1978), Van
Gestel (1986), Barbiers (1990), Vos (1993), for German by L6bel (1986, 1989), Bhatt (I990), Wurmbrand (1992)
and for Swedish by Delsing (1991).
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occur. The phrases in (1) have a quantificational interpretation and a non-quantificational
one.
First, the quantificational interpretation arises when the referent of the noun phrase in (la)
is the N2 porselein `china' and when the referent of the phrase in (1 b) is the N2 boeken
`books'. The nominal phrase een doos porselein `a box (of) china' in (1a) denotes an amount
of china. This amount is as large as een doos. The noun phrase een doos boeken `a box (of)
books' in (1 b) indicates a quantity of books that is as large as een doos. In both cases, the
noun doos does not refer to an object. It lacks the property of denoting an object and it is
interpreted as a quantifier-like element. It quantifies into a mass noun and a plural noun,
respectively. The nominal phrases do not indicate all the china or all the books, but only a
certain amount of them. DPCs are related to nominal phrases, like vier boeken `four books',
containing a cardinal numeral (or a weak quantifier). It is well-known, that such a nominal
phrase is ambiguous. It has a weak or ecrrdincrl reading and a strong or presuppositional
reading (cf. inter alia Milsark 1974, Partee 1988, De Hoop 1992). The DPCs which indicate
an amount or a quantity also have a tii~eak and a strong reading.
These DPCs have the strong reading if their referent is considered as part of a contextually
given set. In that case, the DPC een doos porselein `a box (of) china' is interpreted as een
doos van het porselein `a box of the china'. In the strong reading, the DPC een doos boeken
`a box (of) books' has the same interpretation as the nominal phrase een doos van de boeken
`a box of the books'. Strong DPCs have the same meaning as nominal phrases belonging to
the Indirect Partitive Constructions (IPCs). The difference between DPCs and IPCs is that
DPCs contain two nominals and have only one referent, while IPCs contain two nominals and
have two referents.' Consider the next example.
(2)

D drie
three

van de
of the

boeken
books

An IPC-phrase is a complex nominal phrase which consists of two nominal phrases. The
second nominal phrase is embedded under the preposition van `of (or its equivalent in other
languages). The nominal phrases which are contained in this kind of IPC each have a different
referent. "i'he set of referents denoted by the first nominal, drie X `three X', is included in the
set denoted by the second one de boeken `the books'. The process of quantification in the
IPCs is more complicated than in DPCs. In DPCs, the quantifier has immediate access to its
variable. There are no intermediate steps. The quantification in the DPC is direct. In the IPC
in (2), there are more processes of quantification. The cardinal numeral quantifies into a
covert nominal phrase. This nominal phrase quantifies somehow into the embedded nominal
phrase, which is restricted by the determiner de `the'. It indicates a specific set of contextually
given books. The cardinal numeral drie `three' has no access to the embedded noun phrase
(de) boeken `books'.
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complex than I have presented them here.
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Second, the non-quantificational interpretation of the nominal phrase arises if the referent
of the nominal phrases in (1) is the N 1 doos `box'. The N 1 is a referential noun that indicates
a physical object. The N2s porselein in (la) and boeken (in lb) refer to the content of N1.
The nominal phrases in (1 a,b) in which the N 1 s are interpreted as objects, are equivalent to
the nominal phrases in (3a,b). In the latter phrases, the N2s are embedded under the
preposition met `with' (cf. Putter 1976).
(3)

D a een
a
b een
a

doos
box
doos
box

met
with
met
with

porselein
china
boeken
books

I will call nouns like doos that indicate some sort of container Container Nouns (ConNs) and
label the sequences of N 1 and N2 that have this interpretation Direct Content Constructions
(DCCs). I will refer to the weak interpretation as the Quantifier Interpretation
(Q-interpretation). The strong interpretation is also a Q-interpretation, but the interpretation
is a derived one. The DCCs are nominal phrases that have a Referential Interpretation
(R-interpretation). I will discuss the properties of DPCs in this chapter and in Chapter 3. The
properties of DCCs are discussed in Chapter 5.
To summarize, DPCs are nominal phrases consisting of two adjacent nominals, N1 and N2.
In the weak or cardinal interpretation of the DPC, N 1 indicates a quantity of N2. In the
strong or presuppositionul reading, DPCs are interpreted as a subset of a contextually given
superset. Some nominal phrases containing an N1 and an N2 have the same morphological
form as DPCs, but they have a different meaning. N 1 is a noun referring to some sort of
container (or to a collection of entities). N2 is a noun that refers to the content of this object
(or the entities of the collection). These nominal phrases are not DPCs but they belong to the
DCCs.

1.2

DPCs, DCCs and Nominal Compounds

I have shown above that a nominal phrase containing two adjacent nominals, N1 and N2, may
belong to the DPCs or to the DCCs. The Germanic languages have another set of nominal
phrases which are formed by adjacent Ns, namely Nominal Compounds (NCs). Unlike in
English, NCs are written as one word in Dutch and German. DPCs and DCCs are different
from NCs, as we will see in the remainder of this section.
One of the main questions that arises when we are dealing with the nominal phrases under
discussion, which all contain more than one noun, is: Which of the Ns is the head? There are
three pieces of evidence suggesting that the nominal phrases under discussion can be
right-headed (DPCs) or left-headed (DCCs). The evidence comes from semantic selection,
subject-verb agreement and pronominal reference (cf. Ten Hacken 1992).
First, take a look at semantic selection. Consider the example (4a), which contains the DPC
een glas bier `a glass (of) beer'. The nominal phrase een glas bier is the complement of the
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verb drinken `to drink'. NI glas is not selected by this verb, but N2 bier clearly is. It acts as
the semantic head of the phrase. The NI glas `glass' indicates together with een `a' the
amount of beer that Jan drinks. In the DCC-interpretation the phrase is equivalent to the
nominal phrase een glas met bier `a glass with beer'. The N2 bier cannot be selected by the
verb (cf. 4b). N2 does not function as the semantic head of the phrase. If the DPC or the
DCC is substituted for an NC like bierglas, the verb has no access to the first noun bier, as
is illustrated in (4c). This indicates that the first N bier is not accessible to the verb and that
bier is not the semantic head of the NC. The semantic head is the second N glas. There is a
kind of modifier-modifiee relation between the N bier and the N glas. The NC bierglas refers
to a kind of glass and not a kind of beer. The example becomes acceptable if the verb drinken
is replaced by another verb, for instance, vasthouden `to hold' (cf. 4d). The latter verb is
compatible with the complement bierglas and with the head of the phrase glas.4
(4)

D a

Jan
Jan
D b ~` Jan
Jan
D c ~` Jan
Jan
D d
Jan
Jan

drinkt
drinks
drinkt
drinks
drinkt
drinks
houdt
holds

een
a
een
a
een
a
een
a

glas
glass
(of)
glas
glass
(of)
bierglas
beer glass
bierglas
beer glass

bier
beer
bier
beer

DPC
DCC
NC

vast
PRT

NC

Semantic selection in the examples in (4) shows that both in DPCs and in NCs the second
noun is the semantic head of the noun phrase. In DCCs, the first N is the head of the
constituent.
Second, subject-verb agreement illustrates that in some cases N2 is the syntactic head of
the nominal phrase. The number feature of the subject triggers agreement on the verb. In
DPCs consisting of a singular NI and a plural N2, the number feature of N2 may trigger
agreement, as (Sa) shows. In DCCs, Nl is always the head (cf Sb) and in NCs, N2 is always
the syntactic head, as (Sc) shows.

4
There are NCs consisting of more than two Ns, which may have internal modifier-modifiee relatíons. The
NC in (i), kerktorenspitscontains three Ns, namely kerk `church', roren `tower' and spits `top', forming a complex
phrase. The Ns kerk and roren form a NC, in which kerk modifies roren. This complex N modifies the N spits (cf. De
Haas and Trommelen 1993).
(i) D [[ kerk [toren ]] spitsl
church tower
top
`church spire'
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D a Een aantal
mensen
komen te
a
number (of) people
arrive too
D b Een doos
knikkers valtl~`vallen
box (of) marbles fall-SGlfall-PL
a
D c Er
~`valtlvallen
bierglazen
ER fall-SGlfall-PL
beer glasses
`There are beer glasses falling'

laat
late
op de
on the

grond
floor

Third, data concerning pronominal reference show the Ns that occur in DPCs, DCCs and
NCs have different properties. Consider the nominal phrase een glas melk `a glass (of) milk',
which consists of the neuter noun glas and the feminine noun melk `milk'. If this nominal
phrase is interpreted as a DPC, the N 1 cannot be a discourse antecedent. This is illustrated
in example (6b), in which the neutral pronoun het `it' cannot refer to een glas in (6a). Only
the pronoun ze `she', corresponding to the N2 melk `milk', can be used to refer to this DPC
(cf. 6e). In the DCC-interpretation of een glas melk, both N1 and N2 may be discourse
antecedents (cf. 6d,e). In example (6d), the neuter pronoun het `it' refers to the N1 glas in
(6c). The feminine pronoun ze in (6e) refers to N2 melk of (6c). The data are taken from Ten
Hacken (1992).
(6)

Jan
Jan
D b~` Het;
it
Dc
Jan
Jan
Dd
Het;
it
De
Ze~
it
D a

drinkt een glas;
drinks a
glass
(of)
versierd
is mooi
is beautifully decorated
houdt een glas;
holds a
glass
(of)
is mooi
versierd
decorated
is beautifully
is zuur
is sour

melk~
milk

melk~
milk

vast
PRT

If the NC melkglas `milkglass' is substituted for the DCC glas melk in (bc), there is only one
possible discourse referent, namely (melk)glas. This implies that only the pronoun het in (6d)
can refer to the NC melkglas and that the pronoun ze in (6e) cannot. As is well-known, a
noun functioning as a modifier in an NC cannot be a discourse antecedent for a pronoun,
because syntactic processes have no access to a noun after compound formation (cf. Di Sciullo
and Williams 1987).
Summarizing, in DPCs and in NCs N2 is the semantic head of the constituent. The head
of a DCC is N1. There are, however, additional syntactic and phonological facts which
provide evidence that there are differences between DPCs and NCs and between DCCs and
NCs.
First, it was shown above that semantic selection helps to determine which N is the head
of a phrase. There is another piece of evidence suggesting that the second noun may be
considered as the semantic head of the phrase. Both in DPCs and in NCs the first noun
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restricts the reference of the second noun. In the DPC een glas bier in (4a), the N1 glas
restricts the second noun bier. It indicates a certain quantity of it. In the NC bierglas in (4c),
the first noun bier narrows down N2's reference. It restricts the reference of the N2 glas to
objects that have the quality of being a glass in which one can put beer. Note that an
alternative relation between the two Ns is possible in (4a) if the verb drinken `to drink' is
replaced by the verb leegdrinken `to finish', viz., Jan drinkt een glas bier leeg `Jan finishes
a glass (ot) beer', as we saw in the previous section. In this case, the noun bier narrows down
the reference of N 1 glas. The N 1 is interpreted as a physical object. We do not find this
second kind of modiftcation relation in (4c) ~`Jan drinkt een biergla.s `Jan drinks a beer glass'.
Second, another point of difference concerns the restrictions on the syntactic number of the
second noun. In DPCs, N2 ís always a plural count noun or a mass noun (cf. 7a).5 This
restriction on the number feature of the second N does not apply to NCs, as (7b) illustrates.
An NC like stapelwolk, in which the second N is the singular count noun wolk `cloud', is a
correct NC. However, a DPC consisting of an N 1 stapel and an N2 wolk is an ungrammatical
expression.`'
(7)

D a
D b

zandlboeken~~`wolk
een stapel
a
pile (of) sand~books~cloud
een stapelwolk
a
pile-cloud
`a cumulus'

Third, in Dutch NCs the second noun is generally the head of the phrase. This is clear from
the fact that determiner selection is triggered by the head of an NC (cf. Trommelen en
Zonneveld 1986). The gender and the number of the head influence the choice of the definite
determiner. Consider the examples below.
het dier
the animal-NEUT
de kudde
the herd-NON-NEUT
het
kuddedier
the-NEUT herd-animal
D d ~` de
kuddedier
the-NON-NEUT herd-animal

In Chapter 3, we will see that there are some exceptions to this general rule with N ls like soorr `kind'. See
also footnote 23.
6

Unless ivotk is interpreted as a mass noun.
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The noun dier `animal' is a neuter noun and it may be combined with a definite neuter
determiner, which is spelled out as het `the'. The gender of the noun kudde `herd' is
non-neuter and the definite determiner preceding kudde is spelled out as de `the'. The
examples in (8c,d) illustrate that the definite determiner of the NC kuddedier `herd-animal'
is het, which is the neuter determiner. The non-neuter determiner is unacceptable (cf. 8d).
This shows that the second noun dier is the head. In DPCs, however, the determiner choice
is generally determined by NI (cf. 9a). The indeflnite determiner must belong to the N1
acrntcrl `number', since in Dutch plural noun phrases are generally not preceded by the
indefinite determiner een 'a'.' It is only in exceptional cases, for example in (9b), that a
determiner agrees with N2. The demonstrative die `those' agrees with N2 boeken `books' and
not with NI paar `couple'. In (9c), it is shown that N1 determines the spell-out of the
demonstrative dut `that' and not N2. Should the plural N2 bramen `blackberries' determine
it, the demonstrative would have been die `those'. This is, however, not possible, as (9d)
shows.
(9)

D a

een aantal
boeken
a
number
(of) books
D b
die
paar
boeken
those couple (of) books
D c
dat
emmertje
bramen
that-NEUT bucket-DIM blackberries
D d ~` die
emmertje
bramen
those-PL bucket-DIM blackberries

Fourth, the plural forms of DPCs and DCCs differ from the plural forms of the NCs. The
plural morpheme is attached to the head of the nominal constituent. NI is a possible head in
DPCs and is always the head of a DCC. In an NC, N2 is the head. Therefore one expects the
locus of the number morpheme to be, respectively, N] and N2. Compare the nominal phrases
in ( l 0a) and ( I Ob).

~
An indefinite detenniner may precede a plural noun in a couple of cases, for instance, in exclamative
nominal phrases, as in (i), and in irnt-voor-phrases `what-for-phrases' (cf. ii). For a discussion of these phrases see
e.g., Corver (] 990), Bennis, Corver and Den Dikken (1998), Beermann (1997) and the references therein.
(í)

(ii)

D a

Een
bloemen
dat
ze
heeft!
a
flowers
that
she
has
'Flowers she certainly has!'
D b Wat een
bloemen!
what a
flowers
`What a lot of flowers!'
D Wat voor (een)
bloemen heefr ze
what for
a
flowers
has
she
`What kind of flowers did she get?'

gekregen?
got
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(l0) D a een stapel
wolken
a
pile (of) clouds
D b een stapelwolk
a
pile-cloud
`a cumulus'
The nominal constituent in ( l 0a) can be interpreted as a DPC or as a DCC. The phrase in
( l Ob) is an NC. Bóth are singular phrases and their plural forms are given below. The N 1
stapel `pile' in a DPC or in a DCC has a plural form. The plural morpheme -s can be attached
to it (cf. 1 1 a). The example (11 b), shows that the plural morpheme of the NC is attached to
the N wolk and that the first noun stapel of the NC cannot be pluralized (cf. l lc).
(11) D a

stapels
wolken
pile-PL
(of) clouds
D b
stapelwolken
pile-cloud-PL
`cumuli'
D c ~` stapelswolk

The first noun stapel `cloud' acts as a modifier in the NC stapelwolk `cumulus' and modifiers
in Dutch do not express number agreement with the noun they modify. Besides, if NCs are
formed in the lexicon, one does not expect rules that determine agreement to have access to
.
N1
The fifth difference is related to modification. In DPCs or DCCs, N1 and N2 may be
separated by an adjectival modifier (cf 12a). This is not possible in a NC, as (12b) shows.
This suggests that DPCs, DCCs and NCs are created at different syntactic levels. Adjectival
modification shows that the relation between N1 and N2 in DPCs, DCCs and in NCs differs.
If the adjective grijze `grey' precedes the N1, as in (12c), it cannot refer to the N2 wolken
`clouds'. In the NC stapelwolk `cumulus' in (12d), the adjective refers to the N2 wolk and not
to the N1 stapel `pile'.9
(12) D a

een
a
D b ~` een
a

8
Some
accounted for in
lexicon. Second,
at various levels
9

stapel
grijze
pile (of)
grey
stapelgrijzewolk
pile-grey-cloud

wolken
clouds

compounds contain an inflected adjective, e.g., oudenrannenhurs `oldmenshouse'. This can be
a number of ways. First, one could suppose that such compounds are lexicalized and stored in the
one could assume, for instance, like Booij (1977) and Borer (1988), that plural formation is possible
in syntax.

For further discussion see Chapter 5.
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(12) D c
D d

een
a
een
a

grijze
grey
grijze
grey

9

stapel
wolken
pile (of) clouds
stapelwolk
pile-cloud

The sixth difference is related to the stress pattern. This is exemplified in (13). The stress
pattern of a DPC~DCC is iilustrated in (13a,c). Both N1 and N2 bear a primary stress, or N1
has a secondary stress and N2 a primary one. The examples (13b,d) show that in a NC only
the first noun has primary stress."'
(13) D a een
D b een
D c een
a
D d een
a

stápel wólken~een stàpel wólken
stápelwblk
ktídde
díeren~een kudde díeren
herd (of) animals
ktíddedièr
herd-animal

To summarize, I have shown that DPCs, DCCs and NCs have different syntactic,
morphological and phonological properties. In some respects, DPCs, DCCs and NCs are
semantically different, as well.

1.3

More about UPCs

In the next section. [ will first provide more evidence suggesting that N2 may be the head of
a DPC The discussion concerning DCCs will be taken up later. If N2 is the head of the DPC,
one mi~ht wonder what the internal structure of a DPC is. Therefore, I will discuss previous
analyses that have been proposed.

1.31

N2 as the head of a llPC

The main arguments for analysing DPCs as nominal projections of which N2 is the head come
from semantic selection and subject-verb agreement, which have already been discussed
above. I will first discuss a set of data concerning the relation between a DPC and the verb
and then look at a couple of facts related to the internal structure of a DPC.

'o There are a couple of NCs in which the stress falls on N2, e.g., smdhuis `townhall'. In some cases, the
second noun may receive contrastive stress, as is illustrated in (i).
(i)

D Ik bedoel
een
théepót en
I mean
a
teapot
and
`I mean a teapot and not a teacup'

geen
no

théekóp
teacup

10
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The first piece of evidence suggesting that N2 is the head of a DPC comes from semantic
selection (cf. Putter 1976). Transitive verbs require that the objects they select be semantically
compatible. A verb like drinken `to drink' selects a nominal complement which refers to some
liquid that is drinkable. Therefore the complement bier `beer' is acceptable in the example
(14), while the complement zand `sand' is not. ~~
(14) D Jan drinkt bierl~zand
Jan drinks beerlsand
Consider next some examples in which a DPC is the complement of a verb:
(15) D a Jan
Jan
D b.ian
Jan
D c Jan
Jan
'Jan
D d Jan
Jan
`Jan

drinkt een glas
bier
drinks a
glass
(of) beer
rookt een doos
sigaren
smokes a
box (of) cigars
drinkt een glas
bier
drinks a
glass (of) beer
empties a glass of beer'
deed
een doos
sigaren
made a
box (of) cigars
closed a box of cigars'

leeg
empty
dicht
closed

The nominal phrase een glas bier `a glass (of) beer' can have a quantificational interpretation
(Q-interpretation) and a non-quantificational interpretation or referential interpretation
(R-ititerpretation). When it is interpreted as a quantificational phrase, it indicates an amount
of beer. When it has the non-quantificational interpretation it refers to a container. In (15a),
however, een glas bier does not refer to a container, but denotes an amount of beer. The N
that satisfies the selectional requirements of the verb is N2 bier and not N1 glas. The latter
N cannot be selected by V, when the nominal phrase is interpreted as a DPC. ~' I conclude
from the example (ISa) that N2 of een glas hier `a glass (ofj beer' is the head, because the
lexical content of Nl glas `glass' does not satisfy the semantic requirements of the verb
drinken `drink'. The same applies to example (15b), in which the N1 doos `box' cannot be
the semantic object of the V roken `smoke'. The nominal phrase een doos sigaren `a box (of)
cigars' only has the Q-interpretation in (15b). It can only be interpreted as a DPC and it is
not possible to interpret it in this context as a DCC. If we replace the verb drinken by a verb
that does select N1, for instance, leegdrinken, the Q-interpretation is no longer available
(cf. ISc). The same applies to (15d). If the verb dicht doen `to close' is substituted for the

~~

The symbol ti is used to indicate semantic incompatibility.

~~
It is possible to say Hij dronk een gtas `He drank a glass', but in that case we have to do with an elliptic
NZ or with an anaphoric nominal expression. See section 4.2.2.
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verb roken 'to smoke' in (15b), there is only one interpretation of een doos sigaren, namely,
the R-interpretation. The Q-interpretation is not available.
A second piece of evidence suggesting that N2 may be the head of the DPC is given by
subject-verb agreement (cf. Blom 1977, Putter 1976). It is generally assumed that in most
Germanic languages the agreement features of the verb are triggered by the subject of the
sentence. The number featiu~e of the head of the subject determines the spell-out of the verb's
agreement features. Consiler the next examples:
(16) D a Een paar
mensen
~`komt~komen te
laat~'
a
couple (of)
people
comes~come
too late
`A couple of people are coming too late'
G b Eine Menge
Freundschaften ~warlwaren geschlossen worden
a
lot (of) friendships
waslwere
closed
been
`A lot of friendships have been established'
In (16a), the DPC een Pam. mensen `a couple (of) people' consists of the N 1 paar and the N2
mensen. The N I puur is a singular nominal phrase preceded by the indefinite determiner een
`a'. The N2 nzensen `people' is a plural notm. As is shown in (16a), the singular agreement
feature on the verb komen `come' is not acceptable, but the verb must show the plural
agreement. I conclude from this data that the N2 mensen is the head of this DPC. The same
applies to the N2 Freundschufterr `friendships' of the German DPC eine Menge
Frezrndschaften `a lot (of) friendships' in (16b).
Most verbs do not itnpose restrictions on the number feature of their subjects. There are
a couple of verbs, however, that cannot occur with a singular subject denoting one referent.
These verbs require a plural subject, a singular one denoting a set of entities or a subject
referring to a mass. Two of these verbs are ~iclz rershrciden `disperse' and omsingelen
`surronnd'.'~ The exatnples (17a,b) show that a subject denoting a singular entity is
excluded.
(17) D a ~` De student verspreidde zich
the student dispersed
REFL
`~`The student dispersed'
D b~ De student omsingelde het gebouw
the student surrounded the building

~'
The example (lba) in which the verb shows singular agreement is only ungrammatical in the
Q-interpretation. The verb shows singular agreement if N I has the R-interpretation. In this case, paar `pair' refers
to a pair of the same kind that belong toeether.
~a
Note that collective noun subjects like leger'army' and polirie 'police' are appropriate subjects for verbs
like onrsrnge(en `surround'.
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If N2 may be the head of a DPC, we expect DPCs that contain a plural N2 or a collective N2
only to be the subject of such verbs. This assumption is correct, as the examples below
il lustrate.' `
(18) D a

D b
D c

Een paar
mensen
verspreiden zich
a
people
disperse
REFL
couple
`A couple of people disperse'
Een paar
studenten omsingelen het
a
couple (of) students surround
the
Een hoop vee
verspreidde zich
lot
cattle dispersed
REFL
a
`A lot of cattle dispersed'

gebouw
building

A third piece of evidence is derived from the following fact. A transitive verb does not
generally impose restrictions on the number feature of its complement. The verb lezen `read',
for example, may select a singular nominal phrase een boek `a book', a plural nominal phrase
boeken `books', or a collective nominal phrase like literatuur `literature'. However, there is
a class of transitive verbs which only select a plural object or a mass object. They are not
compatible with a singular noun phrase denoting one entity. One such a verb is, for instance,
verzamelen `collect' (cf. 19a). Consider the data in (19b-e).
(19) D a
D
D
D
D

Jan
Jan
b~` Jan
Jan
c
Jan
Jan
d
Jan
Jan
e~`? Jan
Jan

verzamelde
collected
verzamelde
collected
verzamelde
collected
verzamelde
collected
verzamelde
collected

postzegels~porseleirt~llbier
stamps~chinalbeer
een doos
a
box
een doos
postzegels
a
box (of) stamps
een doos
porselein
a
box (of) china
een krat
bier
a
box (of) beer

Let us compare sentence (19b) with sentence (19c). The example (19b) is unacceptable.
because the verb verzamelde `collected' selects the complement een doos `a box', which

~5
Note that not alI DPCs may be subjects of this kind of verb, see (ia,b). The examples improve if we stress
Nl. I will retum to these examples in Chapter 3.
(i)

toeristen verspreiden zich
D a?? Een
bus
REFL
a
bus ( of) tourists disperse
`A bus of tourists dispersed'
bus
toeristen omringen
de
gids
D b?? Die
guide
that
bus ( of) tourists surround the
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denotes a single entity. In the grammatical example (19c), the verb selects the nominal phrase
een doos postzegels `a box (of) stamps'. The nominal phrase een doos postzegels is interpreted
as a DPC. The verb is semantically not compatible with the N 1 doos, but it is compatible with
the head of the DPC postzegels `stamps'. The same applies to the example in (19d) with the
DPC een doos porselein `a box (of) china'. The mass N2 denoting a non-liquid entity is
compatible with the verb verzamelen. If N2 is semantically not compatible with the verb, as
in (19e), the sentence becemes ungrammatical.
Nominal internal characteristics of the DPC provide some more evidence that N2 is the
head of the DPC. First, take a look at noun phrase internal agreement, which is illustrated by
a couple of Dutch examples. The nominal phrases below contain a demonstrative pronoun
which does not agree with N1, but with N2. This is contrary to what we expect, because a
demonstrative pronoun generally agrees with the N to which it is adjacent (cf. Blom 1977,
Van Gestel 1986, part of (20b) taken from Van Gestel 1986).
paar
schoenen
(20) D a die~deze
thoselthese few
shoes
D b die~deze pond
ham
thatlthis pound (of) ham
The nominal phrase in (20a) contains the N1 paar. This NI can be interpreted both as a
quantif3er and as a collective noun. In (20a), N 1 is interpreted as a quantifier and not as the
collective Nl paar `pair'. The spell-out of the demonstrative seems to be determined by the
meaning of the nominal phrase. The collective N I paar is a neuter noun and a demonstrative
preceding the collective N1 is spelled out as dit `this' or dat `that' and not as die~deze
`thoselthese'. In (20a), the demonstrative apparently agrees with N2. This suggests that N2
schoenen `shoes' is the head of the nominal phrase. Something similar applies to (20b). The
Measure Noun (MN) pond `pound' belongs to the class of the neuter nouns. The
demonstratives die~deze `thatlthis' in (20b), however, are demonstratives that correspond to
a non-neuter noun. The N2 ham `ham' is such a non-neuter noun and it is apparently the head
of the nominal phrase.~b Notice that the demonstrative only agrees with N2 if N1 has no
diminutive suffix, as (21 a,b) shows.
(21) D a~` die~deze
pondje
those~these pound-DIM (of)
D b
dit~dat
pondje
this~that
pound-DIM (of)

uien
onions
uien
onions

The second set of facts providing evidence that N2 may be the head of the phrase comes
from German. In German, a language with a rich case system, Case is overtly expressed on

16

Some people consider examples like (20a,b) ungrammatical.
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the determiner, the adjective and in some cases also on the noun itself." Look at the data
in (22), which are taken from Lbbel (1989), and Van Riemsdijk (1990), respectively.
Litern
rotem
Wein
(22) G a mit den
drei
with the-DAT three
liters-DAT (of) red-DAT wine
guten
Wein geschickt
G b Er hat mir 24 Flaschen
(of) good-ACC wine
sent
he has me 24 bottles
`He has sent me 24 bottles of good wine'
In (22), the DPC is the complement of the preposition mit `with'. This preposition assigns
dative Case to the DPC. The Case features are expressed on the definite determiner den `the',
the N1 Litern `liters' and also on the adjective rotem `red' modifying N2. Something similar
happens in example (22b). The verb assigns the accusative Case to its direct object 2~l
Flaschen guten Wein `24 bottles (of) good wine'. The accusative Case feature is not overtly
expressed on a noun itself. The accusative marking is visible on the adjective modifying N2.
These facts of case agreement provide another piece of evidence for the assumption that DPCs
consist of one single nominal projection headed by N2.
Summarizing, I have shown that there is evidence that N2 is the head of a DPC. This
evidence is provided by two sorts of facts. First, there are semantic facts concerning selection.
Second, there are syntactic facts that have to do with the argument selection of a special class
of verbs. These verbs need an external or an internal argument that denotes a non-singular
entity. The noun phrase internal agreement facts also suggest that N2 is the head of a DPC.

1.3.2

Previous analyses

Dutch DPCs have been discussed in the early days of transformational generative literature
(TG). In those days, nominal phrases had a specifier position in which all sorts of elements
were generated. For instance, a determiner, a possessive phrase and all sorts of quantifiers
were located in this position. The modifiers of the nominal phrase were not generated in this
position. They were located in a lower position. There are a number of proposals in which
the position of the quantificational N1 is discussed. The character of N1 plays a role in the
determination of its structural position.
First, a quantificational N1 and the preceding determiner are generated in the specifier
position of the NP (cf. Blom 1977). In this proposal, a determiner is not generated in the
specifier position of the NP, but it is generated in a lower position.~R

~~
The system makes a distinction between strong and weak inflection. Case appears on a prenominal adjective
if there is no determiner or if the noun phrase has a weak determiner. For further discussion see Chapter 6.
~8
Sturm (1986) and Van Bart and Sturm (1987) generate quantificational NPs like een aanlal `a number' in
the specifier position of NP. Determiners and demonstrative pronouns are also located in this position.
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NP

DET

N
I
N"

een paar
a couple
`a couple of books'

boeken
books

Second, if Nls like glus `glass' and cruntul ' number' are interpreted as quantificational Ns,
N 1 and the preceding determiner are generated as a modifier of N2 (cf. Wiers 1978). This
is illustrated below.
(24)

, NP
DET

j N"
QP

`

een liter
a liter
`a liter of wine'

N

N"
wijn
wine

Third, N 1 is analyzed as the head of the nominal phrase and the determiner occupies the
determiner position. In this proposal, DPCs are considered to be normal nominal phrases. The
N2 is considered as a complement of N1 (cf. Putter 1976, Bennis 1978).
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NP
~
`
[ÍPEC] ' N'
N"

~ NP

, `
[SPEC]
N'
I
N~~
I
een
glas
0
melk
milk
a
glass
`a glass of milk'
The main difference between these proposals is the position of N1 and the status of N2. In
the first two proposals, N2 is the head of the projection. In the last proposal, N 1 is the head
of the nominal phrase and N2 is the head of the complement.
The general problem of most of these analyses is that all sorts of specifiers of N are
generated in the Spec of NP. Brame (1981, 1982), Hellan (1986), Szabolcsi (1987), Abney
( I 987) and many others have convincingly argued that the nominal domain has a more
articulated structure. This elaborated nominal structure may contain various functional heads
just like the elaborated verbal structure (cf. inter alia Pollock 1989, Chomsky 1992). The
NP-hypothesis states that N" is the head of the phrase. The DP-hypothesis, however, claims
that the determiner is the head of the noun phrase and not N" (cf. Abney 1987). Apart from
the determiner, other functional nominal categories. (Q, Deg, K), are introduced under this
hypothesis. With these changes, a whole array of new positions is created in the noun phrase.
The DP-hypothesis gives us a new look at the internal structure of nominal constituents and
it has created new possibilities to account for a variety of phenomena (distribution of
arguments, extraction asymmetries, adjective positions, case assignment etc.).
Before discussing the proposals for DPCs that follow the DP-hypothesís, I will discuss two
proposals that take a slightly different point of view from the ones discussed above, viz., Van
Gestel (1986) and Coppen (1991).
Van Gestel assumes that QNs like een aantal `a number' are N" elements, which are
generated as `idiomatic numerals' in the lexicon. N 1 is analyzed as the head of the projection.
He analyzes QNs as plural nouns, just like cardinal numerals, except for one. Some Nls are
ambiguous between a QN and a non-quantifier N 1. Such a non-quantifier N 1 is simply a
singular count noun. Van Gestel shows that N2 is not projected to a maximal nominal
projection (N~~ in his system) and that N2 is not an unexpanded nominal projection (N"),
therefore he proposes a recursive rewrite rule that generates an No selecting N~ (cf. 26a).
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(26) a N' --~ N~ N~
b

N'`

Sp~N~ `N~
' `

Only a subset of all the nouns may be inserted under the first N" node in (26), thus creating
a structure with the semantic property of `quantity of relation. These assumptions allow him
to account for the different agreement patterns that are triggered by DPC-subjects. The
problem with his analysis is that some QNs may have adjectival modifiers, for instance, een
groot aantal `a big number', een reclelijk aantal `a reasonable number' etc. Therefore he
would have to assume that these modified N 1 s are all listed as such in the lexicon or that they
are listed as idioms that have a slot into which the adjective may be inserted. A consequence
of his analysis is that he has to make a distinction between different kinds of QNs. In some
QNs, the determiner preceding N1 does belong to N1 (een aantal schoenen `a number (of)
shoes') and in other QNs it belongs to N2 (die paar schoenen `these few shoes').
Coppen (1991), tinally, assumes that all N 1 s are generated as specifiers of N2. Elaborating
on a proposal by Blom (1977), he distinguishes two quantifier positions. The first one is a
pre-determiner position and the second a post-determiner position. He calls these positions
High QP and Low QP respectively. He claims that QPs are specifiers of N which are
adjoined to different levels of the N-projection. The interpretation of the nominal phrase
depends on the position the QP occupies. A quantifier in the High QP-position (generally)
triggers a partitive interpretation, while a quantifier located in the Low QP-position does not.
A subset of the quantifiers can be preceded by a definite specifier. An N1 cannot be generated
in the Low QP-position, because it cannot be preceded by a definite specifier (cf. 27).
(27) D ~` die
these

'n paar mensen
a few people

Given these facts and the fact that quantificational noun phrases like een paar `a couple' have
the same distribution as quantifiers that occur in IPCs, Coppen proposes to generate such a
quantificational phrase in the High QP:
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(28)

NP

DET

N'
I
N

[een bus]
a bus (of)

I
Japanners

Japanese

The subject-verb agreement problem discussed before does not arise in Coppen's analysis
because he assumes, just like Sturm (1986), that the number feature of a noun phrase is
determined by the head of a phrase and all the modifying and specifying parts, if present. The
noun phrase internal Case agreement facts, however, are problematic for his analysis. He
assumes a Case percolation mechanism in which Case assigned to a nominal phrase can only
be passed on by definite determiners. This assumption predicts that Case agreement is blocked
if the determiner is indefinite, contrary to what happens, for instance, in the example below,
which is taken from Grebe et aL (1973).
(29) G mit einem Stuck
with a-DAT piece

bruchigem Eisen
brittle-DAT iron

In this example, the dative Case is spelled out on the indetinite determiner einem `a' of the
N1 ,St~ïck `piece' and on the adjective hriichrgenr `brittle~, which modifies the N2 Ersen `iron'.
The agreement facts discussed in (20a,b) seem problematic as well, because it is not clear
how, for instance, in a DPC like die puar schoenen `these few shoes' the determiner die
`those', which is part of the complex specifying element, could agree with the head of the
phrase schoenen 'shoes'.
I will continue with the analyses that are proposed in the DP-framework. In this
framework, the previous points of view are more or less maintained. Nl is analyzed as a
functional head, as a lexical head or as a complement. DPCs have been discussed for Dutch
by Barbiers (1990), for German inter alia by L~bel (1986, 1989, 1990) and Bhatt (1990), and
for Swedish by Delsing (1991).
Barbiers assumes that quantifying elements like cardinal numerals and ConNs belong to the
functional category K", which is equivalent to Q" or Num". They head a KP-projection. A K"
may select a KP or an NP, as is illustrated below. Barbiers does not pay attention to the
different agreement patterns. It is not clear which head of the projection is responsible for
agreement.

Direcl Par-litit~e Consu-irciions
(30) a

DP

b

D"

KP
'
K"

DP
D`~

`NP

twee
two
'two bottles'
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` KP
K",

flessen
bottles

` KP
~
Ko
` NP
I
I

twee flessen
wijn
two
bottles
wine
`two bottles of wine'

L~bel (1989, 1990) generates N 1 as the head of a Q-projection. Q is a functional category
representing countability. A cardinal numeral is located in the Spec of Q" and N2 is a
complement of Q", as in (31). She assumes that N1 or N2 agreement is semantically
determined.'y
(3 I )

, DP`
Spec

, D`
DET

, Qp
NumP
I

Q

~,~Q~ NP
l}NI
N'
I
N"
I

drei
Pfund
i~pfel
three pound
apples
`three pounds of apples'
This analysis is criticized by Bhatt, who lists a docen objections. One of the major objections
is that cardinal numerals are generated in [Spec,QP], which is not plausible. A cardinal
numeral does not behave as a maximal projection, but as a head. Another disadvantage of this
analysis concerns the position that Lóbel assigns to adjectives, ordinals and quantifiers. An
adjective may select a QP. Therefore, it is predícted that (32a) is correct, although this is not

19

Irrelevant details are omitted.
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the case. Ordinals and cardinals are generated in [Spec,QP] in this analysis, but they may
co-occur, as (32b) shows.
(32) G a ~` grof3e drei
Eimer
Wasser
big
tluee
buckets
(of) water
G b
die ersten drei
Eimer
Wasser
the first
three
buckets
(of) water
In view of these objections Bhatt generates NI as the nominal head of a DP and a cardinal
numeral as head of Q. N2 is an NP, selected by N 1.
(33)

~ DP
`

DET
Q"

~

QP
`

NP

N"

drei
three

I

No

Pfund
pounds

i~pfel
apples

The next analysis to be discussed is the one proposed in Delsing (1991). Delsing adopts
in fact Bhatt's solution and he takes a different view upon the position of N 1.'" By looking
at agreement between a noun phrase and a predicative adjective, he shows that in one case
N1 is the head of the DPC and that N2 is the head in the other case." The N that triggers
agreement is the head of the phrase. In DPCs, N1 is generated in [Spec,NP]. Nl and N2 have
to agree in the [count] feature, as in (34). This happens, for instance, in a DPC like een aantal
mensen `a number (of) people', in which een crantal is Nl and mensen N2.

?o

Delsing, following Bhatt (1990), generates NP in the [Spec,AP] position, if A is present.

21

Swedish does not have subject-verb agreement.
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DP
,
Spec

`

D"

~

D
`
' QP
Spec

`

' Q~`
0
Q [}~ow,t] ,NP
~pec

een aantal;
a number
'a number of people'

~ ensen
people

He furthennore assumes that ConNs like clons 'box' are ambiguous between a QN and a
lexical N. In his analysis, the embedded nowl is atnbiguous, too. He claims that Swedish
nouns have a countable fimction and an uncountable function. The feature [count] is relevant
in the cowitable function of a noun, but not in the uncountable one. These assumptions and
the assumption that the head of a nominal phrase triggers agreement allow him to deduce the
DPC-internal structure. If N1 is ambiguous between a[-count] or a[fcount] N, the
predicative adjective may agree with N 1 or with N2. The [-count] N 1, is generated in
[Spec,NP] and the adjective will agree with N2, because N2 is the head of the DPC. If N1
is positively specified for the count feature, it is the head of the DP and the predicative
adjective only agrees with N1 and never with N2. In Vos (1993), it is shown that we cannot
adopt Delsing's analysis as such for Dutch. The main arguments are that Delsing claims that
N1 is an argument of N2, but it is not clear what kind of argument it is. Besides, N] is
generated in the specifier position of NP. It is generally assumed that possessive phrases are
generated in that position. Possessives and N 1 s have a different relation to N2 (cf. Tang
1990). The possessive phrase may be expressed by a postnominal ncrn-phrase, whereas this is
not possible for N1, as (35) shows.
(35) D a

Jans
broer
Jan's brother
D b
de broer van Jan
the brother of Jan
D c
een boel
broers
a
lot (of) brothers
D d~` broers
van een boel
lot
brothers of a
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Delsing's proposal is only tenable for indefinite quantifiers. He notes that constructions with
definite quantifiers behave differently with respect to agreement. This forces him to assume
that a QN preceded by a definite determiner is generated in a different position than a QN
with an indetinite determiner. The first one is not generated in the specifter position of N2.
but base generated as the head of the nominal phrase. The N2 is generated as the complement
of detínite N1.
If we apply this analysis to Dutch, we are faced with another problem. In Dutch, QNs
co-occur with the so-called quantitative er:
(36) Op deze hoek
stonden
er
gisteren
een aantal
On this corner stood-PL ER yesterday a
number
'A number (of them) were on this corner yesterday'
In Delsing's analysis, a QN like een uan~al is the complement of N2. In the example in (36),
however, there seems to be no N2. The sentence contains the quantitative er which co-occurs
with indetínite quantifiers. In (36), the QN is related to er. One could assume that it is the
yuantitative er that selects the QN. Suppose we assume that een uuntul is selected by
yuantiticational er. As (37) shows, er does not appear internal to the nominal phrase
containing een ucmtul.
(37) a~` Op deze hoek stonden gisteren [een aantal er]
b~` [Een aantal er] stonden gisteren op deze hoek
The quantitative er appears in another position in the sentence because of its clitic-like
properties. But if er is a clitic, we would generate a QN in the specifier position of a clitic.
This does not seem plausible to me. It is generally assumed tltat clitics are defective
constituents that lack the internal structure of other nominal phrases. An alternative solution
is that een uuntul is generated in the specifier position of a covert N2, viz., pro. The covert
pro is coindexed with er which is base generated somewhere in the verbal projection. It is,
however, not very attractive to generate QN in the specifier of a covert nominal phrase.
Therefore it was proposed in Vos (1993) that QN is base generated in [Spec,QP].
To summarize, I have discussed previous proposals to analyze DPCs and the problems of
these proposals. The pre-DP analyses are problematic because they do not have a structure
that is sufficiently elaborated for all the prenominal elements. The analyses in the
DP-framework each have their own shortcomings.

1.3.3

The relation between NI and N2

In section 1.3.2, I have illustrated that in DPCs Nl and N2 have been located in various
syntactic positions. In this section, which is closely related to the previous one, I will
investigate in more detail the syntactic and semantic relation between the Ns in DPCs and
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review the relations that have been proposed in the literature. These can be divided into five
main groups:
(38) l. NI and N2 are in a modifier-head relation (cf. Blom 1977, Wiers 1978)
2. N1 and N2 are in a head-complement relation:
a. N 1 takes N2 as a complement: syntactic selection (cf. Putter I 976, Bhatt 1990)
b. N 1 takes N2 ~.s a complement: semantic selection, but no subcategorization
(cf. Van Gestel 1986)
3. N2 and Nl are in a head-complement relation (cf. Delsing 1991)
4. N1 is generated as a specitier (cf. Coppen 1991, Vos 1993).
5. N1 and N2 are `coextensive' and N1 is the instantiation of Q(cf. L~bel 1989, 1990)
First, I will discuss the possibility that N1 or a part of Nl is a modifier of N2. Modifiers
are elements that restrict the denotation of a head. Consider example (39), where the adjective
hittere `bitter' modifies the noun pillen `pills'. The noun phrase bittere pillen refers to the set
of pills that have the property of being 'hitter'.
(39) D bittere
bitter

pillen
pills

The denotation of an N may not only be restricted by an adjectival phrase, but also by a
prepositional phrase, a verbal phrase or a nominal phrase, as is illustrated in (40).
(40) D a een
a
D b een
a
D c de
the

pil van chocolade
pill of
chocolate
pil die bittcr is
pill that bitter is
vergadering vorige week
meeting
last
week

The modifiers in (39-40) all indicate a certain property of N: the taste of N(39,40b), the
material N is made of (40a), the time when the event denoted by N took place in (40c).
Consider the example (41), which contains a DPC with a ConN as N 1 and a plural N2.
(41) D een
a

doosje
pillen
box-DIM pills

We could claim that the N1 een doosje `a box-DIM' restricts the denotation of N just like the
other modifiers do: the N pillen is restricted in its quantity. The difference between Nl and
the other modifiers would be that N1 restricts N in its quantity, whereas the other modifiers
restrict N in its quality. Note, however, that modifiers generally do not impose restrictions on
the number feature of the N they modify (ef. 42). The nouns in (40) can be replaced by plural
nouns and the grammaticality of the nominal phrases does not change. The mass versus count
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distinction of Ns is not important either. This is shown by the adjectival modifiers below. The
noun pil is a count noun (42a) and the noun tiiuter `water' in (426) is a mass noun.
(42) D a een bittere
a
bitter
D b vies
water
dirty
water

pil
pill

N2s, however, are sensitive to the preceding N 1. A ConN, for instance, needs to be combined
with a plural N2 like pillen `pills', as in ( 43a), or a mass N2 like zulf `ointment' in (43b). A
singular N2, like (een) pil `(a) pill', is not allowed (cf. 43c,d).
(43) D a

een doosje
a
box-DIM
D b
een doosje
a
box-DIM
D c ~` een doosje
a
box-DIM
D d~` een doosje
a
box-DIM

(of)
(of)
(of)
(of)

pillen
pills
zalf
ointment
pil
pill
een pil
pill
a

Besides, if an N1 is generated just like another modifier as an adjunct to the N node, the
following problems present themselves. Let us assume that in the DPC een doosje pillen `a
box-DIM of pills', the embedded noun pillen is the head and that N1 doosje is a modifier left
adjoined to NP. If this assumption is correct, we expect that een is the determiner that belongs
to the head noun N2. However, the determiner which dominates N2 does not agree with the
embedded noun. It agrees with NI (cf. 43). Suppose that een doosje is a DP adjoined to NP.
In this configuration, we expect that there may be two determiners or that a possessive may
precede een doosje. We also expect examples with adjectives modifying the whole NP to be
correct. However, the data below show that such a solution is not tenable, because NI does
not behave as a modifier in a DPC Therefore this solution has to be abandoned.
(44) D a ~ mijn een doosje
pillen
my a
box-DIM (ot) pills
pillen
D b~ de~deze een doosje
the~these a
box-DIM (of) pills
D c ~` bittere een doosje
pillen
bitter a
box-DIM (of) pills
The second claim, made by several authors, is that there is a head-complement relation
between N1 and N2. This claim is made in an early proposal by Putter (1976). Bennis (1978)
also assumes that N2 is a complement of NI, and that there is a semantic `cohesion relation'
between the two Ns. It is not clear how this relation is established and what this expression
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means exactly. [t only says that N 1 and N2 are closely connected to each other. Bhatt (1990)
assumes that Nls in DPCs are relational nouns. She claims that these nouns have the same
properties as deverbal nouns, kinship nouns and `picture' nouns. Note, however, that all these
nouns are able to select complements of which the determiner is optionally lexically realized
and that, for instance, deverbal nouns and `picture' nouns do not impose restrictions on the
number feature of their complement. It may be a mass noun, a plural count noun or a singular
count noun, as is illustrated below in (45). Another difference is that, for instance, the
complements of deverbal nouns and `picture' nouns are obligatorily accompanied by a
preposition (45d,e), like vun 'of.
(45) D a foto's
van wu[er
pictures
of water
D b foto's
van (cle) kirulcren
pictures
of the children
van een krncl
D c foto's
pictures
of a
child
D d foto's
~(van) kinderen
pictures
(of)
children
D e de vernietiging ~`(van) de
the destruction of
the

stcrd
city

It is not clear in Bhatt's account why relational nouns like the ones in (45) select a DP
complement and others like doosje 'box-D[M' an NP complement.
Van Gestel (1986), also assumes that there is a head-complement relation between N1 and
N2. The N 1 s belong to a subclass of nouns that semantically select N2. Although N2 is
selected, it is not an argtunent. N2 becomes an argument by a cohesion relation. The fact that
the projection dominating N2 cannot move shows the strength of the cohesion relation. This
strong relation between N 1 and N2 is also illustrated by the fact that N2 is always the furthest
to the left among the post-adjuncts." There is a'quantity of relation between NI and N2.
A third claim about the relation between N 1 and N2 is found in Delsing (1991). He
assumes that Nl is an argument of N2. N1 is generated in [Spec,NP]. As already discussed
above, it is, however, not clear what kind of argument it is and in what sense it differs from
a possessor argument that may also be generated in this position (cf. Tang 1990, Vos 1993).
Advocates of the fourth claim (Coppen 1991, Vos 1993) generate Nl in the specifier
position of N, under the (old) NP-analysis, and in the specifier of Q, in a DP-analysis,
respectively. However, recent studies claim that the specifier position of NP is the position
where possessor phrases (or agent phrases) originate. The relation between N 1 and N2 is
different from the relation between a possessor and an N2 or from the relation between an
agent and an N2. [n the DP-analysis, only quantificational Nls are generated in the [Spec,QP]
and Q selects N2. The other N 1 s are generated as the head of DP and N2 is selected by the
~Z

I will return to this issue in Chapter 6.
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N1. A disadvantage of this analysis is that N1, being a QP itself, is generated in [Spec,QP].
This makes recursion in [Spec,QP] possible. Therefore we have to exclude that QPs that are
in [Spec,QP] take their own NP complements inside the [Spec,QP] position and that the
position of N2 remains empty or that there is no N2 selected by Q at all.
A fifth claim is that N1 and N2 are coextensive, just like a cardinal numeral and a noun
are. Lbbel (] 989) claims that this relation is the semantic correlate to the syntactic relation
of f-selection. N 1 s that occur in DPCs have the inherent semantic feature [fpartitive]. N I s are
functional elements that belong to the category Q. The Q is the lexicalization of the [-count]
feature. In DPCs with mass nouns, this lexical Q is necessary to link a mass noun to a
numeral. In Li)bel (1990), it is suggested that N 1 may be considered as an auxiliary noun. It
expresses an aspect of tlle main noun, just like auxiliary verbs do. N1 expresses the [count]
feature of the embedded noun. As has been shown by Bhatt (1990), the analysis proposed in
Ltjbel (1989, 1990) has a couple of serious problems (cf. section I.3.2). Besides a DPC may
occur with a plural cotmt N2, in which case [fcount], will be realized twice. It is not clear
why the instantiation of Q is not triggered syntactically in this case. Although N 1 realizes the
[count] feature, N2 may not be a singular count noun, which is another problem.
If we assume that constituents are build on the basis of projection and not on the basis of
selection, there is another problem for Lóbel's proposal. Suppose that Nl represents an aspect
of N2, we then have to assume that mass nouns and plural count nouns have an inherent
aspectual property of quan[ity and cardinality, respec[ively. It is not clear, however, what
triggers the projection of the aspectual node or why it is lexically realized. The embedded N
does not always project its aspectual feature. I do not think, however, that aspect is an
inherent property of N(or V).
[ do not adopt the claims above and I select a different option, which will be more on the
right track. This option makes clear what the semantic relation between dte N1 and the N2
is. "Thus it becomes clear why some Ns can be N 1 s, whereas others cannot. A noun like
jon~,~en `boy' cannot occur as an N1 in a DPC.
(46) D ~` een jongen knikkers
a
boy
marbles
The class of nouns that may participate in DPCs is a restricted class of Ns, which consists of
several subclasses, which will be discussed later. They have one property in common, which
is that they only cotnbine with plural nouns or mass nouns.'`' The plural nouns and the mass
nouns are the ones that are semantically similar. They share the property of cumulativity

~3
There is one exception, as far as I know. There is a class of N 1 s which indicate kind, type or sort and this
class of Nl occurs with a síngular N1, too:
(i)

D een
a

soort
kind

(of)

aap
monkey

I will discuss these nominal phrases in Chapters 3 and 4.
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(Link 1983). This is a property of a set of entities having a certain denotation which does not
change when another set of entities with the same denotation is added to this set. For instance,
if we have a set of apples and we add a set of apples we still have a set of apples, although
the cardinality of the set has changed. The same applies to a mass noun like chocolate. If we
add chocolate to a certain amount of chocolate, we still will have chocolate. A singular noun
does not have this cumulative property. If we have one apple and we add another one, we do
not have one apple, but tv. o. Others have claimed that it is not cumulativity but divisibility
that is the property that unites plural nouns and mass nouns (Bun[ 1985). The result is the
same: if we divide apples or chocolate, we still have apples or chocolate. However, if we
divide one apple, the result will be half an apple.
To summarize, I have discussed a number of possible syntactic and semantic relations
between N1 and N2. I have shown that these proposals do not reflect adequately what
determines the relation between Nl and N2. I will return to this issue in the next chapter and
in C'hapter 5.

1.~3

Conclusion

In this chapter, I first discussed some properties of DPCs and DCCs. 1 have shown that DPCs
and DCCs are constructions that are to be distinguished from Nominal Compounds.
Furthermore, I discussed data that provide evidence that DPCs may be analyzed as one single
nominal pro-jection headed by N2. Finally, I have discussed previous analyses of DPCs and
indicated what the problems of these analyses are. The main property of the Nls under
discussion is that they cannot be followed by a singular noun. In this respect, they resemble
verbs that are sensitive to the number feature of their internal or external argument.

2 Extended Projection Theories
Introduction

2.0

In section 1.3.1, I have provided evidence that N2 is the head of a DPC. Therefore it is
plausible to analyze a DPC as one single projection. In this section, I will discuss four
theories that use the idea of extended projection (Abney 1987, Van Riemsdijk 1990,
Grimshaw 1991 and "Lwaris 1992) in order to see what use they can be in an analysis of
DPCs. I will show that each of these proposals has to make additional assumptions to account
for DPCs. It will become clear that DPCs fit best in an analysis along the lines of Van
Riemsdijk's Categorial Identity Thesis (CIT), (cf. Van Riemsdijk 1990). In the last section,
I will elaborate the CIT.

Abney's theory

2.1

Abney draws a distinction between funetional categories and their projections and lexieal
categories and their projections. The 1~wutional categories are marked ~tF~, and the lexical
categories ~-F~. In his system, C and I are functional nodes in the verbal projection and V is
a lexical node in the same projection. A simple nominal projection contains a functional node
D and a lexical node N.
Lexical categories are categories that have descriptive content. F~mctional categories pass
on the descriptive content. Abney's plan of categories (p. 63, 353) is represented below.
(1)
[-N]
[-FNJ

[-F]

[~Fl

V,Aux,P('?)
N,A,Q,Adv

I,C
D,Deg,K

The central idea of this theory is based on the distinction between functional categories and
non-functional or thematic categories. A functional category f-selects its cotnplement. D, for
instance, f-selects NP. "I'he functional head D does not select NP only. It may select a variety
of complements, viz., AP, DegP and QP. APs and QPs belong to the lexical categories. The
DegPs and the QPs that select adjectival complements belong to the functional categories.
Functional elements take predicates as arguments. A non-functional category maintains a
thematic relation with its argument(s). Tliere are also some functional heads which may have
a thematic relation with other elements, e.g., the D-'.s assigns a theta role to the possessor
phrase in its specifier position.
Abney distinguishes two kinds of projections, namely c-projections and s-projections. The
projection of a category is called c-projection (category projection) and this is its syntactic
projection in the usual sense. IP is the c-projection of I and VP the c-projection of V. The
projection of the lexical head is the s-projection (semantic projection). The maximal
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s-projection of V is CP, via lP, and the maximal s-projection of I is CP.' Every lexical and
every functional node has its own maximal projection. The maximal c-projection of N is NP
and its tnaximal s-projection is DP.
Abney does not discuss DPCs, but he analyzes Partitive and Pseudo-Partitive Constructions,
which are nominal phrases that are related to DPCs. The Pseudo-Partitives have the same
interpretation as DPCs. They are interpreted as quantificational expressions. Abney's example
of a Partitive Noun Phrase is (2a) and of a Pseudo-Partitive Noun Phrase (2b).
(2)

a a number of the men
b a number of inen

He adopts the same internal structure for both kinds of nominal phrases (p. 296), which is the
one exemplified below.
~o~ D~rvi~ N wr P DP ~~~

(3)

He uses the concept of referentiality to accotuit for the differences between Pseudo-Partitives
and Partitives. He claims that the embedded noun phrase in the Partitive Construction is
referential, whereas the embedded noun phrase does not refer in the Pseudo-Partitive
Construction. The embedded noun phrase in the Pseudo-Partitive Construction is predicational.
He furthennore assumes that D selects an empty noun phrase (NP~) in these constructions
(cf. p. 341).
He also discusses the structural difference between a nominal phrase, like a clo~en n7en and
a Pseudo-Partitive Phrase like dozens n~~mc~n, which contaitl the measure nouns (N 1 s) a dozen
and dozens, respectively. He assigns these phrases structures ( 4a) and ( 4b) respectively (p.
350).

'
(i)
(ii)

Abney gives the following definitions for c-projection and s-projection (p. 57) :
c-projection is syntactic projection.
(3 is an s-projection of a iff
a. (3 - a, or
b. (3 is a c-projection of an s-projection of a, or
c. (3 f-selects an s-projection of a
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DP
D'

` NP
N

r

b

`

D'
NP
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DP
` NP

i~

~
N
I

a

dozen

men

dozens of

"I~he measure nottn (MN) u dn~en in the nominal phrase the nenrly a clo~en men is an NP and
not a DP (p. 349). These MNs select different complements. The dozen in (4a) selects a
lesical complement NP, whereas closens in (4b) takes a functional complement KP. In both
cases the complement is t-selected (p. 350).
Abney is not consistent is his analysis of Partitives. On page 344 he assumes that there is
~ui empty head (NP~J in Partitives. "I~he Partitive nJ~ is licensed by NP~.. However, in the
structure of the Partitive do~ens n~ the n:err we do not tind the NP~ (cf. p. 350). The N dozens
selects a KP headed by qJ: [t is not clear why a Partitive with a quantifier has a different
structure from a Partitive with an MN. ]t is not discussed why a Partitive Noun Phrase
containing the MN clo~cn lacks the NP~,. Besides, it is not clear to me why singular and plural
MNs have different selection properties: a singular MN like a clo~en takes an NP complement
and a plural one like clo~ens selects a KP complement.
Let us take a closer look at the status of the projections in (4). It turns out that
Pseudo-Partitive Constructions are s-projections of the embedded heads. Abney claims that
du~er~ f-selects an NP in (4a). The NP node dominating clu~en is an s-projection of the head
men. In the Pseudo-Partitive example of (46), the embedded head nacn, is f-selected by the
functional head o~ a KP, which is an s-projection of inen. The noun phrase dominating the KP
and the head of that KP are s-projections of mcn, too.
The conclusion that we may draw is that, given the definition of s-projection,
Pseudo-Partitive Constructions belong to the s-projections of the embedded head. There is.
however, a problem, which has to do with the status of the MN. An MN is a nominal phrase
and if an MN t-selects its complement, it must belong to the functional categories. Such a
nominal thnctional category is specitied as [fN,] in Abney's system. An MN differs from a
quantifier phrase, of which Abney assumes that it is a thematic category with the feature
[fN,-F]. However, if an MN has the feature [fN,], we can no longer distinguish an MN from
a determiner, because they have the same feature specifications. In order to distinguish both
categories, we could adopt an additional feature for the MN, say [fQ], which Abney uses to
distinguish between quantiticational adjectives and descriptive ones. We could also assume
another feature to distinguish the determiner and the MN.
If we assign a DPC like een dozijn rnannen 'a dozen (of) men' the structure (4a), we are
faced with the same problem. There would be a functional N with tlie same feature values as
the determiner. One might assume that the N clozijn is just a lexical element instead of a
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functional one. But then we have to find an explanation for why it selects an NP and not a
DP.
Dutch and German have an equivalent of the English a dozen, as is illustrated in (5).

Gd
Ge
Gf

een dozijn~~dozijnen van mannen
a
dozenldozens
of inen
mannenldozijnen mannen
een dozijn
a
dozen (of)
mert~dozens (of) men
ein Dutzend von M~nnern
a
dozen
of inen
ein Dutzend
M~nner
a
dozen (ot)
men
Dutzende von Mí3nnern
dozens
of inen
Dutzende
M~nner
dozens (of) men

The examples in (5) show that een dozijn~dozijnen `a dozen~dozens' and ein DutzencUDutzende
`a dozei~dozens' behave differently from tÍieir English counterpart. Extension of Abney's
analysis to the Dutch and German examples yields a couple of problems. In Dutch, the MNs
een dozijn and dozijnen never select a KP-phrase that is equivalent to the English one. This
is illustrated in (Sa,b). In German, the singular QN ein Duizend never selects a KP (cf. Sc,d),
but the plural Dutzende optionally selects KP, as the examples (Se,f) illustrate.

2.2

Van Riemsdijk's theory

Van Riemsdijk (1990) uses the Categorial Identity Thesis (CIT) to account for the
distribution of functional and lexical categories.' The `ingredients' to construct syntactic trees
are listed below. This set of `ingredients' consists of the traditional categorial features
[t~-N,tI-V], features that indicate whether a node is projected or not [t~-PROJ,t~-MAXJ, and
features that indicate whether a category is lexical [-F] or functional [tF].
(6) { {t~-N,tI-V},{fl-PROJ,fI-MAX}, {fl-F}}
Besides the traditional lexical categories (A,N,V,P) we have the functional categories D and
I. The functional category C has the same feature matrix as P, because, according to Van
Riemsdijk, C belongs to the class of the prepositions (cf. Emonds 1985). (7) shows how
functional and nominal elements that have the same categorial value are grouped.

~
See Van Riemsdijk (1996), for more discussion about a theory of extended projections or E(xtended
M )-projections.
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N,D - [fN,-V] ; A - [fN,fV]
V,I - [-N,fV] ; P - [-N,-V]

In the CIT, levels of the categories are not given in terms of bar levels, but in terms of the
features projection and maximal (cf. Muysken 1983). They are represented in (8).
(8)

X~ X
XP clitics,

[-PROJ,-MAti]
[fPROJ,-MAX]
[fPROJ,fMAX]
particles - [-PROJ,fMAX]

It is not clearly stated how a projection is built, but the CIT probably follows Muysken, who
assumes that theta theory determines whether a head projects and if so, which level it reaches.
However, trees may not be constructed freely. In (9), the restrictions are formulated that apply
to the internal hierarchy of nodes in a syntactic subtree.
Projection Hierarchy
~` -PROJ ~ ~PROJ ( ~ - dominates)
~` -MAX ~ }MAX
~` -F ~ ~-F
In a well-formed subtree, a projected node (X' or XP) may not be dominated by an Xo and
neither by a clitic or a particle. A maximal projected node may not be dominated by a head,
nor by a clitic, nor a particle. The last rule of (9) states that a node of a non-functional
category may not dominate a node of a functional category within the same projection.
A further condition on a syntactic tree states that the categorial features of a projection line
have to be the same in one single projection.
(10) Projection: vertical path through a tree such that that path satisfies the
wellformedness conditions and such that all nodes on the path have the same
categorial features
Van Riemsdijk adopts a DP-structure for noun phrases, but in his theory D does not select
NP. D may be combined with NP, because D is a nominal functional category and NP is a
nominal lexical category. A combination of D and NP will give a well-formed projection,
which is an extended nominal projection. The projection of a functional nominal category
dominates the projection of a lexical nominal category. A crucial assumption for the CIT is
that what is the NP-level in the DP-analysis of noun phrases is not a maximal category level.
If NP were a maximal projection, the projection of D that dominates NP would not form one
single projection with NP, because a[fMAX] projection would be dominated by a[-MAX]
projection, thus violating the restrictions on projection.
Let us look at how the CIT may account for DPCs. The CIT states that nouns belong to
the lexical categories. The projection of N will form a well-formed nominal projection with
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an embedded N if the nodes on the projection line obey the `level' hierarchy. These nodes
must also comply with the requirement that a non-functional projection does not dominate a
functional projection within the same nominal projection. Take, for instance, a noun phrase
like een paar schoenen `a pair (of) shoes; a couple (of) shoes'. In this phrase, the N1 paar
may have a Q-interpretation or it may refer to a physical object. In both cases it will be
dominated by a nominal projection. Let us assume that in the Q-interpretation N1 is a
functional nominal element and in the other case a lexical one. In the first case, the embedded
N schoenen `shoes' has the same categorial features as the dominating functional N paar. If
the embedded N is not projected to the maximal nominal level, the projection line will not
be interrupted and there is one single projection line fèom N2 schoenen to the D een (a). The
same applies when the embedded N is dominated by the lexical N paar. If paar is a lexical
noun, the [-MAX] projection of schoenen `shoes' is dominated by a lexical [-MAX] projection
of paar. The facts concerning subject-verb agreement and semantic selection, discussed in
section 1.2, can be accounted for if DPCs have the proposed structure. Nl and N2 are both
in the same nominal projection, not separated from each other by intervening maximal
projections. In the next chapter, I will provide evidence for a further subdivision of nominals.
I will suggest that there are two main classes of nouns, namely functional nouns and lexical
nouns. The functional nouns are nouns that are not referential and which share properties with
quantifiers. The lexical nouns are nouns that may have referential properties.

2.3

Grimshaw's theory

Grimshaw's (1991) proposal is similar to Van Riemsdijk's CIT, because it is also based on
the idea that a(n extended) projection consists of nodes that have the same categorial features.
The same traditional categorial features [fl-N,fl-V] are used. She also makes a distinction
between lexical and functional categories. Lexical and functional categories have different
functional values ( F-values). The F-values are fixed and they specify functional and lexical
categories. A lexical category is specified as F0, and functional categories are specified as F1
or F2. The F-value of a node is not part of its categorial specification. The level features L0,
L1 and L2 are introduced in order to distinguish the various projection levels. They are used
to create perfect projections. Below [ give some of the specifications of nominal category
labels.
(11) a N
N~
NP
b D
D
DP

[fN
[fN
[-~N
[}N
[fN
[tN

-V]
-V]
-V]
-V]
-V]
-V]

{FO}
{FO}
{FO}
{FI}
{F1}
{FI }

(LO)
(L1)
(L2)
(LO)
(Ll)
(L2)

Grimshaw furthermore makes a distinction between two kinds of projections: perfect
projection (p. 3) and extended projection (p. 4). A tree is construed of nodes that share the
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categorial features. Each F-head only occurs with one kind of complement: only the one it
forms an extended projection with (p. 9). Perfect projections are projections that share the
same F-value and they must be included in larger projections, which are called extended
projections. An extended projection is a projection that has more than one head. The
extended prtl.jectíons all have to share the categorial features. The extended nominal projection
DP has 5 extended heads: D", D, N", N and NP, as in (12).
(12)

DP
ltN-V, FI, L21
`

D
~tN -V, FI. LI ~
r
`
D"
NP
~tN -V. FI. L0~

~tN -V. FO, L2~

I.
N
~tN -V. F0. LI ~
N"
~tN-V, Fo, L0~

It is not necessary for the members of an extended projection to share their L-values or their
F-values, but they must have the same categorial feature. A DP is, however, not a perfect
prn.jection of N or N, because the E-value of N and N is 0, whereas the F-value of D is 1.
A lexical head and a complement of this lexical head can never form an extended projection,
because the F-value of a head is lower than the F-value of a complement.
In this system, an NP-level projection that dominates another projection of the NP-level
cannot fonn an extended projection with the dominated NP, because both nodes have the same
F-value (p. 6). According to Grimshaw, such contigurations (NP dominating NP) may be
otherwise legitimate, although they will only occur in the specifier system (p. 6).
The Generalized Theta Criterion, which applies to specifiers, adjuncts, matrix clauses and
complements, rules out an ill-formed head-complement combination.'
This system of extended projection allows Grimshaw to account for the fact that the
functional element that combines with a noun is always a determiner, because both elements
belong to the class [fN,-V]. Each F-head only occurs with a very limited set of complements.

3

Generalized Theta Criterion:

Every maximal projection must either
a. receive a role
b. be part of an extended projection that receives a role
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The determiner is a functional element [fF] and the noun is a lexical element [-F], their
F-value is respectively 1 and 0.
Let us see how DPCs fit in Grimshaw's theory. An extended nominal projection consists
of at least a functional nominal element, say D, and a lexical nominal element, N. The
projection dominating the functional nominal element D, may form an extended nominal
projection with a prepositional element. These three nominal elements have fixed F-values:
P- F2, D- F1 and N- F0. The DPCs discussed before contain one more nominal element
than a normal DP. Suppose that both N1 and N2 are lexical and that N2 is projected to the
NP-level and not to the DP-level. The NI and the N2 both have the feature value F0. As we
saw above, an NP cannot form an extended projection with a dominating NP. Suppose we
assume that there are ambiguous nouns that are able to function both as lexical and as
functional elements. These nouns have an F-value that is higher than the F-value of a lexical
N. The functional nominals are hierarchically situated between D(- F 1) and N(- FO). Their
value has to be higher than the value of N but lower than the value of D. This is not possible
with the fixed values that Grimshaw assumes. We can only make things work again by
changing tlie F-values; so, lexical nouns are FO and functional nouns are F1, Ds are F2 and
Ps are F3. However, a system of fixed F-values is problematic. If Ds have the value F2, they
cannot form an extended projection with a lexical N, which is an FO-category. If it is correct
that the F-value of the dominating node is one greater than the F-value of the dominated node,
one has to assume that every N that shows up with only a determiner, contains an empty
F-projection between D and N, which does not seem very plausible. Should all nouns have
the same F-value, we would also predict that the examples below would have the same
interpretation.
paren
(13) D a een aantal
a
number (ot) pairs
(of)
aantallen
D b een paar
a
couple (of) mimbers (of)

schoenen
shoes
schoenen
shoes

The nominal phrases een aantal and een paur both have the meaning `a small undefined
number'. Both are equivalent to the quantificational adjective enkele `some'. However, the
nominals aantal and paar can also mean `number' and `pair', respectively. The DPCs in (13)
do not have the same meaning. Their interpretation is dependent upon the order in which
crantal and paar appear. The DPC in (13a) refers to a small but unknown quantity of pairs
of shoes. It is equivalent to the nominal phrase enkele paren schoenen `some pairs (of) shoes'.
The DPC in (13b) refers to a couple of numbers of shoes, which need not necessarily be pairs
of shoes. In (13b), aantallen simply means `numbers'. The phrase is equivalent to enkele
aantallen schnenen `some numbers (of) shows'. The nominal phrase een paar `a couple'
indicates the cardinality of the noun aantallen and it is equivalent to the quantifier enkele
`some'. In a later paper, Grimshaw abandons the idea of fixed F-values (Grimshaw 1993,
p. 17, Grimshaw 1997). She maintains the idea that the wellformedness of an extended
projection is governed by projection and not by selection. Principles of projection and those
of functional composition determine the structure of extended projections. This, however, does
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not mean that [he different interpretations of certain noun phrases, like the ones above, can
be accounted for in Grimshaw's theory, unless we make some revisions.
If we want to maintain the idea that there are only lexical Ns, we have to conclude that an
N that selects an NP does not form an extended projection with the selected NP
(cf. Grimshaw 1991). The selected NPs are lexical projections which have the same F-value
as the selecting NPs. If we suppose that there are both functional Ns and lexical Ns, we have
to adapt the F-value system, which seems to cause some problems.

2.4

Zwarts's theory

Zwarts ( 1992) criticizes the proposals of Van Riemsdijk and Grimshaw, because these
proposals do not make clear what the difference is between lexical and functional instances
of categories. "r hey do not account for the ordering restrictions on functional categories either.
He further questions the F-values ( maximal number, values etc.) proposed by Grimshaw.
Zwarts proposes a theory based on semantic properties of categories. He distinguishes four
basic sortal domains, namely objects, eventualities, space and time, qualities. These
ontological categories are the values of X. They correspond to the lexical values of X(N,A,V
and P) and their referential argtmients. A referential argument is part of the argument structure
of a lexical head. These categories have inherent and absolute properties, which are
represented by the well-known categorial feature matrices. There are features representing
major categories and features representing minor categories. The features of the major
categories, viz., [tN,tV], make ontological distinctions between different sorts of entities. For
instance, the major categorial features [~N,-V] correspond to the class of objects. The
ontological classes are subcategorized by minor categorial features. An object which has the
features [fN,-V], for instance, is subcategorized by the minor categorial features
[ t abstract], [ f animate], [ f human[, [ f female[, [ f count). The elements that have
categorial features have different properties from the elements that have grammatical features.
A lexical category is a bundle of categorial features. A functional category is represented as
a bundle of grammatical features which lacks the categorial features. The (binary) features of
a functional category are underspecified. The functional features are not primitives of
grammar. They can be derived from more basic elements. In (14), I list some of the functional
features Zwarts proposes.
(14) Functional Features
N: Num -[t plural]; D-[t definite]; K-[case:alpha]
V: Asp -[f perfective]; I-[t finite]; C -[mood:alpha]
A: Deg - [degree:alpha]
Pol - [f neg]
Functional categories like, for instance, definiteness and tense have relational properties. Their
interpretation depends upon the context and they serve to identify something as novel or as
familiar in the domain of discourse. A functional category coindexes its complement. A D,
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for instance, coindexes its NP complement. The N-head also has this index, because head and
maximal projection have the same index. Zwarts's theory is based on relativized
endocentricity and on a hierarchical feature structure. Most features in this structure have
binary values. They have a feature name and a feature value. The category Num, for example,
may have the feature value [fpl]. The feature-matrices may not contain contradictory features.
Something cannot be [fwh] and [-wh] at the same time.
In this system, a tree is built by a hierarchical set of features. The presence of a functional
feature depends upon the presence of a feature that is lower in the hierarchy. It is more or less
a morphological basis that underlies the hierarchy. The features of a grammatical category,
e.g., I, cannot stand alone. They must be attached to a feature structure which already contains
the features [tV,-N]. In ( I S), I illustrate the hierarchy for the nominal projection (p. 38).
(15) Feature Hierarchy
[case:alpha] ~ [t def] ~ [t plur] ~ [fN,-V]
Ordering restrictions of these features only hold for maximal projections, i.e., the projections
of such a feature. The ordering restrictions do not hold for the feature bundles of heads. The
reason is that the functional heads are underspecified. The functional head D, for example,
is specified as (f defJ. The features are represented as structures.
A syntactic tree reflects the semantic properties of its heads. In such a tree, every feature
has its own maximal projection (p. 40). The Endocentricity Condition and the Projection
Path of a Feature are the mechanisms that guarantee the construction of a well-formed tree.
The Endocentricity Condition states that every feature is the projection of one head. If an N
combines with a Num Projection, the Num projection will only be a maximal projection for
Num and not for N. Double headed projections and projections without a head are excluded
by the Endocentricity Condition. The Projection Path of a Feature defines the projection line
between the head of a feature and its maximal projection. The maximal projection of N is
closed off by an index.~
Zwarts claims that there are important differences between his proposal and the ones he
criticizes (p. 42). One of the main differences between his system and the systems of Abney,
Grimshaw and Van Riemsdijk is that functional categories do not carry categorial features.
The functional categories only have characteristic grammatical features. The ordering in which
categories occur in a tree follows from the hierarchical ordering of features and not from
artificial features like [F1]. The difference between the sets of functional and categorial
features is that the categorial features are fixed. They are inherent to the lexical categories.
The functional or grammatical features are not fixed, they are underspecified, but also
inherent. They are generally not free to combine with every lexical category, e.g., the feature
[-~ defJ is a nominal feature and [} tense] is a verbal feature. The Feature Hierarchy gives the
same result as the assumption that the functional categories belong to one of the categorial

4
It is not clear which rules govem this indexing process that decides which projection is maximal. The
Feature Hierarchy probably helps to determine what counts as the highest maximal projection.
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classes. The functional features are interpreted in relation with the context. The context
determines the value of the functional feature specification. The feature representing
detiniteness, for instance, indicates whether a referent is new or familiar in the context. The
grammatical features cannot be interpreted in the same way as the categorial ones. They can
only be interpreted in terms of relations, sets, contexts, boolean algebra's etc. (p. 36). The
categorial features represent ontological categories.
In this system, categorial features are connected to lexical categories. If we account for
DPCs using this system, we have to explain why two elements that both have the categorial
value [fN,-V] co-occur. Zwarts does not exclude that N takes an Nm~~-complement, but N and
Nm~` will not form one single projection. Recursion of [tN,-V] and of [-N,fV] is in fact
possible, unless the projected N or V node contains the index that marks a maximal
projection.
If we look at the Feature Hierarchy, we see that [tN,-V] is the most embedded feature. If
N 1 and N2 form one projection, N 1 would be interpreted as the head of the projection. As
I have shown above, it is N2 that may be the head of the DPC. In order to account for DPCs
we would have to extend the Feature Hierarchy. How could one analyze DPCs with Zwarts's
assumptions? One possibility is to assume that some Ns are ambiguous between a lexical and
a functional category. Functional Ns are underspecified categories and they would have to fit
somewhere in the nominal Feature Hierarchy. However, if we assume that N 1 and N2 in
DPCs belong to one and the same projection, we cannot use Zwarts's system as such, because
the node dominating N 1 would contain contradictory features. This can be shown as follows.
Consider a DPC like the one below.
(] 6) D een stapel boeken
a
pile
books
'a lot of books'
The feature structure of a DP is built by attaching features to the [fN,-V] category. The
[fN,-V] feature is the most embedded one of the hierarchy. The Number feature is attached
to the [fN,-V] feature and the feature for definiteness is attached to Num. Let us now turn
to the DPC in (] 6) and look at the first part of this nominal phrase. The noun stapel `pile'
is a singular count noun and the Num node dominating the noun stcrpel is specified for
[fsingular]. The Number feature of stapel is attached to its categorial feature: [tsg[tN,-V]].
The definiteness feature of the determiner een dominates the Number feature:
feature,
will
attached
feature
[-def[tsg[}N,-V]]].
The
Case
be
to
this
[case:nom [-def[fsg[fN,-V]]]]. The second part of the DPC in (16) consists of the N2 boeken
`books', which is a plural count noun. The corresponding features are [}pl[fN,-V]]. If the N1
and the N2 form one single projection, the [fplural] feature percolates and therefore the node
dominating the [fsingular] feature will contain contradicting feature values. If the embedded
noun is a mass noun, it is probably not specified for the number feature [tplural] and it is
only specified with the categorial feature [-count]. The main noun N 1 is specified as [tcount].
In this case, the projection of the [-count] feature will cause a clash, too. If mass nouns are
not specified for the count feature, the projection may be a well-formed projection.
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The fact that N 1 and N2 in (16) have opposite feature values makes it difficult to analyze
DPCs. Another problem arises if N1 and N2 have the same number value, viz., if both are
singular or if both are pluraL In each case, the node dominating N 1 has a double Number
value. It is also a problem that the extended projection contains two nodes with a double
categorial feature. This is excluded by the Feature Hierarchy, because the [}N,-V] feature is
the head of a nominal projection. In the DPC, however, the highest [}N,-V] node dominates
another [tN,-V] node. A possible solution is to assume that Nls are specified for the feature
[fqu]. This is a grammatical feature that is also used for quantifying determiners. If we adopt
this solution we have to take a closer look at the Feature Hierarchy in order to determine the
order of quantificational determiners and of quantificational nouns.
If we can account for DPCs by assuming that some Nls are specit7ed with an additional
feature [fqu], how do we distinguish between Nls that occur in DPCs and the ones that may
head DCCs? These Nls must be distinguished from normal Ns that cannot occur in DPCs or
DCCs. It may be possible that they contain some feature in their lexical conceptual structure
that distingt~ishes them from normal nouns or these N I s might contain a grammatical feature
that allows them to occur in these nominal phrases.
To summarize, if we compare the four proposals we see that three of the theories make use
of a fixed set of values for lexical and functional categories. Abney's theory makes use of
selection: every functional head combines with a lexical head. 'There is no one to one
correspondence: D may select, for instance, QP, AP, DegP or NP. F-selection and s-selection
are the corner stones of this theory. Grimshaw, Van Riemsdijk and Zwarts do use feature sets,
too. Tlle latter theories are not based upon selection but upon projection. The main difference
between the three projection based proposals consists in the sets of features they assume.
Grimshaw claims that the F-feature of a node is not part of its categorial analysis (p. 2). Van
Riemsdijk includes it in the categorial feature set. Zwarts assumes that functional features are
not categorial features. They are in the lexicon and they are underspecified.
If we apply one of the above mentioned theories to analyze DPCs, one of the things we
have to assume is that NI is a lexical or a functional category. The proposals of Grimshaw
and Zwarts need most additional assumptions, imposed respectively by the F-values and the
Feature Hierarchy. The assumption that some Ns have an ambiguous status is problematic for
Abney's theory, because we can no longer distinguish Det from a functional N. We would
need an extra feature to discern these functional nominal categories. In Van Riemsdijk's CIT,
the assumption that there are functional and lexical Ns gives less difficulties. It does not
matter whether N2 is dominated by a functional N or a lexical one, under the assumption that
an N2 is an NP and that NPs are non-maximal projections. Because the CIT needs less
assumptions, I will adopt the following hypothesis:
(17) DPCs are macro-N-projections
I use the term macro-N-projections for extended nominal projections. I will elaborate the
CIT in the next section and I will verify the hypothesis stated in (17) in the next chapters.
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In this section, I will discuss how projections are constructed adopting a lot of ideas from
Speas (1990).
I assume that lexical Pntries consist of feature bundles. These entries contain categorial
information, lexical conceptual information, phonological and morphological information
(cf. inter alia Chomsky 1965, Speas 1990).
Categories of the [-PROJ, -MAX] level are the input for the process of the creation of a
(sub)tree. The nodes with an intermediate level and the ones that have a maximal level are
created during the process that builds a subtree. The subtrees are linked by a process like
Generalized Transformation (GT) (cf. inter alia Kroch 1989, Epstein 1991, Chomsky 1992,
Zwarts 1992).
First, we have to decide how and when a node projects and when it stops projecting. I
assume that trees are (in principle) binary branching. A category of the [-PROJ,-MAX] level
is the input for the projection process. Only part of the information which is represented in
a lexical entry will project syntactically, namely only those features that play a role in syntax.
Other features do not project, but are accessible or visible for other heads and modifiers. I
assume that categorial features project and that they are present on each projection node of
a subtree. Features that are involved in agreement have to be visible or accessible. Conceptual
information has to be accessible, but it does not project.

2.5.2

Construction of a single macro projection

There are various factors that play a role in the construction of (sub)trees. We distinguish tree
internal conditions, conditions that apply to the nodes of a single subtree sharing the categorial
value, and tree external conditions, which apply to subtrees that together form a bigger tree.
The CIT states that the well-formedness principle of projection determines whether one
single projection consists of the right elements. There are a couple of requirements with which
the nodes on the projection line have to comply. First, there is a dominance condition which
must take into account the features that are present in a node. This condition applies to the
categorial features, the features that indicate the projectional level and the features that
concern the grammatical status of a node ( lexical or non-lexical). This means that the nodes
that are on the projection line of a macro projection must have the same categorial value.
They have to occur in the right order: a projected node may never be dominated by a
non-projected node (~` -PROJ ~}PROJ). The same applies to the maximality feature in (9):
a non-maximal node may not dominate a maximal node in one single macro projection
(~` -MAX ~ fMAX). Furthermore, a projection line contains a functional domain and a lexical
domain. The nodes in the functional domain dominate the nodes in the lexical domain. A
lexical node never may dominate a functional node in one single macro projection
(~` -F ~ fF).
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Next, there is a kind of mixed process which creates categorial subtrees and which licenses
other subtrees. There is a difference between projections of functional categories and
projections of lexical categories. A functional head projects in order to license a(lexical)
subtree. It will form one single (macro) projection with it. A functional node can project to
create a specifier position. In this specifier position another subtree is licensed by specifier
head agreement. A functional head may also project to license an adjunct phrase. A lexical
head projects to license its argument(s) and its modifier(s). If a lexical head does not have
arguments, it must still project, because a non-projected node cannot be licensed by a
functional projection.

2.5.3

Licensing of separate macro projections

There are various external processes which create a well-formed tree by connecting subtrees.
One of these external processes is selection. It depends, among other things, upon the lexical
conceptual structure of a lexical item, whether it will project or not. A lexical head
semantically selects its complement(s), which has (have) to have the [fMAX] level. The
process of projection caused by selection will create a subtree with nodes that have the
categorial features of the lexical head. The subtrees that are connected this way may have the
same categorial features or different ones. A verb, for instance, selects for elements of the
categories [tN,-V], [-N,-V], or [-N,tV], depending upon its lexical conceptual structure. The
categorial character of selected subtrees depends on something like the Canonical Structural
Representation ( Pesetsky 1982).
The process of projection for elements belonging to the [~-V,-N] and the [tN,-V] class is
exemplified below. First, take a lexical head of the category [}V,-N] which belongs to the
class of the transitive verbs. This lexical head selects an external argument and one or more
internal arguments. It is assumed that the external and the internal arguments of V are licensed
in the lexical domain of the V head ( cf. Fukui 1986). If we call the external argument Arg 1
and the internal argument Arg 2, we may say that the lexical V [-f V,-N,-PROJ,-MAX,-F]
node expands to a[fPROJ,-MAX] node. At this point Arg 2 is attached. The
[fV,-N,fPROJ,-MAX,-F] node projects further to license Arg 1, creating a tree like the one
in (18).
(18)

V[tPROJ,-MAX,-F]
,
Argl

`

V[fPROJ,-MAX,-F]
I
V[-PROJ,-MAX,-FJ ` Arg2
VcArgl, Arg21

Second, if V has no Case to assign to a nominal argument it will create a macro-V-projection
with a functional V, and probably it also projects to create a specifier position. This specifier
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position has to be filled in order to satisfy the Extended Projection Principle. The external
argument of V has to move to a higher projection in the tree, for Case reasons. The tree
extends with a funetional node of the same category in order to license the subject. The
internal argument of V may be licensed in the lexical verbal projection (theta-licensed) or in
the fimctional verbal projection (case-licensed). How exactly an internal argument of V is
licensed depends upon the categorial status of this internal argument and upon other
independent principles. For instance, a[}N] element may have to move, but a[-N,-V] element
may stay in the original position. A projected verbal V node has to be licensed in turn. This
licensing can be done by combining it with a functional verbal node, e.g., I(V[tF]), creating
a macro-V-projection (cf. Van Riemsdijk 1990, 1996, Grimshaw 1991).5 Such a tree
consisting of a projected functional V and a projected lexical V is represented below.
V[tPROJ,tMAX,-F]

(19)
'

`

V[tF]

V[tPROJ,-MAX.-F[
,
Argl

`
V[tPROJ,-MAx,-F[
I
V[-PROJ,-MAX.-F]

Arg2

I

VcArgl, Arg21
A verbal macro projection may contain various functional nodes which occur in a particular
ordering. I assume that there is some Feature Hierarchy of verbal functional features which
includes mood, aspect, tense etc. (Zwarts 1992). The function of a macro-V-projection is
determined by its position in the tree and by its relation to other nodes. A maximal
macro-V-projection may function, for instance, as a proposition, as an argument or as an
adjunct.
In a nominal tree, the [fN,-V,-PROJ,-MAX] node expands to the [-~PROJ] level if it is
affected by GT. As is generally accepted, many of the nouns do not have an argument
structure, so they do not need to projec[ to license their arguments.b A projected nominal
projection may be licensed by a functional nominal projection (a projected determiner). It may
also be licensed by a projected [-V,-N] or [-~V,-N] element. The functional nominal projection
may be licensed by a Case assigning [-PROJ] element. I assume that Case is related to the
functional nominal node that is specified for definiteness (cf. Zwarts 1992). I do not assume

S
Macro projections are not limited to the nominal domain. They also occur in the verbal domain. 1 am not
going to work out the analysis of the macro-V-projection for auxiliaries, modals and aspectuals here. I will have to
leave this for future research. For further discussion, see Van Riemsdijk (1996).
6
There is some discussion about which Ns do have a theta grid. It is generally assumed that deverbal Ns
have a theta grid (cf Grimshaw 1990). For further discussion see Godard (1992), Bhatt (1990) and the references
therein.
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that Case is represented as a separate node in the tree. This means that a[-~N,-V] head needs
to project to the functional nominal level, in order to receive Case. So a simple nominal tree
like the man consists of the functional nominal element the and the lexical nominal element
man.
(20)

N[tPROJ,tMAX,fF]
r
N[-PROJ,-MAX,tF]
[ fdet~

N[fPROJ.-MAX.-F)

N[-PROI,-MAX,-F]

the

man

In Muysken's system, every XP is a maximal projection, but in the CIT system it is not clear
when a category counts as maximal. Therefore we have to decide what a maximal projection
is. The nodes in a tree are specified for categorial features and some of the nodes have
grammatical features, too. I assume, following Zwarts ( 1992), that there is a kind of Feature
Hierarchy, which determines the hierarchical order of the nodes. I do not follow Zwarts
assumption of relativized heads and relativized maximality. The projection of a head will be
maximal if a node is specified for the highest value associated with a category. For the
category [fV,-N] the feature [mood] is the highest value and this feature is associated with
the node C. The nominal category [fN,-V] has the feature [CaseJ at the top of the hierarchy.
The Case features generally are realized on D, which is the node in the nominal subtree that
is related to the referential role of the head of the tree. For [}N,tV] the feature [Deg] will
be the highest.'
A nominal lexical head that does not project to the functional level may be licensed by
incorporation into an appropriate governing head ( P or V) ( cf. Baker 1988, Lois 1989). A
third way to license a non-maximal nominal projection is by forming a macro-N-projection
with a functional or a lexical nominal projection. This will be the topic of section 5.2.
There are [fMAX] nodes that are not formed by projection: the projections of clitics and
particles are inherently [-PROJ,~MAX], and they do not have intermediate projection nodes.
It depends upon their categorial status where they are licensed. Clitics, for instance are
selected by V(or P) and they are adjoined to a functional verbal projection ( cf. Kayne
1991).g

~
This means that As which only have a positive value and no comparative or superlative forms are never
maximal projections, unless we assume that these As have a covert Deg (cf Abney 1987).
8
Subtrees may be licensed by predication (cf. Rothstein 1983). This way of licensing is used to `fix' adjuncts
in a tree. Adjuncts are those elements that a head does not select. Adjunct phrases occur in the domain of every kind
of lexical head. We could also say following Grimshaw (1991) that projections of non-selected phrases are licensed
if they are part of a tree that has received a theta role. If one adopts this analysis, one must assume that also verbal
projections are related to theta roles (cf. Davidson 1966, 1980, Higginbotham 1985).
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To summarize, there are several reasons why a node projects. A node projects to link its
arguments. This is what happens with a[-PROJ,-MAX] node that has a theta grid. A head that
does not have arguments may be licensed by incorporation (if it is an argument) or by a
process like predication. A[fPRO.T,-MAX] node may project to license an adjunct or to create
a specifier position. A[fMAX] node may only project to license adjuncts. Some inherent
[tMAX] categories, like clitics and particles do not project and they do not license adjuncts.
A subtree can be licensed by forming a macro projection with an appropriate subtree.

2.5.4

Licensing of N2 in DPCs

Let us return to DPCs and see how they can be handled in the CIT. I have claimed that DPCs
are macro-N-projections. If this claim is legitimate, we have to find out why this kind of
macro-N-projection is possible and how such a macro-N-projection is construed.
In Dutch, there is no evidence that N 1 licenses N2 by assigning it Case. To my mind, N 1 s
differ from noun phrases headed by a`picture' noun or by a deverbal noun. The Ns that are
embedded under these nouns are licensed by insertion of the preposition van `ofor, in case
of the deverbal nouns, they may also be licensed by a selected preposition. Dutch has a poor
Case system, only pronouns have Case features and some kinship nouns may show Genitive
Case. The remainder of the noun phrases does not show morphological Case.`' Let us take a
closer look at German, which has a richer Case system. All the examples below are nominal
phrases containing an N1 and a second N, but only the ones in (21c,d) are DPCs.
(21) G a eine Bande wilder
R~iuber
a
gang
savage-GEN robbers
`a gang of robbers'
G b eine Bande von Riiubern
a
gang
of
robbers-DAT
G c mit ein paar
ilpfeln
with a
couple (of) apples-DAT
G d mit einem Stuck
bruchigem Eisen
with a-DAT piece (of) brittle-DAT iron
In German nominal phrases containing two nominals, the embedded one bears genitive Case,
as in (21a), or is embedded under a preposition, as in (21b). I assume that nominals do not
assign Case and that the genitive Case on wilder Ruufier `wild-GEN robbers' in (21a) and the
preposition von `ofin (21b) are not manifestations of Case assigned by N1. Both the genitive
Case and the preposition are expressions of a nominal default Case (cf. Chomsky 1986). The

9
Except for fossilized expressions which have an inflected determiner, e.g., het koninkrijk der Nederlanden
`lit: the kingdom the-GEN Netherlands; the kingdom of the Netherlands'. In some cases, a noun is also inflected: des
konings u~apenrok `Iit the-GEN king-GEN tunic; the tunic of the king'.
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examples (21 a,b) are taken from Lábel (1986) and (21 d) from Grebe et al. (1973),
respectively. I will not discuss examples like (21a,b) in this section, but will return to this
kind of nominal phrase in Chapter 7. Let us compare the examples in (21 c,d) with the ones
in (21 a,b). What stands out is that neither in (21 c) nor in (21 d), do we find the genitive
morphology or the preposition von. Instead the noun .4pfeln `apples' in (21c) bears dative
morphology Case assigned by the preposition mit. In (21d), the dative Case is expressed both
on the determiner of the N1 Stuck `piece' and on the adjective modifying the N2 Eisen `iron'.
The difference between the first two examples of (21) and the last two suggests that the
internal structure of the nominal phrases involved is not the same. How can we account for
this?
First, one could argue that the N2 ,4pfeln is licensed in (21c) via head movement of N2 to
N1. This is only possible if N2 is not modified. If head movement would apply to N2, the
adjective modifying N2, would appear postnominally. German, however, differs from
Romance languages, because all restrictive adjectives have to precede the noun. Therefore this
option is not available. In a DPC, an N2 may be modified by an adjectival modifier (cf 21d).
The adjectival modifier precedes N2 and it bears morphological dative Case. N2 is not in the
unmarked morphological form. I take this Case agreement fact as evidence that N1 and N2
are part of one single projection.
Second, another possible account for the Case phenomena in (21c,d) is to assume that the
adjective bruchigem `brittle' and the noun Eisen create a complex head. This option is
possible in German (and Dutch). Take a look at (22a), which is a nominal compound
consisting of an adjective neu `new' and a noun Jahr `year'. Compare the example in (22a)
to the example in (22b), which has a phrasal structure. In the latter example, the adjective
shows the inflected form reflecting the gender features of the head noun.
(22) G a Neujahr
new year
`New Year'
G b ein neues Jahr
a
new
year
In the DPC example in (21d), the adjective bruchigem bears strong inflection and it shows
agreement with the head noun, indicating that it is not a compound form. Something similar
applies to Dutch, as the examples (23a,b) show. There are no morphological endings in the
compound form (23a) and there is an inflected adjective in the phrasal expression in (23b).
(23) D a nieuwjaar
new year
`New Year'
D b het nieuwe jaar
the new
year
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ln sum, what the data in (21c,d) show is that an N1 need not assign Case to N2.
Furthermore, I have shown that it is not likely that N2 incorporates into Nl in (21d).
Third, in the previous Chapter, I have presented data suggesting that N2 is the head of the
DPC. Consider the examples below. In (24a), the verb agrees with N2 mannen `men' and not
with the N1 aanta! `number', which is preceded by the indefinite singular determiner een `a'.
In (24b), the main verb has access to the semantic features of the N2 chocola `chocolate'. It
is not the box that has been eaten, but a certain amount of chocolate.
(24) D a Een
a
D b Ik
I

aantal
mannen
kwamen
number (of) men
came
heb een doos
chocola
have a
box (of) chocolate

te
laat
too late
gegeten
eaten

As (24b) shows, N2 may be the semantic object of V. This is problematic for the proposals
that claim that there is a selection relation between NI and N2, because if N1 doos selects N2
chocola, N2 is selected twice. It does not seem very likely that N2 is at the same time an
argument selected by N and an argument selected by V.
The data presented above suggest that N2 is neither licensed by Case assignment nor by
incorporation. The CIT presents a possibility to license an N2 in another way. In the CIT, the
projections of N1 and N2 are licensed as nominal subtrees of a macro-N-projection. The first
one consists of a functional nominal projection headed by N1 and the second one of a
projection of a lexical nominal projection headed by N2. GT combines these nominal
projections into one extended nominal projection, as is exemplified in (25). This projection
is licensed by the functional nominal projection headed by D. The head D stands for a
functional nominal head representing (in)definiteness. It is specified for the categorial features
[tN,-V] and for the definiteness feature. The latter feature is relevant to distinguish a D-head
from other nominal heads. The N"A` represents the maximal nominal projection and N1' and
N2' stands for the non-maximally projected nominal nodes.
NMAX

(25)
,

D 0~,~

[}~
`

, N1~~t~

N 1 "[tr7

~ N~ [-~
I
N2o[-~
I

een
a

doos
box

(of)

chocola
chocolate

The subtree headed by N2 is licensed as a well-formed nominal tree, that meets the
requirements of projection. The [}PROJ] node of N2 is a non-maximal lexical node, it is
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dominated by a[tPROJ] node of a functional N1. This node in turn is dominated by a
functional nominal [fPROJ] node.
Constructing a DPC is a way of `saving' a[tPROJ] nominal phrase. If a plural noun or
a mass noun heads a nominal subtree, it can be licensed in this way by a nominal subtree. A
singular noun phrase cannot be licensed by this kind of N, as is illustrated in (26). The
semantic content of the embedded N determines whether N1 will be licensed or not. The
embedded N must be compatible wíth N1. I will return to this issue in Chapter 5.
(26) D ~ een doos boek
a
box book
`a box of book'
There are not only restrictions on the embedded N, but also on the embedding N. It turns
out that not every N has the property of licensing a nominal subtree by forming a
macro-N-projection. There is a special group of nouns that have this property. I propose a
division of the group of Nls, based on a division of arrangement quanta in Allan (1977). The
group of N 1 s can be divided in Quantifier Nouns ( QNs), Measure Nouns (MNs), Container
Nouns (ConNs), Collective Nouns (Co1Ns), Part Nouns (PartNs) and Kind Nouns
(KindNs). "fhese Nls have referents which share properties, but not all the properties of the
referents aze the same. The division is based on syntactic and semantic properties of the nouns
belonging to each subgroup. The properties of the various Nls aze the topic of the next
Chapter.

2.6

Conclusion

To summarize, I have discussed some of the theories of extended projections. It turns out
that in order to account for DPCs the assumptions made in these theories either have to be
changed or additional assumptions have to be made. The theory that needs fewer changes is
the CIT, provided N2s are non-maximally projected nodes. If we assume that the lexicon
contains both lexical Ns and functional Ns, we can construct trees which obey the
requirements of the CIT. There is a group of N 1 s, which are nominals that can appear as the
first nominal in a DPC. I have proposed a division of the group of Nls based on Allan's
division of arrangement quanta. In this chapter, I mainly paid attention to DPCs. In Chapter
5, I will return to the properties of DCCs.

3 Internal and External Properties of DPCs
3.0

Introduction

In the previous chapter, I gave evidence that the nominals in DPCs behave as one single
constituent and not as two different noun phrases. N2 is, for instance, accessible for V, which
would not be possible if N2 is a separate constituent that is embedded under NI or adjoined
to it. I proposed to analyz~ DPCs as macro-N-projections. In this chapter, I will continue the
discussion on DPCs and I will show that syntactic and semantic properties of N1 suggest that
we have to distinguish various subgroups of DPCs (cf. Putter 1976, Van Gestel 1986, L~bel
1989, Delsing 1991, Vos 1993). DPCs are macro-N-projections, but this does not mean that
they all have one and the satne structure. I claim that we have to assign to each subkind of
DPC a syntactic structure that corresponds to the properties of N1. I also claim that there are
two main types of DPCs. In Type I, N2 is both the syntactic and the semantic head. In Type
II, N1 is the syntactic head and N2 is the semantic head. A third type consists of ambiguous
Ns, they behave like a Type I N or like a Type II N. DPCs have to be distinguished from
DCCs which contain the same string of Ns. The Nls and the N2s that form a DCC are also
constructed as one single macro-N-projection, but the internal structure of DCCs is different
from the internal structure of DPCs.
First, I will discuss morphological and syntactic properties of Ns and I will show that we
have to distinguish between functional Ns and lexical Ns. I claim that both kinds of Ns may
function as quantifiers. The group of the lexical Ns contains Ns that are semantically
ambiguous. These Ns may be interpreted both as quantifiers and as physical objects. The latter
group of Ns also contains Ns which denote a part of a bigger whole, for instance, stuk `piece'
and Ns that denote a collection of individuals, for example, groep `group'.' Then, I will
discuss the external and the internal properties of DPCs that contain such Nls. The internal
properties of N 1 s and the external properties of DPCs also suggest that N 1 s do not form a
homogeneous group but are to be divided in subgroups.

3.1

Morphological properties of N1

This section deals with three morphological processes that play a role in Dutch nominal
syntax, namely pluralization, diminutivization and nominal eompounding. These nominal
properties appear to be important to characterize Nls. I will discuss plural formation in Dutch
first.
First, one of the properties of count nouns is that they can form plural nouns from singular
nouns. In Dutch, plural Ns are made from singular Ns by suffixation of a plural morpheme.

~
The collective Ns only indicate a collection of entities. The denotation of the collection is determined by
N2. They differ from collective Ns like poli~ie `police' and gebergre 'mountain range' which denote the entities
directly. The latter Ns do not appear as Nls in DPCs.
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There are two such morphemes, viz., -s and -en, of which -en seems to be the most
common.' Dutch singulaz count nouns, like hand `hand' or enkel `ankle' may be preceded
by the indefinite determiner een `a', as in ( I a). These Ns have plural forms, as is shown in
(1 b).
(1)

D a een
a
D b twee
two

hand~enkel
hand~ankle
handen~enkels
hand-PL~ankle-PL

Let us now take a look at the formation of plural N 1 s in DPCs. The N 1 s occur with an
indefinite determiner, just like the count nouns in (la). Therefore one might expect that they
behave like count nouns and that they have plural forms as well.' Consider the examples of
DPCs in (2), in which the Nls that I have mentioned in the previous chapter occur. In (2a),
the nominal phrase contains a QuantiCer Noun (QN), in ( 2b) a Measure Noun (MN).4 The
nominal phrase in (2c) is an example with a Container Noun (ConN), the one in (2d)
contains a Part Noun (PartN) and the one in (2e) a Collective Noun (Co1N).5 The last
example of (2) contains the plural Kind Noun (KindN) soorten `kinds', which is only
acceptable if the N2 vogels `birds' is heavily stressed. If soorten is preceded by an adjective,
like for instance, nieuwe `new' or a cardinal numeral like twee `two', it is not necessary to
stress N2.

(2)

D a ~` boelen
lots (of)

mensen
people

2
Some nouns lack a p lural form, e. g., mass nouns like zand `sand', others only have a plural form, e.g.,
hersenen or hersens `brains'. See for discussion De Haas and Trommelen (1993) and the references cited therein.
'

Mass nouns that appear in exclamatives may be preceded by an indefinite determiner, as in (i):

(i) D Wat
what

een
a

water!
water

For a discussion of nominal exclamatives, see Corver (1990) and Bennis, Corver and Den Dikken (1998).
~
There are various subsets of MNs. Many MNs are derived from standardized measures, e.g., meter `meter'.
Other MNs indicate a non-standardized quantity, e.g., hoeveelheid `quantity, amount'. A subset of MNs is related to
verbs. The N I slok `swallow', for example, is connected with the verb slikken'swallow', and hap ` bite' with the verb
happen `bite' (cf Li)bel 1986). Another subset is formed from the derived nominal tading `load', e.g., ivagontading
`wagonload', buslading `busload'. The last group of MNs is not productive, as examples like 'autolading `carload'
and ~`vrachhvagenlading'truckload'
5

show. This group of MNs seems to be lexicalized.

For other classifications of N 1 s see, for instance, Liibel (1986), Delsing (1991), Eschenbach (1994).
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D b
D c
D d
D e
D f
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liters
melk
liters (of) milk
emmers
peren
buckets (of) pears
repen
chocolade
bars (of) chocolate
groepen
studenten
groups (of) students
soorten
VOGELS
kinds (of) birds

As example (2a) shows, it is not possible to attach the plural morpheme to the QN boel. Some
of the Quantifier Nouns share this property with boel `lot'. Other examples of such QNs are
stoot `lot', stel `couple' and paar 'few'. The examples in (2b-f) show that the other Nls do
have plural forms. The N1 liters differs from the Nls in (2c-f), because it needs to be
stressed. This is not necessary for the N 1 s emmers `buckets', repen `bars' and groepen
`groups'.~ MNs differ from other Nls. They appear optionally with the plural suffix. The
plural suffix is absent, when the MN is preceded by a cardinal numeral (Klooster 1972) and
when the quantity indicated by the numeral and the MN is considered as a unit. The nominal
phrase vier liter bier `four liters (of) beer' is interpreted as one amount of beer.
(3)

D a vier
four
D b vier
four

liter
liters
liters
liters

bier
(of) beer
bier
(of) beer

If the plural -s is present, as in (3b), the nominal phrase denotes four separate units of beer.
These units each constitute an amount of one liter. Other Germanic languages, like German
and Swedish, have MNs with the same property (Plank 1981, Lóbel 1986, Delsing 1991).'
In German, some of the MNs do not inflect when they are preceded by a cardinal numeral,

6
The German equivalent of (26) Liter Mitch, seems to be impossible (cf. L'ábel 1986), as (i) shows. The MN
Liter contrasts with the bare plural MN Tonne `tons', as (ii) shows (which is taken from Wurmbrand 1992). The MNs
in (i) and (ii) are different because the MN Liter is not overtly marked for number, while the MN Tonnen shows the
plural morpheme -n.
(i)

G'

(ii)

G

Er kaufte
he bought
Tonnen
tons (of)

Liter
Milch
liters
( of)
milk
Getreide
wurden vernichtet
corn
were
destroyed

~
In Dutch, only a couple of Nls that do not belong to the standard measures may marginally appear without
a morphological plural, e.g., hos `bunch' in drie hos bloemen 'three bunches ( of) flowers', sloj`carton' in nvee sloj
sigaretlen `two cartons ( of) cigarettes', kop `cup' in hree kop kojfre `two cups (of) coffee'.
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as (4a) shows. The NIN Pfund `pound' does have a plural form (cf. 4b). The German
examples are taken from Eschenbach (1994).8 The contrast between (4a) and (4b) seems to
be related to the contrast between (3a) and (3b). The plural ending in the N1 Pfunde indicates
that we are dealing with two separate amounts of salt.
(4)

G a

zwei
two
G b? die
the

Pfundl~`Pfunde Salz
salt
pounds (of)
zwei Pfunde
Salz
two pounds (of) salt

Another factor that determines whether the plural suffix appears on the MN is the kind of
quantifier element that precedes the noun. De Rooy (1970) and Klooster (1972) have shown
that individuating quantifiers, like enkele `some' always trigger the plural suffix on the MN,
see (Sa,b). The MN has an optional plural suffix when it is preceded by a cardinal numeral,
as in (3a,b).`' MNs belong, together with a series of nouns that indicate time, to the class of

8
There are nominal phrases with MNs which are ambiguous between DPCs and DCCs, like een dozijn
pennen `a dozen (of) pencils'. In the DPC-reading, N2 is interpreted as the head of the phtase and in the DCC-reading
it is N 1 that counts as the head. Notice, however, that not all such nominal phrases have two meanings. In the phrases
in (i), Nl is not the head and the DCC-interpretation is not available. N2 is always interpreted as the head.
(i)

D a
D b
D c

vijf
five
vijf
five
vijf
five

sneeuw
centimeter
centimeters (of)
snow
minuten
tijd
minutes (of) time
weken
vakantie
(of)
holidays
weeks

first, the phrases in (i) may be interpreted as DPCs. ln the second interpretation, the MN is interpreted as a kind of
modifier of N2 and the phrases are equivalent to the ones below:
(ii)

D a
D

b

D

c

een
a
een
a
een
a

vijf
centimeter
laag sneeuw van
layer snow
of
five centimeters
van
vijf
minuten
tijds(duur)
time(duration) of
five minutes
weken
vakantie
van
vijf
of
five weeks
holiday

In German, this kind of nominal expressions is discussed in Eschenbach (1994).
The MNs in ( i) behave differently from MNs like liter. In the examples in (i), the cardinal numeral cannot trigger
the plural ending: 'vijf centimeters sneeuw `five centimeters (of) snow'.
9
De Rooy (1970) usesthe (traditional) term (in)definite numeral. Klooster (1972) discussesthe differentiation
effect of indefinite numerals like verscheidene `various' and NUMBER nouns like aantal `number' and honderdtal
`a hundred', which require a plural (measure) noun. Differentiation is "not giving the quantity as a whole, but in the
form of the constituent parts" (op.cit. p. 29). Numerical elements do not have the differentiation effect. Notice tltat
the plural form of the MN always has to be used after an adjective (i) (Geerts et al. 1984). This has to do with the
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unit words that Klooster calls ' integer independent'. One of the properties of these unit nouns
is that they may be used as `continuous unit nouns' (cf. Klooster 1972).
(5)

D a ~` enkele
some
D b
enkele
some

liter
liters
liters
liters

bier
(ot) beer
bier
(of) beer

There are also CoINs and ConNs that lack plural forms. Some of the CoINs optionally show
the plural form and the plural form has a slightly different meaning. The plural form of these
Ns is not always triggered when they are preceded by a(cardinal) numeral. I illustrate this
in (6) for Dutch and German, respectively (cf. Plank 1981).
(6)

D a vier
four
D b vier
four
D c een
a
G d vier
four
D e vier
four

paar
schoenen
pairs
(ot) shoes
paren
schoenen
pairs
(of) shoes
paar
paar
schoenen
couple (of) pair (of) shoes
Paar
Schuhe
pairs
(of) shoes
manl~`mannen personeel
man~men (of) personal

Compare the examples (6a) and (bb), with the CoINs paar `pair' and paren `pairs',
respectively. Generally, the cardinal numeral does not trigger the plural suffix on the N1 paar.
The example in (6a) is the unmarked case and the phrase in (6b) is the marked case. The
different morphological form of N 1 is related to a different meaning. The nominal phrase vier
pcrr-en schoenen `four pairs (of) shoes' has a distributive reading, which vier paar schoenen
`four pairs (of) shoes' lacks. The uninflected form paar `pair' also occurs when it is preceded
by a QN like paar `few', as in (6c). This example also shows that Nls with the same
morphological shape have a different meaning. In German, the plural form Paare `pairs' of
the Co1N Paar is questionable (cf. Plank 1981). A couple of Co1Ns only has one form. This
holds, for instance, for a noun like man `man' in (6e).
To summarize, I have shown that QNs are Nls that lack a plural form. The plural form of
MNs and some other N 1 s depends on the character of the preceding elements. The ConNs,
Co1Ns and KindNs all have plural forms, but some of them optionally occur without the plural
morpheme.
interpretation of the N I. The adjective has an individuating effect on the nominal phrase.
(i)

D vier
four

lekkere
good

'litedliters
liters (af)

bier
beer
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Second, another characteristic of elements that belong to the class of nouns is that they may
be input for the morphological process of diminutivization. Dutch has the diminutive suffix
-tje, which may be attached to a noun. It can only be attached to nouns that have both a
singular form and a plural one (Mattens 1970). This suggests that diminutive formation is
dependent upon the presence of a count feature in a noun, although it is probably not the only
relevant factor. Consider the examples below which contain various kinds of N 1 s. There is
a QN boel `lot' in (7a) and in (7b-e) we find an MN liter `liter', a ConN emmer `bucket', a
PartN reep `bar', a Co1N groep `group', respectively.'o In the last example of (7), N1 is the
KindN soort `kind'."
(7)

D a ~` een
a
D b
een
a
D c
een
a
D d
een
a
D e
een
a
D f ~` een
a

boeltje
mensen
lot-DIM (of) people
litertje
melk
liter-DIM (of) milk
emmertje
peren
bucket-DIM (of) pears
reepje
chocolade
bar-DIM (of) chocolate
studenten
groepje
group-DIM (of) students
soortje
vogels
kind-DIM (of) birds

The examples in (7a) and (7f) illustrate that a QN, like boel `lot' and a KindN like soort
`kind' do not appear with a diminutive suffix. A diminutive suffix may be attached to MNs,
ConNs, PartNs and Co1Ns, as the remaining examples of (7) show. What the data in (2-6) and
(7) show is that the different kinds of Nls do not pattern alike. Most of the Nls behave like
regular count nouns, which have a plural and a diminutive form. Other N 1 s, however, are

~o
A diminutive form boetlje `belongings-DIM' exists, but this is derived from the lexical N hoel, which does
not occur as N I(Riny Huybregts, personal communication).
(i)

boeltje
D Pak je
pick your belongings
`Pick up your traps!'

bij elkaar!
together

~~
Notice that the Dutch suffix -tje is ambiguous between a diminutive suffix and an evaluative suffix (cf. Van
den Toorn 1982). A noun like boekje `book-DIM' means `little book' or `nicelawful book'. If the suffix -tje is
attached to an MN it does not have the diminutive meaning. The NI literlje `liter-DIM' does not mean smal(liter
or tess Ihan a ti(er.
The suffix -rye is spelled out differently, which depends, for instance, upon the number of syllables, and the ending
of the word the suffix is attached to, e.g., the diminutive form of the noun bloem `flower' is btoempje `flower-DIM'
and the diminutive form of koning `king' is koninkje `king-DIM' (cf Trommelen 1981). For further discussion, see
De Haas and Trommelen (1993) and the references cited therein.
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somehow defective. QNs resist the plural and the diminutive suffix and some of the KindNs
lack a diminutive form. Other N 1 s, the MNs, optionally show the plural morpheme or they
only have one form both for the singular and the plural. There are also regular Ns that do not
have plttral forms and diminutive forms, but these Ns differ from MNs and QNs discussed
here because they are not interpreted as quantifiers and they do not appear as N 1 s. Examples
of such Ns are mass nouns, like chocolade `chocolate', and some of the collective nouns like
politie `police'. QNs have these morphological properties in common with mass nouns and
with other nominal quantifying elements, namely cardinal numerals. A cardinal numeral
cannot be pluralized and does not have a diminutive form either when it is used as a
quantifier. The plural suftix and the diminutive suffix may be attached to a cardinal numeral
only if it refers to an object (cf. 8a,b).
(8)

D a Er
staan drie
vieren
there
are
three
fours
D b Dit is een mager viertje
this is a
meager four-DIM

QNs also differ from the other Ns wíth respect to their denotation, because QNs lack
descriptive content. They only indicate a quantity and they are not referential in the sense that
they denote an object. The rest of the N 1 s behave ambiguously. Most of the N 1 s indicate a
quantity and they have a descriptive content. The KindNs indicate a quality and they have
descriptive content, except for the functional KindN soort. The ambiguous Nls may be
referentiaL I conclude from these facts that only potentially referential nouns are input for
pluralization and diminutivization and that quantifier nouns are defective. They lack this
referential property (Van Gestel 1986). The examples in (3a,b) show that the use of an N1
with a plural suffix, also has consequences for the interpretation, because an MN, like liters,
preceded by a cardinal numeral has preferably an individuating reading.
Summarizing, all N 1 s except QNs and KindNs are input for diminutive formation. I have
proposed that QNs differ from other N 1 s because they lack descriptive content and that only
potentially referential Ns may be input for diminutive formation.
A third morphological property of nouns is that they participate in the process of
compounding. Not all N 1 s behave alike in compound formation (cf. Lábel 1986, Delsing
1991). QNs do not form compounds with an embedded N(cf. 9a) and neither do MNs, as
(9b) illustrates. They contrast with the other kinds of Nls, as the rest of the examples in (9)
~
show.' -

~2
The N 1 soorr `kind' is in fact ambiguous between a functional N I and a lexical N 1. Only the lexical N 1
can be the head of a nominal compound.
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D a ~ mensenboel
people-lot
D b ' melkliter
milk-liter
D c
perenemmer
pears-bucket
D d
chocoladereep
chocolate-bar
D e
studentengroep
students-group
D f
verfsoort
paint-kind

There are language-specific differences that determine which of the ConN and Co1Ns occur
in compound forms and which do not." Note that a compound form with a ConN, like in
(9c), does not exactly correspond to its DCC counterpart. In the compound form perenemmer
`pears-bucket', the head is emmer `bucket' and peren `pears' is a modifying element
restricting the N emmer. The meaning of the noun phrase perenemmer is `bucket that is used
for pears or meant to put pears in', and only in a special context may it mean a bucket that
contains pears. Example (9d) means more or less the same as its DCC counterpart een reep
chocolade `a bar (of) chocolate'. The noun phrase (9e) has about the same interpretation as
the nominal phrase een groep studenten `a group (ofj students' in its DCC-meaning, viz., a
group consisting of students. The N1 groep is interpreted as the semantic head of the nominal
phrase. It is a collective noun and the N2 studenten `students' refers to the entities that
together form a group. In the nominal compound studentengroep `students-group', the
semantic head is invariably the No groep `group', which is determined by No studenten
`students'. Not all QNs behave in the same way as boel with respect to nominal compound
formation. Some of the QNs occur in nominal compounds. The N1 aantal, for instance,

~~
Gennan compound formation seems to be more productive than Dutch. Compare the following examples
in which an N I is involved.
(i)

German
Drahtrolle
'fiber roll'
Radieschenbund
`radish bunch'
Speckscheibe
bacon slice
'rasher'

Dutch
draadrol
`fiber roll'
?` radijsbosje
`radish bunch-D1M'
" spekplak
bacon slice
`rasher'
"

The Dutch examples are perhaps possible as newly formed compounds. In German, a nominal compound like
F,rerdutzend`eggs dozen', which contains an MN, or a nominal compound like Satzprise'salt pinch', which contains
a PartN are not grammatical. The German examples are taken from Lbbel (1986).
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appears as N2 in nominal compounds: e.g., studentenaantal `students-number'. In such a
compound consisting of a plural N and a QN, QN is the head of the compound. It is different
from a compound that contains a cardinal numeral or an indefinite numeral. In the latter type
of compound, the quantifier element is the first part of the compound, e.g., vierkunt
`quadrangle', veelhoek `polygon' or tweeliter~le.s `two-liters-bottle'. Most Dutch (nominal)
compounds are right-headed (cf. Brill 1863, Terwey 1890, Trommelen and Zonneveld
1986)." If we assume thar the semantic head of a nominal compound needs to be a lexical
element, in the sense that it has a concrete semantic content, we may say that (9a) and (9b)
are not possible compounds in Dutch, because boel `lot' and liter `liter' are not legitimate
semantic heads.15~~~ They are not lexical enough, because they only indicate a quantity and
a measure of an entity that has to be spccified by the context. If this assumption is correct,
the consequence is that the head of the nominal compound studentenaantal is a lexical N and
not a functional one. A QN is not referential and it has no descriptive content. Elements that
have this property are considered functional elements (Abney 1987). Therefore I conclude that
QNs are functional nominal elements. MNs and KindNs have mixed properties and the other
Nls are more like lexical Ns.
I did not include the determiners in the examples in (9). Let us take a closer look at
compounds with a determiner. According to Delsing, the process of compounding is
influenced by the nature of the determiner. He shows that there is a difference in Swedish
between compounds that are derived from QNs preceded by a definite determiner and the ones
that are derived from indefinite QNs, which he explains by appealing to the structural position
of the QNs. Recall from the discussion in section 1.3 that indefinite QNs are generated in
[Spec,NP] and that they are complements of N2. An indefinite QN does not allow compound
formation as example ( l 0a) illustrates. Delsing assumes that a detinite QN is not generated
in the [Spec,NP] position, but as the head of the noun phrase with the definite determiner in
D. N2 is a complement of the QN aantal `number'. Lexical Nls often form compounds with
a complement, but seldom with a specifier. As (lOb) shows, a definite QN participates in
compounding. According to Delsing this sort of compounding, a mass noun forming a
compound with a quantifier, occurs in syntax and is a process like incorporation in the sense
of Baker (1988). The examples are taken from Delsing ( I 991, p. I 11).

14
A counter example might be a noun like ktavertje vier `lit clover-DIM four, four-leaved clover', but the
head of this noun is klaverrje 'clover-DIM'. The head noun in compounds bears the inflectional suffixes. The plural
form is klnverljes rier and not ktavertje vieren.
15

MNs are ambiguous Ns. A MN like, for instance, kilometer `kilometer' may be the head of a nominal

compound (cf. spoorkitome~ers `railway-kilometers').
16
They difier in this respect from suffixes, like -heid and -dom, which are meaningful non-lexical elements.
These suffixes occur as heads in nouns derived from adjectives or nouns, e.g., ruiverheid `cleanness', vorstendom
`kingdom'.
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(10) S a ~ ett turistantal
a
tourist-number
S b
turistantalet
tourist-number-the

Dutch and German differ from Swedish, because both definite and indefinite QNs are allowed,
as the Dutch data in (11) illustrate, where N2 is aantal `number'.
(11) D a een~het studentenaantal
student-number
a~the
D b een~de mensenmassa
people-mass
althe
D c ~`eenl~`de feministenstoot~'
feminist-lot
a~the
What the data above show is that QNs behave differently from the other N 1 s and that MNs
show ambiguous behavior. The fact that QNs resist the plural suffix and the diminutive suffix
and the fact that they do not participate in compound formation may be explained if we
assume that these processes only affect lexical Ns that have special properties. The plural
suffix will only be attached to Ns that are specified for the count feature. I assume that lexical
Ns have a referential index (cf. Williams 1981) and that the diminutive suffix only may be
added to Ns that have such an R-index. Therefore functional N 1 s do not have diminutive
forms, whereas the other Ns do have such forms. As for nominal compounds, I claim that
only lexical Ns can be the head of a compound. QNs are non-lexical Ns that lack the
referential index. They can be compared with other non-lexical elements in that they form a
closed class, which according to Emonds (1985) is one of the properties of functional
categories. A lexical N describes an entity and it provides a predicate (cf. Abney 1987). The
QNs do not describe entities and they do not provide a predicate. They express the abstract
concept of cardinality or quantity.
The DPCs discussed above have a different structure, although they superficially look the
same. I assume that constituents containing both functional nodes and lexical nodes have a
functional domain and a lexical domain. In one single macro-X-projection, the projections of
functional X-nodes dominate the projections of lexical X-nodes. A defective N1 occupies a
position in the functional part of the tree, as is illustrated in (12). I use the DP notation, but
a macro-N-DP is essentially different from the traditional DP, because the relation between
D and N' is not a selection relation, but a relation based upon the categorial properties of D
and N. I will use the bar notation for nodes that are not maximally projected
(X~: [fPROj,-MAX] node), the feature [tF] for functional elements and the feature [-F] for
lexical elements.

~~

The noun jeministenstoor means 'push by (a) feminist(s)'.
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(12)
D"It~

, N 1 It~
N 1 t'[t~l

`N2 [-r7
I
N2`~L~

een
boel
a
lot
`a lot of people'

I

mensen
people

The structure in (12) is a tentative representation of a DPC containing a functional N1. The
tree in (12) is a well-formed macro-N-projection. There are no violations of the
well-formedness conditions. The functional node DP dominates the functional nominal
projection NI I,FI in (12), which in turn dominates the lexical non-maximal nominal node
N2~Lrl. The level hierarchy is respected as well, because there are no maximally projected
nominal nodes interrupting the projection line from N~ to DP.18 A tentative structure of a
DPC containing a lexical N1 is given below. The structure in (13) meets all the requirements
for a macro-X-projection. The difference between (12) and (13) is that NI is in the functional
domain of the projection in (12), while it is in the lexical domain of the tree in (13). The
lexical NI forms a macro-N-projection with a lexical non-maximal nominal node.19
(13)

, DP[fFl
~~
D It~

`
, N l ~l-r7
N 1 ~[-~1

`N2 [-F~
I
N2"[-r7
I
een
aantal
mensen
a
number
people
`a number of people'
Summarizing this section, I claim that the class of N 1 s that occur in DPCs is to be divided
into functional Ns (Type I) and lexical Ns (Type II). The lexical Ns behave like regular Ns,

18

In Chapter 5, 1 will provide evidence that the node that immediately dominates N2 is a[}PROJ,-MAX]

19

1 will return to this structure in Chapter 5. In that chapter, 1 will discuss the DCCs.

node.
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but the functional Ns are defective with respect to pluralization and -tje-suffixation. The
lexical Ns may be referential and participate in compound forming, while the functional Ns
lack this property. An overview of the properties discussed above is given in the table below.
There is a third group of Nls which has mixed characteristics. In the next sections, I will
discuss the external and internal syntactic properties of Nls in DPCs.
(14) Table 3.1: morphological properties of Nls
QN

MN

ConN

PartN

Co1N

KindN

plural

-

}~-

f

f

t

~-~-

diminutive

-

fl-

f

}

t

f~-

co,;~,,~ ~~,,;„'

-

-

-

~

-

~

3.2

External syntactic properties

3.2.1

Introduction

,

I showed above that the class of N 1 s may be divided into functional and lexical N 1 s. In this
section, I will discuss the influence of Nls on the structure of DPCs and some external
relations of DPCs. In section 3.2.2, I will return to the effect that DPC subjects have on the
inflection of the verb. These facts provide more evidence for the proposed subdivision and
for the proposed analysis. DPCs that function as the subject of a sentence trigger agreement
with N2 if N1 is functional. Subject DPCs with lexical Nls give N1 agreement. Given these
facts, we expect that Nls that are ambiguous between lexical and functional Ns trigger N1 or
N2 agreement. This is indeed the case and I accept this as evidence that functional Ns are
transparent and that lexical Ns are opaque. In section 3.2.3, I will discuss another external
relation, namely the relation of DPCs to a selecting verb. A verb has to be compatible with
its complements. If a lexical N is opaque, one expects that a verb is not able to select N2. In
the last section, I will discuss the relation between a DPC and a reciprocal. We expect that
functional Ns do not block a relation between a DPC and a reciprocal. If N1 is lexical, we
assume that the features of N2 are not visible. Therefore the features of the antecedent and
the reciprocal cannot be checked.

3.2.2

DPCs and subject-verb agreement

Subject-verb agreement is traditionally one of the tests to determine the head of a nominal
constituent. A singular subject triggers singular agreement on the inflected verb, whereas the
verb shows plural morphology if the subject is plural. I assume that both singular nouns and
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plural nouns are specified for number, and also that mass nouns lack number specification
(cf. Akmajian and Lehrer ]976, Eschenbach 1992, Hall 1968, Delfitto and Schroten 1992).
Singular subjects will trigger singular agreement and plural subjects trigger plural agreement
on the verb. A mass noun subject has no number marking and it will trigger default number
specification on the verb. I assume that this is spelled out as singular agreement. In this
section, I will discuss subject DPCs with various N1 s in order to see which agreement features
are spelled out on the verb.
I showed that defective nouns like boel `lot', stoot `lot' and nouns that indicate
non-standardized measures, like, for instance, the German N1 Glas `glass', are not like regular
nouns. Delsing (1991) has also shown that these defective nouns behave differently in
Swedish. He uses agreement between the subject and a predicative adjective to classify the
various subgroups of N I s and to detect which of the two Ns is the head of the DPC. Dutch
does not have inflected predicative adjectives, but there is agreement between the subject and
the verb. Consider the examples in (15), where N1 is QN, and the DPC is the subject of an
active sentence (15a) and a passive sentence (15b):
(15) D a Een
a
D b Een
a

boel
feministen
lot (of) feminists
boel
feministen
lot (of) feminists

~protesteert~protesteren
protest-SGlprotest-PL
~`wordt~worden uitgejouwd
is~are
booed

The verbal inflection shows that only plural agreement is correct. This indicates that N2 is the
head of the DPC and not N1. I assume that QN has no number specification and that it has
no features that trigger agreement on the verb. The verb therefore agrees with N2; the verb
has access to the number features of N2 or the features percolate to the maximal nominal
projection. This is possible because N1 is not specified for the number feature. NI is defective
and transparent. In the examples (15a,b), N2 is plural and the verb shows plural inflection.
A QN may appear with a mass N2, too. I claimed that both a QN preceded by the indefinite
determiner and a mass N lack number specification. If this is true, we predict that a DPC
subject with a QN and a mass N2 triggers singular default agreement. This is corroborated
by the data in (16a). Look at the example in (16b), in which Nl is an MN.~~
(16) D a Er
ER
D b Er
ER

?o
(i)

LigU~liggen
liesllie
ligtlliggen
lies~lie

daar
there
daar
there

een
a
een
a

kilo
kilo ( of)
kilo
kilo (of)

kaas
cheese
appels
apples

Notice that the verb only shows singular agreement if the diminutive suffix is added to the MN (cf. i).
D

Een
a

kilootje
kilo-DIM

appels
apples

lagl'lagen
lied-SG~lied-PL

in de
in the

kelder
cellar
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In (16), the N1 kilo is morphologically and syntactically singular and N2 appels `apples' is
plural. The verb bears the singular inflection, but plural inflection is also possible. I conclude
from the data in (16) that both the features of N 1 and N2 can trigger agreement on the verb.
MNs belong to the group of ambiguous Nls, which may be transparent or not. If N1 is a
lexical N, it is interpreted as the head of the DPC. It has the singular number feature. In this
case, it triggers singular agreement features on the verb. When a lexical N1 is plural, the verb
shows plural agreement. If N1 is interpreted as QN, it will not have a number feature. The
element een `a' is interpreted as a default element which does not contribute anything to
determine agreement (see below). The features of N2 will be visible when the agreement
process applies. If MN is preceded by a cardinal numeral, the verbal agreement pattern is as
in (17a,b).
(17) D a Twee
two
D b Twee
two

liter
liters
liters
liters

melk
(of) milk
melk
(of) milk

isl~`zijn
is~are
~`islzijn
islare

zuur
sour
zuur
sour

geworden
been
geworden
been

The difference between (17a) and (17b) is that twee liter melk 'two liters (of) milk' and twee
liters melk `two liters (of) milk' have a different interpretation, as I have discussed before. In
(17a), Iwee liter melk `two liters (of) milk' is considered as one single entity, but twee liters
melk `two liters (of) milk' in (17b) is conceived of as two separate entities. The examples
(17a,b) show a difference between MN used as a QN and as a lexical N. If the cardinal
numeral and the MN are interpreted as one quantificational unit, MN has neither a number
feature nor a plural suffix. The mass noun melk `milk' also lacks the number specification.
The verb shows default inflection as a consequence of the lack of the relevant number features
in the macro-N-projection. In (17b), the MN liters `liters' bears the plural morpheme, which
is triggered by the cardinal numeral twee `two'. The agreement on the verb is triggered by
the highest accessible number feature in the nominal projection. Other Nls that show
ambiguity with respect to referentiality and to the agreement they trigger are, for instance,
Nls like aantal `number' and stoot `a lot', and Co1Ns like bende `a lot' and massa `mass'
(ef. Putter 1976, Van Gestel 1986).
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German MNs behave differently I'rom Dutch MNs, as is demonstrated by the examples in
(18)'~
(18) G a Ein Pfund
rote ~pfel ?~liegt~liegen
auf dem
a
pound (of) red apples liesllie
at
the
G b Drei
Liter
Wein sindl~`ist getrunken worden
three
liters
(of) wine
are~is
drunk
been
G c 3 Gramm
Haschisch ~`isUsind bei ihm gefunden
3 grams (oí) hashish
is~are
with him found

Tisch
table

worden
been

Let us first compare the examples ( 16b) and ( 18a), in which MN is preceded by an indefinite
determiner. The agreement pattern is more or less like the Dutch one, although the plural
agreement seems to be preferred. In order to account for this agreement pattern, I assume that
both the features of N 1 and the ones of N2 are visible for the verbal functional head that
plays a role in agreement. In one case, the MN Pfimd ` pound' is considered as a lexical N and
the number feature of N1 determines agreement. In the other case, the MN is a functional N1
and the features of N2 will determine the verbal agreement. An MN may be transparent and
does not block the visibility of N2's number features. Let us turn to the examples in (17a,b)
and (18b,c). The highest functional node is in both cases the cardinal numeral, which is
specified for the plural number feature. Therefore we expect that this feature triggers plural
agreement on the verb. This expectation applies for German: only plural agreement is
grammatical. The Dutch agreement pattern, however, is different and depends upon the
number feature on the MN itself. Dutch and German are different with respect to the
realization of the plural morpheme. Dutch does not have a non-lexical plural morpheme,
whereas German does have such a morpheme. Neuter and masculine nouns ending in -en, -el,
or -er have the same morphological singular and plural form, e.g., der~die Wugen `the car(s)'
(cf. Schulz and Griesbach 1982). An MN like Liter `liter' coincides with these nouns. As has
been discussed above, German has MNs that have no overt plural morpheme. If such an MN
is used, as in the example below, the verb must have the plural inflection. The sentence is
ungrammatical if the verb is inflected for singular. The example taken from Wurmbrand
(1992) shows this.
(19) G Zwei
two

Glas
glass

Wein
(of) wine

sind~~`ist
arelis

schnell
quickly

getrunken
drunk

In Dutch, the auxiliary only shows plural agreement if MN is overtly marked with the plural
suffix. If the plural marker is absent, the verb cannot occur with the plural inflection. The
plural agreement cannot be determined by N2, because N2 in (17a,b) is a mass noun, which
has no number specification at all.

Z~

Henk van Riemsdijk ( personal communication) provided me with example (18c).
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Notice that there are more factors that play a role in determining agreement. The nattue
of the predicate and the internal make up of the DPC determine agreement, too. Some
evaluative verbs, like ausreichen `to be sufficient', may show singular agreement with a DPC
subject (20a), but if the MN is modified by an adjective, singular agreement is less good (data
from Eschenbach 1994), as is illustrated in (206). In Dutch, both singular and plural
agreement are allowed, as is shown in example (20c). In this example the predicate consists
of the copular verb zijn `to be' and the predicative adjective voldoende `sufficient'.z'
Kannen
Tee reicht
aus
Drei
three
cans (of) tea is-sufficient PRT
Tee reicht
aus
G b? Drei grof3e Kannen
three
big cans (of) tea is-sufficient PRT
thee islzijn voldoende
D c
Drie
(grote) kannen
sufficient
three big
cans (of) tea is~are

(20) G a

There is another case in which a DPC subject may trigger both singular and plural
agreement on the verb. These DPC subjects contain the neuter KindN soort `kind' (cf. Geerts
et al. ] 984). If the DPC subject contains the non-neuter KindN soort, plural agreement is not
possible, as (21c) shows. Notice that both singular and plural agreement only seem to be
allowed if .soort is preceded by the neuter demonstrative pronoun. Plural agreement on the

2~
There are more factors that play a role, which are difficult to explain if only grammatical features determine
agreement. These factors overrule standard agreement patterns and they have to do with the way subjecu and
predicates interact (Eschenbach 1994). Some verbs trigger a collective or a distributive reading of the subject, which
depends upon the way the subject is conceived. If it is considered as a unit, the verb has singular agreement, but if
the subject is interpreted as separate entities the verb will show plural agreement. Notice that this only goes for the
nominal phrases under discussion. Compare the German examples in ( ia,b), which are taken from Eschenbach (1994).
(i) G a
G b'

Drei
three
Drei
three

Liter
liters (of)
halbe Liter
half liters

Wasser
water
Wasser
water

floLi
streamed
Flo6
streamed

uber
over
ilber
over

meine
Papiere
my
papers
meine Papiere
my
papers

I assume that the number specification of the MN in (ia) does not determine agreement and that the number
specification dóes play a role in (ib). The adjective halbe `halfactivates the number feature of the noun and makes
it visible for agreement. We saw before that in Dutch an adjective is able to activate the number feature in MNs, too,
see footnote 9.
I assume that examples like (ia) are exceptional in German and that agreement is determined by ihe highest
functional node specified for number.
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verb is not possible if the DPC subject contains a definite determiner and a Relative Clause
(cf. 21 d).'-'
(21) D a

Dit
this
D b
Dit
this
D c ~` Die
that
D d~` Het
this

soort
kind (ot)
soort
kind (of)
soort
kind (of)
soort
kind (of)

vragen
is moeilijk te
beantwoorden
questions is difficult to
answer
vragen
zijn moeilijk te
beantwoorden
questions are difficult to
answer
vogels zijn moeilijk te
filmen
birds
are difficult too film
vragen
dat jij
stelt zijn moeilijk te
questions that you ask are difficult to

beantwoorden
answer

The data above show that the neuter KindN soort is transparent and that the non-neuter one
is not. The neuter KindN soort coincides in this respect with a QN like paar `couple'.
The remainder of the subject DPCs containing a ConN, a PartN or a Co1N triggers N1
agreement in Dutch and in German, as is shown by the Dutch examples in (22).
(22) D a Zakjes
bags-DIM (of)
D b Grote stukken
big
pieces
D c Een kudde
herd (of)
a

kaas
zijn~~`is
verslonden
cheese arelis
devoured
taart waren~~`was al
op
(of) cake were~was
yet finished
olifanten gaatl~`gaan voorbij
elephants passeslpass PRT

The fact that N 1 s behave differently has to do with the status of N. I assume that defective
Ns are weak or transparent and that non-defective Ns are strong or opaque. A weak N lacks
number specification and has no R-role. Strong Ns optionally have an R-role and are specified
for number. The Nls of (22) are strong Ns. In (22a), the NI zakjes `bags' is specified for the
number feature and the verb agrees in number with the plural subject. The verb has to agree
with the highest accessible number feature. The DPC in (22a) consists of a plural N1 zakjes
and a mass N2 kaas `cheese'. The verb agrees with the highest number feature, which triggers
plural agreement. In example (22b), the N1 stukken `pieces' is specified for the plural feature
and the N2 tuart `cake' is an unspecified mass noun. The verb must agree with N1. If it
agrees with N2, the example is ruled out. The N1 kudde `herd' in (22c), finally, is specified

Z3

Sentences with DPC subjects containing the N 1 type `type' or the Nl categorie `category' with plural verb

agreement are not perfectly grammatical (cf. ia,b).
(i) D a'? Dit
this
D b~`? Deze
this

auto's rijden
type
snel
type (of)
cars drive
fast
snel
categorie
auto's rijden
category (of1
cars drive
fast
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for the singular number feature and this triggers singular inflection on the verb. In German,
we find similar agreement patterns.
If N1 is a QN, the verb shows N2 agreement, if N1 is MN or if it belongs to the group of
ambiguous N 1 s both N 1 and N2 can trigger agreement. The status of N 1 determines whether
the verb agrees with N 1 or N2. The lexical N 1 s(ConN, PartN and Co1N) trigger N 1
agreement (cf. Lóbel 1986) or singular agreement.
To summarize, there are several factors that determine verbal agreement if a DPC is the
subject of a sentence. Subject-verb agreement is determined by the highest functional node
specified for the number feature. Dutch and German behave differently, because subject-verb
agreement in Dutch seems to be more dependent on the overt plural morpheme of N 1. There
are additional semantic factors which may cause an agreement pattern that differs from the
one we expect on the basis of the morphological features of the subject.

3.2.3

DPCs and selection

[n Chapter 1, I argued that a DPC is a nominal projection headed by N2 and that N2 is
accessible for selection by a verb. In this section, I want to check the various subgroups of
DPCs in order to see whether N2 is always accessible for V. One expects that only in DPCs
with functional N 1 s a verb may select N2, because N 1 is transparent in these DPCs.
First, a DPC is a transparent nominal phrase and the features of N2 are accessible to V. It
is thus important to know what the properties of N2 are. Therefore I will discuss briefly the
most salient properties of N2. I will return to this topic in Chapter 5. The main question at
the moment is: What does N2 look like and is every N1 compatible with every possible N2?
Let us take a closer look at the subgroups of N 1 s to examine the N2s with which they form
one single macro-N-projection.
If N1 is a QN, N2 has to be a plural N2 or a mass N2 (23a). The lexical content of N1
plays an important role in DPCs that contain MNs. MNs that indicate an amount of liquid
(e.g., liter) generally take a mass N2 and MNs that indicate weight occur both with a mass
N2 and a plural N2 (23b). DPCs containing lexical Nls, e.g., ColNls, occur with both a
plural and a mass N(cf. 22c and 23d, respectively), whereas a PartN only appears with a
mass noun. The lexical content of the PartNl determines the choice of N2, i.e., N1 and N2
must be semantically compatible.24 All these Nls never occur with a singular N2.Z5
(23) D a een
a

boel
~`feministlfeministert~lawaai
lot (of) feministlfeministslnoise

z4

An example of a PartN with a plural N2 is: een plak rozijnen `a pack (of) raisins'. The PartN is in this case
interpreted as a CoIN.
zs

Notice that een kilo appel `a kilo (of} apple' is correct if appel is interpreted as a mass noun.
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a
D c een
a
D d een
a
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kilo
kaas~~`appel~appels
kilo (of) cheese~apple~apples
cakel~`?koekje~~koekjes
stuk
piece (of) cakelcooky-DIM,SG~cookies-DIM,PL
kudde
~olifantlolifanten~vee
herd (of) elephant~elephants~cattle

The only class of Nls that may occur with a singular N2, is the class of the KindNs, as is
exemplified below.
(24) D a een
a
D b dit
this

soort
aap
kind (of) monkey
type
auto
kind (of) car

Since we have established the main property of N2, we have to find a means to check
whether a verb always has access to N2. One way to test whether V has access to the features
of N2 is to look for Vs that semantically or syntactically select a nominal object with special
properties. One property of a transitive verb is that it selects a direct object that is
semantically compatible with it. A verb like eten 'to eat' selects a noun phrase that has to
refer to something edible. This requirement may only be violated in special situations. This
happens, for instance, if the verb to eat selects an object that denotes an inedible entity, like
a hus ticket. Some transitive verbs do not only require a compatible object, but they impose
an additional requirement on it. They require a direct object in the form of a plural noun
phrase or a mass noun. There are also verbs that impose a restriction on the subject. They
require a plural subject or a subject that refers to a collection of entities (ef. Chapter 1).
Let us see what the relation is between these selectional properties of Vs and the various
kinds of DPCs. In Chapter 1 and in section 3.2.2, I have shown that DPCs containing QNs,
MNs and KindNs are transparent and that N2 may trigger agreement. If such a DPC is the
object of a transitive verb, we expect the features of N2 to be accessible for V. This
expectation is correct, as the examples (25a,b,c) illustrate.
(25) D a Hij
he

had een
has a

boeken~literatuurikzand gelezen
boel
lot (of) books~literaturelsand
read
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(25) D b Hij
he
D c Hij
he
`He

had een kilo
appelslkaasli~zand
gegeten
had a
kilo (of) appleslcheeselsand
eaten2ó
beantwoordt dit soort
vragen
niet
answers
this kind
questions not
does not answer these kinds of questions'

The ConNs, PartNs and Co1Ns trigger N1 agreement and they are lexical Ns, therefore we
expect that an N2 following such Nls is not accessible to V. Consider the examples in (26).
(26) D a Hij
he
D b Hij
he
D c Hij
he
D d Hij
he

had
had
had
had
had
had
had
had

een
a
een
a
een
a
een
a

emmer
vis
gevangen
bucket (of) fish
caught
stuk
taart
gebakken
piece (of) cake
baked
reep
chocola
gesmolten
bar (of) chocolate melted
kudde
schapen geschoren
flock (of) sheep
shaven

The sentence in (26a) clearly shows that N2 is accessible for V. N2 is only accessible for V
if the noun phrase een emmer vis `a bucket (of) fish' is interpreted as a DPC indicating an
amount of fish. If it is interpreted as a DCC (een emmer met vis `a bucket of fish'), N2 cannot
be related to the verb. The verb will select the N1 emmer and the N2 vis cannot be connected
to an argument position in the theta grid of the verb vangen `catch'. The situation is less clear
in (26b,c), which contain DPCs with a PartN and a Co1N, respectively. It is not so obvious
that V selects N2. It is also possible that it selects NL The denotation of N1 depends upon

zb

Notice that a MN like kilo `kilo' may be the quasi-argument of the verb ivegen `weigh', as is illustrated
in (ia). If kilo is the quasi-argument of the verb, however, it can no longer be accompanied by an N2 (cf. ib). Similar
facts hold in French Pseudo-Partitive Constructions, as was already observed by Milner (1978).
(i)

D a
D b

~`

Deze
this
Deze
this

kaas
cheese
kaas
cheese

weegt
weighs
weegt
weighs

een
a
een
a

kilo
kilo
kilo
kilo

(of)

appels
apples

A noun phrase like een kilo appels `a kilo (of) apples' cannot be the argument of the transitive verb ivegen (iia).
A sentence like (iia) can only mean that 1an weighs a kilo of apples again. The verb needs the prefix af `out', as in
(iib), or an adverbial phrase like opnieuw `again', as in (iic).
(ii)

D a
D b
D c

tl

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

weegt
weighs
weegt
weighs
weegt
weighs

een
kilo
appels
a
kilo (of)
apples
een
kilo
appels
a
kilo (ofl
apples
opnieuw een
kilo
again
a
kilo (of)

af
out
appels
apples
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N2. The interpretation of sentence (26b), for instance, is that he has baked a piece of cake and
not that he baked a certain amount of cake. In (26c), he melted a chocolate bar and the
interpretation in which he melted a quantity of chocolate is less easy to get. The same applies
to a nominal phrase containing a CoIN, as in (26d). The reference of the N 1 kudde `flock'
depends upon the N2 schapen `sheep'. If N2 does not refer to animals but to human beings,
as in een kudde voetfialsupporters `a herd (of) hooligans', the nominal phrase gets a marked
interpretation. This Co1N is one of the Nls that have a lexical conceptual structure that
imposes restrictions on N2. Not every non-singular N2 is allowed. The syntactic and semantic
properties of N2 are important for such Nls. The Q-interpretation of such a CoIN is less
salient (cf. Michaux 1992).
In the previous chapter, I discussed a class of verbs that take plural objects. DPCs that are
selected by such verbs, also show that N2 is accessible for selection. This is illustrated in (27),
in which the DPC contains a ConN.
(27) D Hij
he

had een
had a

emmer
vissen
bucket (of) fish

verzameld
collected

I will now turn to subject DPCs with a lexical Nl. I will investigate the behavior of DPCs
with a lexical N1 that are the subjects of a verb requiring a plural subject. Examples of this
class of verbs are the verbs zich verspreiden `disperse' and omringen `surround'. If N1 is
lexical, we expect that the lexical NI is opaque and that no selection relation can be
established between V and N2. This prediction indeed seems to come true. An N2 that is
embedded under a ConN and a CoIN is not accessible, as the examples below illustrate.
(28) D a Een bus
toeristen llverspreidt???verspreiden zich
a
bus (of) tourists
disperse-SG~disperse-PL REFL
D b Die bus
toeristen llomringtl`??omringen
de
gids
that bus (of) tourists
surround-SG~surround-PL the guide
D c De kudde
schapen verspreidtl~`verspreiden
zich
the flock (of) sheep
disperse-SGldisperse-PL REFL
D d Een kudde
schapen omringt?~`omringen
de
herder
a
flock
(of) sheep
surround-SGlsurround-PL the shepperd
The verb seems to be able to select N2 in DPCs with a CoIN, as I have shown in Chapter 1.
Notice, however, that the verbs under discussion also appear with a noun phrase that denotes
a collection of individuals. In (28c,d), it is not clear which N is selected by V. The verb is
compatible with the Nl kudde `flock' and with the N2 schapen `sheep'. If we look at the
verb, we see that it has singular agreement. This indicates that N 1 is the syntactic head of the
subject. In (28a,b) there is a conflict between the verb requiring a plural subject or a subject
denoting a collection of individuals and the fact that N1 is a lexical N, specified for the
singular number feature and not denoting a collection of individuals. This causes the
unacceptability of (28a,b). If the verb bears plural marking the examples become slightly
better. In (28c,d), a plural verb is not possible.
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Note, however, that the sentence-initial position probably plays a role in the interpretation
of the DPCs in (29a,b) and in the determination of agreement features on the verb. If a DPC
is in sentence-initial position, a referential interpretation of N 1 is more likely. In an embedded
sentence, the plural verb seems to be more acceptable.
(29) D a t~ Ik
I
D b? Ik
I

zie
see
zie
see

dat
that
dat
that

een
a
een
a

bus
toeristen
bus (of) tourists
bus
toeristen
bus (of) tourists

zich
REFL
zich
REFL

verspreidt
disperse-SG
verspreiden
disperse-PL

In DPCs containing the KindN soort `kind', the embedded N is accessible for the verbs under
discussion, as the examples below illustrate. We are dealing with a functional N1 in (30a,c,d)
and with a lexical N 1 in (30b), but in both cases N2 is accessible.
(30) D a Hij
he
D b Hij
he
D c Een
a
D d Een
a

kunstwerken
verzameld
heeft
een soort
has
a
kind (of) work-of-arts
col lected
postzegels
verzamelt deze soort
this kind (of) stamps
collects
verzameltlverzamelen zich
daar
soort
stadswachten
REFL there
kind (of) city-watchmen collect-SG~collect-PL
de indringers
soort
stadswachten
~`omringtlomringen
kind (of) city-watchmen surround-SGlsurround-PL the intruders

The PartNs do not appear with plural N2s, and therefore DPCs containing PartNs are
generally only possible as subjects of the verbs under discussion if the PartN is plural.
Summarizing, QNs, MNs and some KindNs are transparent Ns. They do not block selection
of N2. The lexical Ns are visible for some processes, but they are invisible for others. For
instance, they do not block selection of N2 by V, but a lexical N 1 followed by a plural N2
blocks agreement between a verb and N2. This indicates that semantic selection and
agreement generally Iook at different properties of N. A complement needs to be semantically
compatible with V and agreement is determined on the basis of the number feature of the
subject.

3.2.4

DPCs and antecedenthood

Given the data discussed in the previous sections, we expect that N2 is accessible in DPCs
containing a QN, an MN and a KindN, or that its features are visible. We also expect that the
features of N2 are not visible if it is embedded under a lexical N1. Tlierefore it should not
be possible to relate N2 to a noun phrase elsewhere in the sentence. In order to check this,
we will take a look at DPCs containing a plural N2. The plural feature of N2 should not be
accessible. Let us see how DPCs with a plural N2 behave with respect to the binding of
reciprocals.
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As is well-known, reciprocals must be bound by a c-commanding antecedent.27 The
antecedent and the reciprocal have to have the same number specification. The antecedent of
the reciprocal elkaar `each other' must be a plural nominal phrase, as in example (31 a), or
a conjunction of singular noun phrases, as in (31b).'`8 An antecedent denoting one single
entity, however, is excluded, as (31c) shows.
(31) D a

Zijn
his
D b
Jan
Jan
D c ~` Hij
he

ouders slaan
elkaar
parents beat
each other
en
Piet slaan
elkaar
and Piet beat
each other
slaat
elkaar
beats
each other

If the antecedents of (31) are embedded in other constituents, the picture changes. This is
shown below. In (32a), the nominal phrase zijn nuders `his parents' is in a prenominal adjunct
position. The nominal conjunction Jcm en Piet `Jan and Piet' in (32b) is in a possessive phrase
adjoined to the lexical nominal projection and the plural noun phrase mijn vrienden `my
friends' in (32c) is contained in a partitive phrase.
elkaar.; ~
aan
(32) D a [[Zijn ouders]; honden]~ vielen
his
parents
dogs
attacked each other
PRT
Piet]~
kusten
elkaar; .~
D b De ouders; van [Jan en
kissed
each other
the parents of Jan and Piet
elkaar~`i,~j
aan
D c [[Een van [mijn vrienden];]~ viel
friends
attacked-SG each other
PRT
one
of my

'~
stressed:
(i)

If e(kaar `each other' is in sentence-initial position, the sentence is correct. The reciprocal is contrastively

D ELKAAR
each other

slaan ze
beat they

nooit
never

Reconstruction takes place at the interpretive level and it restores the c-command requirement for elkaor.
~8
There are also expressions in which elkoar refers to a singular entity, as has been pointed out to me by Riny
Huybregts (cf. ia,b). The reciprocal elkaar probably refers to the parts of which her 'it' and het huis `the house'
consist (cf Bakker 1972).
(i)

D a

D b

Hij
gooide
het
in
in
he
threw
it
`He destroyed it'
Het huis viel
uit
the
house fell
out
`The house fell to pieces'

elkaar
each other
elkaar
each other
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In all the examples of (32), the embedded nominal phrase cannot bind the reciprocal elkaar
`each other', because it is in a position in which it does not c-command elkcrar. The features
of the embedded noun phrases are not accessible to elkaar. In addition to the antecedents
discussed before, the antecedent of elkaar may be a singular nominal phrase denoting a set
of individuals. This is illustrated in (33). Not all singular antecedents that denote sets are
felicitous. The examples below are from Broekhuis (1994).'-9
(33) D a

Het stel
kuste elkaar
the couple kissed each other
D b~`? Het voetbalteam kuste elkaar
the soccer team kissed each other
D c~`? De menigte kuste elkaar
the crowd
kissed each other

The noun stel `couple' can occur as N1 in DPC. In a DPC, it refers to an unidentified number
of entities denoted by N2. Notice, however, that the example in (33a) becomes less
grammatical when the phrase het stel vrienden `the couple (of) friends' replaces the nominal
phrase het stel. In (34a), it is not clear which of the Ns is the antecedent of the reciprocal,
because both the constituent containing the Nl and the DPC itself are good antecedents. If we
replace the definite determiner by the indefinite one, as in (34b), the nominal phrase will
become ambiguous. It is ambiguous, because N 1 may be interpreted as a lexical N, a CoIN,
or as a QN. The agreement on the verb is influenced by the interpretation of the nominal
phrase. If Nl is lexical, it is the antecedent of the reciprocal elkaar. If N1 is a functional N1,
N2 is visible and the DPC is the antecedent.
(34) D a? Het
the
D b
Een
a
D c
Een
a

stel
vrienden
couple (of) friends
stel
vrienden
couple (of) friends
stel
vrienden
couple (of) friends

kust
kiss-SG
kust
kiss-SG
kussen
kiss-PL

z9

elkaar
each other
elkaar
each other
elkaar
each other

Notice that the nouns team 'team' and menigte `crowd' may be the antecedent of reciprocals if they are
preceded by zo'n 'such a' and if the adverb oltijd 'always' is added, as is illustrated in (i).
(i)

D a
D b

Zo'n
such a
Zo'n
such a

altijd
team kust
elkaar
each other
alwa}~s
team kisses
altijd
menigte
kust
elkaar
each other
always
crowd
kisses

I do not yet have an explanation.
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Comparing the examples (34b,c) and the examples in (32), I conclude that the relation
between the NI stel `couple' and the N2 vrienden `friends' is different from the relation
between the cardinal numeral één `one' and the embedded partitive phrase van mijn vrienden
`of my friends' in (32c). The relation differs also from the relation between de ouders `the
parents' and the possessive phrase van Jan en Piet `of Jan and Piet' in (32b). The relation
between N 1 and N2 is also not similar to the relation between zijn ouders `his parents' and
honden `dogs' in (32a). ?t shows that in a DPC, like the one in (34b), the features of N2
vrienden `friends' may be accessible for the reciprocal elkaar and that the DPC binds the
reciprocal. Below I illustrate how DPCs containing other N 1 s behave with respect to the
binding of reciprocals.
(35) D a
D b

D c
D d
D e
D f

Een paar
slangen; beten elkaar;
a
couple (of) snakes
bit-PL each other
Een tiental
slangen; beten elkaar;
a
ten (of) snakes
bit-PL each other
`About ten snakes bit each other; Ten snakes bit each other'
Een potid
pieren;
krioelt~?krioelen
door
elkaar;
a
pound (of) rain-worms swarm-SG~swarm-PL
trough each other
Een emmer
pieren;
krioelt~??krioelen
door
elkaar;
a
bucket (of) rain-worms swarm-SGlswarm-PL
trough each other
Een groep
toeristen; fotografeertl?fotograferen
elkaar;
a
group (of) tourists
photograph-SG~photograph-PL each other
Dit soort
mensen;
benijden elkaar;
altijd
this kind (of) people
envy-PL each other
always

In (35a), N1 is the QN paar `couple' and in (35b) the ambiguous N1 tiental `ten'. lf tiental
is interpreted as a funetional N, it indicates a cardinality of more or less than ten and if it is
a lexical N it refers to a group of exactly ten entities. In (35c), N1 is the MN pond `pound'
and in (35d) the ConN emmer `bucket'. The N1 groep `group' in (35e) is interpreted as a
Co1N or as a QN.'~ The last example in (35) illustrates a nominal phrase with the KindNl
soort `kind'. In all the examples it is possible to bind the reciprocal elkaar `each other'. The
data in (34) and (35) strongly suggest that the position of N2 is different from the position
of the phrases contained in the subject noun phrases in (32). The plural features of the N2s
in (35a-f) are accessible and the DPCs are possible antecedents for the reciprocal elkaar,
suggesting that N2 c-commands it. In (35e), it is not clear whether the nominal phrase een
groep `a group' or the DPC een groep mensen `a group (of) people' is the antecedent of the
reciprocal, because both are proper antecedents. Notice that something similar is the case
when the N1 paar in (35a) and the N1 tiental in (35b) are interpreted as Co1Ns.
Not all Co1Ns behave the same, This is illustrated in (36), with the NI kudde `flock'.
Although a CoIN may denote a plural entity, the N1 kudde and the reciprocal elkaar do not
3o

There are no examples with PartNs, because they occur with mass N2s. For an exception see footnote 24.
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match. There seems to be a mismatch between the agreement triggered by the DPC and the
requirements of the reciprocal. The DPC triggers singular agreement and the reciprocal wants
a plural antecedent.
(36) D Een kudde
schapen
herd (of) sheep
a

ítvechtr?~vechten met elkaar
fight-SG~fight-PL with each other

Let us now turn to the ConNs. The ConNs behave more like the ones in the examples in
(29). Consider the data below in (37).
(37) D Een bus
a
bus

toeristen
(of) tourists

t~fotografeertl??fotograferen
photograph-SG~photograph-PL

elkaar
each other

The verb,fotograferen `photograph' in (37) shows singular or plural inflection but neither is
perfect. It might be the case that the position in which the subject DPC occurs plays a role
in the interpretation. If it is in sentence-initial position as in (37), Nls that do not belong to
the group of the QNs are preferably interpreted as lexical Nls. The nominal phrase is then
an equivalent of the noun phrase een bus met toeristen `a bus with tourists'. That this is
probably correct is shown in example (38), where the DPC is the subject of an embedded
clause and where the adjective heel `whole' is added. See also the examples in (29), repeated
here as (38b), which show that DPCs may trigger plural agreement with the distributive verb
zich verspreiden `to disperse'.
bus
toeristen; elkaar;
?fotografeertl
(38) D a Ik zie dat een hele
each other
photograph-SGI
I see that a
whole bus (of) tourist
?fotograferen
photograph-PL
toeristen zich
~verspreidtl
D b Ik
zie dat een bus
see that a
bus (of) tourists
REFL disperse-SG
I
?zich verspreiden
REFL disperse-PL
In a DCC, the ConN bus `bus' denotes an object instead of a quantity and N2 does not bind
the reciprocal. The features of N2 are not visible for the reciprocal. Therefore I conclude that
in a DCC N2 does not c-command the reciprocal. The same is deduced from the data in
(28b,c), where N2 does not trigger plural agreement on the verb. N2 is similar to a
postnominal adjunct, whose features do not play a role in the determination of subject-verb
agreement. I will postpone the discussion of DCCs to Chapter 5.
To summarize, the facts discussed above clearly show that not every noun phrase
containing an N 1 and an N2 behaves the same. The selecting verb and the transparency or
opaqueness of N 1, determine whether N2 is accessible for V or not. An N2 is accessible for
V in direct object DPCs containing a QN, an MN, a ConN or a KindN. This means that N 1
in these cases is a transparent N. N2 is accessible for whatever determines subject-verb
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agreement in subject DPCs containing QN, MN and the neuter KindN soort `kind'. It is
difficult to determine whether N2 is accessible in DPCs with PartNs and Co1Ns. Besides, the
Q-interpretation and the R-interpretation are less easy to distinguish in nominal phrases
containing a PartN-N2 or a CoIN-N2 combination. QNs, MNs, Kinds and ConNs behave like
Nls belonging to one group, while PartNs and ColNs behave líke a different group.
(39) Table 3.2: external properties of DPCs
QN

MN

ConN

PartN

CoIN

KindN

transparency

f

f

}

~

?

}

determination
of agreement

-

ti-

-~

f

f

}~-

3.3

Internal properties of DPCs

3.3.1

Introduction

In section 3.1, I have shown that the subgroups of [he DPCs can be distinguished on the basis
of morphological properties of N1, viz., diminutive formation, plural formation and nominal
compounding. There are three kinds of N I: pure functional N 1 s, pure lexical N 1 s and N 1 s
that are ambiguous between fimctional and lexical Ns. In this section, I will take a closer look
at the internal syntactic properties of Nls, to see whether the subdivision made in 3.1 can be
maintained. I begin with the DPC internal properties: the properties of N1. I will examine
which elements may appear in a pre-N 1-position.
A noun may be preceded by various kinds of prenominal elements, like 1) an article, 2)
a demonstrative pronoun, 3) a possessive pronoun or a possessive noun phrase, 4) certain
quantifiers, like, for instance, ieder `each', elk `every', 5) an adjective, and 6) a cardinal
numeral." The distribution of these elements gives us a clue to the syntactic status of Nls
and to the structural position N 1 s occupy in the noun phrase. There are co-occurrence
restrictions on the prenominal elements 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Dutch.'' A prenominal element from

31

Adjectival modifiers will be discussed in Chapter 6.

3~
The distribution of prenominal elements in German is more or less the same as in Dutch. One difference,
for instance, is that in German a demonstrative and a possessive may co-occur (cf. ia). This is not possible in modern
Dutch (cf. ib)
(i)

G a

all
all

diese meine Bucher
these my
books
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one of these four categories cannot occur with one (or more) elements from the same four
categories. The distribution of prenominal elements will help us to decide whether the division
of DPCs that was proposed on the basis of the morphological properties of Nls and on the
basis of the syntactic and semantic properties discussed in the previous chapter is tenable.

3.3.2

Determiners

In this section, I discuss properties of nouns and nominal phrases. It is commonly assumed
that there are mass nouns and count nouns. A mass noun denotes a non-discrete entity,
~vhereas a count noun denotes a discrete entity. Non-discrete nouns are not countable, whereas
discrete nouns are countable. This contrast of non-discreteness versus discreteness relates to
another property of nouns, namely the property of countability. One of the characteristics of
count nouns in Dutch is that they occur both with a definite article and with an indefinite
article. Many of the previous examples show Nls that are precéded by an indefinite article.
How about the definite article? Consider the nominal phrases below.
(40) D a ~` de
the
D b
het
the
D c
de
the
D d
het
the
D e
de
the
D f ~` het
the

boel
mensen
lot (of) people
ons
kaas
ounce (of) cheese
emmer
peren
bucket (of) pears
stuk
zeep
piece (of) soap
groep
studenten
group (of) students
problemen
soort
kind (of) problems

In (40a), the definite determiner de `the' cannot precede the QN boel `lot'. All the other Nls
do occur with a definite determiner (Putter 1976). The example with the KindN soort `kind'
becomes more acceptable if a Relative Clause is added (cf. het soort problemen dat we niet
kunnen oplossen `the kind of problems that we cannot solve'. Notice that, although the
phrases in (40) are macro-N-projections, N2 is not the head that influences the spell-out of
the determiner. This is not visible in (40c,e), because the determiner de is compatible with the
non-neuter Ns emmer `bucket' and groep `group' and with the plural Ns peren `pears' and
studenten `students'. It ís, however, visible in (40b,d,f). In (40b), the N1 ons `ounce' is a
neuter singular noun and the N2 kaas `cheese' is a non-neuter mass noun. If N2 decided the

D b'(al)
aII

deze
these

mijn
my

boeken
books
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gender of the determiner in (40b), the determiner would be de `the', but the noun phrase de
ons kaas is ungrammatical. In (40d), N 1 is the neuter N stuk `piece' and N2 is the non-neuter
-eep 'soap'. The determiner agrees with a noun in gender and number. It is again N1 that
determines the spell-out of [he gender features on the determiner.
Let us return now to the unacceptable example in (40a). There might be an independent
reason for why the detinite determiner is not possible. It could be the case that it needs to be
licensed by a postnominal moditier of N, just like the well-known case in (41a), where the
proper noun Pcrrijs `Paris' may only be preceded by a definite determiner if the noun is
modified. The definite determiner is spelled out as the neuter determiner het, because the
proper name Purijs, unlíke proper names referring to animates, is not specified for gender.'3
(41) D a ~ het
the
D b
het
the
D c
het
the
D d
het
the
`The

Parijs
Paris
vroegere Parijs
earlier
Paris
Parijs
van toen
then
Paris
of
Parijs dat ik
zo goed
Paris
that I
so
good
Paris that I know so well'

ken
know

However, if the noun mensen 'people' is moditied by a postnominal modifier, the nominal
phrase in (40a) remains ungrammatical, as (42) shows. The definite determiner cannot be
licensed, neither by a Relative Clause (RC) nor by a prepositional phrase (cf. 42b).
(42) D a ~` de
the
D b~` de
the

boel
mensen
lot (of) people
boel
mensen
lot (of) people

die ik
ken
that I
know
uit
je
klas
from
your class

A QN like boel looks like a regular noun. It is, however, different from a count noun because
a QN lacks the count feature (Delsing 1991). A QN is not like a mass noun, because a mass
noun may occur with a definite determiner, but may not be preceded by an indefinite
determiner. The question is then: Why is QN preceded by an indefinite determiner? I assume
that the syntax of Dutch requires that a noun that is not a mass noun has to be preceded by

33
(i)

fn Gerrnan, the same happens with the spell-out of the determiner preceding proper names of cities (cf. i).
G Das
the

Bertin,
Berlin

das
that

ich
1

so
that

gut
good

gekannt
known

habe
have
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an indefinite determiner, unless the noun is licensed otherwise.'" This indefinite determiner
is a default determiner. It has been suggested by Pekelder (1993) that een in een paar `a few'
is an `indefinite' marker of the plural. He assumes furthermore that the N1 paar `couple' is
a plural form. This `indefinite marker' is like the `adverbial' element een meaning `about',
that shows up before cardinal numerals, as in (43). This `about-reading' of een, however, is
not so clearly available in een paar.
studenten
(43) D een honderd
a
hundred (of) students
`About a hundred students'
This `indefinite marker of the plural' preceding QN behaves differently from an indefinite
determiner that precedes a count noun, which could be considered as an `indefinite marker
of the singular'. I illustrate this below for the German ein `a'. The nominal phrases are
embedded under the preposition rnit `with' which assigns the dative Case.
(44) G a mit
with
G b mit
with

einem Paar
schwarzen
Schuhen
shoes
a-DAT pair (of) black
ein paar
kuhlen Tropfen
a
couple (of) cool
drops

In (44a), ein shows the dative form einem before the count noun Paar `pair' and in (44b) the
bare form of ein appears before the QN paar (cf. Grebe et aL 1973, p. 295)." I assume that
it is the presence of an R-role in the N 1(and the inherent features of prenominal elements
themselves), that determines whether Case features may be attached to that element. The count
noun Paarhas an R-role, but the QN paar does not have an R-role. There are very intriguing
Case phenomena in German DPCs, which I do not discuss in this section. I return to this topic
in Chapter 6.
There are other data that show that the indefinite determiner preceding a QN behaves
differently from an indefinite determiner preceding a count noun. Dutch has an indefinite
element ~een `no'. It is considered a fusion of the negative particle niet `no' and the singular
indefinite determiner een `a' or the plural zero indefinite determiner (Kraak and Klooster
1972). The fusion only appears in cases in which the indefinite determiner has a non-specific

;4
There are exceptions. Some bare singular Ns occur without an indefinite determiner. They appear in fixed
expressions, in coordination and as complements of a preposition: me1 man en macht `lit: with man and power; with
all their forces', met hand en ~and `lit with hand and tooth'. 1 assume that these are special constructions in which
both Ns are coordinated. The Ns are licensed by the preposition. Another example of a bare singular N licensed by
a preposition is: naar schoot `to school'.
35

The same happens with the German N 1 .4nmht `number'. It is not countable either: 'aivei Anzahlen `two
numbers' (LSbeI 1986, p. 28).
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interpretation (Geerts et al. 1984). If niet and the indefinite determiner do not fuse, the
nominal phrase is contrasted to another nominal phrase.
(45) D a niet
not
D b geen
no

een BOEIVniet BOEKEN
a
book~not
books
boeWgeen boeken
booklno books

Fusion of niet and een does not occur with QNs like een boel `a lot' or een aantal `a
number', as (46) shows. This makes me conclude that een is not like the non-specific
indefinite determiner. However, if uantal is used as a lexical N, fusion takes place. Notice that
in a singular noun phrase it is preferred to insert the quantifying adjective enkel `single' if the
negative adverb and the indefinite determiner fuse (46d).'6 Observe that there are some
instances of fusion of niet and the indefinite determiner. This is possible if een precedes QN
puar `few' and if niet is licensed by noK `yet' (46e). The contrast between hoel and paur
shows that the meaning of N 1 plays a role.
(46) D a ~` geen boel
boeken
no lot (of) books
boeken
D b ~` geen aantal
no number
(of) books
D c
Hij kon
nog geen aantallen boeken noemen
could vet no number
books name
he
D d
Hij kon
geen (enkel)
aantal
boeken noemen
books name
He could no single
number
D e
Hij kan nog geen paarl~`boel
kwartjes missen
quarters
miss
he
can yet no fewllot
`He would not miss a few~lot (ot) quarters'
Something similar occurs, with German kein `no', which precedes a lexical N 1 like Paar
`pair' (cf. 47a), but not with a QN like pnar `couple', as in (47b).
(47) G a

Ich
I
G b~` Ich
I

habe
have
habe
have

kein
no
kein
no

Paar
pair (of)
paar
pair (of)

schwarze
black
schwarze
black

Schuhe
mehr
shoes
anymore
Schuhe mehr
shoes anymore

36
An alternative view is that geen is a negative determiner. Under this analysis, we could say that geen only
appears with Ns that have a referential index. There are quantifying adjectives Iike sommige `some' which cannot
co-occur with nret `not', unless they appear in a contrastive context.
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Let me summarize, QNs differ from other Nls, because the element een in Dutch or ein
in German does not alternate with a definite determiner. The definite determiner is only
possible in some cases if there is a postnominal modifier that licenses it. The elements een
and ein look like indefinite determiners, but they do not always behave like indefinite
determiners. They do not always fuse with the negative adverb niet `not' forming geen and
kein, respectively. In German, ein does not show Case features. I assume that een and ein are
default determiners. These default determiners need to be present because QNs are defective
Ns.

3.3.3

Other definite prenominal elements: demonstratives and possessives

Other prenominal elements show the same pattern as the definite determiners. A demonstrative
pronoun or a possessive pronoun is allowed in the constructions under discussion that have
lexical Nls, although there are several syntactic or semantic restrictions.
Many DPCs in which N 1 is a QN do not allow all of these prenominal elements. One of
the QNs that may not be preceded by these definite prenominal elements is the Nl stoot `a
lot' (cf. Vos 1993). A demonstrative pronoun may appear in DPCs with such a QN, if it is
licensed by a Relative Clause (RC) that modifies the embedded noun. A possessive phrase
does not license an RC (~mijn~Jans boek dat je geleend hebt `mylJan's book that you have
borrowed'), but this is accounted for independently of DPC. Consider the examples below.
boeken
stoot
(48) D a ~deldezeldiel??mijnl??Jans
lot (ofl books
thelthislthat~my~Jan's
boeken die ik
gelezen
D b de~deze~die stoot
read
thelthis~that lot (of) books that [

heb
have

I account for these facts by appealing to the claim made by Williams (1981) that nouns have
a referential role (R-role). Zwarts (1992) has elaborated this idea and he assumes that the
R-role is coindexed with the determiner. He claims that some Ns, namely proper nouns lack
the R-role. Therefore they cannot occur with a determiner, unless there is an additional
mechanism, like modification, that licenses the determiner.37 I would like to extend this idea
that a referential role may be lacking in a noun belonging to the Ns under discussion (cf. Van
Gestel 1986).
If we assume that QNs lack an inherent R-role, we can account for the fact that they do
not appear with an (in)definite determiner. The indefinite determiner that precedes QNs is a
default determiner. The reason that ~`de stoot boeken `the lot (of) books' is ungrammatical is
that the definite determiner cannot be bound by the R-role, because N 1 stoot `lot' has no
R-role. If an N has an R-role, this R-role has to be bound. The definite determiner in (48b)

'~
He does not discuss German, a language in which a proper name may be preceded by a determiner. The
determiner need not be licensed by a modifying phrase.
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is only licensed if N2 is modified. I assume that the R-role of N2 is accessible for the
determiner. This is possible because the DPC is a macro-N-projection, which is transparent.
We could also say that the R-index of N2 percolates up to the node dominating the
determiner, where saturation takes place.38 The same account can be given for DPCs
containing the neuter KindN soort. In such DPCs, a definite determiner is only allowed if
soort is further specified (cf. 49).
(49) D a ~ Het
the
D b
Het
the
D c
het
the
D d
Het
the
D e
Het
the

soort
problemen
kind (of) problems
andere
soort
problemen
different kind (of) problems
soort
onoplosbare problemen
kind
(of) unsolvable problems
soort
vragen
dat jij
stelt
kind (of) questions that you ask
soort
problemen zonder
goede
kind (of) problems
without
good

oplossing
solution

The non-neuter KindN soort is different as the examples below show. The definite determiner
is licensed by a prenominal modifier (SOb) or by a postnominal modifier (SOd).39
(50) D a ~ de
the
D b
de
the
D c ~` de
the
D d
de
the

soort
aap
kind (of) monkey
nieuwe soort
aap
new
kind (of) monkey
soort
langharige
aap
kind (of) long-haired monkey
soort
langharige
aap
kind (of) long-haired monkey

die pas
that recently

ontdekt
discovered

is
is

The QNs that denote an amount or a physical object, like hoop `many; heap', paar `a few;
a pair', behave the same as the QN stoot `lot'. They do not license a definite determiner,
unless there is an RC or a possessive phrase, modifying N2. This is illustrated for Dutch in
(51). If the German QN paar is preceded by a definite determiner with a deictic character it
does not need to be licensed by an RC (Slc). It is similar in this respect to the Dutch

38 This is not possible with unambiguous QNs like boel, because they are preceded by the default determiner
een `a'. Percolation of embedded indexes happens in the verbal domain, too. The theta role of a verb embedded under
the verb seem percolates up (Williams 1994).
39
6.

See for a more detailed discussion of the modification in nominal phrases with the KindNs soort Chapter
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demonstratives deze `these' and die `those', which do not need to be licensed by an RC
(cf. 48a, ~ 1 a). I assume that the deictic feature of this German determiner is strong enough
to bind the embedded R-role and that it does not need support from a modifying constituent.
(51) D a ~de~??deze~die~mijn~Jans paar
thelthese~those~mylJan's
few
D b de paar studenten die ik
the few students that I
G c in
dén
paar Wochen
in
those few weeks

studenten
students
heb
have

In the examples below, it is illustrated that other Nls may occur with a demonstrative
pronoun (52a) and a possessive pronoun or a possessive phrase in (52b).
(52) D a ditldat
thislthat
D b mijn~Jans
my~Jan's

glas
glass
bord
plate

whisky
(of) whisky
pap
(of) porridge

These definite prenominal elements do not block selection of N2 by V, as ( 53) illustrates. The
verb opdrinken `to finish' has access to the N2 whisky `whisky' in (53a). The nominal phrase
contains the possessive mijn `my'. The verb opeten ` eat' may select the N2 pap `porridge' in
a DPC preceded by the demonstrative dat `that', as (53b) illustrates. In (53c), the same is
shown with a verb selecting a plural object. The DPC contains the possessive pronoun mijn
` my' .
whisky opgedronken
(53) D a Ik
heb mijn glas
I
have my glass
(of) whisky drunk up
`I have finished my glass of whisky'
pap
opgegeten
D b Hij heeft
dat bord
he has
that plate (of) porridge eaten
`He has finished that plate of porridge'
verzamelde mijn bus
toeristen
D c Ik
I
gathered
my bus (of) tourists
To summarize, the features of N2 are visible. Therefore a DPC can function as the
antecedent of a reciprocal, as we saw before. The definite prenominal N 1 elements produce
a different effect on the nominal phrase. A definite prenominal element like a possessive and
a demonstrative do not block the relation between the DPC and the reciprocal. However, (54a)
shows that the features of N2 are no longer accessible if the indefinite determiner is replaced
by the definite determiner. When the nominal phrase contains a definite determiner, N1
preferably is interpreted as an object. This means that we are dealing with a DCC and not
with a DPC in (54a,b). 1n the other cases, N1 may still be interpreted as an amount (cf. 53c).
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(54) D a tl Ik
I
D b~`? Ik
I
D c
Ik
I

zie
see
zie
see
zie
see

dat
that
dat
that
dat
that

de bus
the bus
de bus
the bus
die~mijn
thaUmy
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toeristen elkaar
fotografeert
tourists
each other
photograph-SG
toeristen elkaar
fotograferen
(of) tourists
each other
photograph-PL
bus
toeristen elkaar
fotografeert
bus (of) tourists
each other
photograph-SG
(of)

Summarizing, it is shown that QNs again behave differently from lexical N1 s, because they
do not allow definite determiners nor possessive phrases. Lexical N 1 s occur with all kinds of
prenominal elements and these prenominal elements are transparent and do not block selection
of N2 by V. A DPC with a definite determiner and a lexical N 1 cannot be the antecedent of
a reciprocal, while a DPC containing a different detinite prenominal element can.

3.3.4

Quantifiers and cardinal numerals

Definite prenominal elements in DPCs show that we have to distinguish functional and lexical
N 1 s: only lexical N 1 s allow all kinds of prenominal elements. `The functional ones are
defective, because they only show up with an indefinite default determiner. If there is a
definite determiner, it is generally licensed by additional means. In this section, I discuss
indefinite prenominal elements which have a quantificational character, namely distributive
quantifiers, like ieder 'each' and elk 'every', and cardinal numerals. Although both kinds of
prenominal elements indicate cardinality of N, they behave differently. Some of the quantifiers
pick out an element (or some elements) denoted by N. As for ieder and elk, they indicate all
the members of the set of entities denoted by N. A noun phrase like ieder kind `every child'
denotes the set of all children and it has a sort of distributive interpretation. Plural quantifiers,
like snmmige `some' or enkele 'some', single out some entities of the set of entities denoted
by N. They indicate that the cardinality of the N is bigger than one. Other quantificational
elements indicate an undefined cardinality bigger than one (e.g., veel `many') or a fixed
cardinality (e.g., vier `four'). The distribution of these quantificational elements is illustrated
below.~o
(55) D a ~` vier
four
D b ~ vier
four
D c
vier
four
D d
vier
four

40

boel,.
boeken~~`ieder boel,
boeken
lot (of) booksleach
lot (of) books
aantallenf
boeken~~`ieder aantalr
boeken
numbers (of) booksleach
number
(of) books
aantallen
boeken~ieder aantal
boeken
numbers (of) books~each number
(of) books
koppen koffieliedere
kop
koffie
cups (of) coffeeleach cup (of) coffee

The subscript f is used in the next examples for the functional Nls.
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(55) D e

vier
four
D f
vier
four
D g ~` vier
four
D h
vier
four

stukken
pieces (of)
kuddes
flocks (of)
soortenf
kinds (of)
soorten
kinds (of)

taartlieder
taart
stuk
cakeleach
piece (of) cake
geitenliedere
kudde
geiten
goatsleach
flock (of) goats
vlinderslieder soort~
vlinders
butterfliesleach kind (of) butterflies
vlindersliedere soort
vlinders
butterfliesleach kind (of) butterflies

QNs and ambiguous Nls behave the same with respect to cardinal numerals: both may not
be preceded by a cardinal numeral or a quantifier (SSa,b). If aantal `number' is a lexical N,
it may be preceded by the cardinal numeral vier `four' or the quantifier ieder 'each' (cf. SSc).
The lexical Nis may occur with both a cardinal numeral and a quantifier, as (SSc-f, SSh)
show. The KindN in (SSh) is the non-neuter one. The neuter KindN soort behaves like the
QNs and the ambiguous Ns. It does not have a plural form and it cannot be combined with
a distributive quantifier like ieder `each' or elk 'each'.
(56) D a ~` ieder
soort
vlinders
each
kind (of) butterflies
D b~` elk soort
vlinders
each kind (of) butterflies
Notice that analyses in which Q selects an NP (Giusti 1992, Sánchez López 1993) have to
account for the ungrammaticality of (SSa,b) with the functional Nls. They must assume that
hoel `lot' is a Q or that een boel is a complex numeral. If boel is a noun, boel boeken `lot
books' would be an NP, which could be selected by vier `four'. I assume that N2 is not
selected as an argument of N 1. N 1 may form a macro-N-projection with N2 on the basis of
the nominal properties of both elements and because it is a quantificational element. A QN
imposes restrictions on N2 with which it forms a macro-N-projection. Some QNs form a
macro-N-projection with an N2 that is a plural noun (e.g., stoot `lot') and other QNs may
form one with a plural count noun or a mass noun (e.g., hoop `lot').
Why are the nominal phrases ~`vier boel hoeken `four lot (of) books' and ~`ieder boel
boeken `each lot (of) books' in (SSa) ungrammatical? We could assume that the
ungrammaticality is caused by the fact that both the cardinal and the QN are operators that
quantify into N2. The operators would share one single variable, which is not allowed,
because of the Bijection Principle, which states that each operator has to bind a different
variable (Koopman and Sportiche 1982). I think, however, that there is a better account. A
DPC contains two Ns, which may both be variables. In (SSa), there are two possible operators,
namely vier `four' and boel `lot'. The N1 boel is an operator, because it is an N with
quantificational force. I assume that both N1 and N2 are possible variables and that they have
to be bound by the closest operator. The cardinal numeral takes N 1 as its variable and it
cannot take N2 as a variable. The cardinal numeral forms a complex operator with N 1 boel,
and the complex operator takes N2 as a variable. It is thus not the relation between boel and
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N2 that causes the ungrammaticality of (SSa). Let us take a look at the relation between the
cardinal numeral and N1. All cardinal numerals require a noun that is specified for the count
feature. The cardinal numeral is in an agreement relation with the count noun. Non-count
nouns lack the count feature. Above we saw that QNs are defective Ns. I assume that QNs
are not specified for [count] and that this is the reason why they do not form a
macro-N-projection with a cardinal numeral. The agreement relation between vier `four' and
hoel `lot' cannot be established. In the grammatical cases of (55), the cardinal numeral takes
N 1 as a variable. Lexical N 1 s are specified for the count feature, so they combine with a
cardinal numeraL The N 1(or the cardinal and N 1) in turn function(s) as an operator for N2.
Quantifiers like ieder `each', must combine with Ns specified for the count feature, too. This
aeeounts for the ungrammatical cases in (55).
Let me conclude this section. Quantificational elements like quantifiers and cardinal
numerals may precede lexical N 1 s and ambiguous N I s. They cannot combine with QNs,
because QNs lack the count feature. In the next section, I will discuss some additional
properties of N 1, which show that not all N 1 s behave the same.

3.3.5

NI and per

There is another property of N 1 s which sets QNs apart from the rest of the N 1 s. As has been
discussed by Mattens (1970), only nouns that can both be singularized and pluralized occur
as objects of the preposition per `per'. One of the functions of this preposition is that it selects
a nominal phrase denoting an object that can be singled out. This explains the contrast
between (57a), with a mass noun, and (57b), with a count noun. The mass noun water `water'
denotes an object that cannot be singled out, while the count noun boek `book' refers to an
object that can be set apart.
(57) D a ~` per
per
D b
per
per

water
water
boek
book

As we saw in the previous sections, QNs are not preceded by the indefinite determiner, but
by the default determiner, which has the same morphological shape. The indefinite singular
determiner has the effect that the noun phrase refers to one single object. QNs are preceded
by a default determiner, which does not have this singularizing property. Other prenominal
elements that do have the singularizing effect do not occur with QNs either, as I have shown
in the previous section. Therefore we predict that QNs do not occur as the object of per. The
other N 1 s can be preceded by the indefinite determiner or by the default determiner and they
may be embedded under per. The data below show that this prediction proves to be true.
Notice that the lexical KindN soort `kind' can be preceded by per, but the functional one
cannot.
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(58) D a ~ per
per
D b
per
per
D c
per
per
D d
per
per
D e
per
per
D f
per
per

boellstoot
lodlot
kilo
kilo
kop
cup
koppel
couple
plak
slice
soorU~`per soort~
kind

I assume that per is sensitive to the count feature of the noun and that only Ns that are
positively specified with this feature may be selected by per.
To summarize, N 1 s that are positively specified for a count feature may be selected by per.
QNs and the functional KindN soort pattern alike. They cannot be selected by per. The other
N 1 s can.

3.3.6

NI in elliptic nominals

In the previous sections, I have shown that some of the Nls can be preceded by a cardinal
numeral or another quantifier, while others cannot. I have suggested that these Ns cannot be
combined with such quantificational elements, because they lack the count feature. It was
shown that the same group of Nls cannot be selected by the preposition per `per', which
selects only nominal phrases headed by a count noun. There is additional evidence from
elliptic nominals which shows that this assumption is on the right track. One of the
environments in which an elliptic nominal may occur is in a coordinated nominal phrase.
Consider the next examples.
(59) D a één
one
D b één
one

voorbeeld
example
voorbeeld
example

of
or
of
or

twee
two
twee
two

voorbeelden
examples
-

As (59b) shows, a count noun like voorbeeld `example' may be elliptic if the elliptic nominal
is properly licensed. We therefore expect that Nls that have a count feature, may be elliptic
as well. Take a look at the examples of DPCs containing such an elliptic N1 below.
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(60) D a ~` een
a
D b~` een
a
D c ~` een
a
D d ~` een
a
D e ~ één
one

boel
mannen
lot (of) men
liter
bier of
liter (of) beer or
kop
thee of
cup (ot) tea or
zwerm
bijen
swarm (ot) bees
soort
vogels of
kind (of) birds
or
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of
een - vrouwen
or
a
- women
twee wijn
riv-o -(of) wine
twee koffie
two -(of) coffee
of
twee wespen
or
two -(of) wasps
twee vlinders
two -(ot) butterflies

The examples in (60) contradict the prediction we made, because Nls may not be elliptic if
there is an N2-remnant. Nls differ in this respect from other Ns. like for instance, boek
'book'. Such a noun may be elliptic. This is also possible when it is moditied by a PP or an
RC (cf. 61). The N2s in a DPC (or a DCC) are different from a PP or a CP modifier.
(61) D a een
a
D b één
a
heefr
has

boek
book
boek
book

[met
with
[dat
that

plaatjes] en
pictures and
.Ian gelezen
Jan read

twee -[met
two - with
heeft] en
has
and

tekenineen]
drawings
[twee - die
two
that

Piet gelezen
Piet read

What the facts in (60) indicate is that elliptic N 1 s are not possible if there is an N?-remnant.
Something similar happens when the gap is related to quantitative er and when there is an
N2-remnant. as (62) illustrates."

;~
Sontething similar happens in French, as is illustrated below. The evamples ( ia.b) are taken from ~lichaux
(1992), and ( id) is taken from Hulk and Verheued (199?).
(i)

F

a

F

b'

F

c

F

d'

L'
enfant
the
child
II en
a
it EN
has
1' ai
bu
I have drunk
1' en
ai
1 Eti
have

a
vu
has
seen
vu
un seen aun litre de
a liter of
bu
un
dnmk one

un tas
de beau~
a lot
of beautiful
de beau~
jouets
of beautiful
tovs
lait
milk
- de lait
- of milk

jouets
to~s

Hulk and Verheued attribute the um,rammaticality of (idl to the fact that the measure phrase r~n lir~~~ ' a liter' is in
the specifier position of the functíonal head dr 'of. The N li~r~ is not the head of the nominal projection. Onl~ the
head of a nominal projection can be pronominalized by quantitative en. F- French.
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(62) D a

Ik
I
D b~ Ik
I
D c
Ik
I
D d~` Ik
I

heb
have
heb
have
heb
have
heb
have

twee
two
er
ER
drie
three
er
ER

liter
liters
twee two bakken
boxes
drie
three
-

wijn
(of) wine
wijn
wine
peren
(of) pears
peren
pears

Notice again the difference between a nominal phrase that contains a gap with an N2-remnant
and a nominal phrase that contains a gap with a PP- or a CP-remnant if the gap is related to
a quantitative er.
(63) D a
D b

Ik
I
Ik

heb
have
heb
have
heb
have

drie
emmers
[die een gat hebben]
three buckets
that a
hole have
er
drie
- [die een gat hebben]
ER three - that a
hole have
er
drie
- [met een gat]
ER three
- with a hole

I suggest that the fact that N 1 cannot be elliptic in DPCs is partly due to the status of N 1 s and
of N2s. I assume that most of the Nls in DPCs have a count feature and that they lack the
R-feature. I suggest that both the count feature and the R-feature are necessary to recover
elliptic Ns. If there is no R-feature, the covert N cannot be interpreted. What the above data
in addition show is that the relation between Nl and N2 in a DPC differs from the relation
between a noun and a postnominal modifier. In a DPC, the cardinal numeral, N1 and N2 form
one single macro-N-projection. In a DPC with an elliptic N1, the cardinal numeral tends to
quantify into the remnant N2. The cardinal numeral and the remnant are in one single
projection. The remnant N2 is the head of the macro projection. The remnants in the other
cases are maximal projections. In the noun phrases above, which do not contain Nls, the PPs
and the RCs are adjuncts that are not on the projection path from N to NM"x. The cardinal
numeral does not quantify into the PP- or CP-right hand remnant, because the maximal
P-projection or the maximal C-projection blocks quantification into the embedded noun. The
count nominals that do not belong to the N 1 s do have a count feature and an R-feature and
the content of the elliptic N can be recovered.az

4z

Notice that we do not find an elliptic Nl
because it has the relevant features to be recovered.
quantifies into the remnant N2. The remnant N2 in
basis of the projection path to the cardinal numeral.

in a DCC either, although the elliptic Nl is formally licensed
In such a DCC, the cardinal numeral is also interpreted as if it
a DCC, however, is a non-maximal projection and it is not the
1 have to leave this matter for future research.
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DPCs containing a QN, like boel `a lot', cannot be elliptic because the QN lacks a count
feature and it is not provided with an R-feature either. Both features are necessary for the
interpretation of an empty nominal.
Observe, however, that ellipsis is possible in DPCs, if both N1 and N2 are elliptic.
Consider the examples below.
(64) D a

één
one
D b
een
a
D c ~ een
a

liter
bier of
liter (of) beer or
kop
thee of
cup (of) tea or
boel
mannen
lot (of) men

twee
two
twee
two
en
and

nog een
PRT a

The gap following twee `two' in the second conjunct in (64a) is interpreted as liter bier `liters
(of) beer' and the gap in (64b) is interpreted as koppen thee `cups (of) tea'. If N1 is a QN
like boel the N1 and N2 cannot be elliptic. This is illustrated in example (64c). The
combination of N 1 boel and N2 mannen cannot be elliptic because boel is a QN. A QN is a
defective N and it lacks the relevant R-feature which is used to interpret the gap.
Summarizing, elliptic DPCs and DCCs occur, but only when both N I and N2 are elliptic.
The licensing context in which the elliptic DPC appears determines whether the gap is linked
to quantitative er or not. A DPC or a DCC in which only N1 is elliptic is not grammatical.
It was also shown that the relation between N1 and N2 in a DPC differs from the relation
between a regular noun and a postnominal modifier. Such an elliptic noun that does not
belong to the Nls may have a PP or a CP adjunct as a right-hand remnant. These adjuncts
do not interfere with a quantifying left-hand remnant. Both in an elliptic DPC and in an
elliptic DCC, the quantifying left-hand remnant interferes with the right-hand remnant.

3.3.7

Licensing of quantitative er

As has been pointed out repeatedly, N 1 s are quantifier-like elements. All N 1 s may be
preceded by the determiner een. Een and N 1 together may be interpreted as an indefinite
quantifier. Dutch indefinite quantifiers license quantitative er (cf. Bech 1952). This
pronominal element er is the spell-out of the phi-features of the empty nominal. It refers only
to an elliptic nominal that has the count feature among its phi-features. The examples in (65)
illustrate this point.
(65) D a

Hoeveel
kwartjes
How-many quarters
D b~ Ik
heb drie
I
have three
D c ~` Ik
heb veel
I
have many

heb jij?
have you
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(65) D d

Ik
I

heb er
have ER

drielveel
threelmany

The question in (65a) contains the plural count noun kwartjes `quarters' and the sentence in
(65d) is a possible answer to the question (65a). If the quantitative er is not present the
sentences are ungrammatical, as (65b,c) illustrate. Compare the examples of (65) with the
examples in (66).
(66) D a

Hoeveel
geld
heb jij?
How-much money have you
D b~` Ik
heb DRIE
I
have three
D c?? Ik
heb VEEL
I
have many
D d~` Ik
heb er
drielveel
I
have ER threelmuch

The question in (66) contains the mass noun geld `money'. As the examples (66b) and (66d)
show, the cardinal numeral cannot be used in an answer to a question containing a mass noun:
the mass noun has no count features and cardinal numerals can only take nouns with a count
feature as variable (cf ~`drie geld `three money'). A quantifying adjective like veel `much'
is marginally possible in an answer to (66a). This is exemplified in (66c). The quantifying
adjectíve veel can be combined with the mass noun geld. The answer in (66c) becomes better
if a modifying adverb like heel `whole' or erg `very' is added to veel `much'.
If N 1 s are indefinite quantitiers, we expect that they may co-occur with quantitative er.
Consider the examples below.
(67) D a
Db
Dc
Dd
De

Ik
I
Ik
I
Ik
I
Ik
I
Ik
I

heb
have
heb
have
heb
have
heb
have
heb
have

er
ER
er
ER
er
ER
er
ER
er
ER

een
a
een
a
een
a
een
a
een
a

boel
lot
kilo
kilo
fles
bottle
kudde
herd
soort
kind

As the examples of the various N 1 s show, not every N 1 licenses quantitative er. In fact only
a QN is possible, as the sentence in example (67a) shows (cf. Putter 1976, Van Gestel 1986,
Vos 1993). What (67) clearly indicates is that QNs differ from the remainder of the Nls and
that they must have a special property which allows them to appear in this configuration.
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German does not have anything similar to quantitative er. There are, however, environments
in which Nls are able to license an empty category, which I will discuss in section 42.

3.3.8

N1 as the `head' of an Indirect Partitive Construction~'

Indirect Partitive Constructions (IPCs) are partitive phrases in which there is a subset-set
relation between the nominal phrases of the Indirect Partitive Phrase. The noun phrase that
denotes the subset is a quantified expression. This quantified expression is separated from the
noun phrase denoting the superset by the preposition t~un 'of, as in (68a). Cardinal numerals
and indefinite quantifiers occur as quantifiers in IPCs, but definite quantifiers like alle are
excluded in Dutch (68b).~' The embedded noun phrase has to be specific.~s
(68) D a

vier
four
D b~` alle
all

van
of
van
of

de
the
de
the

jongens
boys
jongens
boys

If Nls preceded by the default determiner een are like indefinite quantifiers, one might expect
that they `head' IPCs just like cardinal numerals. However, as has been discussed by Jacobs
(1986) and Vos (1993) (and for Swedish by Delsing 1991), only QNs, PartNs and marginally
MNs license IPCs (cf. 69a-c). A ConN, a CoIN and a KindN need extra means to occur in
an IPC. They need to be stressed or they must be preceded by a cardinal numeral instead of
the indefinite determiner, to license IPCs with a definite embedded determiner. The IPC is
ill-formed if these means are not used, as is illustrated ín (69d,f): an indefinite ConN, an
indefinite Co1N or an indefinite KindN do not license the IPC.
(69) D a

een
a

boel van de
lot of the

jongens
boys
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In the Chapters 7 and 8, I will discuss IPCs more in detail. I will follow the general assumptions, which
are that the `head' of the IPC is in fact a pro, which acts as the variable for the quantifier.
a4
A strong quantifier like otl may appear as the `head' of an IPC in English and in German. It is not clear
to me why Romance languages and Dutch do not allow a strong quantifier in an IPC. It might be the case that atl
has different features in German and English.
is
The demonstrative pronoun zrJke `such' may occur in the noun phrase embedded under the preposition van
'of(Coppen 1991), as in (i). This indicates that the Partitive Constraint (see Chapter 7) has to be changed into a
constraint on specificity, because zu(ke is not a definite element. See also Ladusaw (1982) and Comorovski (1991).
For further discussion of IPCs, see Chapter 7.
(i)

D drie
three

van
of

zulke poppen
such dolls
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(69) D b
D c~`?
D d~
D e~`?
D f ~`

een
a
een
a
een
a
een
a
een
a

stuk
van de taart
piece of the cake
kilo van de
appels
kilo of the apples
bak van de
appels
box of the apples
stel
van de jongens
couple of the boys
soort
van de problemen
kind
of the problems

What the examples in (69) show is that elements that are inherently quantifiers or elements
that have a lexical conceptual structure that indicates an amount can license an IPC. The
relation between the tirst part of the IPC, the quantifying element, and the embedded noun
phrase is a subset-set relation: the quantifying element denotes the cardinality of the subset.
The cardinality may be expressed by a quantifying expression, like a cardinal numeral. An
indefinite QN is a good candidate to express cardinality, too. Semantically it is like a weak
quantifier that expresses an undefined amount. PartNs are Ns that are lexically specified to
indicate a subset and they are possible in the IPC (cf. 69b). A CoIN, a ConN and a KindN
lack the specific inherent property that PartNs have. They may indicate an amount in DPCs,
if N2 is lexical. They can not function as quantifiers in the quantified expression of IPCs. If
there is no lexical N2, the Nls tend to refer to the physical object. Notice that (69d-e)
becomes more acceptable if a demonstrative pronoun substitutes the embedded definite
determiner:
(70) D a een
a
D b een
a

appels
bak van deze
box of these apples
jongens
stel
van deze
couple of these boys

Most Nls differ from cardinal numerals and QNs in this respect, because a cardinal numeral
and a QN do not impose such restrictions on the embedded noun phrase. I am not going to
discuss the properties of IPCs at this point, but I will return to this issue in Chapter 7.
Summarizing, QNs and N 1 s that are inherently specified for an amount can occur in IPCs.
The lexical N 1 s that lack these properties need additional means to appear in the first part of
an IPC. I have listed the internal properties of Nls in DPCs in table 3 below. The table shows
the prenominal elements discussed in this chapter and whether they may precede Nl or may
not.
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(71) Table 3.3: internal properties of Dutch DPCs
QN

MN

ConN

PartN

CoIN

KindN

indefinite determiner

f

~

f

~-

}

f

definite determiner

~~-

~

}

f

f

f~-

demonstrative

-

}

f

f

}

}I-

possessive

-

f

}

}

}

}I-

quantifier

-

f

f

}

f

f~-

cardinal numeral

-

f

~

f

f

f~-

complement of per

-

f

f

}

}

f~-

elliptic N 1

-

f

f

}

f

f~-

er-licenser

-~-

-

-

-

-

-

IPC-`head'

f

-

-

t

3.4

-

-

Conclusion

Morphological and syntactic properties of Dutch and German Nls show that the class of Nls
are to be divided into functional Ns (Type I) and in lexical Ns (Type II). Lexical Ns behave
like regular Ns, but funetional Ns are defective. These defective N 1 s are functional nominals.
An example of such Nls are QNs. There is a group of Nls that has properties in common
with functional Nls. To this group belong, for instance MNs and the KindN soort `kind'. The
other N 1 s are like regular Ns. The lexical N 1 s indicate an amount when they occur in a
certain configuration. The defectivity is represented below in Table 3.4.
DPCs are transparent projections in which N2 is accessible for selection by a verb. In some
DPCs, the features of N2 may trigger agreement. Some DPCs may function as antecedents
for a reciprocal pronoun.
(72) Table 3.4: defectivity of Nls

defective

QN

MN

KindN

ConN

PartN

CoIN

-f-

f~-

f~-

-

-

-
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4 Quantifiers and N1
4.0

Introduction

After having discussed some general properties of DPCs, I will focus on the quantificational
properties of N 1 s. Before doing so, I will discuss quantified nominal phrases in order to
extend the CIT to these noun phrases. In section 4.1, I discuss some proposals concerning the
status and the structural position of a cardinal numeral. I will discuss two kinds of proposals
in which the quantifier (Q) occupies a different position. The first proposal, places a
quantifier in the [Spec, NP] position (Abney 1987, Szabolcsi 1987). The second proposal
analyzes a cardinal numeral as a head projecting its own maximal projection.' I will conclude
this section with a comparison of the properties of cardinal numerals and the properties of N1,
discussing several contexts in which this kind of quantifier occurs (section 4.2).

4.1

Previous analyses of cardinal numerals

In this section, I will discuss some of the previous accounts of cardinal numerals. Abney
(1987) distinguishes quantifiers (QPs) and measure phrases (MPs), which are fitll phrases.
He first proposes to generate both kinds of quantifying phrases in the Specifter position of
NP, as is illustrated in (1). The number 1 indicates the position in which the possessor phrase
is located. The number 2 indicates the position in which the quantifier phrase or the measure
phrase is generated. He considers the measure phrase or the quantifier phrase as a complement
of N. This complement receives a theta role from N(p. 295).
(1)

DP
I '

` D~
~
D

` NP
~'

`N.

'
In pre-DP proposals, cardinal numerals occupy different positions, too. Jackendoff (1977) considers them
as nouns and he generates cardinal numerals as specifiers of N. In other proposals, cardinal numerals occupy
[Spec,NP], which is the determiner position (e.g., Verkuyl 1981) or they are analyzed as modifiers of N(De long
1983). In a third altemative, cardinal numerals are modifiers that may occur in the determiner position. De Jong
(1991) claims that a cardinal numeral may function as an adjective and as a determinec Coppen (1991) uses both
positions: a cardinal numeral can occur in [Spec,N ] or in [Spec,NP]. The interpretation of the noun phrase is
associated with the position of the cardinal numeral (see the discussion in Chapter I).
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Abney claims that A selects NP as a complement. If A selects NP and if QP and MP are
generated in [Spec,NP], the linear order of the adjective and the quantifier will be A-Q
(p. 339). The structwe of (I) incorrectly predicts that a noun phrase like beautiful many
~lowers is correct and that the structure of this phrase is as in (2).Z
(~)

DP

A

' NP
QP

`N
~
N

There are, however, a couple of additional problems if Qs are generated in [Spec,NP].
First, if cardinal numerals are analyzed as Qs and if they are generated in [Spec,NP], we
are forced to assume that a cardinal numeral is a maximal projection. It is commonly assumed
that only maximal projections occur in Specifier positions. A cardinal numeral, however, may
be restricted both by an adverbial phrase, like almost, about etc., and by a prepositional
phrase, like ut most. This suggests that a cardinal numeral is the head of a sepazate projection
(cf. Barbiers 1990, Bhatt 1990). A second problem with this proposal, discussed by Tang
(1990) and Vos (1993), is that the [Spec,NP] position is the position where a possessive
phrase is generated (cf. Fukui 1986).' As (3a) shows, a cardinal numeral may co-occur with
a possessive phrase.
(3)

D a

Jans
drie
katten
Jan's three
cats
D b~` drie Jans katten

It is not clear how we could account for the co-occunence of the possessor Jan and the
cardinal numeral drie `three' if they aze both generated in the [Spec,NP] position. Notice that
the possessive and the cazdinal numeral have to occur in the order of (3a), the reversed order
is not possible, as is illustrated in (3b).

`
Abney does not explicitly discuss cardinal numerals, but only quantifiers like many and Measure Phrases
like hvo parls (p. 292-296).
3
Abney does not discuss this problem, because he generates a possessive in [Spec, DP]. Szabolcsi (1987)
considers a possessive phrase as the subject of a nominal phrase. She generates it in the specifier of the nominal
agreement projection IN , which is the nominal counterpart of IP.
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If a DP contains both an adjective and a cardinal numeral, as in (2), and if a cardinal
numeral is generated in [Spec,NP], we will end up with the wrong word order.' The order
A-Q is not correct. It has to be Q-A, as the noun phrase many beautiful ~lowers shows.
Therefore, Abney revises his analysis and proposes to generate a quantifier phrase as a
complement of D (p. 339).
(4)

DP

D" ~ `QP

A
At' ,

`NP
~

N
A quantifier heads a QP projection, which is selected by D. Abney considers Qs as a kind of
adjective. They belong to the class of non-functional categories.s
A second problem, noted by Sánchez López (1993), is that Abney generates all quantifiers
in the same position. This cannot be correct, because not all quantifiers behave alike. It is
well-known that, for instance, floating quantifiers, like each and all, behave differently from
cardinal numerals. They have other distributional properties, which cannot be accounted for
in Abney's proposal. Abney does not address these differences. Sánchez López assumes that
Q is a functional head that fits in the nominal extended projection.~' Q only forms an

~
An alternative solution is movement of the cardinal numeral to the Spec of Q. QP is generated between
DP and NP. This is along the lines of Delsing (1991), who proposes such a movement for quantifier nouns.
5
AbneY' s p rop osal has been revised bY man Y authors, who claim that Q~is a functional categ o rY: inter alia
Cardinaletti and Giusti (1991, 1992) for [talian; Shlonski ( I991), for Hebrew; Bhatt ( 1990) for German; Delsing
( I9911 for Swedish. For Dutch it has been proposed that cardinal numerals are functional heads, for instance by
Barbiers (1990), who assigns them the category Ko. Giusti ( 1992) assumes a dual status for weak quantifiers like
many. They are analysed as Qos or as APs. These elements can occupy different positions in the tree.
6

Sánchez López still speaks about selectional properties of quantifiers: a strong Q selects a DP and a weak

Q selects an NP (p. l32). In a theory of extended projections, however, selection is a relation between a lexical head
and its complement.
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extended projection with a[fN,-V] projection. She proposes an analysis for Spanish nominal
phrases in which a nominal phrase may contain two functional Q-heads, a strong Q and a
weak Q, which are situated in different positions in the nominal tree, as in (5).8
(5)

QP
, Q.
`
Q"Ifs)

`DP
`D
, `
D"
QP
`

.
Q

Q"I ti,

`NP

The projection of strong the Q dominates DP and the weak QP is dominated by DP. Strong
quantifiers (floating quantifiers) occupy the highest Q position in the tree and the weak ones
are generated in the low Q-position (p. 131), as is illustrated in (5).9
Consider the structural position of a cardinal numeral in (6a). It may be preceded by a
functional element (the determiner) and it may be followed by a lexical element (a noun). The

~
The structures in the proposals following Abney (1987) and Grimshaw (1991) look similar. The difference
between the two kinds of proposals is the relation between Q and N. In the first proposal, Q f-selects N. ln a nominal
extended projection, Q and N are projections of the same head. Q is part of the functional nominal domain and N
is part of the lexical domain of the same projection.
S
The terms strong and weak correspond to the semantic properties of the quantifiers. The strong and the
weak quantifiers have different distributional properties (cf Milsark 1979). Strong quantifiers may not occur in
existential there-sentences, as is illustrated in (ia). Weak quantifiers are possible ín existential there-sentences, as (ib)
shows.
(i)

a~
b

There are all men in the garden.
There are some men in the garden.

9
Sánchez López uses the feature ]tfj for a strong and 1-tj for a weak quantifier. 1 have used these features
to indicate functional and non-functional elements. In order to avoid confusion f replaced Sánchez López's features
Ittj and ~-fj by (ts~ and 1-s~, respectively.
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determiner has to precede the cardinal numeral (6a,b) and the cardinal numeral may not occur
in post-nominal position, as the example (6c) shows.~~
(6)

D a

de
the
D b ~` drie
three
D c ~` de
the

drie
three
de
the
katten
cats

katten
cats
katten
cats
drie
three

Having discussed the structural position of a cardinal numeral, I will investigate whether
the claim made about the functional character of a cardinal numera] can be maintained. I will
therefore look at the syntactic and semantic properties of functional elements. Firstly, elements
belonging to the class of functional categories are said to form a closed class (Emonds 1985,
Abney 1987). The class to which the cardinal numerals belong is in some sense a closed class,
it is a fixed class. We cannot invent new cardinal numbers and the mechanism to create new
ones is fixed by a successor-function which adds one number to the previous one. The
syntactic mechanism to make new numbers is coordination, as in eenentwintig `lit: one and
twenty; twenty one'. Another syntactic means used in the domain of cardinal numerals is
apposition, as in vierduizend 'four-thousand'."
Secondly, elements belonging to the functional categories are triggers for syntactic
phenomena (Emonds 1985). A syntactic phenomenon triggered by a cardinal numeral is
agreement of the noun that functions as the variable of the cardinal numeral. Plural agreement
is expressed morphologically in Germanic and Romance languages on the noun and also on
the determiners.''

~o
In a couple of cases, a cardinal numeral follows a noun. First, in a modified appositional phrase, as in (i).
I assume that the appositional phrase is not located on the projection path from N kntren `cats' to the maximal
nominal phrase de katien `the cats'. The appositive phrase is adjoined to the highest projection of de katten `the cats'.
(i)

D de
the

katten,
cats

drie
three

in getal
in number

Second, in nominal phrases of the form een X ofcardinn! nrunernl, like (ii). The X is a singular noun and the cardinal
numeral may not be één 'one'. I will not discuss the internal structure of these phrases.
(ii)

D een
boek oj drie
a
book or three
'aboutthree books'

~~
See also among others Greenberg (1963, 1972) and Rijkhoff (1992) for an overview of the distribution of
cardinal numerals in various Ianguages.
12
This is not a universal property of cardinal numerals. Hungarian, for instance, has plural nouns, but the
plural morpheme is not triggered by a cardinal numeral.
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A third distinction between lexical and functional elements is that lexical elements have
descriptive content, whereas elements belonging to the functional categories lack this property
(Abney 1987). Cardinal numerals share the non-descriptive property with functional
categories. They denote the cardinality of a set of entities or of a singleton set. Cazdinal
numerals differ from nouns in this respect, because nouns denote a concept or a set of
properties of an individual.
Summarizing, cardinal numerals have properties of functional categories. I will assume that
cardinal numerals belong to the category Q(Sánchez López 1993). A cardinal numeral is a
functional head generated below the D-position. Q's aze functional categories and they aze
nominal in nature, which is shown by their distribution." So cardinal numerals are functional
heads and they are nominal heads. Because they have these characteristics, they can build a
tree that fulfils the requirements of the CIT. The cardinal head projects a node that is on the
projection path from the head noun to the determiner projection, as in (7)." It has yet to be
established whether the node immediately dominating Qo, represented in the tree below as Q',
projects to a maximal node or not. I use the DP notation to represent the functional nominal
projection dominating the determiner. Note that D does not select Q'. There is no selection
relation between Q and N~.
, DPI,~

(7)

o
D [tf7

`
o,

Q [tF7

de
the

drie
three

~
Q ltFl
`

'

N I-Fl
I
N 0 I-F~

I
katten
cats

13
In Sánchez Ló pez's s y stem, a stron g quantifier (e.g., at[) selects a DP. If the projection dominating the
strong quantifier and the DP are really in one single extended projection, the nominal domain has to be stretched.
We could assume, for instance, that DP is not a maximal projection and that the feature for definiteness does not close
off the nominal projection. Instead of the definiteness feature, a Q-feature corresponding to a strong quantifier, would
close the nominal projection. However, this does not seem very attractive. Szabolcsi (1987) and Longobardi (1994)
assume that there is a semantic reason for the presence of D in a nominal phrase. If there is a D-projection a noun
phrase can function as an argument. If the nominal Feature Hierarchy has to be extended, we have to assume that Ihe
strong Q contains the relevant definiteness feature itself or that it inherits the definiteness feature from the determiner.
14
Coppen (1991) assumes that a cardinal numeral may precede the determiner or follow it. He claims that
a cardinal numeral may only precede a non-lexical indefinite determiner, for reasons that have to do with the Case
percolation system he assumes.
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The projection in (7) is a well-formed macro-N-projection. All the nodes have nominal
properties. The functional nodes and the lexical nodes respect the hierarchy: the functional
nodes dominate the lexical one.
There are, however, a couple of things that have to be established, namely the feature of
Q and the level to which Q projects. In Chapter 2, I claimed that the nominal projection is
closed off by a projection representing (in)definiteness.~s If we assume that the nodes on a
well-formed projection path have to obey a Feature Hierarchy, we have to rank a feature
representing cardinality ( or quantity), between [-t-~-DEF] and [fN,-V]. I adopt Zwarts's
Feature Hierarchy, but I do not assume that the number feature plural is a functional head
that projects. I assume that the number feature is an agreement feature, triggered by head-head
agreement of the functional nominal head(s) and the lexical nominal head. The features are
checked at LF. The Feature Hierarchy is as in ( 8). The Q represents the cardinality expressed
by cardinal numerals or the quantity expressed by quantifying adjectives.
Feature Hierarchy
aDEF ~ Q ~ [fN,-V]

(8)

Q may have different values which are related to the semantic head of the nominal phrase.
A cardinal numeral only occurs with a count noun, whereas some quantifying adjectives can
appear both with a count noun and a mass noun. The Q expresses cardinality when it
dominates a count noun. It expresses quantity when it dominates a mass noun.
If the projection in (7) is a well-formed macro-N-projection, the nodes dominating
[aPROJ,-MAX] have to obey the dominance restriction that holds for the feature set
[aPROJ,aMAX]. It has to be investigated whether the node dominating Qo is a maximally
projected node or not.
The projection path from N to D in (7) obeys the nominal Feature Hierarchy represented
in (8). If the DP in (7) is to be a well-formed macro-N-projection, we must make the
additional assutnption that the node projected from the cardinal numeral does not count as a
maximal projection. The dístribution of cardinal numerals shows that they occupy a position
below the determiner (cf. 6). This position is also below the position of possessive phrases
(cf. 3). The Feature Hierarchy in (8) reflects that the positions of elements that are specified
for definiteness dominate the nodes that are projected from a quantificational element. There
is some additional evidence that shows that Q" is not directly dominated by a maximal
nominal projection. Consider example (9), where cardinal numerals appear in Initial
Coordination. Initial Coordination has been used as a test to demonstrate that a projection is
a maximal projection (Neijt 1979). If the projection Q' dominating the cardinal numeral

15

In Zwarts's hierarchy, Case is the highest value in the Feature Hierarchy. 1 do not assume that Case is
represented as a separate node in the tree.
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located in Q" is a maximal projection, one expects that two such projections may be
coordinated.
(9)

D~ a de
the
D
b de
the
D
c óf
or
D
d óf
or

óf vijf
or
five
rode
óf
or
red
ongeveer
about
vijf óf
five or

óf
or
óf
or
vijf
five
zes
six

zes katten
six cats
zwarte katten
black cats
of circa
or
appcoximately
katten
cats

zes
six

katten
cats

First, compare the examples (9a) and (9b) and observe the difference between phrases
containing Initial Coordination of cardinal numerals and phrases in which adjectives occur in
Initial Coordination. It appears that cardinal numerals cannot undergo Initial Coordination
(cf. 9a), while adjectives can (cf. 9b). From the test one may deduce that a cardinal numeral
is not dominated by a maximal phrase and that an adjective is. The cardinal numeral in (9a)
occupies a position below the definite determiner. The example (9c) looks like a
counterexample to (9a). However, this is only apparently so. This is illustrated in (9d), where
the particles ongeveer `about' and circa ` approximately' are omitted. I assume that there is
a zero indefinite determiner preceding the cardinal numeral. What looks like a coordination
of Q-projections in (9c-d) is actually a coordination of D-projections.
I argue that a cardinal numeral does not directly project to a maximal nominal projection.
Therefore I maintain the Feature Hierarchy proposed in (8). I put the feature representing
cardinality or quantity between the feature for definiteness and the nominal feature, repeated
in (10).
(10) Feature Hierarchy
aDEF ~ Q ~ [fN,-V]
This hierarchy allows us to account for the ungrammatical example ~`drie de katten `three
the cats' in (3b). The cardinal numeral precedes the definite determiner. This means that the
cardinality feature dominates the definiteness feature and this is a violation of the Feature
Hierarchy.
In the last example of (3), ~`de katten drie `the cats three', we do not have a well-formed
macro-N-projection either. A lexical node N katten dominates the functional nominal node Q
drie. The hierarchy is not respected: the [tN,-V] feature dominates the cardinality feature.
Notice that cardinals with a high value like, for instance, honderd `hundred', duizend
`thousand' and miljoen `million', behave like nouns. They show plural inflection if they are
preceded by certain quantificational elements (cf. 11 e). Observe the difference between (11 a,b)
and (l le). An appositive cardinal numeral does not trigger agreement on the cardinal numeral
duizend, as in (11 a). The cardinal numeral duizend does not show a plural morpheme if it is
preceded by een paar. The examples ( I 1 c,d) show that these quantifiers never trigger plural
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agreement on dui~end. When duizend is preceded by an individuating quantifier, like enkele
`some', it shows plural morphology (l le) and this plural morpheme is obligatory (cf. l lf).~~
(11) D a

vierduizend
gulden(s)
fourthousand
guilders
een paar
duizend gulden(s)
D b
a
couple (of) thousand guilders
D c ~ vierduizenden guldens
fourthousands guilders
D d~` een paar
duizenden
guldens
a
couple (of) thousands
guilders
D e
enkele
duizenden
guldens
some
thousands
guilders
D f ~ enkele
duizend guldens
some
thousand guilders

Although dui~end behaves like a noun, it keeps its quantifier status both in the inflected and
in the uninflected fonn. This is shown in (12a), where quantitative er is licensed, which is
possible provided duizend is not preceded by a detinite prenominal element (cf.12b).
(12) D a

Ik
I
D b ~` Ik
I

zag
saw
zag
saw

er
ER
er
ER

vierduizend~een paar duizendlenkele
duizenden
fourthousand~a couple (ot) thousand~some thousands
de~deze
duizend~duizenden
thel[hese thousand~thousands

Summarizing, I have argued that cardinal numerals are functional nominal elements. The
node immediately dominating the cardinal numeral is not a maximal nominal projection. This
means that the projection line from N to D is not interrupted by a node dominating the
cardinal numeraL The projection path from N to D satisfies the requirements for projection.

4.2

Properties of cardinal numerals and N1

In Chapter 3, I discussed facts that indicate that different N 1 s have heterogeneous properties.
There are N 1 s that behave like common nouns. Other N 1 s show a different behavior and are
defective. In section 3.3.7, it was shown that only QNs are able to license quantitative er.
They pattern in this respect with cardinal numerals and with quantifying adjectives. In section
3.3.8, it was discussed which Nls license IPCs. [t was shown that in Dutch QNs and PartNs
are the only Nls that allow (without additional mechanisms) for an IPC with a definite
determiner in the embedded noun phrase. In the next sections, I will investigate whether the
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Dutch orthography requires Ihat complex cardinal numerals like a000 are written as one word.
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subdivision of Nls proposed in the previous chapter may be maintained. The properties of
Nls will be compared to the properties of cardinal numerals.

4.2.1

N1 and Q-interpretation

In the previous chapters, I discussed the internal structure of DPCs. I claimed that the Nls
that occur in a DPC have different lexical properties, which influence the behavior of N1 and
the choice of N2. It was said that all N I s denote a certain quantity of N2. The N 1 s have this
property in common with cardinal numerals. All Nls have a quantificational force. They form
a complex quantifier that quantifies into N2. A DPC is a quantifying expression that indicates
an amount or a quantity of the set of entities (occasionally singleton) denoted by N2. If Nls
have quantificational force, we expect them to behave like other quantifier-like elements, for
instance, cardinal numerals and quantifying adjectives.
As we saw above in sections 3.3.7 and 3.3.8, this expectation proves to be true for some
N 1 s, but not for others. Therefore I will investigate if the division of N 1 s as it was proposed
may be maintained.
The languages under discussion have an adnominal wh-word that is used to ask information
about a certain amount or a certain quantity. This wh-word is hoeveel `how much, how many'
in Dutch and wieviel `how much, how many' in German. A cardinal numeral or a quantifying
adjective may be used in a felicitous answer to a question containing such a wh-word, as
illustrated in the question in (13a) and the answer in (13b).
(13) D a Hoeveel
How-many
D b Drielveel
threelmany

boeken heb je
gelezen?
books have you read

If Nls indeed have quantifier-like properties, they should yield felicitous answers to questions
containing the wh-quantity word. It appears that functional N 1 s and N 1 s that clearly express
a certain amount are correct in answers to a question containing the wh-word hoeveel (cf. 14).
The indefinite (or a default) determiner must be used with QN paar `couple' in (14b), the
MNs dozijn `dozen' in (14b) and liter `liter' in (14d), the ConNs glas `glass' and kratje
`crate' in (14d). Observe that in all the answers the indefinite determiner een `a' precedes N1.
(14) D a Hoeveel
eieren
heb je
gekookt?
How-many eggs
have you boiled
D b Een paar~een dozijn
a
couple~a dozen
D c Hoeveel
bier heb je
gedronken?
How-many beer have you drunk
D d Een litedeen glasleen kratje
a
liter~a
glassla
crate-DIM
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Notice that PartNs that indicate a fairly fixed amount, like plakje `slice-DIM', are correct with
an indefinite determiner (cf. 1 ~b), whereas PartNs that indicate a vague quantity e.g., stukje
`piece-DIM' (cf. 15c), are preferably preceded by a cardinal numeral or by a size adjective.
Therefore ~én stukje `one piece-DIM' or een klein stukje `a small piece-DIM' is a better
answer than een stukje `a piece-DIM'.
(15) D a

Hoeveel
cake heb
How-much cake have
D b
Een plakje
a
slice-DIM
D c ? Een stukje
a
piece-DIM

je
gegeten?
you eaten

ColNs, however, behave differently from the Nls in the examples (14) and (15). Consider the
examples in (16).
(16) D a

Hoeveel
toeristen heb je
rondgeleid?
How-many tourists
have you guided
D b ?? Een groep
a
group
D c
Één groep~'?een grote groep
one group~a
big
group

The Co1Ns behave like some of the PartNs. If a CoIN occurs in an answer to a question with
hoeveel, it needs to be preceded by a cardinal numeral or a size adjective. The same applies
to other ColNs like zwerm `swarm' or school `school'. The German Nls behave the same as
the Dutch ones.
Let us turn to the KindNs in order to see whether they occur in an answer to a
hoeveel-question. Look at the examples below."
(17) D a

Hoeveel
how-many
D b ~` een soort
one kind
D c ~ één soort
one kind

~~
(i)

dieren
animals

heb je
daar
have you there

gezien?
seen

If the question itself contains a KindN, as in (i), the answer in (17c) is correct.
D Hoeveel
how-many

soorten
kinds (of)

dieren
animals

heb je
have you

daar
there

gezien?
seen
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Although PartNs and ColNs are quantifier-like elements, some of the PartNs and all the
Co1Ns seem to indicate quantity only vaguely.1ó They need additional means to express
quantity. The indefinite determiner is not sufficient to help to express quantity.
Summarizing, QNs, MNs, ConNs and some of the PartNs preceded by an indefinite
determiner are correct in answers to wh-questions containing the quantifying question word
hoeveel or wieviel. The remainder of the PartNs and the Co1Ns must be preceded by a
quantifying element or a size adjective. A KindN is not correct in an answer to a
hoeveel-question, unless the question contains the same KindN, i.e., this is a different
construction, hence irrelevant to the point at issue.

4.2.2

N1 and empty N2

In this section, I will discuss the fact that cardinal numerals and Nls can license an empty
element. I will deal with some of the environments in which cardinal numerals license an
empty nominal in Dutch and in German and I will investigate whether N 1 is also able to
license such an empty nominal.
1n Germanic languages, like English and German, cardinal numerals and quantifying
adjectives may license an empty nominal category. This is exemplified for German in (18).
(18) G a Ich
I
G b Ich
I
G c Ich
I

habe
have
habe
have
habe
have

nur
only
nur
only
nur
only

zwei Bucher
two books
zwei two wenige few
-

The elliptic nominal phrases following zwei `two' or wenige `few' in the examples above are
for their interpretation dependent on the context. They may be identified, for instance, by the
noun Bucher `books' in (18a). Notice that the adjectival ending -e on wenige `few' in (18c)
suggests that there is an empty element.
In Dutch, the nature of the nominal phrase containing the cardinal numeral or the
quantifying adjective is important for the way the empty category is to be licensed and
identified. First, there is a distinction between indefinite and definite nominal phrases. An
elliptic indefinite noun phrase containing a cardinal numeral or a quantifying adjective needs
to be accompanied by a quantitative er (cf. Bech 1952), as (19b) shows. If er is not present,
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the sentence is ungrammatical (cf. 19c).1920 If the sentence (19b) is interpreted in relation
to the sentence (19a), the quantitative er in (19b) refers to the articles. There is no quantitative
er in (19c) and in the context of (19c) twee `two' and veel `many' cannot refer to articles.
(]9) D a

Ik
I
D b
Ik
D c ~` Ik

heb al
tweelveel artikelen
have already twolmany articles
heb er al fweelveel gelezen
heb al tweelveel gelezen

gelezen
read

The quantitative er only occurs with indefinite nominal phrases and it is not possible with a
definite nominal phrase. This is illustrated below in (20c).
(20) D a

Ik
heb die
twee artikelen
I
have those two articles
D b
Ik heb die twee al gelezen
D c ~` Ik heb er die twee al gelezen

al
gelezen
already read

Second, quantitative er only appears with elliptic count nouns and is not possible with an
elliptic mass noun. Notice that (21 b) is only unacceptable when the empty noun cannot be
interpreted as a plural one (cf. 19b). The word veel `much' in the last example of (21) cannot
refer to literatuur `literature' in (21a). It can only refer to a lot of things ] have read in
general.
(21) D a

We hebben veel
literatuur gelezen
we have
much literature read
D b~` We hebben er veel gelezen
D c
We hebben veel gelezen

To summarize, Dutch and German cardinal numerals and quantifying adjectives occur in
elliptic nominal phrases and they license an empty category. Indefinite elliptic nominals with
a weak quantifier trigger quantitative er in Dutch, while their definite counterparts do license
an elliptic nominal.
My claim is that N 1 s are quantifier-like elements and therefore I expect that they have
properties in common with quantifiers. If the quantifiers discussed above appear in elliptic

19
(i)

Only weak quantifiers cooccur with er (i) (see Bech 1952).
D

Ik heb
1 have

er
ER

enkele~~`sommige
some~some

~o
The sentence We hebben veel gefezen `We have read a lot' is grammatical as (21c) shows. It has been
suggested by Bennis (1986) that veel `much' in examples like (21c) is not a weak quantifier, but a noun. Kester
(1996), however, claims that veel in such a context precedes a pro which is inherently specified for [fmass].
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nominal phrases one expects that N 1 s are possible in such phrases as well. However, it may
be difficult to detect such an empty N2 if there is no element that immediately precedes N2.
Unlike prenominal N2 elements, like for instance adjectives, Nls do not pick up features of
N2s. Let us therefore investigate the environments in which elliptic nominals appear.
First, an ellipsis may occur across an utterance boundary (cf. among others Lobeck 1991).
An elliptic nominal can appear in an answer to a question, as exemplified below. The
sentences in (22b-d) are possible answers to the question in (22a). They contain a QN, an MN
and a ConN, respectively.
(22) G a Q:

G b A:
G c A:
G d A:

Wieviel
Birnen hast du?
How-many pears have you
`How many pears do you have?'
Ich habe ein paar have a
few I
Ich habe ein Kilo I
have a
Kilo Ich habe einen Eimer I
have a
bucket -

Sentences similar to (22b,c,d) can also be part of a discourse containing an assertive sentence,
as in (23). The empty nominals in the C(omment)-sentences are identified by the noun Birnen
`pears' in the S(tatement)-sentences.
(23) G a S:
G b C:
G c S:
G d C:
G e S:
G f C:

Uwe
Uwe
Ich
I
Uwe
I
Ich
I
Uwe
Uwe
Ich
I

hat
has
habe
have
hat
has
habe
have
hat
has
habe
have

viele
Birnen
many pears
nur ein paar only a
couple drei
Pfund
three
pounds ( of)
ein Kilo a
kilo einen Wagon
a
wagon ( of)
nur einen Eimer
only a
bucket

Birnen
pears

Birnen
pears
-

In Dutch, indefinite quantifying elements in elliptic nominals co-occur with quantitative er
(cf. Bech 1952). Although all Nls are semantically like quantifiers, only a subset of Nls,
licenses er (cf. 24b), as was shown previously in section 3.3.7. Another subset of Nls cannot
occur with quantitative er. This is illustrated with a ConN in (24c).
(24) D a S:

Hoeveel
how-many

peren
pears

heb jij?
have you
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Ik
I
D c C: ~ Ik
I

heb
have
heb
have

er
ER
er
ER
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een paarleen dozijnleen bende
a fewla dozenla lot
een emmer
a
bucket

QNs, like paar `few', numerical MNs, like dozijn `dozen', and ambiguous Nls, like bende
`lot', license an empty nominal. What all these Nls have in common is that they somehow
denote a more or less fixed number. These N 1 s may not occur without er, except in
coordination contexts. The remainder of the N 1 s does not license quantitative er.
As I have discussed before, PartNs, Co1Ns and KindNs preceded by an indefinite
determiner do not seem to indicate an amount or a cardinality that corresponds to
hoeveel~wieviel in a hoeveeUwieviel-question (cf. section 4.2.1). The data in that section
suggest that such N 1 s do not indicate an amount in the same way as the other N 1 s do. The
latter Nls can occur without an overt N2, for instance in an answer to a question, and the
content of the covert N2 can be retrieved from the context. This is illustrated with Dutch
examples. The indefinite determiner is een `a' and the cardinal numeral is één `one'.
(25) D a Q:

Hoeveel
how-much
D b A: ? Ik
heb
I
have
D c A:
Ik
heb
I
have

koek
heb je
gegeten?
have you eaten
cake
een stuk
gegeten
a
piece eaten
gegeten
één stuk
one piece eaten

The covert N2 can also be identified when the (25b,c) sentences form part of a discourse
containing an assertion similar to the assertions in the examples (23).
Second, an elliptic nominal can occur in a coordinated nominal phrase. The coordination
examples below show that a noun like voorbeeld `example', may be left out. The remnants
that license the empty noun are the cardinal numeral twee `two' and the indefinite N 1 een
heleboel `a lot'.
(26) D a één
one
D b één
one
D c een
a

voorbeeld of twee voorbeelden
example or
two examples
voorbeeld
of twee example
or
two voorbeelden of een
paar
couple (of) examples
or
a

heleboel
lot

The other N 1 s are good licensers of an elliptic N2, as the examples below show.
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(27) D a één
one
D b één
one
D c één
one
D d één
one
D e één
one

kilo
kaas
of
kilo (of) cheese or
fles
wijn
of
bottle (of) wine
or
stuk
worst
piece (of) sausage
zwerm
mussen
swarm (of) sparrows
soort
vlinders
kind (of)
butterflies

twee kilo
two kilos
twee flessen two bottles of twee
stukken
or
two
pieces
of twee
zwermen
or
two
swarms
of twee
soorten or
two
kinds -

Third, there is some more evidence that Nls license empty categories. As is well-known,
ellipsis obeys the Backward Anaphora Constraint, which means that the elliptic nominal may
precede, but not c-command its antecedent (cf. Lobeck 1991 and the references therein). The
data below show that nominal phrases containing only an N 1 behave like elliptic nominals.
The elliptic nominal phrase een paar `a couple', that licenses quantitative er, may precede the
nominal phrase sommige wijnen `some wines' in (28a), but as (28b) shows, it may not
c-command this phrase. The elliptic phrase is interpreted as Franse wijnen `French wines'.
The elliptic phrase can also be recovered when a nominal phrase contains an MN, like liter
`liter', which is illustrated in (28c,d).
(28) D a

Hoewel
er
een paar
te
droog waren, vonden we sommige
although ER a
couple too dry
were
found we some
Franse wijnen
wel lekker
French wines
PRT good
`Although some were too dry, we did like certain French wines'
D b~` Een paar
waren er
te
droog, hoewel
we sommige
a
couple were
ER too dry
although we some
Franse wijnen wel lekker vonden
French wines PRT good
found
`Some were too dry, although we did like certain French wines'
D c
Hoewel
slechts
twee
liter
is
toegestaan, had Jan al
two
liters
is
allowed
had Jan already
although only
drie
liter
sterke drank in
zijn koffer
three
liters
strong drink in
his suitcase
`Although only two liters is allowed, Jan had already three liters of strong drink
in his suitcase'
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(28) D d~` Er is
slechts twee liter
toegestaan, hoewel
Jan al
drie
ER is
only
two liters
allowed
although Jan already three
liter sterke drank in
zijn koffer
had
liter strong drink in
his suitcase
had
`Only hvo liters is allowed, although Jan had already three liters of strong drink
in his suitcase'
Notice, however, that a preceding c-commanding elliptic DPC with a ConN tends to be
interpreted not as DPC but as a nominal phrase simply denoting a container. The (29b)
sentence is ungrammatical if één bus `one bus' is to be interpreted as a DPC with an elliptic
N2, indicating a quantity of guests. The sentence (29b) is correct if the nominal phrase één
bus only denotes an object.
(29) D a

Hoewel
één bus al
verwelkomd was, moest
although one bus already welcomed
was had
bussen gasten verwelkomen
busses guests welcome
`Although one bus had already been welcomed, Jan had
busses of guests'
D b~` Één bus was al
verwelkomd,
hoewel
Jan
one bus was already welcomed
although Jan
gasten verwelkomen
moest
guests welcome
had to
`One bus had already been welcomed, although Jan had
busses of guests'

Jan
Jan

nog twee
still two

to welcome two more
nog twee bussen
still two bussen

to welcome two more

If we substitute N 1 in the c-commanding noun phrase for a Co1N or a PartN, we see the same
phenomenon. It is not clear, however, whether there is an empty N2 following the Co1N or
the PartN. If there is an empty N2 in the examples above, it may have properties different
from N2 in the c-commanded DPC and refer to another noun occurring somewhere in the
discourse. KindNs are completely impossible in this type of sentence (cf. 30), unless they are
modified or preceded by a demonstrative, as in (30c).
soort
(30) D a ~` Hoewel
Jan een~één
kweekt,
vindt
Marie een soort
although Jan alone
kind
raises
considers Marie a
kind
goudvissen niet mooi
goldfish
not beautiful
`Although Jan raises alone kind, Marie does not like a kind of goldfish'
soort, hoewel
Marie een bepaalde soort
D b~` Jan kweekt eenléén
Jan raises alone
kind
although Marie a
certain
kind
vindt
goudvissen niet mooi
goldfish
not beautiful considers
`Jan raises a~one kind, although Marie does not like a certain kind of goldfish'
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(30) D c

Hoewel
Jan een bepaalde soort kweekt,
vindt
Marie deze
although Jan a
certain
kind
raises
considers Marie
soort
goudvissen niet mooi
kind
goldfish
not beautiful
`Although Jan raises a certain kind, Marie does not like this kind of goldfish'
D d~ Jan kweekt een bepaalde soort, hoewel Marie deze
soort
Jan raises a
certain
kind although Marie this
kind
goudvissen niet mooi
vindt
goldfish
not beautiful considers
`Jan raises a certain kind, although Marie does not like this kind of goldfish'

Furthermore, an N2 may be elliptic in sentences in which part of a verbal phrase has been
gapped. The N I s are remnants that license the covert N2.
(31) D a Daar
staat een KIST
appels en een EMMER there
is
a
box (of) apples and a
bucket
kaas
of een POND
D b Wil
je
een KILO
Want you a
kilo (of) cheese or
a
pound
`Do you want a kilo of cheese or a pound?'
D c Hij leidde eerst een GROEPJE studenten rond
en daarna
he guided first a
group-DIM students round and after-that
een DOZIJN nog
PRT
a
dozen
`He guided first a little group of students and afterwards another dozen of students'
Fourth, I have shown in Chapter 3 that DPCs containing a singular N 1 and a plural N2
may be selected by a verb requiring a plural or a mass object (ef. 32a,c). A DPC subject may
also be selected by a verb requiring a plural subject (cf. 32e). The examples (32b,d,f) show
that the N2 may be left out.
(32) D a Ik
I
D b Ik
I
D c Ik
I
D d Ik
I
D e Er
ER
D f Er
ER

verzameld
heb al
een boel
postzegels
have already a
lot (of) stamps
collected
heb er
al
een boel - verzameld
lot - collected
have ER already a
heb al
een emmer
vis verzameld
bucket (of) fish collected
have already a
heb al
een emmer - verzameld
have already a
bucket - collected
feministen
verspreidden zich
een boel
a
lot
(ofj
feminists
dispersed
REFL
verspreidden er
zich
een boel lot dispersed
ER REFL a
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Fifth, a last piece of evidence that there are DPCs with a covert N2 may be derived from
the agreement facts below. Recall from the discussion in the previous chapter that only subject
DPCs with certain QNs trigger plural agreement on the verb.
(33) D a Daar
lopen
there walk
D b Een aantal
a
number
`A number (of

er
een paar
ER a
couple
liepen er
verkeerd
walked ER wrongly
them) walked in the wrong direction'

The examples (18-33) contain elliptic nominal phrases. Such elliptic phrases have been
analyzed as constituents containing a remnant and a base generated empty position (cf. inter
alia Ross 1970, Neijt 1979. De Vries 1992). "I'he empty category has been identified as pro
(Lobeck 1991, 1993). The empty position needs to be identified by an antecedent. De Vries
following Fiengo (1974) claims that the elliptic element may be interpreted if there is a
remnant of the category containing the elliptic element. This remnant must provide a clue. In
the examples above, this clue is given by NI and the determiner or the cardinal numeral.
Example (31c) shows that an MN-remnant do-ijn `dozen' does not need quantitative er. This
may have something to do with the fact that the content of the empty N2 can be properly
identified. If there is no proper identifier for a[tcount] pro embedded under a quantifier,
quantitative er is necessary. Notice that there seems to be a relation between the presence of
a verbal remnant in the second clause and the occurrence of er.'' If er is left out, the
sentence becomes less acceptable.
(34) D a Jan
Jan
D b Jan
Jan

wil
wants
wil
wants

vijf
five
vijf
five

rozen
roses
rozen
roses

en Piet - (~`er)
vier
and Piet - ER
four
en Piet wil
~`(er)
and Piet wants ER

vier
four

Summarizing, Nls, cardinal numerals and quantifying adjectives can all license an empty
nominal, when they are in the right context. In Dutch, the indefinite QNs and some of the
numerical MNs trigger quantitative er, except when such an indefinite N1 is in a coordinated
nominal phrase or in an elliptic verbal phrase. Most of the other Nls are quantifiers
semantically, not syntactically.

4.2.3

Nl and coordination

In this section, I will discuss the interpretation of noun phrases consisting of two conjuncts.
I will restrict the discussion to conjuncts consisting of nouns, [N and N], and conjuncts
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This has been pointed out to me by Riny Huybregts, personal communication.
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consisting of DPCs, [DPC and DPC]. I will compare both kinds of noun phrases. I will look
at noun phrases containing the same NI.Zz
Let us take a look at the properties of quantifying elements. If we compare these properties
to those of adjectives, we see that quantifying elements and adjectives behave differently in
the environment of conjoined nouns. Compare example (35a) with example (35b).
(35) D a [[[aardige
nice
D b [[aardige
nice

[mannen]]
men
[[mannen]
men

en
[[aardige] vrouwen]]]
and nice
women
en
[vrouwen]]]]
and women

The noun phrase in (35a) consisting of the conjuncts aardige mannen `nice men' and aardige
vrouwen `nice women' has the same interpretation as the noun phrase in (35b). In the latter
noun phrase, the adjective crardige `nice' modifies the conjunct mannen en vrouwen `men and
women'. Consider first two coordinated quantified noun phrases below.
(36) D a [[veel
many
D b [[vier
four
D c [veel
many
D d [vier
four

[mannen]]
men
[mannen]]
men
[[mannen]
men
[[mannen]
men

en
and
en
and
en
and
en
and

[veel
[vrouwen]]]
many women
[vier
[vrouwen]]]
four
women
[vrouwen]]]
women
[vrouwen]]]
women

Notice that there is a difference between vague quantifiers like, for instance, veel `many' and
non-vague quantifiers as, for example, vier `four'. The noun phrase consisting of the
coordinate noun phrases veel mannen `many men' and veel vrouwen `many women' in (36a)
has more or less the same interpretation as the noun phrase in (36c). The latter contains the
coordinated nouns mannen and vrouwen. The noun phrase in (36a) refers to an unknown but
large number of inen and to an unknown but large number of women. The quantifier veel
`many' is a relational quantifier. Its cardinality is context dependent. The quantifying adjective
veel `many' denotes the cardinality of two different sets in (36a). In (36a), the superset
consists of the subset denoted by the noun mannen and the subset denoted by the noun
vrotrwen. The cardinality of each subset in large. The set in (36c) differs from the one in
(36a). It consists of a`mixed' set, denoting two kinds of entitíes, namely mannen and
vrouwen. The cardinality of this `mixed' set is large. The interpretation of the noun phrase
in (36b) differs from the one in (36d). The noun phrase in (36b) refers to eight entities and
the noun phrase in (36d) to four entities. The latter cannot refer to eight entities.

zz

I will limit the discussion to coordinations containing the conjunction word en `and'.
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Returning to Nls, we see something similar as in the examples in (36). There are QNs that
behave like the vague quantifier veel and there are numerical Nls that behave like vier `four',
as the examples in (37) show.''
(37) D a [[een
massa
[dieven]] en
[een massa
[inbrekers]]]
a
lot (of) thiefs
and a
[ot (of) burglars
D b [een
massa
[[dieven] en
[inbrekers]]]
a
lot (of) thiefs
and burglars
D c [[een dozijn
[pennen]] en
[een dozijn
[potloden]]]
a
dozen (of) pens
and a
dozen (of) pencils
D d [een dozijn
[[pennen] en
[potloden]]]
a
dozen (of) pens
and pencils
A noun phrase that consists of the coordinated DPCs een massa dieven `a lot (of) thiefs' and
ecn massa inbrekers `a lot (of) burglars' has more or less the same interpretation as the noun
phrase een massa dieven en inhrekers `a lot (oi) thiefs and burglars'. The latter is a DPC
which consists of the QN massa `mass' and the coordinated nominals dieven en inbrekers.
Both the examples in (37a) and (37b) refer to a set containing an undefined amount of thiefs
and burglars. The MNs behave differently. Compare the examples (37c) and (37d), which
each contain the MN dozijn `dozen'. The MN dnzijn means the same as the cardinal numeral
twelve. The coordinated DPCs in (37c) have a different interpretation from the nominal phrase
containing the coordinated nominals in (37d). The noun phrase in (37c) refers to twenty four
entities, i.e., pens and pencils, while the noun phrase in (37d) refers to twelve entities.
The remainder of the Nls, i.e., MNs that indicate weight, ConNs, PartNs, CoINs and
KindNs, occurring in the coordinated phrases under discussion behave like the numerical Nls
and the non-vague quantifiers. A noun phrase consisting of coordinated DPCs refers to the
number of the entities denoted by each conjunct. A noun phrase consisting of coordinated

23
(i)

QNs that denote a small number behave differently. Compare the phrases in (ia) and (ib).
D a[een
a
D b[een
a

paar
couple
paar
couple

(of)
(of)

[mannen]
men
[mannen
men

en
and
en
and

een
paar
a
couple
vrouwen]]
women

(of)

[vrouwen]]
women

The noun phrase een paarmannen en een ponr vrouiven `a couple (of) men and a couple (of) women' contains the
coordinated DPCs een paor monnen and een paar vrouiven. The nominal phrase in (ia) does not mean the same as
the noun phrase een paar mannen en vrouwen `a couple (of) men and women' in (ib). The latter contains the
coordinated nouns mannen en vrouiven. There is a subtle difference. The nominal phrase een paar is a relational
quantifier, just like vee! 'many' or weinig `few', of which the value depends upon the context. Suppose that in a
certain context een paar has the cardinality three. Each of the DPC conjuncts then refers to a set of three entities,
but the coordinated phrase een paar nrannen en een paor vrouiven refers to a set of six entities. However, the
cardinality of the set of entities denoted by the nominal phrase een paar mannen en vroux-en is rhree.
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nominals denotes the quantity of the `mixed' set. I illustrate this in (38) for a DPC containing
a ConN.
(38) D a [[een
glas
[bier]] en
[een glas
a
glass (of) beer
and a
glass
D b [een glas
[[bier] en
[jenever]]]
a
glass
(of) beer
and gin

[jenever]]]
(of) gin

In (38a), the amount of bier `beer' has the value that is denoted by een glas `a glass' and the
amount of jenever `gin' also has the value of een ~las. The amount does not necessarily refer
to a mixture of beer and gin. The amount of liquid denoted by the coordinated nouns bier en
jenever in (38b) has the value of one glass and the liquid is a mixture of beer and gin.''
Summarizing, the conjoined DPCs allow us to distinguish between the functional Nls and
lexical N 1 s. A noun phrase consisting of coordinated DPCs that contain a QN or a numerical
MN can have more or less the same interpretation as a noun phrase (a DPC) with the same
QN and an N2 consisting of coordinated nouns (cf. 37a,b). The meaning is also determined
by the QN itself. When NI belongs to the other Ns, coordinated DPCs and DPCs with an N2
consisting of coordinated nouns have a different interpretation (cf. 37c,d) and (cf. 38).25

4.2.4

N1 and `quantifier stranding'

In addition to the contexts I discussed above, there is another context in which quantifiers
appear. This context may be relevant if we want to test the status of various N 1 s. I expect that
N 1 s that are clearly quantificational behave like quantifiers, whereas the more lexically
oriented N 1 s do not occur in this context. The context I refer to is the one of Split
Topicalization. In a sentence with a split topic, part of the split phrase occurs in
sentence-initial position. The rest of the phrase remains in a lower position in the sentence.
There are well-known facts in German and Dutch which illustrate that weak quantifiers
apparently may be split from the N2 into which they quantify. N2 is in sentence-initial
position and the quantifier appears in a position not adjacent to N2. The split is possible from
object position and from the subject position of a limited class of intransitive verbs.2ó It is
not possible to strand the quantifier from the object position of a preposition (cf. inter alia

Notice that the same applies to the nominal phrases when they are interpreted as DCCs. In (38a), the
'"4
nominal phrase refers to two glasses and in (38b) it refers only to one glass.
zs
Z6

The same applies to French (Michaux 1992).
Extraction is also possible from dative objects (Dorothee Beermann, personal communication).
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Fanselow (1987, 1988), Van Riemsdijk (1989), Tappe (1989), Bhatt (1990)). Consider the
examples in (39a) and in (39b) (example (39a) is taken from Fanselow 1987).~'
(39) G a Frauen
women
G b Frauen
women

hat
had
hat
has

er
he
er
he

keine eingeladen
no
invited
gestern
nur zehn eingeladen
yesterday
only ten invited

In (39a,b), the nominal phrase Frauen `women' is in sentence-initial position. The agreeing
quantifier-like element keine 'no' and the restricted cardinal numeral zehn `ten' are in a lower
position in the verbal domain.'K
Consider the examples of stranded N 1 s in (40). The examples are taken from Kniffka
(1986). In these examples, N 1 is, respectively, the ConN Tasse `cup' and the MN Pfund
`pound'.
(40) G a Kaffee mu(3
ich noch
coffee must
I
still
G b Schweinefleisch
habe ich
pork
have I

eine Tasse trinken
one cup
drink
noch
rin Pfi~nd gekauft
another
one pound bought

Lexical Nls like PartNs and ColNs in German may be stranded (cf. 41a,b), if we choose the
right context.

~~
The stranded elements have to indicate the quantity of a subset of N or a quality of thís subset. The
sentence-initial N of this subset denotes the kind. There are some conditions on adjectives that may be stranded: they
have to form a subkind of N, they are comparative forms and they are accompanied by a comparative clause or they
are licensed by a modal particle. The modal particle works as a focus marker and focus is a means to create a
subkind, too.
~8
There are several analyses for these facts. A movement analysis has been proposed by Webelhuth (1985),
Van Riemsdijk (1989) and, Bhatt (1990). The second kind of analysis uses a process of reanalysis followed by
movement (Fanselow 1987) and a third kind advocates a base generated account (Fanselow 1988 and Giusti 1992).
I assume that the sentence-initial phrase and the remnant N are base generated, because the distribution of prenominal
modifiers in the sentence-initial phrase is restricted to modifiers that together with the N indicate a kind. For instance,
the sentence-initial phrase may not contain a quantificational adjective, as in (ia), or an adjective like ondere `other',
as in (ib).
(i)

G a'

Wenige
few
G b?? Andere
other

Worte
words
Bucher
books

hat
has
hat
has

er
he
er
he

ein
a
fiinf
five

paar
gesagt
couple
said
mitgenommen
brought

This is something we do not expect under a movement analysis. I assume, furthermore, that the remnant N I precedes
an empty N2, the content of which can be recovered from the sentence-initial nominal phrase.
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(41) G a Schokolade mul~
Tafel essen
ich noch
eine
chocolate
have
I
still
one
bar
eat
G b Schuler
mul3
ich noch
eine Gruppe
prufen
students have
I
examine
still
one group
There is a lot of speaker variation and the licensing of stranded elements seems to depend
upon the semantics of the verb that selects the object. Verbs that affect the sentence-initial N2
somehow seem to be better than more neutral verbs, as the examples in (42) show. Notice that
the example ( 42a) becomes better if the stranded element is restricted by a Focus Particle, as
in (42b) or if Nl itself is modified and focused ( 42c). If the Focus Particle is used, the
quantificational reading of ein is triggered.
(42) G a~`? Elephanten
elephants
G b
Elephanten
elephants
G c
Elephanten
elephants

habe
have
habe
have
habe
have

ich
I
ich
I
ich
I

eine
Herde gesehen
a
herd
seen
nur- EINE Herde
gesehen
only a
herd
seen
eine
GANZE HERDE gesehen
a
whole
herd
seen

Similar facts are found in some varieties of Dutch, as (43) illustrates. The examples contain
a QN and a ConN, respectively. The example in (43a) is taken from Coppen (1991).29
(43) D a ? Pinguïns heb
penguins liave
D b? Bramen
heb
blackberries have

ik
I
ik
I

een heleboel gezien aan
a
lot
seen
at
drie
emmers
geplukt
three
buckets
picked

de
the

Zuidpool
South Pole

It is also possible to find split phrases with a sentence-initial N 1-N2 and a cardinal numeral
in a lower position. The example below is taken from Gil (1994).
(44) G? Gl~ser
(warmes) Bier hat er
glasses (of) warm
beer had he
eine
one

drei
three

getrunken,
drunk,

Flaschen
bottles

nur
only

In Chapter 3, I discussed Dutch Nls that lack a plural morpheme when they indicate a
quantity. German possesses ConNs which lack a plural morpheme when they indicate a

z9
The facts are from a variant of Dutch spoken in the southem part of the country. It is generally claimed
that it is only used by native speakers of this variant. It seems, however, that speakers of eastem varieties of Dutch
also allow such `stranded quantifiers'.
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quantity. Gil (1994) shows that such ConNs behave differently from the ones that are
inflected, as (45) illustrates.
(warmes) Bier hat er
(45) G a ~` Glas
glasses (of) warm
beer had he
eine
one
Zigaretten
raucht er
G b~` Pack
packs (ot~ cigarettes
smokes he

drei
three

getrunken,
drunk,

nur noch
only PRT

Flaschen
bottles

zwei pro
two per

nur
only

Tag
day

If we compare the examples in (45) with the ones in (39-44), we see a remarkable difference.
In the sentences in (45), the sentence-initial position is occupied by the functional N 1 s Glas
`glasses' and Pack'packs'. They take the N2s Bier `beer' and Zigaretten `cigarettes' as their
variable. The N 1 s in the other examples are all lexical Ns, which have plural morphemes. The
main difference between the Ns in (45) and the ones in (39-44) is that the sentence-initial Ns
in (39-44) indicate a kind, while the Ns in (45) do not. The functional N 1 s Glas and Pack and
the combinations of N 1 N2 Glcrs (warmes) Bier ' glass (of) warm beer' and Puck ZrRaretten
`packs (of) cigarettes' in sentence-initial position do not denote a kind.
Notice that Dutch sentences like (43a) are best when the remnant Nl is a quantifier-like
element like heleboel `a lot'. If N1 is an MN or one of the more lexical Nls, it preferably has
to be preceded by a cardinal numeral or a quantifying adjective. If the indefinite determiner
precedes N I, the sentence becomes better when a particle like maar `only' is added. The same
applies to German. The more lexical NI is, the less felicitous the sentence is. This is due to
the licensing of the empty element dominated by N1, which must be licensed in a contrastive
environment. A stranded lexical N1 is possible if it is preceded by a quantificational element
like a cardinal numeral. The example (46b) shows that the cardinal numeral contributes to the
quantificational interpretation of the N1 bus `bus', but the indefinite determiner does not.
(46) D a?? Bejaarden
old-people
D b
Bejaarden
old-people

heb
have
heb
have

ik
I
ik
I

gisteren
yesterday
gisteren
yesterday

een 13US a
bus maar één
only
one

gezien
seen
BUS - gezien
bus - seen

The sentence becomes better if the quantificational reading is forced somehow. Such a reading
can be forced by a quantifier-like adjective like, for instance, heel `whole' (or the adjective
ganz `whole' in German). It can also be done by the unstressed element v~~l `full', which has
been analyzed as a preposition (cf. Sturm 1986). Observe the difference between (46a) and
(47a,b), respectively.'o

3o

The unstressed vó! differs from stressed vól. lt is not possible to extract the complement of stressed vól,
as (ia) shows. Paardekooper (1974) has shown that unstressed vól and stressed vól are different. The stressed vól
behaves as a PP, it can be extraposed (cf. ib). The unstressed vd( cannot be extraposed (cf. ic).
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(47) D a

Bejaarden
old-people
Bejaarden
old-people

D b

heb ik
gisteren
een HELE
have I
yesterday
a
whole
heb
ik
gisteren
een BUS
have
I
yesterday
a
bus

BUS
bus
vól
full

-

gezien
seen
gezien
seen

Notice that the adjective heel `whole' in (47a) differs from an adjective like geel `yellow'.'~
The color adjective geel cannot modify the DPC, as (48) shows.
(48) D~` Bejaarden
old-people

heb ik
have I

gisteren
yesterday

een
a

GELE BUS - gezien
yellow bus - seen

I assume that post-determiner heel is a functional adjective that may trigger the
Q-interpretation of N1.''' The color adjective geel does not have this property. The noun
phrase een gele hzts bejaarden `a yellow bus (of) old-people' may only be interpreted as a
DPC in a context with, for instance, small yellow busses and big red busses. The nominal
phrases yellotiv bus and red bus represent a certain amount and they can function as quantity
expressions.
The noun phrases following unstressed v~l, behave like N2s in DPCs (cf. Paardekooper
1974). Examples like (47b) and the data discussed by Paardekooper suggest that the kind of
DPC examined thusfar and the DPCs with unstressed vt,l have a similar structure." I assume

(i)

D a~
D b
D c'

Bejaarden
heb
ik
old-people
have I
bus
Ik heb een
I have a
bus
Ik heb
een
bus
I have a
bus

een
bus
a
bus
gezien
seen
gezien
seen

[vól -J
gezien
full
seen
[vól
bejaardenJ
full
old-people
[vól
bejaardenJ
full
old-people

'~
I would like to thank Norbert Corver for pointing out the properties ofgee! `yellow' and heel `whole' in
this context.
See below for further discussion of post-determiner heel.

3'

33
There are other quantificational expressions containing unstressed vál'full', which are lexicalized. The word
handvó! `handful' has a plural form liandenvdl 'hand-PL-ful' and a diminutive form handjevdl 'hand-DlM-ful'. The
example (ia) contains DPCs and (ib) shows that handenvál, handv~! en handjevdl license quantitative er.
(i)

D

a

D

b

Ik
I
Ik
I

heb
have
heb
have

handenvól~een handvól~een handjevbl druiven gegeten
handsful~a handfttl~a hand-DlM-ful
grapes
eaten
gegeten
er
handenv~Ueen handvbllhandjevbl
ER
handsful!a handfullhand-DlM-ful
eaten

The word handvdl looses its quantificational meaning if it is modified with an adjective like groot `big', or behaard
'hairy', as in (ii).
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that unstressed vdl is a functional element (F).34 It is not specified for categorial features.
The node dominating vól occupies a position on the projection path from N2 to DP and it
does not interrupt the projection line. It does not count as a maximal projection. The structure
of the DPC een bus vól bejaarden `a bus full (of) old-people' is as in (49).
(49 )

' DPI`
D nIt~

' N 1`
0
N1 IfFI

, F [fFl
F"ItFI

een
a

bus
bus

`N2 [-Fl
I
N2u[-FI
I

vbl
full (of)

bejaarden
old-people

Unstressed vól triggers the Q-interpretation of a ConN. It may turn a subclass of flat Ns, i.e.,
Ns which do not have a theta grid, into proper N 1 s. The combination of a flat N and the
unstressed vdl functions as a sort of ConN. Consider the difference between (SOa) and (SOb).
It is difficult to interpret een tafel `a table' in (SOa) as an amount of cadeaus `presents'. A
flat noun like tafel `table' may be turned into an N1 if it is followed by unstressed v~l, as
(SOb) shows. The nominal phrase in (SOb) can be interpreted as a DPC, i.e., een tafel vól `a
table full' can be understood as an amount of cadeaus. Nouns that have an argument structure,
like boek `book' or schilderij `picture', cannot be turned into Nls, as (SOc,d) shows. These
Nls cannot be followed by unstressed vól. The phrases een boek `a book' and een schilderij
`a picture' cannot be interpreted as an amount of plaatjes `pictures' or rozen `roses',
respectively. In the examples below, the N2s plaatjes and rozen, respectively, have to be
preceded by a preposition, like met `with', or by stressed vól `full' (cf. SOe,f).

(ii)

D'

Ik heb
I have

er
ER

een
a

grotelbehaarde
biglhairy

handvbl
handful

opgegeten
finished

Observe that a ConN followed by unstressed vdt, like doos vát (box full), does not license quantitative er (cf. iii).
(iii)

D'

34

[k heb
I have

er
ER

een
a

doos
box

vbl
fuI

gezien
seen

It has been suggested to me by Norbert Corver (personal communication) that the analysis of vó! may be

related to the analysis of certain instances of Romance de `of. 1 will retum to thís issue in Chapter 8.
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(50) D a?? een
a
D b
een
a
D c ~` een
a
D d~` een
a
D e
een
a
D f
een
a

tafel
cadeaus
table
presents
tafel
vól
cadeaus
table
full (of) presents
boek
vól
plaatjes
book
full (of) pictures
schilderij vól
rozen
picture
full (of) roses
plaatjes
boek
met~vól
book
with~full (of) pictures
schilderij metwól
rozen
with~full (of) roses
picture

In Dutch, the adjective heel `whole' appears in post-determiner position (cf. Sla), but it can
also occur in a pre-determiner position. Pre-determiner heel, select Ns that denote structured
objects (cf. Zwarts 1992). It may precede nominal phrases like de tafel `the table' or het
schilderij `the picture'.
(51) D a een hele
a
whole
D b een heel
a
whole
D c heel
de
whole the
D d heel
het
whole the

tafel
table
schilderij
picture
tafel
table
schilderij
picture

These two kinds of heel have slightly different properties, as discussed in Zwarts (1992). They
show a different behavior in DPCs, too. The post-determiner heel may turn a flat noun like
tafel into a proper N1, while the pre-determiner heel cannot do so (cf. 52b). The nominal
phrase in (52b) is correct when it is interpreted as a DCC, viz., heel de tafel met cadeaus
`whole the table with presents' (`the whole table with presents').
(52) D a

een hele
a
whole
D b?? heel
de
whole the

tafel
table
tafel
table

cadeaus
(of) presents
cadeaus
presents

Notice that not all nominals that denote structured objects may be turned into a proper N1,
as the next examples show.
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(53) D a ~` een
a
D b~` een
a

heel
whole
heel
whole
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schilderij rozen
picture
roses
boek
plaatjes
book
pictures

The Ns discussed above are Ns that denote objects and these Ns have an R-index. I assume
that this R-index of N1 is not active if post-determiner heel modifies N1. If the R-index is
not active, N1 is interpreted as a QN. It may be the case that heel adds some Q-feature to the
projected nominal node of N 1. This feature helps N 1 to license the embedded N. The
pre-determiner adjective heel cannot turn a referential noun into a proper N1, because it is
outside the maximal nominal projection and the definite determiner blocks the relation
between heel and tafel. If there is no lexical determiner as in (54a), heel seems to be able to
turn tarel into a proper N1. In this case hele is probably interpreted as post-determiner heel,
because heel may not precede an indefinite determiner (cf. 54b).
(54) D a

hele
whole
D b ~` heel
whole

tafels
cadeaus
table
(of) presents
een tafel
cadeaus
a
table
(of) presents

Van Gestel (1986, p. 123) gives a couple of examples of DPCs in which the N 1 s are a flat
noun like tafel `table' and a noun like brief `letter'. These nouns are preceded by a size
adjective, e.g., groot `big' and lang `long'. These adjectives make appropriate Nls out of
nouns that are otherwise not good N 1 s, as (55) shows. The examples are taken from Van
Gestel (1986).
(55) D a

een grote
a
big
D b
een lange
a
long
D c ~` een groot
a
big
D d ~ een groot
a
big

tafel
table
(of)
brief
letter (of)
sehilderij
picture (of)
boek
book
(of)

drank
drinks
jobstijdingen
Job's-news
rozen
roses
plaatjes
pictures

It is not clear why the size adjectives turn only a subset of the nouns, namely the ones that
have some kind of surface, into Nls. Compare the examples in (SSa,b) and the ones in
(SSc,d). Notice, however, that the phrases in (SSa,b) may also be interpreted as DCCs.
Observe that some nouns, like zee `sea' or regen `rain', that usually do not denote a
quantity, may occur in DPCs, e.g., een zee argarmenten `a sea (of) arguments', een regen
protesten `a rain (of) protests', as has been observed in Bennis (1978, p. 217). These nouns
are also flat nouns. Notice, however, that these nouns are different from flat nouns like tafel
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`table', because they have a derived quantificational interpretation. They indicate an amount
and they are related to constructions containing the preposition van `of, i.e., een zee van
argumenten `a sea of arguments' and een regen van protesten `a rain of protests'. The latter
are nominal phrases in which the van-phrase is an explicative phrase modifying zee and regen,
respectively.
Summarizing, Nls can appear as `stranded quantifiers' in the so-called Split Topicalization
context. In this context, the nominal phrase in sentence-initial position has to indicate a kind
or a subkind. The QNs and MNs are Nls that may strand. Many of the stranded Ns need
additional means to be licensed. These are means that create a contrastive context. One
strategy to create such an environment is, for instance, to restrict N 1 with a Focus Particle.
Furthermore, I have shown that there are a couple of elements, like unstressed vól `full',
postdeterminer heel `whole' and a number of size adjectives that may turn a subclass of flat
nouns into proper N 1 s.

4.2.5

N1 and scalarity

Further comparison of N 1 s with cardinal numerals, shows that both N 1 s and cardinal numerals
form a macro-N-projection with a non-functional [fPROJ,-MAX] nominal node. Both cardinal
numerals and Nls do not restrict the denotation of the set denoted by the noun in the same
way as determiners do. They denote the cardinality or the quantity of the set denoted by a
noun. There is additional evidence showing that some N1 complexes and cardinals have a
property in common. Barbiers (1990) notices in his discussion about the status of cardinal
numerals that cardinals differ from adjectives, because they allow different kinds of what he
calls modifying expressions.35 The expressions he refers to, generally do not occur with
nouns nor with adjectives. It is a set of expressions consisting of particles, adverbial, nominal
and prepositional phrases. All these expressions restrict somehow the cardinality expressed by
the cardinal numeral. Suppose that there is a kind of scale containing the cardinal numerals.
Each cardinal numeral is in a fixed position. Consider the examples in (56).
(56) D a minstens
at least
D b hoogstens
at most

drie
three
drie
three

glazen
glasses
glazen
glasses

The modifying expressions limit somehow the cardinality of a nominal phrase. They indicate
that the cardinality of the noun phrase is higher (e.g., minstens `at least') or lower (e.g.,
hoogstens `at most') than the position the cardinal numeral occupies on that scale. The

35
A subset of these modifying elements belong to the Modal Particles or Scalar Particles. Barbiers (1990)
does not discuss the structural position of these expressions. In Barbiers (1995), these expressions are discussed as
Foc:rs Parricles and they are analyzed as adjuncts.
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cardinality of the set denoted by the noun glazen `glasses' in (56) is drie `three'. The particle
minstens `at least' in (56a) makes it possible to assign the set denoted by the noun a higher
cardinality. The cardinal numeral expresses the lower bound. The cardinality of the set
denoted by the noun glcrzen is three or more than three. The particle hoogstens `at most' in
(56b) assigns the cardinal a value that is at most three. The cardinal numeral drie expresses
the upper bound of the set and the cardinality of the set is three or less than three. Other
expressions limit more vasuely the value of the cardinal numeral, e.g., bijna `almost', circa
`about', ongeveer `about' or they indicate that the cardinality is exactly as is expressed by the
cardinal numeral (e.g., precies `exactly', op de kop af `exactly').36 I will refer to these
expressions as Scalar Particles (SPs), although not all expressions are particles. The SP and
the cardinal numeral must be semantically compatible. The SPs occur both with elements that
indicate a non-vague number and with elements that indicate a vague number. They do not
restrict adjectival quantifying expressions indicating a vague number as, for instance, veel
`many'. This is illustrated in example (57b).
(57) D a minstenslhooxstenslbijnalexact twintig studenten
at leasUat mostlalmostlexactly twenty students
D b ~`minstensl~hoogstensl~`bijnal~`exact veel
studenten
at leastlat mostlalmostlexactly
many students
In the examples in (57), it is not clear in which syntactic position the SP is, because there is
no lexical determiner. The SP could be adjoined to the maximal nominal phrase twintig
studenten `twenty students' or it could be inside the projection of the cardinal numeral twintig.
I think that the latter option is to be prefered. One reason is that SPs, like bijna `almost' and
on~eveer 'about', may occupy a post-determiner position which precedes the position of the
cardinal numeral.''
(58) D a de
the
D b de
the
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bijna twintig studenten
almost twenty students
ongeveer duizend demonstranten
about
thousand demonstrants

Modal Particles like mnnr `only' and stechr.r 'only' may also restrict cardinal numerals.

37
Thus far it is generally assumed that only maximal projections have a specifier position. If we want to
maintain that a specifier position is only created under a maximally projected node, we have to assume that, for
example, a possessor phrase is not generated in the specifier of an N', but as an N' adjunct. Otherwise we could
assume that non-maximally projected phrases may also have a specifier position. If we extend this system to the
verbal domain, we cannot make a distinction any more between the position a subject occupies and the one adverbial
modifiers occupy: both are adjoined to V'. A subject and an adverbial modifier only differ in the way they are related
to the verb (cf. Kayne 1994, Chomsky 1995). The subject is coindexed with the external argument of V(if V is a
transitive verb), the adverbial modifier is coindexed with the Event argument of the V.
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I claimed that Nls are quantifying elements and therefore I expect that these Nls may be
restricted by the same kinds of SPs. It appears, however, that the SP does not restrict the Nl
itself and that the SP may not immediately precede N1, as the examples in (59) show.
(59) D a ~` een minstenslhoogstens boel
studenten
a
at leastlat most
lot (of) students
D b' een maarlslechts paar
studenten
a
onlylonly
couple (of) students
These data indicate that the features of QNs and the features of cardinal numerals are
different. The data also suggest that the features of QN itself are not strong enough to license
an SP. Although the SPs cannot occur between the default determiner and Nl, SPs do appear
in DPCs, as the examples below illustrate.

Dd
D e
D f
D g

studenten
~`minstensl~`hoogstenl~`hijnal~`exact een boel
at leasUat mosUalmostlexactly
a
lot (of) students
minstens~hoo~stensl ~` hijnal~` exact een paar
studenten
at leastlat mosUalmosUexactly
a
few (of) students
m i nstenslho ogsle nslbijnalexact een kilo
vuurwerk
kilo (of) fireworks
at leasUat mosUalmostlexactly a
minstensl hoogslenslbijna~exact een emmer
appels
at leastlat mostlalmosUexactly a
bucket (of) apples
koek
minstens~hoogstenslbijna~?exact een plak
at leastlat mostlalmostlexactly a
slice
(of) cake
~`minstens~~`hooRstensl~`bijnal~`exact
een kudde
schapen
a
flock
(of)
sheep
at IeasUat mostlalmostlexactly
~`minstensl~hoo~stensl~`bijnal~`exact een soort
vogels
at leastlat mostlalmosUexactly
a
kind (of)
birds

The SP must precede both the (default) determiner and N1.'B A comparison of the examples
in (59) and (60) shows that the SPs may not immediately precede N1. They may occupy a
position preceding the default determiner. They restrict the default determiner and Nl.
Compare the examples (60a-e) with the example (60f,g). Notice that the DPCs in (60) clearly
show a difference between Ns that indicate a quantity like boel `lot', paar `couple', plak
`slice' and a measurement kilo `kilo' on the one hand and the collective N kudde `flock' and
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SPs may also precede a prepositional phrase, as is demonstrated below (Henk van Riemsdijk, personal
communication).
(i)

D a
D

b

Alleen
only
Slechts
only

met
with
met
with

1an
Jan
een
a

kan
hij
lachen
can
he
Iaugh
paar
collega's
couple
( of) colleagues

kan
can

hij
he

lachen
laugh
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the KindN soort `kind' on the other. I assume that the default determiner forms a complex
quantifying expression with a QN, an MN, a ConN and a PartN. The (default) determiner
cannot do so íf N 1 belongs to the Ns that have a less salient quantificational force. This
explains why (60f,g) are not correct when the CoIN kudde or the KindN soort is preceded by
the indefinite een `a'. The fact that een boel `a lot' does not combine with these SPs and that
een pucrr `a couple' does not allow all kinds of SPs has to do with the semantic features of
the Nl complex. Example (60a) is ungrammatical because the QN complex and the SP are
semantically incompatible: the cardinality of een boel is vague as is the cardinality of veel
`many, much'. The SPs bijna `almost' and exuct `exact' in (60b) are incompatible with the
quantitïer een pcrar, too. The quantifier is similar to enkele 'some', which is not compatible
with these SPs either. A nominal phrase will be ungrammatical if such an SP precedes een
puur 'a couple'. The more lexical N ls kudde and soort preceded by the indefinite determiner
are incompatible with the SP. Notice that the indefinite detenniner plays a crucial role. If the
indefinite determiner preceding N 1 in (60f) is replaced by the cardinal numeral één `one', all
SPs are possible. The SPs show that QN puur `couple' and Co1N pcrur `pair' are different
items, as is exemplifïed in (61).'`'
(61) D a

Er
there
D b ~` Er
there
D c
Er
there

staan
[mcurr een páar
schóenen] op
are
only
a
couple (of) shoes
in
staat [nrcrcn- een pàar
schóenen] op de
is
only
a
pair (of) shoes in
the
staat [muur één pàar
schóenen] op de
is
only
one pair (of) shoes
in
the

de
gang
the corridor
gang
corridor
gang
corridor

In (61a), een puur `a couple' is interpreted as a QN, indicating a small number of shoes. The
noun pucrr is the element that receives the main stress. If pucrr is the lexical noun puur `pair',
the indefinite determiner is not allowed as (61 b) shows, but the cardinal numeral één `one'
may be used (cf. 61c). The main stress is on the cardinal numeral in this case. I assume that
such an SP is a[-PROJ,tMAX] constituent which is adjoined to the functional element it
restricts.~" It has to be semantically compatible with this functional element. I assume that
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(i)

The same applies to the German pair pnar and Paar, as in (ia,b).

G a
G b

ao

muonly
rnu~
only

ein
a
eín
one

páar
few
Paar
pair

Schuhe
shoes
(of)

Schuhe
shoes

Other SPs may be [fPROJ fMAX] elements, for example, op -'n minsr'at least'.
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quantification in DPCs occurs compositionally. The N 1 paar quantifies into N2 and een `a'
or één `one' quantifies into the nominal projection dominated by paar.a'
Summarizing, QNs are compatible with the same kinds of SPs as cardinal numerals. Other
Nls, although they are quantifier-like, behave differently. QNs have a default indefinite
determiner to which the SP does not pay attention. The indefinite determiner preceding a
Co1N and a KindN blocks the occurrence of an SP. If a cardinal numeral precedes an N1, a
DPC is compatible with an SP.

4.3

Conclusion

I suggest that cardinal numerals are functional nominal elements, which head their own
projection (cf. inter alia Cardinaletti and Gíusti 1991, Sánchez López 1993). I claim that the
projection dominating a cardinal numeral is not a maximal nominal projection. I have
proposed to extend the Feature Hierarchy. The features representing (in)definiteness may
dominate a feature representing cardinality or amount.
Furthermore, I have compared the properties of cardinal numerals with the properties of
N 1 s. It has become clear that although all N 1 s have quantifier-like properties, some of them
are clear quantifiers that appear without any problem in environments in which quantifiers
occur. This applies to QNs and MNs. ConNs and PartNs fit better in these environments than
CoINs and KindNs, because the former Nls clearly denote a quantity. Co1Ns and KindNs
seem to be the least quantificational N 1 s.
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(i)

A subset of the SPs may also additionally occur with bare plurals (ia) or with a definite noun phrase (ib):
D a
D b

slecht.s
only
slechts
only

studenten
students
de
student(en)
the
student(s)

5 Properties of N2
5.0

Introduction

In the previous chapters, I mainly discussed the properties of N1 and I did not pay much
attention to the properties of N2. In Chapter l, I mentioned the fact that Nl requires a mass
N2 or a plural N2. But what are the other properties of N2? I claimed that N2 is not directly
projected to the maximal nominal level. In the next sections, I will investigate whether this
claim can be maintained. Furthermore, I will give a characterization of N2. I will therefore
discuss its properties in more detail. I will deal with tlie distribution of elements that
immediately precede N2 in section 5.1. In section 5.2, I will discuss the relation between N1
and N2 in DPCs and Direct Content Constructions (DCCs). In section 5.3, I will discuss
recursivity in DPCs and DCCs.

5.1

Prenominal N2 elements

In this section, I am going to discuss the distribution of prenominal elements in N2. The
distribution of these prenominal elements will help us to analyze N2. A noun phrase may
contain various kinds of prenominal elements that restrict its reference (cf. Chapter 3). I will
investigate whether the prenominal elements discussed before may restrict the reference of N2
as well. The prenominal elements will be examined in the order in which they appear in a
noun phrase. I will start with the elements that are the closest to the noun and end with the
ones that are related to the maximal nominal projection. The discussion will focus on Dutch.
First, [ will discuss the adjectival modifiers. An N2 may be moditied by an adjectival
phrase, as (la) shows. The adjective may be restricted by an adverbial phrase indicating a
degree, as in (Ib). It may be a comparative adjectival phrase, as is shown in (le). If, however,
N2 is modified by a superlative adjective, the noun phrase becomes unacceptable (cf. ld).
Notice that it is not the morphological shape, but the interpretation of the superlative adjective
that determines whether it may modify N2. There are adjectives which have the superlative
morphology, but which are interpreted like adjectives preceded by a degree phrase. An
example of such an adjective is hest `best', which is the superlative of goed `good'. This
adjective can mean zeer goed `very good'. Such a superlative adjective which lacks the
superlative meaning may modify an N2, as (le) shows.
(1)

D a
D b

een
a
een
a

stoot
felle
feministen
lot (of) vehement feminists
stoot
zeer felle
feministen
lot (of) very vehement feminists
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een stoot
nog fellere
feministen
a
lot (of) even more vehement feminists
D d ~` een stoot
felste
feministen
a
lot (of) most vehement feminists
D e
een fles
beste wijn
a
bottle (of) best
wine
`a bottle of very good wine'

The N2 may be modified by different kinds of APs (see the next Chapter) which are headed,
for instance, by an evaluative A, as in (2a) or a modal A, as in (2b).
(2)

D a een
a
D b een
a

stoot
knappe
mannen
lot (of) handsome men
stoot
mogelijke daders
lot (of) possible offenders

However, adjectives with quantifier properties, like, for instance, talr~k `numerous', voldoende
`sufficient' or genoeg `enough' may not modify N2, as is illustrated in (3a) ( Putter 1976, Van
Gestel 1986, Coppen 1991).'~' The N2 may not be preceded by a quantificational element like
handv~~l 'handful' either (cf. 3b).
(3)

D a ~ een
a
D b~` een
a

stoot
talrrjkewoldoende~genoeg feministen
lot (of) numerous~enoughlenough feminists
feministen
stoot
handvtll
lot (of) handful
(of) feminists

There are As, like enige `some', which have different meanings. Enige can be interpreted as
a quantifier, in which case it is equivalent to enkele `some'. If it is interpreted as a quantifier
it licenses quantitative er. It can also mean `only' or `lovely' and if it has these senses, it does

The same applies to Swedish DPCs (Delsing 1991) and German DPCs (Wurmbrand 1992).
Z
Putter shows that a present participle (cf. ia) and a past participle may modify N2 (cf. ib). N2 may also
be modified by modal infinitives, as the example in (ic) shows (Van Riemsdijk, personal communication).
(i)

D a
D b
D c

een
a
een
a
een
a

stoot
lot
stoot
lot
boel
lot

(of)
(of)
(of)

schreeuivende
shouting
aitgejouivde
reviled
moeitijk
te
difficult
to

feministen
feminists
feministen
feminists
hedivingen
control

feministen
feminists
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not license quantitative er. If an N2 is modified by enig, it can only have the non-quantitative
meaning (cf. 46).~
(4)

D a Ik heb er
I have ER
D b een groot
a
big

enige
some
aantal
mtmber

enige
(of) lovely~only

kinderen
children

Summarizing, N2 can be preceded by adjectival modifiers. Quantifying adjectives may not
modify N2. Superlative adjectives may only modify N2 when they lack the superlative
interpretation.
Having discussed adjectival modifiers, I will turn to the elements that have quantifying
properties. Such quantifying elements, like viff `five', enkele `some' and genoeg `enough',
precede adjectival modifiers, as the examples in (Sa-c) show.
(5)

D a vijf
five
D b enkele
some
D c genoeg
enough

felle
vehement
felle
vehement
felle
vehement

feministen
feminists
feministen
feminists
feministen
feminists

The nominal phrases in (5) cannot appear in a DPC, as is illustrated by the examples in (6a-c).
(6)

D a ~ een
a
D b~` een
a
D c ~` een
a

stoot
viff felle
feministen
lot (of) five vehement feminists
stoot
enkele felle
fèministen
lot (of) some vehement feminists
stoot
genoeR felle
feministen
lot (of) enough vehement feminists

3
The same goes for an ambiguous adjective like Dutch verschittende or German verschiedene, which may
be interpreted as `variouslseveral' or `different'. I'erschi(lende Iicenses quantitative er only when it has the first
meaning (cf. ia). When verschillende (or verschiedene) modifies N2, it can only be interpreted as `different'.
(i)

D a

D b
G

c

[k heb
er
verschillende
I have ER
variouslseveral
`f have several'
een
groot aantal
rerschiltende
cijfers
big
marks
a
number (of) different
ein
Kasten
rerschiedene
Flaschen
a
box
(of)
different
bottles
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The noun phrases in (6) show that in a DPC a cardinal numeral, like vijf `five' and an
indefinite quantifier, like enkele `some', may not occur before N2. Quantifying adjectives, like
genoeg `enough' are not possible before N2 either (cf. 3a). N2 only may contain such elements
if they are part of a proper name (7a) or of a nominal compound (7b,c).
(7)

D a een
a
D b een
a
D c een
a

aantal
Vier Jaargetijden
number (of) four seasons
veelvraten
aantal
couple (of) gluttons `lit: much-crammers'
boel
duizendpoten
lot (of) centipedes `lit: thousand-legs'

Summarizing, N2 may not be directly preceded by quantifying elements like a cardinal
numeral or a quantifying adjective.
The data I have discussed thus far demonstrate that only an N2 modified by a
non-quantificational A may appear as N2 in a DPC. How about the prenominal elements that
are related to the D-position or to the maximal nominal projection? Can these elements precede
N2? There is a lot of evidence that suggests that N2 is not projected to the maximal nominal
level. I will first discuss the elements that occupy the D-position or that are related to the
D-position.
A determiner, a demonstrative pronoun, a possessive pronoun and a prenominal genitive,
may not precede N2, as is illustrated in (8a) with the QN boel `lot' and in (8b) with the ConN
,nes `bottle'.
(8)

D a ~` een
a
D b~` een
a

boel
deldieidezeimijnlPiets
dametjes
lot (of) thelthoseltheselmylPiet's ladies-DIM
eenldeidezeldielmijnlPiets cognac
fles
bottle (of) a~thelthislthatlmylPiet's
cognac

The fact that elements of which it is generally assumed that they occupy the D-position may
not precede N2, suggests that N2 is not a full noun phrase, closed off by a determiner
projection (Van Gestel 1986). These elements are, for example, the determiner and the
demonstrative pronoun, or elements that are assumed to occupy the [Spec,DP] position. The
latter include the possessive pronoun mijn `my' and the possessive noun phrase Piets `Piet's'.
The data in (8a) may suggest that this claim is wrong. The prenominal N2 elements are all
definite elements. One could claim that there is a definiteness restriction on N2 in DPCs and
that only zero or indefinite determiners are possible. Notice, however, that (8b) provides
counterevidence to such a definiteness restriction, because it shows that the overt indefinite
determiner een `a' cannot precede N2 either.
A second piece of evidence indicating that N2 is not a maximal nominal projection is the
fact that a strong quantifier, like alle `all', may not precede N2 (Putter 1976). A strong
quantifier like alle, which may be considered as merging the universal quantifier al `all' and
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a definite determiner, is probably adjoined to the maximal nominal projection. The strong
quantifier alle, cannot appear below the cardinal numeral, as (9c) shows ( cf Coppen 1988).
(9)

D a~` een
a
D b~` een
a
D c ~` vier
four

boel
alle dametjes
lot (of) all ladies-DIM
fles
alle cognac
bottle (of) all cognac
ulle dametjes
all ladies-DIM

Third, another fact that suggests that N2 is never a maximal nominal phrase is given below
(Van Gestel 1986). A maximal nominal phrase may be modified by a so-called Free Particle,
which may precede or follow a maximal nominal phrase. Such a particle, e.g., vooral
'particularly', probably belongs to the class of Scalar Particles (SPs), discussed in the previous
chapter. An example of a nominal phrase preceded by vooral is given in (l0a,b). As (lOc)
shows, the particle may not occur in a position between the determiner de `the' and the noun
tekeningen `drawings' or the noun co~~nac `cognac'. Example (1 Od) illustrates that the particle
may occur in a postnominal position.
(10) D a

Vonrcrl
de tekeningen interesseren hem zeer
especially the drawings
interest
him a lot
`ile is particularly interested in the drawings'
D b
Vooral
de
cognac vond
hij lekker
especially the cognac found he nice
`He especially liked the cognac"
D c ~` de voorul tekeningen~cognac
D d
de tekeningenlcognac vooral

The following examples demonstrate that a noun phrase containing such a particle cannot be
embedded under an N1.
(11) D a ~` een boel
[vooral
proefschriften]
a
lot (of) especially dissertations
D b~` een fles
[vooral
cognac]
a
bottle (of)
especially cognac
D c
[[een boel proefschriften] vooral]
D d
[een fles cognac] vooral]
D e ~` [een boel [proefschriften vooral]]
D f ~` [een fles [cognac vooral]]
In examples (llc,d), the Free Particle vooral `especially' follows the N2s proefschriften
`dissertations' and cognac `cognac', respectively. This only apparently contradicts the claim
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that a noun phrase containing a Free Particle cannot be embedded under N 1. However, the
Free Particle does not belong to the N2s. Nominal phrases like ~`de proefschriften vooral daar
`the dissertations especially there' and ~de cognac vooral daar `the cognac especially there'
show that vooral cannot only qualify the nominal head. It has to qualify a maximal nominal
projection. Therefore the Free Pazticle in (l lc,d) belongs to the DPCs een boel proefschriften
`a lot ( of) dissertations' and een fles cognac `a bottle ( of) cognac', respectively. If the particle
vooral belongs to boeken and cognac, the Ns aze considered maximal projections and they
cannot function as N2s.
Fourth, substitution of N2 by a proper name or a pronoun yields an unacceptable DPC as
well (Van Gestel 1986, Sturm 1986). Both a proper name and a pronoun are analyzed as
maximal noun phrases. These nominal phrases are detinite, but also indefinite pronominal
phrases are excluded as N2s, as (12c,d) demonstrate ( Van Riemsdijk, personal
communication).4
(12) D a ~` een
a
D b~` een
a
D c ~ een
a
D d ~` een
a

fles
het
bottle (of) it
bus
Jannen
bus (of) Jan-PL
iets
fles
bottle (of) something
wal
doos
box (of) what

Notice that (12b) is correct if Jannen is interpreted as a kind noun, denoting a set of people
called Jan. The examples below show that proper names interpreted as nouns denoting a kind
may occur as N2. The noun phrase lange Jannen `long Jannen' refers to a kind of sweet, and
Gamma is the name of a hardware store. The fact that these proper names may occur as N2
in DPCs strongly suggests that they are to be analyzed as non-maximal nominal projections.
(13) D a een
a
D b Daar
there
D c Een
a

zak
bag (of)
zitten
sit
aantal
number

lange Jannen
long
Jan-PL
Jannen
een boel
a
lot (of) Jan-PL
moeten
Gamma's
(of) Gamma-PL must

sluiten
close

The data concerning the distribution of prenominal elements and the distribution of maximal
nominal phrases in DPCs all suggest that N2 is not a maximal nominal projection. If N2 is not
a maximal nominal projection, we expect that tests that are applicable to maximal projections
will fail when they are applied to N2s.

4

The example is grammatical if war is interpreted as the interrogative ivat `what'. See footnote 5.
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There are a couple of such tests. It is well-known that only a maximal nominal phrase
occurs in Initial Coordination structures (cf. Neijt 1979) and only maximal phrases may be
subject to certain processes of movement. DPCs are nominal projections and nominal
projections may be imput for DP-movement or wh-movement. Let us investigate whether N2
may be imput for these movements. The data discussed above predict that N2s should fail
these tests. Let us see whether this prediction is true.
First, consider examples with Initial Coordination.
[de
óf
either the
D b~` de zowel
the both

(14) D a

oude
old
[oude
old

mannen]
men
mannen]
men

óf
or
als
and

[de oude
vrouwen]
the old
women
[oude vrouwen]
old
women

The example in (14b) contrasts in grammaticality with the one in (14a). The first one is an
example of a noun phrase in which the disjunctive coordinators of `or' coordinate the maximal
phrases de oude mannen `the old men' and de oude vrouwen `the old women'. The second
example is a nominal phrase that contains the non-maximal Ns oude mannen `old men' and
oude vrouwen `old women', which are coordinated by the coordinate conjunctors zowel `both'
als `and'.
If N2 is a maximal nominal projection, we should be able to find N2s in lnitial
Coordination. However, embedding of such coordinated N2s under an N1 yields an
unacceptable DPC, as is illustrated below. The phrases are equally unacceptable if the N2s are
coordinated by the disjunctive coordinators.
(15) D a ~` een
a
D b~` een
a
D c ~ een
a
D d~` een
a

boel
zowel mannen
als vrouwen
lot (of) both
men
and women
aantal
zor~~el mannen als vrouwen
number
(of) both
men
and women
groep
zowel jongens
als meisjes
group
both
boys
and girls
zwerm zowel mussen
als spreeuwen
flight both
sparrows and starlings

Second, maximal nominal phrases may be the input for movement processes. They may, for
instance, be fronted by wh-movement. A nominal projection moves to sentence-initial position,
when it is a wh-phrase itself, like wat `what' in (16b), or when it contains a wh-phrase, like
welke `which' in welke fioeken `which books' (cf. 16c).
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(16) D a... dat
ik
... that
I
D b Hij vraagt
he asks
D c Hij vraagt
he asks

vaak
often
wat
what
u~elke
which

stripboeken lees
comics
read
ik vaak
lees
I often read
boeken ik
vaak
lees
books I
often read

As the data in (17) illustrate, N2 cannot be fronted as a bare wh-phrase like wat `what', no
tnatter what kind of Nl is left.s
(17) D~`

Wat
what

heb je
een boellaantaUkilo~fleslkudde~soort
have you a lotlnumber~kilo~bottle~herdlkind

gekocht?
bought

In example (17), the N2 wat `what' is the target of wh-movement and this example suggests
that N2 is not a maximal projection subject to conditions on splitting. Wh-movement only
targets maximal phrases in Dutch. Besides, tivat `what' is a maximal nominal phrase which
does not correspond to a non-maximal nominal phrase. Dutch has two kinds of adnominal
wh-phrases, welk(e) `which' and wat voor `lit: what for; what kind of , which combine with
a non-maximally projected nominal phrase. The phrases containing welk(e) or wat voor are
semantically different. Observe the examples below.
(18) D a

Welke
CDs
heb je
gekocht?
which
compact disks have you bought
` Which compact disks did you buy?'
CDs
heb je
gekocht?
D b Wat
voor (een)
what
for a
compact disks have you bought
` What kind of compact disks did you buy?'

The wh-phrase welke in (18a) is a wh-quantifier that identifies the entity denoted by the N
CDs. In ( 18b), the complex wh-phrase wat voor (een) is a wh-quantifier that takes a

5
In fact, wat `what' may occur in the position of N2 in an echo question, as in (ia). This, however, does
not show that N2 is a maximal nominal phrase, because as (ib) shows, it may also occur embedded under an
adjectival phrase, suggesting that it is not a maximal nominal projection. As the speaker does not know what een
oanta! `a number' or nieuwe `new' refers to, he uses the unmarked wh-word wat.
(i)

D a
D b

Een
a
Een
a

aantal
number
nieuwe
new

WAT
what
WAT
what

heb je
have you
heb je
have you

gezien?
seen
gekocht?
bought
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(modified) noun as a variable.b One might wonder whether N2 may be preceded by these
wh-words and whether such an N2 may be fronted. Consider the examples below.
(19) D a ~` Welke
which
soort
kind
D b ~` Wat
what
D c ~` Wat
what

boeken heb je
books have you
gelezen'?
read
voor dieren
zag
for animals
saw
voor (een)
vvgels
for a
birds

een
a

boel?aantaUkiloldoos?stapell
lotlnumber~lcilo~boxrpile~

Jan een groot
Jan a
big
zag Jan een
saw Jan a

aantal?
number
grote zwerm?
big
flight

The examples (19a-c) show is that there is no difference between a D-linked wh-phrase like
welke boeken `which books', wat voor dieren `what kind (of) animals', wat voor (een) vogels
`what for (a) birds', and a non-D-linked phrase like wat `what' in (17). The phrases that
contain these wh-phrases are maximal nominal phrases, which N2 is apparently not.' In order
to make the examples grammatical, we have to add the preposition van `of' to the fronted
wh-phrase, as is demonstrated in the examples below.
(20) D a Van welke
of which
gelezen?
read
D b Van tivat
of what
D c Van wctt
of what

boeken
books

voor
for
voor
for

heb je
een
have you a

boellaantal~kiloldoos~stapel
lot~number~kilo~boxlpile

dieren
zag Jan een groot aantal?
animals
saw Jan a
big
number
vogels zag .lan een grote zwerm?
birds
saw .lan a
big
flight

The presence of the van-phrase suggests that the fronted prepositional phrase is not extracted
out of a DPC, because in DPCs N1 and N2 are adjacent (modulo premodifiers) and they are
not separated by van `of. If van is present, the noun phrases are IPCs and not DPCs (cf. 21a).

6
These adnominal wh-phrases may also take a nominal phrase that contains a cardinal numeral (cf. ia,b).
The same is possible in German (cf. Beermann 1997).
(i)

D a
D b

Welke
which
Wat
what

drie
three
roor
for

boeken
heb je
gekocht?
books
have you
bought
drie bneken
heb je
gekocht?
three books
have you
bought

~
D-linked noun phrases derive their meaning from the discourse. The range of felicitous answers to questions
containing a D-linked wh-phrase is limited by a set of objects which both the speaker and the hearer have in mind.
The non-D-linked wh-phrases do not derive their meaning from the discourse (Pesetsky 1987).
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The noun phrase in example (21b) is not interpreted as a DPC either, but as an Indirect
Content Construction (ICC) or as an Indirect Partitive Construction (IPC). I will postpone
discussion of IPCs to Chapter 7.
(21) D a Een
a
D b een
a

boelleen aantal~een kilo~een zak~een stapel
lotla number~a kilo~a boxra pile
kudde van deze
olifanten
herd
of these elephants

van deze
of these

appels
apples

Third, let us consider movement of N2 to sentence-final position. In Dutch, PP and CP may
be extraposed. A nominal constituent may only occur to the right of the VP if it bears focus,
as is shown in (22a), or if it is a heavy nominal phrase, (cf. among others Van Riemsdijk
I 979, Weerman 1989, Hoeksema 1991, Neeleman 1994). I have borrowed example (22a) from
Neeleman.
(22) D a Heden is overleden ONZE GELIEFDE GROOTMOEDER
beloved
grandmother
today is died
our
`Today our beloved grandmother has died'
Db En als eerste is
binnengekomen
DE LL'IDER VAN
is
arrived
the leader
of
and as
first
PELOTON, INDURAIN
peloton, Indurain
`And first has arrived Indurain, the leader of the peloton'

HET
the

It is not possible to move a non-heavy N2 to sentence-final position, which is demonstrated
in the examples below.g
(23) D a ~` Vandaag
today
D b~` Vandaag
today
D c ~` En als
and as

a

appels
heb ik
een boel~aantal~kilolzak gekocht
lotlnumber~kilolbag bought
apples
have I
a
heb ik
een kudde gekocht schapen
have I
a
flock
bought
sheep
eerste zijn een boel over de vloer gerold appels
first
are a
lot over the floor
rolled apples

In German, N2 cannot appear in sentence-final position either. The examples in (i) are taken from Bhatt

(1990 ).
(i)

G a

'

G b'

Ich
l
Ich

habe
have
habe

die
the
die

zwei
two
zwei

Flaschen vergessen
bottles
forgotten
Flaschen getrunken

kaltes
cold
kaltes

Bier
beer
Bier

1

have

the

two

bottles

cold

beer

drunk
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Examples (23a-c) are not correct, which is what we expected. The grammaticality judgements
about examples (23a-c) do not change if N2 is stressed, as the examples below illustrate. The
ungrammaticality does not change either if the nominal phrase is modified by a Relative Clause
or a prepositional phrase (cf. 24c,d).
(24) D a~` Vandaag heb ik
een kudde gekocht SCHAPEN
today
have 1
a
flock bought
sheep
D b~` En als eerste zijn een boel over de vloer
gerold [APPELS]
and as
first
are a
lot over the floor
rolled apples
D c ~` Vandaag heb ik
een boel~aantal~kilo~zak gekocht [appels die jij
today
have I
a
lotlnumber~kilo~bag bought
apples that you
zo vaak
kooptluit Frankrij k]
so
often
buylfrom France
D d~` Vandaag heb ik
een kudde gekocht
schapen
[die veel
wol
today
have I
a
flock
bought
sheep
that much wool
leverenluit Texel]
supplylfrom Texel
The data in (24) strongly suggest that N2 is not a maximal nominal phrase and that this is the
reason that it cannot be extraposed.
In the previous parts of this section, I have provided evidence that N2s in DPCs do not
project to a maximal level. Since many of the nominal phrases discussed above are ambiguous
between a DPC and a DCC, one might wonder what happens to N2 if the nominal phrase is
interpreted as a DCC. Does N2 have the same properties both in DPCs and in DCCs or does
it behave differently? It turns out that the facts discussed above also apply to nominal phrases
that are interpreted as DCCs. In a DCC, N2 can also only be projected to a non-maximal level.
An N2 that contains a quantificational element, as in ~`een doos drie sigaren `a box (of) three
cigars', or an element that is related to the D-position, as in ~`een kudde deze olifanten `a herd
(of) these elephants', is excluded. The N1 in a DCC is a nominal with a referent that denotes
an object and N2 denotes the content of this object. In the example above, the box contains
three cigars. If N2 is preceded by a Co1N, it refers to the entities that form the group: these
elephants belong to a herd. It has been proposed that N2 does not project to the maximal level
in DPCs because it violates a semantic filter (Putter 1976, Bennis 1978). This semantic filter
excludes double quantification. Notice, however, that this explanation cannot be used for the
fact that N2 in DCCs may not contain a determiner or a quantificational phrase. There does
not seem to be such a semantic reason that prevents N2 to be immediately preceded by a
determiner or a quantificational element if the noun phrase is interpreted as a DCC. A nominal
can be preceded by such elements in a nominal phrase that has the same interpretation as a
DCC, viz., an ICC. In ICCs, N2 is embedded under a preposition. The nominal phrase that is
embedded under the preposition met `with' may contain functional elements or elements that
are related to the determiner position, as the examples (25a-d) below show:
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(25) D a een
a
D b een
a
D c een
a
D d een
a

doos
box
doos
box
doos
box
doos
box

met
with
met
with
met
with
met
with

drie
sigaren
three
cigars
de lekkerste
the tastiest
Jans sigaren
Jan's cigars
alle sigaren
all cigars

sigaren
cigars

The same applies to ICCs containing a CoIN. In these nominal phrases, the N2s embedded
under van `ofmay contain a functional nominal element.9 This is exemplified in (26a) and
(26b), respectively.
(26) D a het
the
D b een
a

totale aantal
van
total
number
of
aantal
van deze
number
of these

vijf punten
five points
felle
feministen
vehement feminists

The N 1 s of a DCC also seem to be sensitive to the number feature of N2, since they cannot
license a singular count noun (27a,b). In fact, this is unexpected: a bus may contain only one
Dutchman or there may be only one hooligan in a bus. In Dutch, however, a singular count
noun can only be licensed without a determiner or a quantificational element under limited
conditions.
(27) D a ~` een
a
D b~` een
a

bus
bus
bus
bus

Hollander
(of) Dutchman
vandaal
(of) hooligan

The facts discussed above indicate that DCCs have properties in common with DPCs. The N2
of a DCC cannot be fronted by wh-movement (cf. ~`Wat heb je een bus gezien? `What have
you seen a bus' and it cannot be extraposed (cf. ~`Ik heb een bus gezien Hollanders `I have a
bus seen Dutchmen'). N2 behaves the sanie in DCCs and in DPCs. It does not project to the
maximal nominal level. It may not immediately be preceded by quantificational elements and
it does not display the properties of a maximal projection. The data above suggest therefore
that DCCs may be analyzed as macro-N-projections.
An additional piece of evidence, which points in the same direction, is provided by Case
agreement facts. I have employed this kind of data as an argument for the existence of

9

The IPC-reading of (26b) is irrelevant here.
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macro-N-projections. N1 and N2 in a DPC may show the same Case features. In a DCC, N1
and N2 may also show Case agreement, as is illustrated in the next examples."'
(28) G a

G b o~o

Karl hat sich
den Kopf an einem
FaI3
rotem
Wein
Karl has REFL the head
to
a-DAT
barrel red-DAT wine
gestossen
bumped
Das Gewehr wurde in
einem Sack
flpfein
gefunden
the pistol
was
in
a-DA'T bag
apples-DAT found
`The pistol was found in a bag of apples'

Summarizing, the data in this section show that the embedded nominal phrase in DPCs and
DCCs does not have the same properties as a maximal nominal phrase. There are restrictions
on the elements that follow N 1 and that precede N2. N2s may show Case agreement with N 1 s.
If N2 would be a maximal nominal phrase, as has been claimed, for instance, by Putter (1976)
and Bennis (1978), it must be explained why N2 may neither contain quantifying elements nor
elements that occur in D-position or elements that are otherwise related to this position. These
authors consider the unacceptability of quantified N2s or, for instance, an N2 with a definite
determiner, as a violation of a semantic filter that prohibits double quantification. Their
analysis, however, offers no account for the fact that, in a DCC, N2 may not project to a
phrase containing functional elements. Most analyses which do not analyze N2 as a DP claim
that it is a lexical property of N1 that it lexically selects non-maximally projected Ns."
However, I believe that neither of these analyses is satisfactory (see also the discussion in
Chapter 1). I will show that the ungrammaticality of the examples discussed above can be
accounted for elegantly if we use the notion of macro-N-projection and the nominal Feature
Hierarchy.

~o
The symbol "~o means that there is speaker variation. Some speakers accept Case agreement, whereas others
do not. For the ones who do not like Case agreement, there are a couple of alternatives. N2 may appear in the
unmarked nominative form (cf. ib), N2 may bear genítive Case, as in (ic), or N2 may be embedded under a
preposition, as in (id). The examples in (ic,d) are not considered to be DPCs.
(i)

G

a

G

b

G c
G d

"

Gewehr wurde
Das
in einem
Sack braunen
Bohnen
the
pistol
was
in a-DAT
bag
brown-DAT beans
in einem
Sack
iápfel
in a-DAT
bag
(of)
apples
in einem
Sack brauner
Bohnen
in a-DAT
brown-GEN beans
bag
in einem
Sack mit
braunen
Bohnen
in a-DAT
bag
with brown-DAT beans

gefunden
found

Coppen (1991) claims that the ungrammatical examples with a definite determiner are due to a Case Filter

violation. He assumes that only definite determiners can pass Case.
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In a DPC, which I analyze as a macro-N-projection, N2 is the semantic head of the
projection. In a DCC, however, N1 is the semantic head. This raises an important question
about the intemal structure of DCCs. If N1 is the head of the projection, what is the status of
N2? Is a DCC a double headed macro-N-projection? If a DCC is indeed a macro-N-projection,
there are a couple of problems which have to be solved.
First, if N1 is the head of a DCC and if N2 is also a head, how do we account for the fact
that the semantic features of N2 are not accessible for a verb? In the next examples, for
instance, N2 postzegels `stamps' cannot be selected by a verb that requires a plural object
(cf. 29a). As example (29b) demonstrates, the N2 melk `milk' in the DCC een glas melk `a
glass (of) milk' cannot be selected by a verb like drinken `drink' that selects a noun that
denotes a liquid.
postzegels
(29) D a ~ Ik
verzamelde een doos
I
collected
a
box (containing) stamps
`I collected a box of stamps'
D b~ Ik
dronk een glas
melk
(containing) milk
I
drank a
glass
`I drank a glass of milk'

DCC

DCC

Second, if a DCC is a macro-N-projection, we also have to find out why a DCC headed by
a singular non-collective count N like doos `box' or bus `bus' which is accompanied by a
plural (or collective) N2 cannot be the antecedent of a plural reciprocal.
raakte door
elkaar
DCC
(30) D a ~` Een doos
postzegels
a
box (of) stamps
got
through
each other
`A box containing stamps got mixed up'
DCC
D b~` Een bus
toeristen kuste elkaar
tourists
kissed each other
a
bus (of)
`A bus containing tourists kissed each other'
The examples in (29-30) are only correct if een doos postzegels and een glas melk are
interpreted as DPCs. In DPC, the Nls doos, gfas and bus are interpreted as QNs.
These properties are unexpected if a DCC is a macro-N-projection of the type discussed so
far. In a macro-N-projection, N2 is the head of the projection. In such a nominal projection
there is a uniform projection path of nominal features. The syntactic and semantic features of
the nodes that are part of the projection line from N2 to D1 are accessible and visible for
elements that are external to a DPC. In a DCC, part of the semantic features, viz., the features
of N2, are not accessible for an external element. The verb in (29-30) has neither access to the
features of the lexical conceptual structure of N2, nor to the plural feature of N2. These facts
plead against a structural representation of DCC, in which N2 is the head of the projection path
from N2 to D1. In brief, we are faced with a problem. Before I propose an analysis for DCCs,
we must have a closer look at the relation between N1 and N2 in a DPC.
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The analvsis of DPCs and DCCs

In this section, the ungrammatical examples discussed in the previous section will be accounted
for and the status of N1 and N2 will be discussed.
The data examined in the previous section suggest that N2 may not be projected to the
maximal level. All the examples in which N2 contains an element that is located in the
D-position or is somehow related to NM"x are ungrammatical. I will repeat here examples (8a)
and (9a), respectively as (31a) and (31b).''
(31) D a~` een
a
D b~ een
a

boel
de~die~deze~mijn~Piets
lot (of) thelthose~these~my~Piet's
boel
alle dametjes
lot (of) all ladies-DIM

dametjes
ladies-DIM

How are these facts accounted for in a macro-N-analysis? Recall that I claim that DPCs are
construed as macro-N-projections. The structure I proposed in Chapter 2 is the following.
(32)

~ DPl[tF~
`
, N 1 [t~

D 1 "[~~

NI"[f~
~

een
boel
a
lot
`a lot of ladies'

`N2 [-rl
~ o
N2 [-Fl
I

dametjes
ladies-DIM

A DPC meets the conditions of a well-formed macro projection. I argue that there is a nominal
Feature Hierarchy and that a nominal projection is closed off when it contains a node that is
marked for (in)definiteness. Determiners and demonstrative pronouns are functional elements
that are specified for (in)definiteness. They are located in the highest position in the functional
nominal domain (cf. 32), where the default determiner een `a' is in Do. Consider the tree in
(33), which represents the structure of the nominal phrase een boel de dametjes `a lot the
ladies-DIM'.

~Z

In German, N2 is marked with genitive Case if it is projected to a maximal nominal level.
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(33)

' DP`~
Dlotf~

~ N1`
DP2t~~

N1 ~tF~
D2`'[}~

een
a

boel
lot

de
the

~ N2 [-~7
I
N2at-r7
I
dametjes
ladies-DIM

Observe the elements that build the tree in (33) and let us see whether the projection path of
this tree is construed as a well-formed projection path. First, let us look at the
fwictional-lexical hierarchy. The functional domain of the phrase een boel de dametjes `a lot
the ladies-DIM' includes the projections of D1 een `a', N1 boel `lot' and D2 de `the'. D1, N1
and D2 are functional elements. The lexical domain contains the projection dominating N2
dametjes `ladies-DIM', which is a lexical element. The projection path from N2 dametjes to
D1 een is a well-formed path with respect to the functional-lexical hierarchy. The functional
domain of the phrase in (33) is not interrupted by lexical elements and the lexical domain of
the DPC is not interrupted by functional elements. Second, let us see whether the tree in (33)
is correctly constructed with respect to the Feature Hierarchy. In the Feature Hierarchy, the
node dominating the element that is specified for definiteness closes off the projection. The
tree in (33) contains two determiners, the default determiner D1 een, which is negatively
specified for definiteness, and the determiner D2 de, which is positively specified for
definiteness. The node projected from D2 closes off the projection path dominating the phrase
de dametjes and the node dominating D2 counts as a maximal nominal projection. Therefore
the projection line from N2 dametjes to D1 een does not satisfy the conditions that a
well-formed macro-N-projection line has to satisfy because the node dominating D2 de is a
maximally projected one which interrupts the main projection line. The nodes dominating N1
boel and N2 dametjes are not nodes that are projected onto one single projection line. Besides,
a DP like de dametjes needs to have Case and it needs to be lícensed as an argument or as an
adjunct. The Nl boel cannot license it as an argument, because it is a functional noun. I
assume that such a functional noun does not have a theta grid. The embedded maximal
nominal phrase de dametjes stays without Case and violates the Case filter. This phrase cannot
be licensed as an adjunct either, because it lacks the relevant lexical content. The same account
applies for the phrase een boel deze dametjes `a lot these ladies-DIM', where the determiner
is replaced by the demonstrative pronoun.
There is a similar way to account for the ungrammatical examples in which N2 contains a
possessive phrase. The presence of a possessive phrase indicates that the nominal phrase N2
is projected to the maximal nominal level. This means that the projection line from N2 to DI
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does not comply with the requirements of a well-formed macro projection, because the
non-maximal projection of N1 dominates the maximal projection of D.
A noun phrase like een boel alle dametjes, in which the embedded nominal phrase contains
the universal quantifier alle `all', will also violate the conditions that apply to a
macro-N-projection. The projection line is not well-formed, because the projection line is
interrupted by the maximal projection to which the universal quantifier alle `all' is adjoined.
Therefore the nodes dominating the N2 dametjes and the N1 boel are not on the same
projection path. The Feature Hierarchy, which determines one single macro projection, is
violated, because the Q-feature of the universal quantifier alle is embedded under the Q-feature
of the functional N óoel `lot'. These Q-features cannot occur in this order in one single
macro-N-projection." A cardinal numeral or a weak quantifier cannot precede the universal
quantifier (cf. 34a,b).
(34) D a ~` vier alle dametjes
four all ladies-DIM
D b~` veel
alle
dametjes
many all
ladies-DIM
I have presented data in the previous section that demonstrate that an N2 may not contain
a quantifying adjective, like talrijke `numerous', or a cardinal numeral, like vier `four'.
Consider the examples below.'a
(35) D a ~` een boel
talrijke
bekers
a
lot (of) numerous mugs
D b~` een boel
vier bekers
a
lot (of) four mugs
I see two possible ways to account for the unacceptability of (35).
First, suppose that the nominal phrase tcrlrijke hekers `numerous mugs' is a maximal phrase
containing a zero determiner, specified for indefiniteness. The zero determiner precedes the
adjective talrijke `numerous' or the cardinal numeral vier. This covert indefinite determiner
closes off the embedded nominal phrase. Therefore the nominal phrases in (35) cannot be
analyzed as macro-N-projections. The projection path from N2 to D1 is not uniform, because
the projection path contains a maximally projected node. The embedded phrases must be

13
(i)

The universal quantifier may dominate a cardinal numeral, as in (i). See the discussion in Chapter 4.
D alle
drie
de
all
three
the
`all three books'

boeken
books

14
This account differs from Vos (1993), where 1 analyzed DPCs in a traditional DP-analysis. I assumed that
a QN was generated in [Spec,QP] and a cardinal numeral in Qo.
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licensed in another way, but this is not possible, as we saw above. They cannot be licensed as
a complement nor as an adjunct. Besides, they violate the Case Filter.
Second, suppose that the embedded nominal phrases in (35) are not projected to the
maximal nominal level and that there is no zero determiner dominating N2. This is what the
data presented in the previous section strongly suggest. How do we account for the
ungrammaticality of (35) if talrijke bekers and vier bekers are not NM"xs? If N2 is not an
NM"x, it does not need Case and there is no longer a Case Filter violation. The N1 boel is a
functional N and the projections of the functional elements een `a' and boel `lot' dominate the
projection of the functional element vier `four'. It appears that they can form one single
functional projection line, because the nodes D1, N1 and Q are all nominal functional
nodes.~s Nothing in the Feature Hierarchy seems to forbid that they occur in this order. The
conditions regarding the projection line are fulfilled, since there are no maxímally projected
nodes separating non-maximally projected ones on the projection path. The cardinal numeral
vier is not immediately dominated by a maximal projection, as the data in section 5.1 suggest.
Observe, however, that boel and talrijke are similar types of elements. Both have
quantificational properties. The Feature Hierarchy contains elements with different properties.
I suggest that elements that have the same properties, like quantificational elements of the same
sort, cannot dominate each other in a well-formed tree. This is one of the reasons why (35a)
is ungrammatical.
Summarizing, the node projected from a functional N1 cannot create a single well-formed
projection line with a functional node projected from one of the elements belonging to N2.
I have claimed that there are also lexical N 1 s which occur in DPCs. One of the questions
that comes to mind is whether such a lexical N 1 can form a tnacro projection with N2.
Consider the following examples, with the ConN zak `bag' and the CoIN koppel `couple'.
(36) D a ~` een
a
D b ~` een
a
D c ~ een
a
D d~` een
a

zak de~deze~Jans~zijn spruitjes
bag theltheselJan'slhis sprouts
koppel de~deze~Jans~zijn ganzen
gaggle the~these~Jan's~his geese
zak veel~vijftig~alle spruitjes
bag many~fifty~all sprouts
ganzen
koppel veelwijftig~alle
geese
gaggle many~ffty~all

The examples in (36) are all ungrammatical. In examples ( 36a,b), the embedded nominal
phrase contains the definite determiner de `the' or a demonstrative deze `these', which is not
allowed. A possessive phrase like Jans `Jan's' or zijn `his' preceding N2 is also excluded. In
examples (36c,d), NI cannot be followed by a weak quantifier, like veel `many' or by a
cardinal numeral, like vijftig `fifty'. The universal quantifier alle `all' is ruled out as well. N2
that is embedded under a lexical N 1 may not contain an element that is related to the

15

A QN lacks the count feature and therefore it cannot co-occur with a QN.
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D-position. N2s may not contain quantificational elements either. The projection line from N2
to D1 will not be a well-formed projection path, because the functional node DP in (36a,b) is
dominated by the lexical N1. The projection line in (36c,d) is not uniform either. It is
interrupted by the functional projection of Q- (projected from vee! and vijftig) or DP, to which
alle is adjoined. This is illustrated in the tree below, which represents the structure of example
(36a) with a definite determiner or a demonstrative pronoun. The tree is not a well-formed
single macro projection because, in such a tree, a lexical node may not dominate a functional
node.
(37)

~ DP 1 t.Ft
n
D l ~tFj

`

Q ftFl

Q"~f~

N1

een
a

`N 1

[-F]

()'

, DP~`

zak
bag

`

f-~

D~~ftFl

N2 [-F1

I

~ ~o
~ ~ f-FI

deldeze
thelthese

spruitjes
sprouts

The same account applies to an embedded nominal phrase containing a weak quantifier, a
cardinal numeral or a universal quantifier like alle `all'. Summarizing, a lexical N1 cannot
create a well-formed projection with an N2 that is projected to a functional nominal level.

5.2.1

The characterization of N1

It appears that there is nothing in the Projection Hierarchy that prevents a functional N1 from
creating a well-formed projection with the node projected from a cardinal numeral or from a
weak quantifier. A macro-N-projection containing a lexical N dominating a quantified N2 can
be excluded by appealing to the Feature Hierarchy. Notice, however, that I did not take into
account the fact that both a lexical N1 and a functional N1 have Q-like properties. I believe
that there is a deeper reason for the ungrammaticality of (31) and (34-36). What is the reason
that neither a functional N1 nor a lexical N1 can form a macro projection with an NM"X or
with a quantified N2? Observe the set of examples below, which are taken from De Jong
(1983).
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(38) D a

lange narcissen
long
daffodils
D b
acht
narcissen
eight daffodils
D c
aclv lange narcissen
D d ~ lange acht narcissen

Dutch has both prenominal adjectives and prenominal cardinal numerals, as (38a) and (38b)
illustrate. If a noun is modified by an adjective and quantified by a cardinal numeral, the
cardinal numeral has to precede the adjective, as in (38c). They may not occur in the reversed
order.~~ De Jong (1983) accounts for the unacceptable examples in (38d) in the following
way. The ungrammaticality of (38d) cannot be caused by the cardinal numeral, because, as
(38b) shows, the cardinal numeral may be adjacent to the noun. The adjective, however,
moditïes a quantiíïed noun and this brings about the ungrammaticality. De Jong assumes that
adjectives are kind operators. These operators take variables that are projected to the kind
level. A quantified nominal phrase, however, does not denote a kind and therefore (38d) is
ungrammatical. I do not follow De Jong's analysis for adjectives, but I will use the idea that
some elements work as kind operators. The noun narcissen `daffodils' denotes a kind of
flower. 1 assume that the adjectival phrase lange `long' is adjoined to the projection
dominating narcissen. The projection created by this adjunction still is a lexical nominal
projection. The nominal phrase lange narcissen `long daffodils' denotes a kind of long flower.
I assume that an adjective like talrijke `numerous' and the ones mentioned in section 5.1
occupy a position in the functional domain of N." A combination of such an adjective and
a nominal phrase does not create a nominal phrase denoting a kind. There is no such kind as
talrijke narcissen. I claim that Nls resemble cardinal numerals and quantificational adjectives

16
There is, however, an exception to this rule, as is shown in (ia), which is taken from Van Gestel (1986).
Notice that the adjective has to be stressed and that the expression is not correct if there is an indefinite determiner
(ib):
(i)

D a
D b'

die
LEUKE
those pretty
LEUKE vier
pretty
four

dochters
vrer blonde
four blonde
daughters
blonde
dochters
van
blonde
daughters
of

van
of
hem
him

hem
him

I assume that stress licenses the adjective in (ia) and that stress extends the functional domain. The projection
dominating leuke `pretty' is a Q-projection licensed by die `those', which is positively specified for definiteness. The
functional domain cannot be extended if the definiteness feature is not lexically expressed. This is the reason why
(ib) is not grammatical.
~~
In a macro-N-projection, an adjectival phrase is adjoined to N. This is contrary to what has been claimed
by Abney (1987), Bhatt (1990) and Corver (1990), who suggest that Ao (or Deg) selects NP. 1 assume that there is
no selection relation between Ao and N. The adjectival phrase and the N are in a predication relation.
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in this respect (see the discussion in Chapter 4). Nls are nominal elements that function as
kind operators:
(39) An N1 is a kind operator that needs a kind level variable.
This implies that an N1 only forms a single macro-N-projection with a nominal projection that
has been projected to the kind level. If this assumption is correct, we have a clue to the
ungrammaticality of the DPCs in which N2 contains a functional element. If the embedded
nominal phrase is projected to the NM"x level or to a functional nominal level, both the node
dominating N`""x and the one dominating a functional head are functional nodes. N2 is not
projected to a kind level node, which is a node dominating a lexical head. A reason why
examples like een boel talrijke bekers `a lot numerous mugs' or een boel vier bekers `a lot four
mugs' are not grammatical is that the N1 boel is a kind operator that needs a kind variable.
Neither the node dominating talrijke bekers nor the one dominating vier bekers is such a
variable. These nodes are projected to the functional nominal level.
If these assumptions are correct, the contrast between the grammatical DPC in (7c), which
is repeated as (40a), and the ungrammatical one in (40b), can be accounted for.
(40) D a
D b~`

een
a
een
a

boel
lot (of)
boel
lot (of)

duizendpoten
centipedes (lit: thousand-legs)
duizend
poten
thousand legs

In (40a), the embedded nominal phrase duizendpoten `centipedes' is a nominal compound,
which is projected to the nominal level. It is not projected to a functional nominal level. The
cardinal numeral duizend `thousand' is not projected in the syntactic domain and it cannot
interrupt the projection line from N2 poten `legs' to D1 een `a'. In (40b), however, the N2 is
duizend poten `thousand legs', which contains the cardinal numeral duizend `thousand'. This
cardinal numeral is syntactically projected. The projection dominating N2 is not a kind level
projection, because it is projected to a functional nominal level. The kind operator boel cannot
take such a variable.
At this point, we have singled out a property that is shared by all N2s: N2s are kind
variables.
(41) An N2 is a kintl variab[e, which is a nominal projection that is not projected to the
functional naminal level.

An N2 is projected from a count noun or from a mass noun, which denotes properties of an
entity. A count noun like jlower, for instance, denotes an entity that belongs to the class of
entities that have the properties of flowers.1e A mass noun, like water, denotes an entity, too.

~B

The count-mass distinction is not so strong as is generally assumed (see Allan 1980).
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The entities to which a count noun and a mass noun refer are of a different nature. A count
noun refers to a discrete entity, while a mass noun denotes a non-discrete entity. It is the
lexical part of a nominal projection that denotes a kind or a type (cf. inter alia Zwarts 1992,
Longobardi 1994, Zubizarreta and Vergnaud 1992).
If N1 s are kind operators, how do we analyze the elements that occur in a pre-N1 position?
I assume that an N1 forms a complex quantificational element together with functional (and
modifying) elements. N1 and the preceding elements denote a certain cardinality. This
cardinality is undefined but higher than one. N1 and the preceding elements may also denote
an undefined amount. The lexical content of the kind operator also determines whether N2
needs to be a mass N2 or a count N2.
Summarizing, I have shown that an N2 may not contain elements that are located in the
functional part of a nominal projection. An N2 does not behave like a maximal nominal phrase
with respect to Initial Coordination and movement. I claimed that N 1 is a kind operator that
takes a non-maximal nominal projection as a variable. This property of N1 and the nominal
Feature Hierarchy determine that felicitous N2s in DPCs must be non-maximal nominal
phrases. N 1 forms a complex quantificational element together with functional (and modifying)
elements. The semantic properties ofNl determine whether it forms a macro-N-projection with
a mass N2 or a plural N2.19

An analysis of DCCs

5.2.2

In DPCs, N1 and the elements immediately preceding it form a complex quantifier, but N1
does not have this function in a DCC.ZO The referent of the N 1 in DCCs is an object and not
an amount. In DCCs, N1 does not quantify into N2 and N2 does not function as a kind
variable for N1. It rather refers to the content of the object denoted by N1 or to the elements
out of which the object denoted by N1 exists. It has been proposed that the relation between
N 1 and N2 is a matter of selection (cf. inter alia Putter 1976, L'ábel 1986, Bhatt 1990), but I
think that such a proposal is not correct. It is not clear why some nominals select DP
complements, while others only select NP complements. It is also unclear why a nominal that
selects an NP cannot select a QP complement (see the discussion in Chapter 3). Let us assume
for a moment that, in DCCs, N2 is indeed selected and that the selected phrase projects to a
DP with a zero determiner. A zero determiner needs to be properly governed, as has been
claimed, for instance, by Lois (1989) and Longobardi (1994). Furthermore, it is generally
assumed that N is not a proper governor. Therefore, we may deduce that N2 cannot be
projected to a DP with a zero determiner, unless there is a proper governor. If the DP is

19
See the discussion in Zubizarreta and Vergnaud (1992) who assume that there are higher order kinds.
Generic noun phrases, which are projected to the maximal nominal level, are an instance of such a higher order kind.
These higher order kinds cannot function as variables of Nls.
'"o

I would like to thank Norbert Corver for discussion and commen[s about this analysis.
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embedded under a preposition, a nominal phrase with a zero determiner is acceptable. This is
illustrated in nominal phrases, in which the DP is the argument of the preposition met 'with'
or the argument of stressed i~ól `full'.'`'
(42) D a een
a
D b een
a

emmer
bucket
emmer
bucket

met appels
with apples
vól
appels
full (of) apples

A DCC like een emmer uppels, in which the nominals N 1 and N2 are adjacent, has the same
meaning as the ICC een emmer met uppels, in which the nominals are not adjacent. The
prepositional phrase headed by met `with' is a modifier indicating a property. This preposition
is a two-place predicate in which the first argument is coindexed with the N1 emmer `bucket'
and the second one with the N2 appels `apples'. In DCCs, N2 itself indicates a property. It is
like a predicative nominal phrase, which does not need to project to a maximal nominal level.
Consider the predicative nominal phrase dokter `doctor' in ( 43a). A predicative nominal phrase
may denote a property. A predicative nominal phrase is also used to indicate identity. Property
denoting predicative nominals have features which differ from the features of identifying
predicative nominals. If a predicative nominal is licensed by a determiner, it is for reasons
which have to do with licensing modifiers or with identification, as is illustrated below in
(43b-e).
(43) D a
D
D
D
D

Marie
Marie
b ~` Marie
Marie
c
Marie
Marie
d~` Marie
Marie
e
Marie
Marie

is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

dokter
doctor
dokter die weinig medicijnen voorschrijft
doctor who few
medicines
prescribes
een dokter die weinig medicijnen voorschrijft
a
doctor who few
medicines
prescribes
goede dok[er
good
doctor
een goede dokter
a
good
doctor

A projection of a property denoting a predicative nominal may not contain a quantificational
element. lt cannot project to a functional nominal level, unless the functional head is licensed
(cf. 43c,e). The nominal phrase twee dokters `two doctors' in (44) is a predicative nominal.
However, it does not denote a quality of the subject. It is not the case that Alarie en Anna have

21
Notice that the complement of vól cannot be a definite nominal phrase: 'vól deldieldeze appets `full
thelthoselthese apples'. Definite phrases like deldie~de-e oppels must be embedded under the preposition mer `with':
vót mer de~dielde-e appets ` full with thelthose~these apples'.
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the quality of being `two doctors'."' Twee dokters is an identificational predicative nominal
phrase. Marie en Anna are identified as two individuals who belong to the class of doctors.
(44) D Marie
Marie

en :1nna
and :1nna

zijn twee dokters
are two doctors

I assume that N2 in a DCC is a predicate nominal which does not project to a maximal
nominal level. It is licensed as a modifier of N1 and it is projected to the kind level. The
modifying N2 is coindexed with N1. N2 is a predicate nominal and it cannot project to the
maximal level in a configuration in which there is no need for identification of the referential
role of N. The R-role may remain implicit if there is no functional category that can bind it
(cf. Zwarts 1992). I assume that a predicate nominal denotes a quality. It does not project to
a projection containing a quantificational element. A projection that contains a quantificational
element has different properties. It does not denote a quality. N2 in DCCs is also a predicate
nominal that indicates a quality. The projection of N2 in DCCs may not contain a quantifier
or a cardinal numeral. DCCs headed by ConNs are equivalents of nominal phrases that are
modified by a met-PP 'with-PP'. A nominal phrase modified by a met-PP can have different
meanings, as is shown in (45a-c). This can be expressed by the bracketed PPs eraan `there-on'
and erin `there-in', respectively. In (45a), the hengsels `handles' are part of the bucket. In
example (45c), they indicate the content of the bucket. In (45e), gaten refers to a properiy of
the bucket. Not all the examples in (45) have a DCC equivalent. Thus (45b) cannot be an
equivalent of (45a). The phrase in (45e) does not have a DCC equivalent either, as is
illustrated in (45f). The only phrase that is equivalent to a DCC is the one in (45c).
(45) D a

een emmer met hengsels
a
bucket with handles
D b~` een emmer hengsels
a
bucket handles
`a bucket with handles'
D c
een emmer met hengsels
a
bucket with handles
`a bucket containing handles'

(eraan)
there on

(erin)
there in

'z
The predicative nominal identifies the subject ~Lfarie en Anna in (44) as being two entities that have the
property of being a doctor. Notice, however, that a quantified predicate nominal cannot refer to a subject denoting
a singular entity (cf. ia). This is only possible in a contrastive sentence (cf. ib).
(i)

D a'
D b

MarielZij
is
één
dokter
MarielShe
is
one doctor
dokter
en
dat
is er
Dit
is één
this
is one
doctor
and
that
is ER
'This is one doctor and that is another'

nog
PRT

één
one
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een emmer hengsels
bucket handles
a
D e
een emmer met gaten
a
bucket with holes
D f ~` een emmer gaten
a
bucket holes
`a bucket with holes'
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(45) D d

(erin)
there in

Predicative N2s in DCCs are different from ntet-phrases. They can only appear in DCCs if they
refer to the content of the N 1(cf. 45d). There is no DCC equivalent of the nominal phrases
in (45a,e), in which the modifying PPs refer to an inherent property of the Nl. I propose to
analyze N2 as a predicate nominal phrase that is projected to the kind level. N2 is a
non-maximal projection that is adjoined to a non-maximally projected node of N 1. The
structure for a DCC, like een emmer uppels `a bucket (of) apples', is given below.
(46)

' DP`~
o
Dl [t~

~
o~Q~~
N I( Fl

Q ItPI

N I ~f~
I-F~

een
a

emmer
bucket

`

N2 ~-F]
I
~o

N~ (-Fl
I
appels
apples

The structure in (46) obeys the requirements of a macro projection. It consists only of elements
belonging to the nominal category. The projection line from N 1 to DP obeys the requirements,
which satisfies a projection path, and there is no violation of the Feature Hierarchy. The
projection line from N2 to DP also is a correct macro-N-projection which satisfies the
requirements. If this analysis is correct, we may also account for the German agreement facts
discussed above. N2 is a modifying predicative nominal. The Case features which are assigned
to the maximal nominal projection may affect all the nominal elements on which these features
can be realized. "I'he postnominal predicative N2 is part of the maximal nominal projection and
it will share the Case features assigned to the maximal nominal projection.
In the structure in (46), there are two non-functional N heads. As we saw above, the
semantic and syntactic features of the second N are not visible for an external element. A verb
selecting a complement has no access to the features of this predicative N2. The features of
N2 in a subject DCC do not trigger agreement on the verb. N2's features are not visible for
reciprocals either. This is something we do not expect in a genuine macro projection. We
expect that all the features are active. How can we account for this? I think that the referents
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of nominals play an important role in the determination of agreement. The referent of an N1
may be an amount, or an object. The referent of N2 may be an object or a quality. I assume
that the referent of an N that is provided with an R-feature is more salient in the discourse than
the referent of an N that lacks an R-feature. An N that is provided with an R-feature will be
linked to an element that has been mentioned previously in the discourse. In DCCs, N1 is on
the main projection line and its features are accessible. A predicative N2 is not on the main
projection line and its features are not visible for an external element. In DCCs, N1 is the main
N, which can be theta-linked to a verb. The features of Nl are accessible, because the N1 is
on the main projection line. A predicate N2 is a modifier that is coindexed with N1. The N2
modifier is identified by the R-feature of N1. If the R-feature of a modifier is already
identified nominal internally, it can no longer be identified nominal externally. For further
discussion of modification in DPC and DCC, see Chapter 6.
Although the structure in (46) is a legitimate nominal structure, it is a structure that is not
available for every nominal phrase which is modified. The head noun has to belong to the class
of N 1 s and N2 must be non-singular and refer to the content of N 1. The relation beiween N 1
and N2 determines which Ns can occupy the head position and which heads occur in the
modifier position.''
Summarizing, N2 is not maximally projected in DPCs and DCCs. N2 is only projected to
the kind level. It may not project to a projection containing functional nominal elements. In
DPCs, N2 is a nominal that functions as a variable of N1. N2 is the head of the projection. In
DCCs, N2 is a predicate nominal denoting a quality. DCCs are headed by N1. The referent of
NMnx determines what is the head of the projection.

5.3

Recursion in DPCs and DCCs

5.3.1

Introduction

So far, I have discussed DPCs and DCCs which consist of two (adjacent) nouns. I have also
paid attention to DPCs in which the embedded nominal phrase contains coordinated nominal
phrases. Furthermore, I have examined syntactic and semantic properties of N1. I claim that
there are different types of Nls and that they have heterogeneous properties. There are two
main types of N 1 s, viz., functional N 1 s and lexical N 1 s, which have, for instance, different
syntactic properties. Functional N 1 s lack a count feature and an R-role. Lexical N 1 s, however,
are provided with a count feature and they may have an R-role. Some Nls are ambiguous
between a functional N and a lexical N. They optionally have an R-role. In DPCs, N 1 is a kind
operator and N2 is a non-maximal nominal projection that is projected to the kind level. N2

z3

It is only a limited subset of singular count nouns that occur as predicative nominal phrases. They appear
in a copula construction and these nominal phrases indicate a property of the subject. They indicate, for instance, that
the individuals denoted by the subject belong to a certain group of people having the same profession, the same
religion or the same nationality. Such predicative nominals do not comply with the requirements of N l.
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must have special semantic properties, which depend on the lexico-semantic structure of NI.
If N2 meets the conditions of Nl, it may form a macro-N-projection with N1. In DCCs, N1
is a lexical N which refers to an object. N2 is a predicative nominal indicating the content of
this object or the elements that form N1. N2 is not maximally projected. N1 is the syntactic
and semantic head of the projection.
One of the questions that come to mind is whether it is possible to construct a macroN-projection that contains three or more nouns. Such a macro projection should be possible
if it is constructed in accordance with the Feature Hierarchy. The syntactic and semantic
features of the nominals in the projection must be compatible and the nominals have to respect
the conditions that work in DPCs and DCCs, respectively.
I will now discuss nominal projections containing three nouns. As we saw before, the group
of N 1 s consists of functional N 1 s and lexical N 1 s. The order in which these Ns may occur in
a well-formed macro-N-projection is determined not only by the functional-lexical hierarchy,
but also by the Feature Hierarchy. They determine, together with the lexico-semantic structure
of the nouns, which sequences of Ns are acceptable. The head bf a well-formed nominal
projection must be a lexical noun. A nominal projection containing a sequence of three
functional Ns is thus not acceptable. This excludes also any sequence of Ns in which the most
deeply embedded N is a functional N 1. In the next section, we will see that this is indeed
corroborated by the data. A functional N, like QN hoel `lot', for instance, cannot occur as the
third N in a sequence of three nouns.
The functional-lexical hierarchy also predicts that functional and lexical projections cannot
alternate in one single macro projection. A tree in which NI is, for instance, functional, N2
lexical and N3 functional is excluded. The sequence of a functional N 1 and a lexical N2 is
correct, but the functional N3 cannot ereate a well-formed macro-N-projection with N2.
One might expect a sequence of a functional N1, a lexical N2 and a lexical N3 to be
possible. In the next section, we will see that such nominal phrases exist. Take a nominal
phrase like een boel koppen thee `a lot (of) cups (of) tea' in (47).
(47) D een boel koppen thee
a
lot cups
tea
`a lot of cups of tea'
This phrase can be interpreted in two ways. First, the sequence of een, NI boel, N2 koppen
and N3 thee can be interpreted as a DPC. N 1 and N2 indicate an amount ( een boel koppen `a
lot (of) cups') of N3 (thee `tea'). Both NI boel and N2 koppen lack an R-role, while N3 is
provided with an R-role. N3 thee is the head of the phrase. Second, N1 and N2 are interpreted
as a DPC, while N2 and N3 are interpreted as a DCC. We are dealing with a large quantity
of cups (een boel) that contain tea. The phrase is equivalent to the phrase een boel koppen met
thee `a lot ( of) cups with tea'. The head of this phrase is the N2 koppen. N1 lacks an R-role
and N2 is provided with an R-role and N3 thee is a predicative nominal.
On the basis of the facts discussed in the previous sections, we expect a sequence of three
lexical nominals to be acceptable. Take, for instance, the lexical Ns doos `box', ,~lessen
`bottles' and wijn `wine'. These Ns occur in a phrase like een doos jlessen wijn `a box (of)
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bottles (of) wine', which is interpreted in various ways. First, it can be interpreted as a DPC.
If the phrase is a DPC, the head of the phrase can be N2 flessen or N3 wijn. If N2 is the head,
we are dealing with a number of bottles, which is as large enough to fill een doos. The
sequence of N2 N3 flessen wijn is interpreted as a DCC. N3 wijn is a predicative nominal
indicating a quality of N2. If een doos flessen wijn has this meaning, it is equivalent to the
phrase een doos jlessen met wijn `a box (of) bottles with wine'. If N3 is the head, we are
talking about a quantity of wine that is equivalent to een doos jlessen. Furthermore, the
above-mentioned sequence of N1, N2 and N3 can be interpreted as a DCC of which N1 doos
is the head. In this interpretation, the phrase is equivalent to een doos met flessen met wijn `a
box with bottles with wine'.
To summarize, recursivity in DPCs and DCCs is possible. The nominal phrases have to obey
the conditions of the functional-lexical hierarchy and of the Feature Hierarchy. The order in
which the Ns may occur depends on the conceptual structure of the Ns. I will investigate more
in detail how these factors influence the construction of recursive trees containing Nls in the
next section.

5.3.2

Recursive Nls

Let us see how the different kinds of N 1 s behave in DPCs and DCCs containing more than
two nouns. I will investigate whether N 1 s may form a macro-N-projection with each other.
Subsequently, I will discuss although not exhaustively, the occurrence of QN, MN, ConN,
PartN, CoIN and KindN in recursive contexts. Notice that I keep using the term N1 for the
nominals under discussion. However, in this section N1 is not necessarily the first nominal in
the sequence of nouns.
First, the Feature Hierarchy repeated below correctly predicts that QNs, which are [fN,-V]
cannot be combined with other QNs. A QN cannot be combined with a cardinal numeral,
because a QN lacks the count feature.
(48) aDEF ~ Q ~ [tN,-V]
The example in (49b) illustrates that QNs do not occur recursively in DPCs.
(49) D a ~` drie
boel
mensen
three
lot (of) people
D b~ een boel
bendes praatjes'`4
a
lot (of) lots
talks

`4
(i)

The CoIN bende can be preceded by the QN boel, as (i) shows.

D een
a

boel
lot

(of)

bendes
gangs (of)

dieven
thiefs
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D d

een
a
een
a
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boel
praatjes
lot (of) talks
boel
onzin
lot (of) nonsense

The noun bende `lot, gang' is an ambiguous noun that belongs to the class of QNs and to the
class of lexical CoINs. In as QN use, it is a functional noun that lacks the count feature and
the R-feature. Such a QN cannot form a macro-N-projection with a Q or another QN that
functions as a kind operator ( cf. 49a,b). There is another reason why ( 49a,b) are not
grammatical: the N 1 s bendes and boel `lot' are functional nouns which lack descriptive
content. A functional N does not denote a kind and therefore ( 49b) is not acceptable. A QN
may form a macro-N-projection with an N2 that obeys the dominance conditions that apply
to a projection. N2 has to be compatible with N1, as shown in (49c). This nominal phrase is
a well-formed DPC. N1 is QN boel and N2 a plural noun praatjes `talks'. In (49d) QN
operates on the mass noun omin `nonsense'.
Second, let us turn to MNs, which optionally have the count feature. One expects that MN
can be preceded by QN and that an MN can form a macro-N-projection with an embedded
noun. Consider the examples below.
(50) D a

een
a
D b~` een
a
D c
een
a
D d ~` een
a

aantal
kilo's
meel
number
(of) kilos
(of) flour
aantal
kilo's
liters
number
(of) kilos
(ot) liters
dozijn
ponden
koffie
dozen (of) pounds (of) coffee
pond
dozijnen
spijkers
pound (of) dozens (of) nails

In (SOa), the nominal phrase een aantal kilo's meel `a number (of) kilos (of) flour' consists
of three Ns which form an acceptable combination. First a QN aantal `number', then N2,
which is the plural MN kilo's `kilos' and finally the most deeply embedded N, N3, which is
the mass noun meel `flour'. In (SOb), however, the MN kilo precedes another MN, namely liter
`liter'. The lexical conceptual structure of MN determines the choice of the `N2' (which is
N3). Both kilo and liter belong to the MNs that indicate a standard measure. Nls that belong
to the class of MNs do not form a macro-N-projection with MNs of the same category, as is
illustrated in (SOb). In this example, the MN kilo'.s takes liters as a variable. There are other
numerical MNs, e.g., dozijn `dozen'. As (SOc) shows, an MN indicating a standard measure
may form a macro-N-projection with a numerical MN. The numerical N has to precede the
measurement N(cf. SOd). An MN seems to be marginally compatible with a PartN, but the
PartN needs to be stressed. In (51), the N2-N3 combination plakjes kaas `slices (of) cheese'
is almost interpreted as a compound noun. It is, however, not possible to answer the question
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"Hoeveel kaas heb je gekocht?" `How much cheese have you bought?' with a noun phrase like
een pond plakjes `a pound of slices'.
(51) D?~`

een
a

pond
PLAKJES
kaas
pound (of) slices ( of) cheese

An MN does not always form a macro-N-projection with an embedded QN, a ConN or a
Co1N. The reason they do not combine with QNs has to do with the Feature Hierarchy. A
projection dominating a QN is a functional nominal projection and not a lexical one. MNs may
occur with ConN and CoIN in a syntactically well-formed macro-N-projection. Not all
combinations, however, are correct. An MN indicating weight is not compatible with ConN
(52d) or CoIN (52e). A MN that indicates weight may occur with ConNs denoting small
objects. If the embedded N denotes a big object, the DPC seems to be strange (52d).
Numerical MNs are allowed with ConN (52a) and Co1N (52b). Some DPCs seem to be
pragmatically ill-formed (52d,e).
emmers
zeepsop
een drietal
a
three
(of) buckets
(of) soapsuds
kleuters
D b
een drietal
groepen
(of) groups (of) tots
a
three
lucifers
D c
een kilo
doosjes
boxes-DIM
(of)
matches
a
kilo (of)
1!
duizenden
tonnen
schepen
D d
thousands (of) tons (of) ships
kuddes
schapen
D e~ tien ton
ten tons (of) herds (of) sheep

(52) D a

Having discussed QNs and MNs, let us now take a closer look at ConNs. Do we find recursive
patterns with ConNs? Consider the example below.
pakjes
thee
(53) D een doos
a
box (of) packages-DIM (of) tea
The example in (53) contains a sequence of two ConNs, viz., doos `box' and pakjes
`packages'. It is a multiply ambiguous phrase, which can be interpreted as a DPC or as a DCC.
In the DPC meaning, it may refer to an amount of packages. The phrase een doos indicates
the amount of pakjes that contain thee. The phrase is equivalent to the phrase in (54). The N2
pakjes is the head of the phrase in (53) if the phrase indicates a number of packages. N2 can
be selected by a verb, which is shown in (54b).
(54) D a een
a

met thee
doos
pakjes
box (of) packages-DIM with tea

Properties of Nl
(54) D b We

we
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hebben

een

doos

have

a

box (of) packages-DIM ( of) tea

pakjes

thee opengemaakt

opened

The phrase in (53) can also refer to an amount of tea. This amount is represented by een doos
pakjes. N3 thee is the head of this phrase, which is shown in (55). The verb drinken (to drink)
selects N3 thee.
(55) D We
we

hebben een
have
a

doos
pakjes
thee gedronken
box (of) packages-DIM (of) tea drunk

In the phrase in (53), N2 and N3 can be interpreted as a DCC. This is illustrated in the
example given in (54). If the phrase has a DCC interpretation, the N3 thee cannot be selected
by a verb like drinken (cf. ~`6Pe hehben een doos pakjes rnet thee ~edronken `We have drunk
a box of packages of tea' ).
The phrase in (~3) can also be interpreted as a DCC This DCC is equivalent to the nominal
phrase below. The head of the phrase is N1 doos. This head can be selected by a verb like
sluiten `to close' (cf. 56b)
(56) D a een
a
D b We
we

doos met pakjes
met thee
box with packages-DIM with tea
hebben een doos
pakjes
met thee gesloten
have
a
box (of) packages-DIM with tea closed

The examples above show that a series of ConNs is allowed and that the sequence of N 1 and
N2 is ambiguous between a DPC and a DCC.
Let us continue the discussion about the possible recursion of N 1 s. A ConN dozen `boxes'
may be embedded under a QN. It can build a macro-N-projection, for instance, with a QN like
aantal `number', as is illustrated in (57).
(57) D een
a

aantal
number

dozen
(of) boxes

oude
(of) old

kranten
newspapers

Each of the N 1 s can be the head of the nominal phrase. If the N 1 aantal 'number' is the head,
we are not dealing with a macro projection of the DPC type, but with a DCC type
macro-N-projection. If the N2 dozen `boxes' is the head, een aantal dozen is interpreted as a
DPC referring to a number of boxes. The sequence of N2 and the N3 dozen oude kranten
`boxes (of) old newspapers' is a DCC. This phrase is equivalent to the phrase een aantaldozen
met oude kranten `a number (of) boxes with old newspapers'. If the N3 oude kranten 'old
newspapers' is the referent of the whole nominal phrase, the nominal phrase een aantal dozen
oude kranten is interpreted as a DPC, in which een aantal dozen refers to the amount of
newspapers. The embedded N3 oude kranten `old newspapers' is combined with the kind
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operator N2 dozen `boxes'. The N2 dozen itself is the variable of the kind operator Nl aantal
`number'. It forms a complex operator with the kind operator.
Having discussed DPCs and DCCs containing sequences of QNs, MNs and ConNs, I will
now investigate whether the other Nls can together build one single macro-N-projection with
each other. Consider the phrases in (58), in which a ConN is followed by a CoIN.
(58) D a?? een
a
D b?? een
a
vier
D c
four
D d
tien
ten

colonnes
truck
truck (of) columns
net
scholen
net (of) schools (of)
trucks
colonnes
trucks (of) columns
scholen
netten
nets (of) schools (of)

mieren
(of) ants
vis
fish
mieren
(of) ants
vis
fish

I have claimed that all Nls function as kind operators and therefore they should combine with
every N2 that is a kind variable. We thus expect that the examples in (58a,b) are interpreted
as DPCs and that the ConNs are interpreted as kind operators. Out of the blue, the nominal
phrases in (58a,b) are interpreted as DCCs rather than as DPCs. It is, however, possible to
interpret een truck `a truck' in (58a) as a quantity of colonnes mieren `columns (of) ants'. The
nominal phrase can be selected by a verb like verzamelen `to collect' (cf Ik heb een truck
c~ollones mieren verzameld `I have collected a truck (of) columns (of) ants'). The same applies
to the nominal phrase in example (58b), which contains the ConN net `net'. The Co1Ns in
(58a,b) are proper kind variables. The fact that the ConNs in (58a,b) cannot be interpreted as
a quantifier is probably due to some pragmatic reason. If N 1 is preceded by a cazdinal numeral
instead of the indefinite een `a', the N1 s trt~ck.r and nets can be interpreted as a quantity of the
N2s (cf. 58c,d).
Let us now turn to PartNs. Recall that a PartN only combines with a mass N2. A PartN
itself does not denote a mass entity. Therefore a PartN cannot form a macro-N-projection with
another PartN. A PartN can construe a well-formed macro-N-projection if one of the other N 1 s
is the head of the projection (cf. een stuk emmer `a piece (of) bucket' vs. ~`een stuk groep `a
piece (of) group'. The PartN has to be compatible with the embedded N.
I will now have a look at the Co1Ns and examine how they behave in environments with
more than one Nl. A CoIN denotes a group, a complex entity. This group contains more than
one entity. This complex entity is organized in the spatial domain in a special way. It may be
arranged horizontally (e.g., rij `row'), or vertically (e.g., stapel `pile'). The collection can be
unordered (e.g., groep `group') or ordered (e.g., kolonne `column', serie `series'). A CoIN can
form a macro-N-projection with a plural kind variable N2 that denotes a suitable object. An
N 1 that belongs to the class of the functional QNs or of the ambiguous MNs is not an
appropriate kind vaziable for a CoIN (cf. 59a,b). Such an N2 is syntactically and~or
semantically incompatible with a CoIN. A CoIN may form a macro-N-projection with another
Co1N if they match (cf. Vos 1993). An example of a series of ColNs is given in (59c). A CoIN
can build a well-formed macro-N-projection with a PartN (ef. 59d) or a KindN (59e).

Properties of N2
(59) D a ~` een
a
D b ~` een
a
D c
een
a
D d
twee
two
D e
een
a
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koppel
boel
ganzen
gaggle (of) lot (of) geese
stapel
meters
zijde
pile (of) meters (of) silk
verzameling
verschillende
series
postzegels
collection (of) different
series (of) stamps
rijen
plakken
cake
rows
(of) slices (of) cake
stapel
verschillende
soorten
tijdschriften
pile (of) different
kinds (of) periodicals

A CoIN itself may be preceded by a QN (60a) or a suitable MN (60b). As we saw above, a
ConN preceding a Co1N is (marginally) possible (cf. 58).
(60) D a een
a
D b een
a

heel
stel
whole lot
twaalftal

slierten
kinderen
(of) rows
(of)
children
rijen
kratten

dozen (of)

rows

(of) boxes

I continue to investigate possible recursive patterns with some of the Nls indicating kind.
KindNs do not select QNs and MNs, because a KindN is syntactically or semantically
incompatible with QN and MN.'' A KindN may form a macro-N-projection with a ConN,
a CoIN or a PartN (cf. 61).'6
(61) D a twee
two
D b twee
two
D c een
a
D d twee
two

soorten
kinds (of)
soorten
kinds (of)
soort
kind (of)
soorten
kinds (of)

emmers
zeepsop
buckets
(of) soapsuds
rijen
kratten
rows
(of) boxes
school
vissen
school (of) fish
plakken
cake
pieces (of) cake

It appears that N 1 s that indicate kind, like soort `kind' and type `type', may be preceded by
QNs (62a). A bare KindN does not occur embedded under the other Nls, as is illustrated
below.
ZS
(i)

There are a couple of exceptions with MNs that indicate different measures:
D Er
ER

~6

zijn
are

verschillende
various

soorten
kinds (of)

mijlen~ponden
mileslpounds

Notice that the KindN in (6lc) is interpreted as a functional KindN.
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(62) D a
D b~`
D c ~`
D d ~
D e ~`
D f ~`

een
a
een
a
een
a
een
a
een
a
een
a

aantal
soorten
drop
number
(of) kinds (of) licorice
kilo
soorten
drop
kilo (of) kinds (of) licorice
doos
soorten
postzegels
box (of) kinds (of) stamps
groep
soorten
toeristen
group (of) kinds (of) tourists
plak
soort
cake
slice (of) kind (of) cake
type
soorten
apen
type (of) kinds (of) monkeys

If the KindNs are modified by the adjective verschillende `different', examples (62c,d) become
slightly better. The ungrammaticality of the other examples in (62) does not change if the
KindN is modified. In the previous examples, N 1 and N2 may form a complex quantifier.
What seems to be the case is that KindN and non-quantificational N1 cannot form a complex
quantifier which operates on N3. N1 is a kind operator for N2, and N2 in turn is a kind
operator for N3. Recall we saw in Chapters 3 and 4: KindNs lack the quantificational property
that other N 1 s have.
Summarizing, there is recursivity in the nominal phrases under discussion. Recursive
patterns may arise both in DPCs and DCCs. This may already be deduced from the Feature
Hierarchy: nodes that are specified as [fN,-V] may appear on the projection path from
N[-PROJ,-MAX] to N[fPROJ, ~MAX]. It is not so obvious that all elements that belong to the
class of the lexical [fN,-V] may occur recursively. Recursive Ns are possible when a
functional N forms a macro-N-projection with a lexical N or when a functional N and a lexical
N form a complex quantifier and take a third N as a variable. It depends on the type to which
N 1 belongs, whether recursion is possible with lexical N 1 s. The nominal Feature Hierarchy
determines the possible recursion patterns. Recursivity occurs also in DCCs, in which N2 is
a non-maximal predicative nominal phrase. Below I give a table of possible recursive patterns
in DPCs and DCCs. The Nls in the vertical rows combine with the Nls in the horizontal rows
and form an acceptable (ok) or an unacceptable (~) macro projection. Notice that the
conceptual features of the recursive Ns play a role in the possible combinations.
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(63) Table 51: recursion of Nls
QN

MN

ConN

PartN

CoIN

KindN

QN

~

ok

ok

ok

ok

ok

MN

~`

ok

ok

ok

ok

ok

ConN

~`

~`

ok

ok

ok

~`

PartN

~`

~`

ok

~`

~`

~`

Co1N

~`

~`

ok

ok

ok

ok

KindN

~`

~`

ok

ok

ok

ok

5.4

Conclusion

I have compared DPCs with DCCs and I have shown that N2s in DCCs have proper[ies in
common with N2s in DPCs. In both kinds of nominal phrases, N2 may not be projected to a
functional nominal level. The properties of Nl and N2 are different. In DPCs, Nl is a kind
operator and the referent is a quantity or an amount. In DCCs, N1 is not a kind operator and
the referent of N1 is an object. The structural properties of N2s in DPCs and the properties of
N2s in DCCs are not exactly the same. In DPCs, N2 is the semantic head of the macro
projection and, in DCCs, it is N1 that is the head. In DCCs, N2 is a modifier. Therefore the
syntactic and semantic features of the N2 are accessible in DPCs. They cannot be reached from
the outside in DCCs. N2 in DCCs is a predicative nominal phrase which does not project to
a functional nominal leveL I have checked possible recursive patterns in DPC and DCC. It
appears that recursivity is determined by the Feature Hierarchy and by the lexico-semantic
structure of the nominals that are involved.
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6.0

Introduction

So far, I have paid little attention to modification in DPCs (and DCCs). I discussed Nls that
are modified by the functional adjective heel `whole' and nominal phrases that contain
(un)stressed vól 'full' in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, I discussed prenominal modification of N2
and showed that N2 canntJt be modified by quantificational adjectives. In this chapter, I am
going to discuss the distribution of modifiers in DPCs and DCCs in order to investigate the
relation between the (functional) nominals and the various modifiers.' In section 6.1, I will
discuss prenominal modification of N1. Section 6.1.2 deals with the `scope' of modifying
adjectives. In section 6.2.1, the postnominal PP modifiers of DPCs and DCCs will be
discussed and, in section 6.2.2, I will discuss modification by Relative Clauses. Section 6.3
deals with the relative order of postnominal modifiers. I claim that DPCs and DCCs are macro
projections. Thus; I expect that the features of elements that are part of one single projection
influence the spell-out of other features in the same projection. Therefore I will discuss
German DPCs and DCCs and the spell-out of the phi-features in section 6.4. Case in German
DPC and DCC will be discussed in section 6.4.1 and adjectival agreement is investigated in
section 6.4.2.

6.1

Prenominal Modification of N1

Dutch prenominal modifiers are adjectives, past participles, present participles, and infinitives.
The class of adjectives may be subdivided on the basis of syntactic and semantic properties.
Some adjectives appear both in adnominal position and in tl~e verbal domain. Other adjectives
cannot occur in [he verbal domain. An adjective expresses a property of the noun it
modiiíes.' An adjective refers, for instance, to substance (houten `wooden'), to provenance
or style (Brits `British') or to a color (rood `red'). Other adjectives are evaluative adjectives,
like leuk 'nice', or modal adjectives, like mogelijke `possible'. The properties expressed by
adjectives can be classified semantically and they provide more or less a basis for the order
in which a series of adnominal adjectives appear (cf. Roose 1956, Quirk et al. 1972, Sproat
and Shih 1988, Cinque 1993). The regular order of prenominal adjectives is as follows.

~
1 will not discuss prenominal modification of Nl by past participles, present participles, and infinitives
because they behave in a similar way as normal adjectival phrases.
`
1 am not going to discuss deprivative As, which defeat the existence of the semantic type of the noun, like
vals `fake' or temporal As like oansraande `intending, prospective'. These As have different properties. To cite a
well-known example, een valse baard`a fake beard' Iooks like a beard, but the phrase een valse bnard does not have
all the properties that the phrase een baarddenotes. For a discussion of this kind of As, see e.g., Higginbotham (1985)
and the references cited therein.
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D de
the

talrijke
leuke
numerous nice

grote
big

nieuwe rode houten
new
red wooden

Franse poppen
French dolls

The noun poppen `dolls' in ( I) is modified by several kinds of As. The example in (1) shows
that the provenance A Frans `French' is adjacent to N and that the numerical A talrijk
`numerous' does not need to be adjacent to N. It may be separated from the N it modifies by
an evaluative A like leuk `nice', a size A, like grote `big', an A indicating age, e.g., nieuw
`new', a color A, e.g., rode `red', and a substance A houten `wooden'.3 The As in (1) are in
the unmarked order. If we change the order, the scope of the adjectives will change. Take for
instance the order of the adjectives houten `wooden' and Franse `French' modifying the noun
poppen `dolls' in (1). In the given order the adjective houten modifies the noun Franse
poppen, which refers to the set of dolls that are from France. If the order of these adjectives
is reversed, as in Franse houten poppen `French wooden dolls', the adjective Franse modifies
the noun phrase houten poppen, which denotes the set of dolls that are made of wood. The
substance adjective houten refers to the set of dolls. Some orders are excluded: the numerical
A, for instance, has to be the first one of the series of stacked As. An evaluative A is higher
in the row than a size A or a color A.
After this short introduction, I will discuss adjectival modification in DPCs and DCCs.
Both kinds of nominal phrases contaín two nouns and we therefore expect that each of the Ns
may be modified. I proposed to distinguish functional N 1 s and lexical N 1 s, which have
different properties. If this distinction is correct, one might expect that lexical Nls and
functional Nls pattern differently with respect to modification. I will therefore discuss
prenominal modification of the various N 1 s. I will first investigate, although not exhaustively,
the modification of the various subtypes of N 1 s with the various kinds of attributive As and
secondly the modification of N2 by adjectival modifiers. In the previous chapters, I have
shown that all Nls are not completely alike, although they all have quantificational or
operator properties.
If a QN is modified, the following pattern arises:
(2)

poppen
D a een ~`talrijkel~leukel~`nieuwe~~`grotel'rode~~`houten~~`Franse boel
lot (of) dolls
a
numerouslnicebew~biglredlwooden~French
poppen
D b een ~talrijkileuklnieuwigrootl~`roodl~`houtenl~`Frans aantal
dolls
numerous~nicebew~biglred~wooden~French
number
(of)
a

The examples in (2) show that a QN like boel `lot' cannot be modified by any of the
adjectives mentioned before. For instance, a numerical adjective, like talrijke `numerous', does

3
The list of As is not complete. For some elements, it is not clear whether we have to assume that they
belong to a separate category or that they form a subclass of As (e.g., quantifying As behave like As, but they have
special properties; cf. E. Klein ( 1980)). 1 analyze rotrijk as an A, because it has a comparative form tatrijker `more
numerous' and a superlative form het tatrijkst 'most numerous'. The A talrijk shares with cardinal numerals the
property of licensing quantitative er.
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not modify this functional N. Other QNs, as (2b) illustrates, may be modified by As that
indicate size, extent, and weight (cf Lóbel 1989) and by evaluative As. Other As, however,
like the ones that indicate color, substance, and provenance, cannot modify a QN. Observe
that a phrase like een Frans aantalpoppen `a French number (of) dolls' is only acceptable
if Frans aantal is understood as a sort of fixed number.
I account for the ungrammatical data in (2) in the following way. I use Higginbotham's
(1985) and Zwarts's (1992) mechanisms of theta role discharge. Higginbotham assumes that
As have a theta grid, just like Ns. He distinguishes various kinds of As and he shows that the
way they modify N is different. He claims that there are three kinds of theta role discharge,
namely theta identification, autonymous theta marking and a combination of theta
identification and autonymous theta marking. Higginbotham uses the examples of a i~~hite
wall and a bi~; butterfly to illustrate theta identification and theta-marking. He assumes that
the N butterfly has a single open position and that the adjective big also has open positions.
The N~ has an open position, which is carried over from the head noun. A position in the
adjective is identified with the nominal position. This is illustrated below. The role of the
adjective hi~ is identified with the role of the noun hutterJly. This way of theta role discharge
is called theta identification.
~ (N , ~~ )

(3)

(A, ~ 1 ~)
L
~

(N,~ I ~)
~
~

big

buttert7y

The nominal constituent a big butter~ly has two possible meanings. In the first interpretation,
the properties of N and A are conjoined: N is a butterfly and N is big. This is the unmarked
interpretation. In the second interpretation, the properties of N and A are conjoined as well,
but the adjective big is interpreted relationally. The size of the butterfly is compared to the
size of butterflies in general. The second interpretation is: N is a butterfly and N is big for
a butterfly. In the first interpretation, only theta identification takes place. The second process
consists of theta identification and an additional mechanism. This mechanism is that A
theta-marks N. This additional process is called autonymous theta marking. The phrase
marker N is itself the value of the theta role of A. "This mechanism is illustrated in (4).
(4)

(N , ~I~)

(A, ~1,2~)

(N,~1~)

big

butterfly
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Position 1 of N is identified with position 1 of A and A autonymously theta-marks N through
position 2. The theta grid of N is projected to N~. There is a third process of theta discharge.
In this process, A theta-marks N without identifying it. This process occurs in nominal phrases
that are modified by deprivative As like alleged in a noun phrase like an alleged communist
(see footnote 2). In this kind of nominal phrase, there is no conjunction of properties of A and
of N. The As that belong to this category have the property that they defeat the existence of
the semantic type of the noun (Kamp 1975). The modified noun alleged communist does not
have the same properties as the kind noun communist, i.e., it does not denote the same entity
as the kind noun communist.
In order to account for the data in (2a), repeated below in (5), we have to look at the
properties of the As and those of the N 1 that is involved. I claim that As have access to the
semantic and syntactic features of Ns. The semantic features in the lexical conceptual structure
of A and N determine which kind of A may modify which kind of N. As have an external
theta role and they optionally have internal theta roles (e.g., a Degree role or an argument role
for a PP complement (Zwarts 1992)). I assume that there are functional As, which lack a theta
role and which cannot participate in the mechanisms described above. In the system discussed
above, the presence of the R-role is important for the licensing of certain adjectival modifiers.
This R-role is relevant for the identification of the role of the adjective. I claim that we have
to distinguish between functional Ns, which lack an R-index, and lexical Ns, which do have
an R-index. What we expect is that an N 1 which lacks an R-role cannot be modified by any
of the lexical As. Such Ns cannot be modified, because the theta role of A cannot be
discharged. The As modifying boel in (5) are semantically incompatible with a QN, because
the lexical conceptual structure of a QN lacks the relevant semantic features to be compatible
with these As, as we will see directly below.
(5)

D een
a

~`talrijkel~`leukel~`nieuwel~`grotel"rode~~`houtenl~`Franse
numerous~nicelnewlbiglred~wooden~French

boel
poppen
lot (of) dolls

A QN like boel `lot' lacks an R-role and it also misses the relevant semantic content to be
compatible with the adjectives listed in (5). The adjectives in (5) cannot discharge their theta
roles and this causes ungrammaticality." In addition to this, there are two more reasons why
boel poppen cannot be modified by the numerical A talrijk. First, the adjective talrijk
`numerous' requires a plural nominal phrase or a collective one. This condition is not met in
(5). Although the DPC in (5) contains a plural noun phrase, the adjective talrijk has no access
to the features of this N. Second, the N 1 boel is semantically incompatible with a numerical
A, because it is a QN.
I will now discuss the modification of Nls that are ambiguous between a lexical and a
functional N, like aantal `number'. Below I repeat the examples of (2b).

4
The only adjective that occurs before such a QN is heet 'whole'. I assume that this A is a functional A,
which has no theta role to assign to QN. See Zwarts (1992) for a discussion of the properties of heel.
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D a een
a
D b een
a
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~`talrijkl~`roodl~`houtenl~Frans aanta]
poppen
numerouslredlwoodenlFrench
number
(of) dolls
leuklnieazwlgroot aantal
poppen
nicelnewlbig
number
(of) dolls

The acceptable and unacceptable examples in (6) can be accounted for in the following way.
First, if N1 is a functional N, the ungrammatical combinations of A and N are accounted for
in the same way as the examples in (~). If N1 is functional, it has no R-role and none of the
mechanisms described above can be triggered. The functional N aantal can only be modified
by the adjective leuk `nice'.5 The modified QN een leuk aantal `a nice number' licenses
quantitative er (Ik heb er ook een leuk aantal `I have ER also a nice number'). The Nls een
groot aantal `a big number' and een nieuw aantal `a new number' cannot do so (~`Ik heb er
een groot~nieuw aantal `I have ER a biglnew number'). I assume that an evaluative adjective
like leuk functions as a functional adjective. Such a functional adjective has no internal theta
role to discharge.
Second, if aantal is a lexical N, the R-role is present. The R-role of N can be identified
with the theta role of A. The color A rood `red' and the substance A houten `wooden' can
identify the R-role of N1. These are As whose roles are not compatible with the semantic
features of aantal. The provenance A Frans is not allowed for the same reason, unless it is
interpreted as a kind of ineasure adjective. Then een Frans aantal is interpreted as some fixed
number. I assume that the lexical QN aantal can be modified by As like leuk `nice', groot
`big', and nieuw `new', because they can discharge their role. The numerical adjective talr~k
`numerous' in (6a) is excluded because it needs to modify a plural count noun or a collective
noun.
Let us turn to MNs. There are a couple of adjectives that may modify MNs. This topic has
been discussed for German by Lóbel (1986). These As indicate some sort of ineasure, like
German knapp `tight' and Dutch krap `tight'. Compare examples (7a,b) and (7c,d).
(7)

D a

de
the
D b
De
the
D c
een
a
D d~` Een
a

krappe jas
tight
coat
jas is krap
coat is tight
krappe liter
bare
liter (of)
liter
melk
liter (of) milk

melk
milk
is
krap
is
bare

Notice that the evaluative adjective teuk ` nice' has a special meaning. In this example, it is interpreted as
5
a size A. Other evaluative adjectives which have the same property when they modify QNs are, for example, aardig
`nice', mooi `beautiful', jlink `energetic'.
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These measurement As may modify a noun like jas `coat' (cf. 7a) or an N1 like liter (cf. 7c).
If they modify a simple nominal, they appear both in an attributive and in a predicative
position, as is illustrated in (7a) and (7b) (cf. Lóbel 1986). However, if these adjectives
modify an MN, they can only occur as attributive As (cf. 7c) and not as predicative As, as
(7d) shows.b Notice that these measurement As only combine with an indefinite determiner
and that the definite determiner or the demonstrative pronoun has to be licensed by a
postnominal modifier, as the examples in (8b,c) show.'~g
(8)

D a ~` de krappe liter
the bare
liter
D b
deldie
krappe
thelthat
bare
heb
have
D c
deldie
krappe
the~that
bare

melk
(of) milk
liter
melk
liter
(of) milk

die ik
that I

liter
liter

van gisteren
of yesterday

melk
(of) milk

gisteren gedronken
yesterday drunk

In German, some of the measurement As may alternate with an `adverbial form' of the
adjective. The adverb precedes the determiner, as in (9b). The example in (9b) has the same
meaning as (9a). The examples (9a,b) are taken from Lóbel (1986). In Dutch, such an
alternation of the adjective goed `good' and the adverb goed is not possible (cf 9c,d). With
a measurement A like ruim, both the adjectival form and the adverbial form are possible
(cf 9e,f). I have discussed cases like (9f) in more detail in Chapter 4, where I proposed to
generate Sealar Partieles (SPs) as adjuncts of the functional projection containing the cardinal
numeraL In that case, the SP has scope over the cardinal numeral. I assume that, in (9b), the
adverb gut is also an SP. This SP is generated as an adjunct of the functional projection of
ein `a'.9

6
The example in (7d) is acceptable if it is interpreted as a Left-Dislocation. In that case, krap `bare' is
interpreted as te iveinig `barely enough'.
~

The example in (8a) is acceptable, if krappe `bare' bears contrastive stress. I assume that stress creates a sort

of subset. See Chapter 5, note 16.
Other indefinite elements, like weak quantifiers, occur in these DPCs as well (cf. i).
(i) D hveelveel
twolmany

krappe
bare

liters
liters

(ofl

melk
milk

9
Notice that such an SP can also be generated as an adjunct of the maximal nominal projection, as is
exemplified in (i). In (i), the scope of the SP is the whole nominal constituent and not only the determiner.
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G a

ein gutes
a
good
G b
gut
ein
good
a
D c
een goed
a
good
D d ~` goed
een
good
a
D e
een ruim(e)
a
large
D f
ruim
een
large
a
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Pfund
Butter
pound (of) butter
Pfund
Butter
pound (of) butter
pond
boter
pound (ot) butter
pond
boter
pound (of) butter
pond
kaas
pound (of) cheese
pond
kaas
pound (ofJ cheese

Numerical As. evaluative As and temporal As may modify MNs, but a color A, like geel
`yellow', or a measurement A indicating size, like groot `big', may not. Instances of
evaluative As, like German gtrt `good' and Dutch lekker `good', may have a quantifying
interpretation if they modify MNs (and QNs, as I discussed above).
(10) D talrijkellekkere~nieutia~e~??grote~~`gele liters
numerouslgood~newlbiglyellow
liters

melk
(ot) milk

PartNs and Co1Ns may be modified by adjectival phrases if the adjectives are semantically
compatible with N1. "The Nls may be modified by numerical As, evaluative As, and As that
indicate size, as examples (11 a-c) show (cf. Lóbel 1986). In (11 a,b), the PartN hompjes
`lumps-DIM' and the CoIN stapels 'piles' are moditied by various As. Observe that the
phrases prachtige stcrpels platen `beautiful piles (of) records' and nieuu~e slapels platen `new
piles (of) records' are interpreted as DCCs and not as DPCs. The influence of the adjective
is even clearer if the adjective slordige `untidy' precedes the N1 stapels. The lexico-semantic
features of slordige are compatible with those of the N 1 stapel. The theta role of the adjective
is identified by the role of the nominal.
(11) D a talrijkelheerlijkelnieuwelkleine~~`gele hompjes
kaas
numerous~delicious~newlsmall~yellow lumps-DIM (of) cheese
D b talrijkelprachtigelnieuwe~enormel~`rode stapels
platen
numerous~splendid~newlenormous~red
piles (of) records
D c een slordige stapel
platen
a(n) untidy
pile (of) records

(i) D goed de
helft
good the
half
`at least the half
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Let us turn now to modification of KindNs and ConNs. It appears that a lexical KindN cannot
be modified by a size A or a color A. These As are semantically incompatible with KindNs.
Notice that the functional KindN soort, meaning `something like', can hardly be modified
(cf 12c).
(12) D a talrijkelschitterendelnieuwel~kleinel~`groene soorten
numerouslwonderfullnewlsmalllgreen
kinds
D b talrijkelschitterendelnieuwel~`kleinel~`groene
typen
numerouslwonderfullnewlsmalllgreen
kinds
D c een ~schitterendel~`nieuwl?kleinl~`groen
soort
a
wonderfullnewlsmalllgreen
kind (of)
`a wonderfullnewlsmalllgreen kind of motorcycle'

planten
plants
auto's
(of)
cars
bromfiets
motorcycle
(of)

Modification of ConNs like tas `bag' gives the pattern in (13).
(13) D talrijkelleukelnieuwelgrolel~rodel?linnenlFranse
numerouslnicelnewlbiglredllinenlFrench

tassen
poppen
bags (of) dolls

The meaning of some of the adjectives and the ConN tas in (13) is ambiguous. The adjectives
that are high in the adjectival hierarchy, like [alrijk, leuk, and the size adjective Rroot, may
be interpreted together with the ConN as a quantity. It is also possible to interpret the ConN
as an object. I have to say that people have different opinions about the ungrammatical
combinations of (13). For some speakers of Dutch, the nominal phrases rode tassen Franse
popppen and linnen tassen Franse poppen are acceptable as such. Other speakers prefer to
insert the preposition met `with' between the N 1 ta.ssen and the N2 poppen. This indicates that
they do not accept a DCC in which a ConN is modified by one of the adjectives that is low
in the adjectival hierarchy. In the literature, however, we find examples and judgements
similar to the ones in (13) (cf. Paardekooper 1952).~"
How can we account for the unacceptability of rode tassen poppen `red bags (of) dolls' and
linnen tassen poppen `linen bags (of) dolls'? We cannot claim that A and N are semantically
incompatible, because bags may be red and they may be made of linen. L'ábel (1990) accounts
for the ungrammatical examples in (13) by appealing to the Selectional Uniformity Principle
(cf. Abney 1987, p. 327, and Radford 1989, p. 5), which is formulated in (14).
(14) Selectional Uniformity Principle
A head uniformly selects its complemenUs (i.e., a given head in a given structure may
either function as an f-selector or as an l-selector, but not simultaneously as both)
Lábel assumes that a ConN like tas `bag' is an ambiguous element. It functions as a Q or as
a lexical noun. Such an ambiguous element may be instantiated in Q or in N, the head of the

~o

The same applies to German (cf. Lóbel 1990).
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nominal phrase. A ConN generated in Q has different properties from a ConN generated as
a lexical head. A Q f-selects an NP complement and a lexical N 1-selects a PP complement.
Furthermore, Ns functioning as Qs and lexical Ns behave differently with respect to
modification. The Ns that function as Qs may be modified by adjectives that indicate size and
quantity, but not by other adjectives. The examples een rode tas poppen `a red bag (of) dolls'
and een linnen tas poppen `a linen bag (of) dolls' are therefore ungrammaticaL The ConN tas
is a lexical instantiation of Q and a Q may not be modified by As that indicate a substance
or a color. A lexical N would l-select a PP complement as, for instance, in (15).
(15) D een
a

rode~linnen
read~linen

tas
bag

met poppen
with dolls

I agree only partially with Lóbel's solution. I do not think that the relation between a ConN
and a met-PP is a relation of l-selection (cf. Chapter ]). There are cases of a head-complement
relation in the nominal domain. Consider a nominal phrase like de nernietigin~ van de stad
`the destruction of the city', which contains the noun vernietiging `destruction'. This is a
deverbal noun, which does select a complement. The complement of vernietiging is the
nominal phrase de stad `the city'. The relation between, e.g., tas and the PP met poppen in
the noun phrase een tas met poppen `a bag with dolls' is different from a clear
head-complement relation. The met-PP in een tas met poppen, however, is not selected by the
N tas but it is an optional constituent. The next examples also illustrate that the relation
between tas and met poppcn differs from a head-complement relation. In these examples, the
er-phrase contained in a complement cannot refer to the head (16a). If the er-phrase is
contained in an adjunct phrase, it can refer to the head noun (16b).~'
(16) D a ~` een
an
D b
een
a

onderzoek;
naar de legitimiteit
investigation of the legitimacy
tas; met een pop er;in
bag with a
doll there-in

er;van
there-of

I assume that QNs that are ambiguous between a functional N and a lexical N are compatible
with N2 because they build a macro-N-projection. A DPC consists of only one
macro-N-projection, the projection is transparent and N2 is the head. I account for the marked
examples of (13) ~`rode~~linnen tas poppen `recUlinen bag (of) dolls' in the following way.
If tas `bag' is interpreted as a QN, it has no R-role and consequently cannot be modified by
As whose role has to be identified by the R-role of N. If ta.s is a lexical N, it has an R-role
and modification by As is possible. If A and N1 are compatible, the nominal phrase can be
interpreted as a DCC. It is not clear to me why these examples are not acceptable for some
speakers.

~~

This was pointed out to me by Henk van Riemsdijk, who provided these examples.
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Summarizing, I have shown that prenominal modification of N 1 is possible. There are
several factors that determine whether a combination of a certain A and a certain N is
felicitous. First, N and A must be semantically and syntactically compatible. Second, the
syntactic status of A and of N is relevant. A functional N, which lacks an R-role, may only
be modified by a restrictive group of As. A lexical N1 may be modified by As, if A and N1
are semantically compatible. An overview is given below.
(17) Table 6.1: prenominal modification of Nls
QN

MN

ConN

PartN

CoIN

Kind~

numerical A

-

f

f

f

t

f

evaluative A

f1-

f

f

t

t

t~-

measurement A

tl-

f

~

f

f

?

substance A

-

-

f

f

-

-

color A

-

-

~-

f

-

-

provenance A

-

-

f

~-~-

t

~-

6.1.2

The `scope' of modifying adjectives

In this section, I will discuss a phenomenon related to the one in the previous section. I
showed that when some of the As that are low in the adjectival hierarchy modify Nl, a
Q interpretation of N I is blocked and that some of the As that appear higher in the hierarchy
do not block this Q interpretation (cf 13). Consider the data in (18).
(18) D a ~` een houten
kist
sinaasappels
box (of) oranges
a
wooden
sinaasappels
D b?? een Spaanse kist
a
Spanish
box (of) oranges
sinaasappels
D c
een lekkere kist
box (of) oranges
a
good
D d
een gezelligel?leuke
bus
dametjes
a
sociablelnice
bus (of) ladies-DIM
The adjectives houten `wooden' and Spaanse `Spanish' are As that are low in the adjectival
hierarchy and they modify the noun kist `box'. They do not modify N2 sinaasappels
'oranges', whereas As that aze higher in the adjectival hierazchy, like lekker `good' and
gezelli~ `sociable' may modify the embedded N2 in (18c,d). The nominal phrase in (18c)
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means more or less the same as een kist lekkere sinaasappels `a box of good oranges' and
(18d) means een hus gezelli~e dametjes ` a bus of sociable ladies-DIM'.1z Notice that the A
has no ` scope' across N1 if N1 is followed by stressed vól or a met-PP, as in (19).
(19) D a~? een lekker
a
good
D b~`? een lekker
a
good

glas
glass
glas
glass

met bier
with beer
vól
bier
full (of) beer

In this case, the adjective has no access to the features of N2. The phrases in (19a,b) are not
equivalent to een glus met lekker bier `a glass with good beer' or een glas vól lekker bier `a
glass full (of) good beer'. The nominal phrase bier is embedded under the preposition met,
and under stressed vól, respectively. The N bier is not the head of the nominal phrase een
lekker glas vól bier or the phrase een lekker ~Icrs met bier. The N bier is not accessible to a
selecting verb (cf ~Ik heh een lekker glas metwól hier gedronken `I have drunk a good glass
with~full (of) beer'). I assume that een lekker glas `a good glass' and the vól or the met-phrase
do not build one single macro-N-projection. The vól-phrase and the met-phrase are separate
macro-X-projections that are adjoined to the lexical nominal projection of N1.
Delsing (1991) discusses Swedish examples which are similar to the Dutch ones in (18).
He accounts for the differences in the following way. In his analysis, Nls are generated in
different structural positions, which are determined by the semantic and syntactic properties
of Nls. If een kist `a box' is interpreted as a quantity, it is generated in the specifier position
of N2. In (20a), the measure phrase een kist `a box' is in the specifier of the N2 sinaasappels
`oranges'. The phrase een kist 'a box' containing N1 moves to the specifier of QP. If N1 kist
is interpreted as a lexical N, it is generated as the head of the nominal phrase and N2
sinaasappels `oranges' is interpreted as a complement of the N 1 kist (cf 20b).

12
Li7bel (1990) claims that an example like (] 8c) is a syntactic and stylistic variation of (i), but I do not agree.
It is not clear how ( I Sc) could be derived from (i).
(i) D een
a

kist
box

(o~

lekkere
good

sinaasappels
oranges
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(20a)

(20b)

DPC

' Q`
Spec
Q~

' Q`
Spec
Q~
Q",
[tcountj

DCC

`NP
,
`
Spec
N'

Q",

Nt'

`NP
~
`
Spec
, N'
N"

`N P

I

[een ktsti];
a box

t,

sinaasappels, een
oranges
a

kisti
box

sinaasappels~
oranges

Delsing accounts for Swedish examples similar to the ones in (18) in the following way. He
assumes, following May (1985), that A takes everything it m-commands into scope. If N1 is
interpreted as a QN, the phrase containing Nl is generated in [Spec,NP]. If such a functional
N is modified by an adjectival phrase, the adjective will only have m-command over NI. A
lexical N 1 is generated as the head of the NP and N2 is generated as its complement. An A
modifying a lexical N 1 selects the first NP as its complement. The A will have scope both
over Nl and over N2.
Let us adopt this proposal for the moment and let us see how it accounts for the examples
in (18). In (18a,b), the N 1 kist `box' is interpreted as a Pseudoquantifier (a lexical N). The
nominal phrase is interpreted as a DCC in our terms. N1 denotes an object and the adjective
houten `wooden' is generated as a sister to the projection dominating N1. It m-commands
both N 1 and N2, but it does not have scope across N], i.e., it does not modify the N2
sinaasappels. The corresponding tree for (18a) is given below.
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QP
Spe~

~
~ ~

Q~~
[tcountj

~

`AP
,

A

`NP
, `
Spec
N

A"
I
een
a

~
houten
wooden

c
~
kisti
box

sinaasappels~
oranges

If we adopt this analysis, it is difficult to explain the difference between (18a,b) on the one
hand and (18c,d) on the other. If the material and provenance As are generated in the same
position, they should have both Ns in their `scope'. However, these As have no scope over
N2. It is not clear why the evaluative adjectives lekkere `good', gezellige `sociable', and leuke
`nice' that modify N1 in (18c,d) are interpreted as modifiers of N2. The substance A houten
`wooden' and the provenance A Spaanse `Spanish' cannot be interpreted as modifiers of N2.
One way to account for the different interpretations of the As in (18) is to assume that the
evaluative A has been generated as a modifier of N2 and that it has moved to a position
dominating N1 (ef Wurmbrand 1992). On this account, an adjective cannot move freely.
There are certain conditions that must be met. First, N 1 must be an abstract measure noun.
Second, the adjective may not be a subject-like adjective, like for instance Italiaanse `Italian'.
Consider the phrases below, which meet these conditions. N1 is an abstract measure and the
adjective is not a subject-like adjective.''

~'
According to Wurmbrand, adjective movement occurs in various kinds of DPCs. This is illustrated in the
examples below, in which the adjective may be related to N2 (ia-c). She claims that a ConN may be modified only
if A is compatible with both N 1 and N2 (cf. ic). Below I will show that there is a Iot of variation and that the situation
is in fact more complex.
(i) G a
G b
G c

zwei
two
ein
a
ein
a

harie Scheiben
Brot
hard pieces
(of)
bread
bunler
Strauti
Blumen
colourful
bunch (of)
flowers
heisse Tasse
grimer
Tee
hot
cup
(of)
green
tea
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(22) D a een aantal
lekkere
a
number
(of) good
D b een lekker aantal
a
good
number
(of)

sinaasappels
oranges
sinaasappels
oranges

Notice, however, that the phrase in (22a) is not equivalent to the one in (22b). It is not an
ambiguous phrase like ein gutes Kilo Butter `a good kilo (of) butter'. The adjective gute may
refer to N 1 Kilo, indicating that the amount of butter is a bit more than a kilo, or to N2
Butter. In the latter case, the phrase is equivalent to ein Kilo gute Butter `a kilo (of) good
butter'. In example (22b), the evaluative adjective lekker `good' does not have `scope' across
the QN aantal `number'. The nominal phrase in (22b) does not mean een aantal lekkere
sinaasappels `a number (of) good oranges'. The adjective lekker in (22b) means something
like `appropriate' and not `tasty'. It is not clear why the adjective lekker cannot have `scope'
in (22b). Besides, if lekker could move from a specifier position of N2 to a specifier position
of N 1, one has to account for the fact that the adjective in (22a) has a different meaning from
the one in (22b). In this movement analysis, it is not clear why an adjective may move and
what triggers the movement.
In Delsing's account, we have to assume that in (22), the phrase een lekker aantal
sinaasappels contains the QN een lekker aantal `a good number' and that it is generated in
[Spec,NP]. The adjective lekker only has scope over N1. The phrase containing the QN moves
to the [Spec,QP] position and the structure is as given below.
(23)

~ QP
Spec

`

'

' Q`
Q"
NP
[fcount]

Spec

[een lekkeraantali];
a good number

t;

N
I
N"
I
sinaasappels2
oranges

If aantal is a lexical N, lekker will be in the position in which it has m-command over both
N1 and N2, as in (24).
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QP

sp' `Q~
[-count]

NP
, I
Spec N~

een

A"
I
lekker

I
N~
I
aantal

NP
I
sinaasappels

a

good

number

oranges

One expects now that the evaluative adjective lekker may refer to `oranges', but this is not
possible. [t is not clear why (22) is not ambiguous. The adjective lekker does not have scope
across aantal, while it may have scope across ConNs like kist `box' or bus `bus'.
Another problem for Delsing's analysis arises with adjectives that have an opposite
semantic value, like, for example lekker `nice' and vies `bad'. Delsing shows that when N1
and N2 are both modified by an evaluative A, the A modifying N1 may not have a semantic
specification which is opposite to the semantic specification of the A that modifies N2. In
(25), the A1 lekkere `nice' has m-command over A2 vieze `bad'. He claims that this is the
reason why (25) is semantically ill-formed.
(25) D~ een
a

lekkere kop
vieze
nice
cup (of) bad

koffie
coffee

Observe that not every kind of adjective has the same effect. Adjectives that indicate size
behave differently from evaluative adjectives, as is shown in (26). Delsing would have to
assume that we are dealing with a DPC in these cases, which is not the case, because the
nominal phrases in (26) may be interpreted as a DPC or as a DCC.
(26) D a een
a
D b een
a

grote
big
groot
big

doos kleine knikkers
box small marbles
aantal
kleine studenten
number
small students

It is not clear in Delsing's account why a size A that m-commands a size A with the opposite
semantic value does not produce the same effect as an evaluative A m-commanding an
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evaluative A with the opposite semantic value. It is not clear either why a QN like aantal
differs from a ConN like kop `cup'. We cannot account for this difference if we only appeal
to the position in which the adjectives are generated. Therefore we have to find another way
to account for the data discussed above.
I would like to account for the difference between (25) and ( 26) in the following way. I
suggest that the theta role of an A has to identify the R-index of the closest N it c-commands.
It cannot identify or theta-mark two Ns at the same time (unless the Ns are coordinated). If
the A fails to identify a role of N1 because N1 has incompatible semantic features or if N1
has no R-role, A has another possibility to discharge its theta role. This is only possible in a
macro-N-projection. An A assigns its theta role to its sister, which is the nominal node
dominating N 1 and N2. Let us call this node Y and assume that it shares properties of both
N1 and N2. Y is a node in one single macro-N-projection and the features of both N1 and N2
are visible in Y. We could assume that this node contains the percolated R-index of N2 and
that A identifies this index in Y. In that case, the adjective which precedes N1 denotes a
property of the N2.'" Identification of the R-role of the adjective lekkere with the R-index
of N 1 kopje `cup' causes ill-formedness, because the semantic features of A and N 1 are not
compatible.15 If lekkere cannot identify the role of N1, it is free to identify the role of N2.
In (25), the R-role of the N2 kojfre `coffee' is already identified by the role of the evaluative
A vieze `bad'. The R-role of N2 can be identified by more than one A. However, if the As
have opposite semantic features, the nominal phrase is considered as unacceptable. If the A
lekkere theta-marks the node that dominates kop vieze koffie `cup ( of) bad coffee', it will find
semantic information on that node, with which it is not compatible. This causes the oddness
of (25). The size adjective groot `big' in (26a,b) identifies the Nls doos `box' and aantal
`number', respectively, and it theta-marks these Ns. It does not identify the R-role of the
embedded N.
There are some As, indicating temperature, which may also have `scope' across ConNs, as
the following examples illustrate.1ó

14

It cannot be excluded that the R-role is identified more than once, because an N can be modified by several

modifiers.
15
Notice that the nominal phrase een lekker kopje ` a good cup' looks like a counterexample. However, in a
sentence like Dat ivas een tekker kopje `That was a good cup' the nomínal phrase een lekker kopje could be interpreted
as an elliptic DPC in which N2 has been left out or as an anaphoric expression that refers to the content of the cup.
For more discussion, see Chapter 4.
16
Barbiers (1990) assumes that semantic incompatibility causes ungrammaticality in similar examples. He
claims that the adjective modifying N 1 must also be able to have scope over N2. He considers the phrase een koud
glas bier `a cold glass (of) beer' as an idiomatic expression, in which the adjective has scope over N2 hier. A phrase
like ?een koude emmer ivater `a cold bucket (of) water' is not an idiomatic expression. The adjective koud has scope
over emmer ivoter. There is semantic incompatibility, which makes [he phrase not completely grammatical. If this is
assumption is true, it is not clear why (27a) and (27b) are different. Observe that in (27b,d) the Ns do not have the
same gender features. In (276), Nl is non-neuter and N2 is neuter. In (27d), Nl is neuter and N2 is non-neuter. In
(27a,c), both Ns are neuter.
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een
a
D b?? een
a
D c
een
a
D d?? een
a

koud
cold
koude
cold
koud
cold
warm
warrn
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glas
bier
glass
(of) beer
fles
bier
bottle (of) beer
flesje
bier
bottle-DIM (of) beer
kopje
koffie
cup (of) coffee

These nominal phrases may be interpreted as DPCs, as the examples below show (cf. 28a,b).
The DCC interpretation is also available for these nominal phrases ( cf. 28c,d).
(28) D a

Marie drinkt graag een koud
glas
bier
Marie drinks readily a
cold
glass
(of) beer
`Marie likes to drink a cold glass of beer'
D b?? Jan drinkt liever
een warm kopje
koffie
Jan drinks preferably
a
warm cup
(of) coffee
`Jan prefers to drink a warm cup of coffee'
D c
Er
staat
een koud
glas
bier in
de
keuken
there
stands a
cold
glass
(of) beer in
the kitchen
`There is a cold glass of beer in the kitchen'
D d? Hij brandt zijn vingers aan een warm kopje
koffie
he
burns his fingers on a
warm cup (of) coffee

Above, we saw that a subclass of As have `scope' over N2. As that have this property of
`skipping' an N1 belong to the class of evaluative As. The N1 that may be `skipped' must be
a ConN. There is another case in which A1 has `scope' over N2. Consider the examples of
DCCs containing a PartN in (29)."
(29) D a een geel
stuk
krijt
a
yellow piece (of) chalk
D b een dodelijke pluim
radioactief
a
deadly
cloud (of) radioactive

afval
waste

How can we account for the data in (29)? First, suppose that N1 stuk `piece' is interpreted
as a functional N. The functional N1 has no R-role and the theta role of the A cannot identify
NL It can identify the R-role of N2. Second, suppose that the N1 is a lexical N. The adjective
gele `yellow' is a color A with a theta role. It has to discharge its theta role. There are two
options. In the first option, the color A has access to the R-role of N2 krijt `chalk', just like

~~ I would like to thank Joost Zwarts for our discussion on the identification of theta roles in this rype of
example.
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an
an
`a
to

evaluative A like lekkere. If a color A1 has `scope' across a PartNl, we expect that such
A has access to N2 in other cases as well. However, in a DCC like een rode emmer peren
red bucket (of) pears', the adjective does not refer to the pears. A color A has no access
N2 either if N1 is a CoIN, as (30) illustrates.

(30) D~` een
a

blauwe groep
blue
group

studenten
(of) students

A second option that we may choose to account for the data in (29) is the following. If stuk
is a lexical N, both N 1 stuk and N2 krijt have an R-role. I assume that the roles of N 1 and
N2 are identified by each other. If this identification has taken place, the role of geel `yellow'
identifies the R-role of N1 and, by transitivity, the R-role of N2. This kind of identification
of the R-roles of N 1 and N2 does not occur in DPCs that contain ConNs and Co1Ns, as a
consequence of the inherent properties of these N 1 s.
Such an identification of R-roles only occurs, as far as I can see now, if N2 is a mass noun
and if N 1 is a kind of general PartN. Such a general PartN has little semantic content; it only
indicates a piece of some N2. It differs from more specific PartNs like strook `slip' or reep
`strip'. The lexical conceptual structure of the latter N 1 s contains other features indicating that
the item is long and narrow. The R-role of general PartNs like Stuck `piece' or Blatt `sheet'
can be identified with the R-role of N2. The R-role of the less general PartNs seems to be
more inclined to resist to identify with the R-role of N2. Consider the following examples in
(31), which are taken from L~bel (1986).
(31) D a

ein
a
D b~` ein
a

weiJ3es
white
weiJ.ler
white

Papier
Blatt
sheet (of) paper
Papier
Bogen
(of) paper
sheet

From the data in (31) we could infer that As (or other prenominal modifiers) have to be
compatible with both Ns. This, however, cannot be correct because, in a DPC like een groot
stuk krijt `a big piece (of) chalk', the adjective groot `big' does not modify krijt `chalk'. It
appears that a color A modifies N 1 and that it does not have scope over N2, unless the R-role
of N1 is identified with the R-role of N2. The properties of N2 may be inherited by N1. The
properties of N2s cannot be inherited by ConNs and ColNs.
The example in (29b) een dodelijke pluim radioactief afval `a deadly cloud (of) radioactive
waste' can be accounted for in the following way. In the DPC interpretation, the N1 pluim
`cloud' is a functional N, which has no R-role. The R-role of N2 radioactief afval `radioactive
waste' percolates to the sister node of the adjectival phrase. The theta role of the adjective
may identify the R-role of N2. The NI pluim may also be interpreted as a lexical N1. The A
can identify the R-role of the lexical N. Alternatively, the A may be interpreted as the
modifier of the N1N2 complex, in which case it identifies the R-role of the lexical N1.
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Identification of the R-roles does not occur when N 1 is a Co1N modified by a color A and
N2 is a plural N. Look at (30), repeated here as (32a).
(32) D a ~ een
a
D b
een
a
D c
een
a

blauwe groep
studenten
blue
group (of) students
gezellige groep
studenten
sociable group (of) students
luidruchtige groep
studenten
noisy
group (of) students

If a CoIN like groep `group' is interpreted as a functional N, it will have no R-role. The color
A is not compatible with a functional N. If Co1N is a lexical N, its R-role refers to a single
entity groep. The R-role of N2 refers to a set of entities which together form a group. I
assume that the R-role of a lexical Co1N can identify the R-role of N2 if the R-roles of the
Ns are compatible. The adjective blazrwe `blue' identifies the R-role, but it is not compatible
with the semantic features of N1, nor with those of N2. In (32b,c), the evaluative As can skip
the N1. The fact that an evaluative A has `scope' over N2 if N1 is a CoIN may be explained
in the same way as above in the examples with evaluative As.
In DPCs or DCCs containing KindNs, Nls may be modified by As, but these As do not
have `scope' across N1. Compare (33a) and (33b).
(33) D a één soort
one kind (of)
D b één lastig(e)
one difficult

lastige
difficult
soort
kind (of)

problemen
questions
problemen
questions

In (33b), the adjective lastige `difficult' only modifies the KindN and it cannot be related to
N2. The As modifying KindNs have to be semantically compatible with the N they modify.
Summarizing, I have discussed several cases in which an adjective has 'scope' across N1
into N2. I have shown that an analysis that assumes movement of the phrase containing N1
or an analysis that assumes movement of the adjectival phrase to the specifier position of a
higher functional projection encounters several problems. I suggest that some of the As have
access to the semantic features of N2. These As can bind the embedded theta role. This is
possible if N1 has no R-role or if the R-roles of N1 and N2 are identified. I have shown that
generally only evaluative As have this property.

6.2

Postnominal modifiers in DPCs and DCCs

In the previous sections, I discussed prenominal elements modifying N1 and I have shown that
the various N 1 s behave differently with respect to modification. In this section, I will
demonstrate that postnominal modifiers provide similar evidence. Postnominal modifiers have
the same function as prenominal modifiers, both are predicated of the noun, and they restrict
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the denotation of N. Both kinds of modifiers express properties of N. There are several kinds
of postnominal modifiers in Dutch.'g First, a nominal phrase may be modified by a
prepositional phrase, as in (34a). In section 6.1, I discussed several kinds of As. The PPs can
also be divided into several subclasses based on semantic properties of the prepositions. There
is, for instance, a difference between prepositions that express a locative or a temporal relation
and prepositions like x~ith and from (cf. Rothstein 1988). Consider the examples below.
(34) D a een
a
D b het
the

boek
book
boek
book

met
with
op
on

plaatjes
pictures
de tafel
the table

Second, a nominal phrase may be modified by a Relative Clause (RC), as in (35a), and,
third, by an adverbial modifier (35b).
(35) D a het
the
D b de
the

boek
dat
book
that
vergadering
meeting

heb
ik gekocht
I
bought have
gisteren
yesterday

Adverbial post-modification of NI in DPCs and in DCCs does not occur, because such an
adverbial modifier is not compatible with the lexical conceptual structure of N 1 s. In the
following sections, I will discuss PP modification and modification by RCs in DPCs and
DCCs. Furthermore, we will have a look at the position of postnominal modifiers and also
at their relative order.

6.2.1

Prepositional phrases in DPCs and DCCs

The distribution of postnominal modifiers in DPCs and DCCs shows that it depends on the
status of N 1 whether a DPC or a DCC may have a postnominal phrase modifying N 1 or not.
In a DCC, a postnominal phrase modifying N 1 must be semantically compatible with it. I

18
In Dutch, there is another type of postnominal modifier, which 1 will not discuss. Adjectival phrases occur
postnominally when they contain a comparative clause (ia) or a resultative clause (ib). They may also appear as an
appositional phrase (ic).
(i) D a
D b

D c

een
a
een
a
'a car
een
a

ooit gehad heeft
auto sneller
dan
hij
ever had
has
car
faster
than he
dat
bijna
niemand zich
auto zo duur
that
hardly
anybody REFL
car
so expensive
so expensive that hardly anybody can afford it'
snelle auto, zuinig
in gebruik
economical in use
fast
car

die
that

kan
can

veroorloven
afford
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assume, following Zwarts (1992), that a modifier is coindexed with the R-role of the head of
the noun phrase it modifies. As I said above, a QN is not referential and an MN may be
referential or not. Therefore we do not expect to tind postnominal modifiers modifying pure
QNs, because QNs lack an R-role. Only Nls that optionally have an R-role can be modified.
This implies that QNs and functional Nls cannot be modified by postnominal modifiers.
Consider the following examples containing the MNs liter `liter' and meter `meter',
respectively.
(36) D a ~` een
a
D b~` een
a

liter uit
liter from
meter van
meter of

die
that
die
that

~les
water
bottle (of) water
rol
katoen
bolt (of) cotton

Notice the contrast between the data in (36) and in (37). In (36), the PP is located between
N1 and N2, whereas in (37) it follows N2. The PPs in (37) may be related to N2, as in (37c),
or to the whole nominal phrase (cf. 37d). The MNs themselves are not compatible with such
a PP modifier.
(37) D
D
D
D

a een liter water uit die fles
b een meter katoen van die rol
c [een liter [water uit die fles]]
d[[een liter [water]] uit die fles]

In Dutch, an N1 may never be separated from an N2 by a PP.~y This does not only apply
to MNs, but also to ConNs, PartNs, ColNs and KindNs. In the examples below, Nl is a CoIN
and a KindN, respectively (cf. 38a,b). The nominal phrases are acceptable if the PPs uit
Groningen `from Groningen' and zonder staart `without tail' follow the N2 studenten
`students' and honden `dogs', respectively (cf. 38b,d).
(38) D a ~` een groep uit
Groningen studenten
a
group from
Groningen students
D b
een groep studenten uit Groningen
D c ~` een soort
zonder
staart honden
a
kind
without
tail
dogs
D d
een soort honden zonder staart
Unlike the prenominal modifiers, the postnominal modifiers do not disturb the relation
between N1 and N2, as the example in (39c) shows. The nominal phrases in (39a,b) are DCCs
and the one in (39c) is ambiguous between a DPC and a DCC.

19

The same applies to German DPCs and DCCs ( cf. Bhatt 1990).
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(39) D a een
a
D b het
the
D c een
a

kistje
sinaasappels met
box-DIM (of) oranges
with
kistje
sinaasappels in
box-DIM (of) oranges
in
kistje
sinaasappels van
box-DIM (of) oranges
of

een deksel
lid
a
de
keuken
the kitchen
hout
wood

The PP met een deksel `with a lid' in (39a) is only semantically compatible with the N 1 kistje
`box-DIM' and not with the N2 sinaasappels `oranges', because boxes may have a lid and
oranges generally do not have a lid. In (396), the locative PP modifies the N1 kistje.
Sometimes, a PP is compatible both with Nl and with N2, as in (39c). The intonational
pattern helps to determine whether the PP is an Nl modifier or is an N2 modifier. If there is
no break between the N2 sinaasappels and the PP van hout `of wood', the PP is interpreted
as the modifier of N2. If there is a very short break between N2 and the PP, the PP will be
considered as a modifier of N 1. This short intonation break, however, does not indicate that
the PP is interpreted as an appositional phrase.
If N 1 is modified by a postnominal modifier, we are generally not dealing with a DPC but
with a DCC. Therefore we expect that N2 is no longer accessible for selection by a verb. This
is indeed the case. In (40a), the PP met statie~eld `with deposit' modifies the noun krat `crate'
and not the noun hier `beer'. A verb that selects a noun like fiier cannot select the N2 bier
in a DCC, as (40b) illustrates.
(40) D a

een
a
D b~` Ik
I

krat
bier met statiegeld
beer with deposit
crate
heb een krat
bier met statiegeld gedronken
(of) beer with deposit
drunk
have a
crate

The nominal phrases under discussion contain two Ns. Therefore we expect that both Ns may
be modified, which is eorrect (cf. 41). The order of the PPs may not be altered in (41 a). If
the order is changed, the met-phrase `with-phrase' is interpreted as an appositive phrase.
(41) D a een
a
[uit
from
D b een
a

sinaasappels,
kistje,
box-DIM (of) oranges
Spanje]i
Spain
wijn,
[met een
flesi
bottle (of) wine
with a

(met een
with a

kurk]~
cork

steeltje],
stem-DiM

[uit
from

Rioja],
Rioja

To summarize, a PP modifier cannot be located between N1 and N2. This is neither
possible in DPCs nor in DCCs. If an N1 has an R-role, it may be modified by a PP. If N1
is modified by a PP, the verb cannot select N2. This is confirmed by the data discussed
previously.
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Relative Clauses in DPCs and DCCs

I will now continue the discussion of modification in DPCs and DCCs and I will first take
a look at RCs.'~ On the basis of the previous discussion, we expect that QNs cannot be
modified by RCs. The MNs have an optional R-role, therefore RC modification should be
possible. This expectation is indeed borne out. If N1 is a functional N and if a DPC contains
an RC, the RC can only mcdify N2. The relative pronoun is coindexed with its antecedent and
it shows gender and number agreement with the antecedent. This is illustrated in (42a,b).
(42) D a een stoot
feministen
a
lot (of) feminists
`a lot of feminists who enjoy
D b een heleboel
lawaai
a
whole-lot (of) noise

die zich
vermaken
that REFL amuse
themselves'
dat de rust verstoort
that the rest disturbs

If N1 is a functional N1 and if N2 is modified by an RC,
determiner. Such a def7nite determiner generally does not
(cf. section 3.3.2). Some functional N 1 s only have a default
cannot be preceded by a definite determiner (cf. 43a,b). The
stoot `lot' and the QN boel `lot'.
(43) D a Ik
I
D b Ik
I

heb
have
heb
have

een~~de
althe
een~~`de
a~the

the RC may license a definite
appear with a functional N1
indefinite determiner and they
Nls are, respectively, the QN

stoot
feministen
geïnterviewd
lot (of) feminists
interviewed
boel
lawaai gehoord
lot (of) noise heard

In DPCs, a definite determiner may be licensed by an RC modifying N2, as is exemplifted
in (44). The N1 has no R-role and consequently the determiner does not bind it. I assume that
the R-role of the embedded N is accessible to the determiner and that it is bound by the
definite determiner.
(44) D de
stoot
feministen die ik geïnterviewd heh
the lot (of) feminists
that I interviewed have
`The many feminists that I have interviewed'
In the previous section, I have shown that no PP may occur between N 1 and N2. The same
goes for RCs (cf. Van Gestel 1986, Sturm 1986). Compare the data in (45a,b) to the data in
(45c,d).

~o

See Van Gestel (1986).
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(45) D a ~` de
the
D b~` een
a
D c
de
the
D d
een
a

stoot
die ik geinterviewd heb feministen
lot
that I interviewed have feminists
liter die ik afgemeten heb water
liter that I measured have water
stoot
feministen
die ik geïnterviewd heb
lot (of) feminists
that I interviewed have
liter water die ik ajgemeten heb
liter water that I measured have

The remainder of N 1 s shows the same pattern if they are modified. N 1 and N2 have to be
adjacent (cf. 46a), only unstressed vdl `full' or one or more (modified) adjectival phrases
modifying N2 can occur between N1 and N2, as in (46b,c). This is illustrated below in (46)
with a nominal phrase containing a ConN.21
(46) D~` a een
a
D
b een
a
D
c een
a

krat
crate
krat
crate
krat
crate

dat
gevallen is
that
fallen
is
v~l
bier
full (of) beer
(erg)
lekker
good
(of) very

bier
beer

bier
beer

Observe that there exists a remarkable contrast between the DCC in (46a), in which an RC
cannot occupy a position between N1 and N2 and an Indireet Content Construetion (ICC)
which contains a met-phrase, as in (47).
(47) D??

een
a

krat
crate

dat
that

gevallen
fallen

is met bier
is with beer

This contrast is even sharper when a heavy AP intervenes between N] and N2, as in (48a,b)
vs. (48c).`'

~~
l he noun kror ` crate' in my examples has the neuter gender. Note, however, that its gender may also be
non-neuter.
zZ

These examples were brought to my attention by Henk van Riemsdijk.
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een
a
D b
een
a
D c ~` een
a

kist
box
kist
box
kist
box

met
with
zo
as
zo
as

gouden
gold
zwaar
heavy
zwaar
heavy

munten
coins
als lood
as
lead
als lood
as
lead
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zo
zwaar als lood
as
heavy as
lead
me[ gouden munten
with gold
coins
gouden munten
gold
coins

I will return to the analysis of the unacceptable examples in ( 45-46) later in this section.
Just like PPs, RCs do not disturb the relation between N1 and N2 (cf. 49a,b). They differ
in this respect from adjectival modifiers, discussed in a previous section.
(49) D a een kist
sinaasappels die groen is
a
box (of) oranges
that green is
D b een koppel
ganzen dat iedereen
bang
a
couple (ot) geese that everybody
afraid
'a gaggle of geese that frightens everybody'

maakt
makes

Observe that N1, in the examples above, is only interpreted as an object; it cannot refer to a
quantity. This is verified below. The verb of the main clause drinken `to drink' selects an
object denoting a liquid. The N2 bier `beer' is an object that may be selected by such a verb.
When N1 is modif7ed by a CP as in (SOb), the verb has no access to the N2 fiier.
bier dat gevallen
een krat
a
crate
(of) beer that fallen
bier dat
D b~` Ik
heb een krat
I
have a
crate
(of) beer that
`~`I have lapped up a crate of beer that

(50) D a

is
is
gel~allen i.s opgelikt
fallen
is lapped up
has fallen"

The nominal phrases under discussion contain two Ns, therefore; we expect that both Ns may
be moditied by a postnominal modifier. This is shown by the examples below, in which the
gender and the number of N1 and N2 are different (cf. Van Gestel 1986).''
(51) D a een
a
D b een
a

'3

kistje
sinaasappels die
box-DIM (of) oranges
that
sinaasappels dat
kistje
that
box-DIM (of) oranges

verrot
rotten
kapot
broken

zijn
are
is
is

Van Gestel only discusses ConNs with definite determiners and aanrat.
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(S 1) D c vaten
bier
dat
verschaald
barrels (of) beer-NEUT that-NEUT stale
`barrels of beer that had become stale'
D d vaten
bier die
beschadigd zijn
banels (of) beer that-PL
broken
are

was
was

The nominal phrase in (Sla), contains the neuter singular N1 kistje `box-DIM' and the plural
N2 sinaasappels `oranges'. In principle, the RC is semantically compatible both with N1 and
N2. Both een kistje and sinaasappels may be verrot `rotten'. In Dutch, a relative pronoun and
its antecedent must agree in number and gender. The RC starts with the relative pronoun die
`that'. This is the non-neuter relative pronoun. From this I conclude that the relative pronoun
die in (Sla) is coreferential with the N2 sinaasappels and not with the N1 kistje. In this
example, it is the subject of the RC that has been relativized and the subject triggers number
agreement on the verb. The auxiliary zijn `are' shows plural agreement and this indicates that
the antecedent of die is the N2 sinuasappels. The example in (Sla) contrasts with the one in
(S I b) which contains an RC modifying N 1. In the latter, the relative pronoun dat `that' is the
neuter singular relative pronoun, which agrees with N 1. The verb in the RC shows singular
int7ection. The same applies to (S lc,d), in which N 1 is the plural ConN vaten `barrels' and
N2 the mass noun bier `beer'. The RC modifies N2 in (Slc) and the verb shows singulaz
agreement, while in (Sld), the RC modifies NI and the verb shows plural agreement.
As is shown in (S 1), both N 1 and N2 may be modified by an RC. The RCs may be present
at the same time. They have to appear in the order given in (S2a,c). If the order of the RCs
is changed, the examples become unacceptable (cf. S2b,d)
(S2) D a

een kistje
sinaasappels [die verrot zijn]
a
box-DIM (of) oranges
that rotten are
D b ~` een kistje
sinaasappels [dat kapot is]
a
box-DIM ( of) oranges
that broken is
Dc
vaten
bier [dat bedorven is]
[die verrot
barrels (of) beer that bad
is
that broken
D d~ vaten
bier [die verrot zijn] [dat bedorven
barrels (of) beer that broken are that
bad

[dat
that
[die
that
z~n]
aze
is]
is

kapot
broken
verrot
rotten

is]
is
zijn]
are

Above I discussed DCCs in which both N1 and N2 are modified by an RC. The relative
pronoun agrees with N1 or with N2. There are also cases in which the modifying RC does
not show such a gender and number variation. In these cases, N 1 determines the form of the
relative pronoun. I illustrate this with phrases in which N 1 is a PartN (cf. S3).
(S3) D a een
a
Jan
Jan

datl~`die
stuk
koek
piece-NEUT (of) cake-NON-NEUT that-NEUTlthat-NON-NEUT
gesneden heeft
cut
has
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(53) D b het stuk
koek
datl
the piece-NEUT (of) cake-NON-NEUT that-NEUTI
~`die
Jan gesneden heeft
that-NON-NEUT Jan cut
has
D c kruimels
brood
diel~`dat
ik gebakken heb
crumbs (of) bread-NEUT
that-PLlthat-NEUT-SG I baked
have
D d de kruimels
brood diel~`dat
ik gebakken heb
the crumbs (of) bread that-PLlthat-NEUT-SG I baked
have
Notice that these nominal phrases are different from the ones discussed above. The mass N2
cannot be modified by an RC. If N2 is a mass noun, an RC with N2 as antecedent may only
appear if it is extraposed. The extraposed RC is interpreted as a kind of afterthought (cf. 54).
(54) D a Ik
I
D b Ik
I

heb
have
heb
have

een
a
een
a

stuk
piece
stuk
piece

koek
(of) cake
koek
(of) cake

opgegeten,
eaten
opgegeten,
eaten

die
that
die
that

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

gebakken
gebakken
gesneden
cut

heeft
has
heeft
has

Dutch is more restricted than German with respect to the relativization of mass N2s in this
kind of DPC. Compare the examples in (54) with the ones below. The German data are taken
from Lóbel (1986).'-'
(55) G a

Ein
a
kann
can
G b
Ein
a
kann
can
G c
Die
the
gute
good
G d~` Die
the
gute
good

Stuck
Torte, das
nicht zu
groJ.f
sein sollte,
piece (of) cake
that-NEUT not
too big (to) be must
sie ruhig
essen
she without-problems eat
Stuck
Torte, die
nicht zu fett
sein sollte,
piece (ot) cake
that-FEM not
too greasy (to) be must
sie ruhig
essen
she without-problems eat
5 Barren
Gold, die
Herr Meier gekauft hat, sind eine
5 bars (of) gold
that-PL
Mr.
Meier bought has are a
Kapitalanlage
investment
5 Barren
Gold, das
Herr Meier gekauft hat, sind eine
5 bars (of) gold
that-SG
Mr.
Meier bought has are a
Kapitalanlage
investment

~4
German spelling conventions require that both restrictive and non-restrictive RCs are written between
commas.
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Observe that the determiner of the nominal phrases in (SSa,b) is indefinite. The nominal
phrases in (SSc,d) have a definite determiner. The spell-out of the definiteness feature of the
determiner seems to influence the spell-out of the relative pronoun.
In nominal phrases containing a CoIN, both N1 and N2 may be modified by an RC. A
nominal phrase like the one in (56a) is ambiguous. The RC can modify N1 or N2 and the
relative pronoun die `that' may be coreferential with N 1 or with N2. The agreement on the
verb in (56b,c) is determined by the number feature of the subject. The relative pronoun die
`that' agrees in (56b) with the N1 groep `group' and in (56c) with the N2 toeristen `tourists'.
The adjective klein `small' refers in (56b) to the size of the group and in (56c) to the height
of the tourists.
(56) D a een
a
D b een
a
D c een
a

groep
group
groep
group
groep
group

toeristen
(of) tourists
toeristen
(of) tourists
toeristen
(of) tourists

dre
that
die
that
die
that

ik
rondleidde
I
guided
nogal klein
was
rather small was
nogal klein
waren
rather small were

Let us investigate now the last group of N 1 s, the KindNs, which include, for instance, the
N 1 type `kind', as exemplified below.
(57) D a een
a
D b een
a

nieuw
new
nieuw
new

type
machine
kind-NEUT (of) machine-NON-NEUT
type
inkt
kind-NEUT (of) ink-NON-NEUT

I claimed that most of the KindNs and PartNs are lexical Ns. Therefore we expect that N1
type in (57a) may be modified by an RC containing the neuter singular relative pronoun dat
`that'. We also expect that the N2s machrne `machine' and inkt `ink' may be modified by an
RC. Notice that this expectation is borne out. The N1 can be modified and modification of
the N2 mcrchine is acceptable as well.
(58) D a

D b

machine~inkt
dat
Hij test een nieuw type
that-NEUT
he
tests a
new
type-NEUT (of) machinelink
speciaal daarvoor ontworpen is
especially therefore designed
is
`He tests a new type of machinelink that especially has been designed therefore'
Hij heeft
een nieuw type
machine die
meer
he has
a
new
type (of) machine that-NON-NEUT more
produceert getest
tested
produces
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D e? Hij heeft een nieuw type
inkt
he
has
a
new
type (of) ink-NON-NEUT
niel vlekt
getest
not stains tested

die
that-NON-NEUT

A similar RC pattern applies to nominal phrases containing the KindN soort `kind'. The
KindN soort has both nnuter gender and non-neuter gender (cf. Chapter 3). It forms a
macro-N-projection with a singular N(cf. 59a) or a mass N(59b).
(59) D a een
a
D b een
a

nieuw(~e)
new
nieuw(e)
new

soort
kind (ot)
soort
kind (of)

machine
machine
wijn
wine

It appears that RCs in a nominal phrase containing the KindN .roort `kind' can modify the N 1
soort, and also the singular N2, as is illustrated by the eYamples below.
(60) D a Hij
he
die

heeft
has

een
a

nieuw soort
machine
new
kind-NEUT (ot) machine-NON-NEUT
speciaal daarvoor ontwikkeld
is getest
that-NON-NEUT especially therefore developed
is tested
D b Hij heeft
een nieuw soort
machine
he has
a
new
kind-NEUT (ot) machine-NON-NEUT
dat
speciaal
daarvoor ontwikkeld is getest
that-NEUT especially
therefore developed
is tested

This is equally possible if the N 1 soort does not mean `kind', but `something like'. A singular
N2 may be modified by an RC (cf. bla,b).
(61) D a Hij heeft
een soort
motor die
he
has
a
kind (ofj engine that
D b Die straat komt op een soort
that street comes at
a
kind (of)
omzoomd is uit
bordered is out
`That street ends at a kind of little square

op water
on water
pleintje
square-DIM

loopt ontwikkeld
runs
developed
dat met bomen
that with trees

that is bordered with trees'

If the definite determiner precedes N1, only N1 modification is acceptable (cf. 62a,b).
Modification of the mass N2 is marginally possible (cf. 62c,d).
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Beaujolais
is het
Beaujolais
is the-NEUT
ik graag drink
I readily drink
D b? Amstel is de

(62) D a

Amstel is the-NON-NEUT
ik graag drink
I readily drink
D c ?? Beaujolais
is het
Beaujolais
is the-NEUT
die
ik graag
that-NON-NEUT I readily
D d?? Amstel is de
soort
Amstel is the-NEUT
kind
drink
drink

soort
kind

wine
(of) wine-NON-NEUT

dat
that-NEUT

soort

bier

kind (of)

beer-NEUT that-NON-NEUT

die

soort
wijn
kind (of) wine-NON-NEUT
drink
drink
bier
dat
(ofj beer-NEUT that-NEUT

ik graag
I readily

Observe that when the KindN soort `kind' is preceded by an indefinite determiner and
followed by a plural N2, an RC may modify NI (cf. 63a) or N2 (cf. 63b).
(63) D a We hebben een
we have
a
is gevonden
is found
D b We hebben een
we have
a
zijn gevonden
are found

soort
paddestoelen die
erg giftig
kind (of) mushrooms that-NON-NEUT very poisonous

erg giftig
soort
paddestoelen die
kind (ofJ mushrooms that-NON-NEUT very poisonous

If the N 1 soort, however, is preceded by a definite determiner, the RC modifies the N 1 and
it does not modify the N2, as the contrast between (64a) and (64b) shows.
(64) D a??

D b

We hebben de
soort
we have
the kind ( of)
giftig
zijn gevonden
poisonous are found
soort
We hebben de
we have
the kind ( of)
giftig
is
gevonden
poisonous is
found

erg
paddestoelen die
mushrooms that-NON-NEUT very

paddestoelen die
mushrooms that-NON-NEUT

erg
very

The data above show that a mass N2 seems to resist modification by an RC in some cases.
It has been assumed that the presence of an RC is dependent upon the presence of a
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determiner position (Smith 1964). In a DPC or a DCC, the N2 is not immediately dominated
by a D-node, but by an N-node. If an RC is indeed dependent upon the presence of a
determiner, this could be used to account for the Dutch ungrammatical examples with a mass
N2, but not for the German ones. Such an analysis cannot account, however, for the
grammatical ones in which N2 is a plural noun. Besides, the features of the determiner of
DPC or DCC seem to influence the licensing of the RC. I cannot account for the
ungrammatical examples ~f RC modification.
To summarize, RCs may only modify lexical N 1 s. They may modify N2s and, in some
DPCs, they license a delinite determiner. In other cases, the presence of a definíte determiner
and the presence of an RC modifying N2 gives a marginally acceptable phrase. It appears that
an RC modifying a mass N2 in nominal phrases containing a KindN is only marginally
possible. If both N1 and N2 are modified by an RC, the RC that modifies N2 has to follow
N2. This RC has to precede the RC that modifies Nl. An overview of RC modification in
DPCs and DCCs is given in the table below.
(65) Table 6.2: RC modification in DPCs and DCCs
QN

MN

ConN

PartN

CoIN

KindN

N1-RC

fl-

t

f

f

f

t~-

N2-RC

t

f

f

f~-

f

fl-

6.3

The order of postnominal modifiers in DPCs and DCCs

As we saw above, more than one prenominal modifier may occur at the same time. A noun
may also be modified by several postnominal modifiers. I will not discuss all the possible
variations among different kinds of PP adjuncts modifying a noun. I will only briefly discuss
the relative order of PP adjuncts and CP adjuncts in DPCs and DCCs. Consider the example
below, in which the noun boek `book' is modified by the PP adjunct van Jan `of Jan' and the
RC dat kwijt is `that is lost'.
(66) D a

het
the
D b ~` het
the

boek
book
boek
book

[PP

van Jan][cP dat kwijt
of Jan
that lost

is]
is

[CP

dat

klUl~t

that lost

1S] [PP

van

Jan]

is

of

Jan

The examples in (66) demonstrate that a PP adjunct has to be the leftmost modifier and that
the RC must be the rightmost one.
I assume that the categorial features of nominal modifiers play a role in the position they
occupy in a tree. As is well known, PPs and CPs, which are [-N] elements, have to occur at
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the edge of the nominal projection. The [fN] prenominal elements (As and Ns) have to be
as close to the head as possible. If an N is modified by two postnominal modifiers, for
instance, a PP and a CP, the PP has to precede the CP (cf. 66). I assume that something like
`Heavy Modifier Shift' occurs in (66). The CP is a constituent that is `heavier' than a PP. If
the head N in a DPC is followed by a combination of a PP and an N2, the N2 must precede
the PP. Such an order restriction also occurs in a DCC. It is assumed that there exists a kind
of hierarchy among adjectival modifiers. This hierazchy corresponds to the semantic properties
of As and the relation they maintain with the noun (recall the discussion in the previous
sections). The hierarchy has to be obeyed. Suppose there exists a similaz hierarchy among
postnominal modifiers. This hierarchy is probably related to the hierazchy of the argtunent
structure of verbs (and nouns), which has been proposed in the literature (inter alia by
Grimshaw 1990, Demonte 1985, Torrego 1988).ZS The modifier that is the lowest in the
hierarchy has to be adjacent to the head of the constituent. Consider a nominal phrase like het
kistje sinaasappels in de keuken `the box-DIM (of) oranges in the kitchen'. The position in
which the locative PP is generated depends on the hierarchical relation between the two
postnominal modifiers. The modifier that refers to the content, i.e., the N2 sinaasappels
`oranges', is intuitively more closely related to N1 than the locative PP in de keuken `in the
kitchen'. If this assumption is conect, the structure of the nominal phrase het kistje
sinaasappels in de keuken may be represented as in (67). Both the N2 and the PP are
coindexed with the R-role of Nl.~b~~'

ZS

The hierarch Y assumed bY Grimshaw ( 1990, P- 8 )(
is A gent ( Ex P eriencer ( GoallSourcelLocation (Theme)))).

Zb

In Dutch, there is an additional restriction, which requires that prepositional phrases headed by van `of occur
adjacent to the head noun. The van-PPs generally appear as the leftmost ones in a series of PPs probably because van
in these adjuncts is a semantically weak preposition. Such a weak preposition does not have a clear semantic content.
PP adjuncts headed by van may express various kinds of relations, e.g., possession, provenance and substance.
27
Sproat and Shih ( 1988, p. 471) discuss the order of prenominal adjectives in a variety of languages. They
claim that `reordering of adjectives [hat differ in predicativeness seems to be much worse than reordering of adjectives
which do not differ in predicativeness'. This is predicativeness in the sense of Kamp (1975). Something similar might
be going on with PP modifiers.
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(67)
Dr'

~DP~,r~
o

D [fF~

~

Nlo f-F~~fR~ ~
~

het
the

kistje
box-DIM

~

i f-F7
i r[-~I

sinaasappels
oranges

in
in

de
the

keuken
kitchen

If my claim about the hierarchical ordering of postnominal modifiers is correct, one expects
that this order is also observed if there is a PP modifier of N 1 and if there is a CP modifier
of N2. The Heavy Modifier Shift predicts that PP precedes RC. Consider the examples below.
(68) D a ~` een
a
[die
that
D b
een
a
[met
with

kistje,
sinaasappels,
box-DIM ( of) oranges
ver~r~o[ ivuren],
rotten were
kistje,
sinaasappels,
box-DIM ( of) oranges
roestige spijkers],
rusty
nails

[met roestige
with rusty

[die verrot
that rotten

spijkers],
nails

i~~crren],
were

The examples above show that a PP that modifies N1 needs to follow a CP modifier of N2
(ef. 68b). The reversed order is ungrammatical (cf. 68a). The Heavy Modifier Shift proposed
above seems to hold only for constituents that modify the same noun.
Summarizing, Ns in DPCs and DCCs allow postnominal modifiers. It depends on the status
of N1 whether it may be modified by a PP adjunct or a CP adjunct. If N1 has an R-role, it
may be modified. In that case, the nominal phrase is interpreted as a DCC and N2 precedes
the PP or CP modifier. The fact that the determiner of a DPC or a DCC is definite often
determines the spell-out of the relative pronoun. There is a process of Heavy Modifier Shift
which moves the 'heaviesY adjunct to the rightmost position in nominal phrases. If both N1
and N2 are modified by a CP, the CP that modifies N2 precedes the CP that modities N 1.
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The spell-out of the phi-features in German DPCs and DCCs

6.4

In this section, I will take a closer look at the features that play a role in nominal
constructions. I will discuss some of the Case patterns found in German DPCs and DCCs.
Firstly, I will investigate whether the various subtypes of Nls behave like other nouns. I
discussed the pluralization and the diminutive formation ofNls in Chapter 3. In the following
sections, I will pay attention to the distribution of Case features in DPCs and DCCs. Secondly,
although I have discussed the distribution of prenominal elements of N1 and N2 in previous
chapters, I will take a closer look at the distribution of elements preceding N 1 and N2 in
order to investigate whether such elements influence the spell-out of features in the domain
of N2.
Before I start to discuss the Case pattern found in DPCs, I will say something about the
nominal system in German.'8 A nominal phrase must be Case marked and the Case feature
is expressed overtly or covertly. The Case feature may be realized on various nominal
elements. In German, the Case feature is generally not expressed on the noun itself. There are
a couple of exceptions. The genitive ending appears in a singular strong masculine and in a
singular neuter noun. The dative morpheme is visible on plural nouns of all genders, except
when the plural noun ends in -n or -s (cf. Schulz and Griesbach 1982).29 Notice that in (69a)
the genitive Case is expressed both on the determiner des `the-GEN' and on the noun
FIuJ3ufers `streambank-GEN'. In other cases, the Case features are spelled out, for instance,
on a determiner, as is demonstrated in example ( 69b). If there is no determiner, the Case
feature may be spelled out on a quantifier or on an adjective, if there is such a prenominal
element. In (69c), for example, the dative Case is expressed on the adjective gut `good'.
(69)

G a l~ngs
along
G b mit
with
G c aus
from

des
Fluf~ufers
the-GEN streambank-MASC,GEN
Kind
dem
the-DAT child-NEUT
guter
Familie
good-DAT family-FEM

Let us now turn to nominal phrases containing two nouns. Consider the cases in which a
maximal nominal phrase is embedded in another nominal phrase. In German, such an
embedded nominal phrase may show the genitive Case, as in (70a,c) or the Case that is

It is generally assumed that there are different ways in which Case is realized. A distinction is made between
structural Case, like nominative and accusative, and inherent Case, for instance, the dative. The dative and the genitive
Cases are generally considered as lexical, non-structural Cases. How Case is distributed in a theory that analyzes verbal
projections as macro-V-projections will be a topic for future research.
28

29
A small subset of weak masculine nouns behaves differently. If these nouns are nominative singular, they
end in -e~0. In all other cases, they end in -en (cf. Olsen 1989).
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assigned by a preposition (cf. 70b,d).'~ The preposition determines the Case of its
complement. There are prepositions which assign genitive Case (e.g., trotz `in spite of, statt
`instead of), dative Case (e.g., mit `with', nach `after'), or accusative Case (e.g., fur `for'
gegen `against').
(70)

G a Peters
Freund
Peter-GEN friend
Gb die Kleider
von den
Kindern
the cloths
of the-DAT children-DAT
Gc Caesars
Eroberung Galliens
Caesar-GEN
conquest
Gaul-GEN
`Ceasar's conquest of Gaul'
Gd die Sehnsucht
nach
der
Heimat
the desire
for
the-DAT home

The nominal phrases in (70), which contain two nouns, are not interpreted as DPCs or
DCCs, which also contain two nouns. The phrases in (70) behave differently from DPCs and
DCCs. In DPCs, the N1 does not bear genitive morphology, as the possessor phrase Peters
`Peter's' in (70a) does.'~ The N2 does not have to be preceded by a preposition, as in
(70b,d), and it does not need to have genitive Case, as Galliens `of Gaul' does in (70c). I will
also demonstrate below that Ns in a DPC differ from some appositive noun phrases: Van
Riemsdijk (1983) discusses non-restrictive appositive noun phrases. If such a nominal phrase
appears in oblique contexts, the second noun phrase may be marked with the dative Case.
However, the N2 in a DPC or a DCC behaves differently in oblique contexts. In such an
oblique environment, the N2 is not obligatorily marked with the dative Case. The N2 may
appear as a noun which is not overtly Case marked. This is shown by the N2 Munner `men'
in the phrase mit einer Gruppe M~inner `with a group of inen'.
Let us return to DPCs after this short discussion of the realization of Case features. I will
consider the distribution of the morphological features that are spelled out on the nominal
projections. Therefore I will take a closer look at DPCs that are embedded under a preposition
(or another Case assigner). I will investigate how the prenominal N1 elements and the various
subkinds of Nls I have distinguished behave with respect to the Case features.

'~
Unless the nominal element is an appositional noun phrase. For a discussion of apposition see below and,
furthermore inter alia Raabe (1979), Ldbel (1986, 1988), Bhatt (1990), and the references cited therein.
31
The example in (70a) shows a possessor phrase with genitive Case. ln German, prenominal dative possessors
occur as well, as (i) illustrates. The example is taken from Van Riemsdijk (1983).
(i) G Dem
Mann sein
the-DAT man his
`the man's father'

Vater
father
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In section 3.3.2, I discussed the difference between a functional N like paar and a lexical
N like Paar. In DPCs containing such Nls, a Case feature percolates down to N2, as is
illustrated in (71). There is, however, a difference between the functional N1 and the lexical
one. What looks like an indefinite determiner in both cases, acts differently depending on N1.
If ein `a' precedes a functional N, it is not always inflected. In the DPC with the lexical N1,
ein has the dative ending. I suggest that ein is an indefinite determiner when it precedes a
lexical N 1 and that it is a default determiner when it precedes a functional N 1(cf Chapter
3). Example (71a) shows that the dative Case feature ís not realized on the default determiner
ein and that it is only expressed on the plural N2. In (71b), the indefinite determiner ein is
marked with the dative Case feature. The data below are considered to be evidence that a
macro-N-projection is a transparent projection and that Nl does not block percolation of a
Case feature.
G a mit
with
G b mit
with

(71)

ein(~`em)
paar
,~pfeln
a(-DAT)
few
apples-DAT
einem Paar
Schuhen
a-DAT pair
(of)
shoes-DAT

The examples in (71) are examples of a DPC with the QN paar `few' and the Co1N Paar
`pair', respectively. I will investigate the behavior of the other Nls. Consider the nominal
phrases below with the MN Liter `liter' in (72a,b), the ConN Esslóffel `spoons' in (72c), the
PartN Stuck `part' in (72d). Examples (72c-d) are taken from Grebe et al. (1973).3' Notice
the difference between the indefinite DPC in (72a) and the definite one in (72b). The dative
ending on the N1 Liter `liter' is optional in (72a), but compulsory in (72b).
(72) G a mit
drei
Liter(n)
Milch habe ich genug
with
three
liters-(DAT) (of) milk
have I
enough
G b von den
3 Litern
Milch
of the-DAT 3 liters-DAT (of) milk
G c mit
einigen
Esslóffeln
saurem
Rahm
with
some-DAT spoons-DAT (ofj sour-DAT
cream
G d mit
einem Stuck
bruchigem
Eisen
with
a-DAT piece (of)
brittle-DAT
iron

~~

The element ein'a' preceding a PartN bisschen `bit' shows that inflection of eirr is optional (ef. ia,b) (Schulz
and Griesbach 1982). Observe that the presence of an adjective in ( ib) triggers the spell-out of the phi-features
(cf Chapter 3).
(i) G a
G b

mit
with
mit
with

ein
biLlchen
a
bit
(of)
einem
kleinen
a
little

Mut
courage
bióchen
bit
(of)

Mut
courage
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The nominal phrases above demonstrate that a Case feature may be expressed covertly (72a)
or overtly (72b-d). It may be expressed on various elements in the DPC. It is spelled out on
the deíinite determiner den `the' in (72b) and on the indefinite determiner einem `a' in (72d).
The Case feature is visible on the quantificational element einigen `some'. Furthermore it is
spelled out on the N 1 s Litern `liters' in (72b) and Esslóffeln `spoons' in (72c). As the
examples in (72c,d) show, Case may be realized on an adjective modifying N2 (saurem `sour'
and bruchigem `brittle'). Nls do not block the percolation of the Case feature to the
embedded N. The examples in (71) and (72) illustrate that it does not make any difference
whether N1 is a functional N or a lexical N. Case percolation, however, does not always apply
(cf. Eisenberg 1985). Consider the examples below. The embedded Ns Mdnner `men' and
Bucher `books' occur without any marking, although the dative feature can be expressed on
these nouns.
(73) G a oro
G b o~o

mit
with
mit
with

einer
a-DAT
einem
a-DAT

Gruppe
group ( of)
Stapel
pile (of)

M~nner
men
Bucher
books

In the examples discussed so far, Case percolation took place in dative DPCs and DCCs.
As Schachtl (1989) has shown, there is a difference between the percolation of the dative Case
and the percolation of the genitive Case in determinerless noun phrases. Example (71a) mit
ein paar~Ïpfeln `with a few apples' illustrates that dative Case may percolate to N2, although
ein `a' and paar `few' are not overtly marked with a dative feature. Consider the following
examples, which are borrowed from Schachtl (] 989). Compare (74a) with (74b).''
(74)

G a ~` Aussagen
statements
G b
Aussagen
statements

(of)
(of)

ein
a
ein
a

paar
few
paar
few

Zeugen
witnesses
wichtiger
Zeugen
important-GEN witnesses

In both examples of (74), there is no Case morpheme attached to ein andlor paar. The
genitive ending is not overtly realized on N2 Zeugen `witnesses' either. The nominal phrase
in (74a) is not acceptable. In (74a), ein is a default determiner, to which the genitive Case
feature cannot attach. There is no other suitable lexical element for the Case feature to attach
to. However, if N2 is modified by an adjective, a lexical element on which a Case morpheme

3'
Schachtl (1989) shows that the genitive and dative Case behave differently in determinerless noun phrases:
a bare plural dative phrase is grammatical, whereas a bare plural genitive phrase is not acceptable (cf. ia,b).
(i) G a
G b"

Rechtsanw~lte
lawyers
Die
Aussage
the
statement

miLitrauen
Zeugen
mistrust
witnesses-DAT
bedarf
noch Beweise
needs
still
proofs-GEN
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may be spelled out, the genitive Case feature is realized on the adjective and the nominal
phrase is saved. These data show that the genitive Case must be explicitly and unequivocally
realized.
Case percolation is not uniform in all genitive DPCs and DCCs. In the genitive DPC in
(74b), Case is expressed only on N2, because the Case feature cannot be realized on the
indefinite default determiner or on N I. The genitive ending can sometimes be expressed on
N 1(75b,d). In archaic language, the genitive ending is also expressed on N2.3a
G a eines Pfund Fleisches
a-GEN pound meat-GEN
G b der Preis
eines Pfundes
a-GEN pound-GEN
the price
G c um eines Stuck Brotes
for a-GEN piece bread-GEN
`for a piece of bread'
G d eines Stiickes
Brot
a-GEN piece-GEN bread

(75)

Fleisch
meat
willen
sake

These phenomena not only occur with, for example, an MN like Pfund (cf. 75a,b) or a PartN
like Stuck `piece' (75c,d). These N 1 s are Ns that have a genitive form ending in -s. Observe
that in all the cases discussed so far, N2 is a bare mass noun. In the cases in which Nl and
N2 have a genitive Case feature, it is not clear whether we are dealing with Case agreement
or whether an independent genitive Case is realized on N2. The data are taken from Grebe
et aL (1973, p. 216). Below I give an example of a genitive DPC and a DCC with a ConN
and a plural N2, which is borrowed from Bhatt (1990).'s

'~
According to Eschenbach (1994), the paitern in (ib,c) arises rmder the following conditions: N I and N2 form
a unit, N 1 and N2 are nouns that have a genitive form ending in -.r, and NZ is morphologically or phonetically not
very complex. The judgements of the examples (i) are taken from Eisenberg (1985). Example (ia) is acceptable in
archaic language. Eschenbach notices the contrast between (ic) and (iic).
(i)

G a
G b
G c

(ii)

der
Preis eines
Liters
price a-GEN
liter-GEN
the
der Preis eines Liters ~I
der Preis eines Liter ~Is

G a'
G

b

G c

'

~Is
oil-GEN

der
Preis eines
Liters
Mineralwassers
liter-GEN
mineral water-GEN
the
price a-GEN
der Preis eines Liters Mineralwasser
der Preis eines Liter Mineralwassers

"
If genitive Case cannot be realized on the embedded noun phrase, the noun phrase may be embedded in a
prepositional phrase headed by ron 'of. Bare plurals (ia), proper names that do not have a genitive form ( ib) and mass
nouns ( icl may be preceded by such a von-phrase. The data are taken from Schulz and Griesbach ( ]982). See the
discussion in the previous footnote.
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G a der Preis
drei
grol3en Beutel
the price
the-GEN three
big
bags
G b drei
Beutel sul~er
Kirschen
three bags
sweet-GEN cherries

(76)
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suf~er
sweet-GEN

Apfel
apples

I assume that we are not dealing with one single macro-N-projection in the examples of (76),
because the embedded N is preceded by the definite determiner which is marked with the
Genitive Case or by an adjectival phrase on which the Genitive Case is spelled out. I will
postpone the discussion of these examples to the following chapter.
Summarizing, in this section I have shown that the dative Case may percolate in DPCs and
DCCs. This was taken as evidence for the existence of macro-N-projections. There are also
some instances in which the genitive Case percolates to N2. The genitive Case percolates only
to N2 if N1 is preceded by elements that cannot inflect and if N1 itself cannot inflect either.
In other cases, the genitive which is spelled out on N2 is an independent Case.
There is another series of nominal phrases which contain two nominals. These are the
so-called appositive nominal phrases. If we compare DPCs with restrictive appositional noun
phrases, we see similar Case phenomena. Consider the examples below which contain a
restrictive appositive nominal phrase, which may be called extended proper names.
(77)

G a

die Kriege des
K~nigs
the wars
the-GEN king-GEN
G b~ die Kriege des Kónig Friedrichs
die Kriege Kánig Friedrichs
G c

(i) G a

der
the
die
the
die
the

G b
G c

Friedrich
Friedrich

Bau
von
Strafien
construction of
streets
Gtirten
von
Paris
gardens of
Paris
Produktion von
Stahl
production
of
steel

Notice, however, that not all bare genitive N2s have a prepositional equivalent with von (cf L~bel 1986). This applies,
for instance, to a genitive phrase following PartNs like S'cheibe 'slice' and Schnitre `slice' and to a ConN like Beutel
'bag' (cf. iia), and an MN like Zentner `hundredweight', which is demonstrated in (iib). See also footnote 43.
(ii)

G'

a

G'

b

ein
a
ein
a

Beutel
von
bag
of
Zentner
hundredweight

sOLlen
sweet
von
of

Kirschen
cherries
neuen Kartoffeln
new potatoes
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(77)

Kaps
die Spitze des
the top
the-GEN cape-GEN
G e ~ die Spitze des Kap Skagens
die Spitze Kap Skagens
G f
G d

Skagen
Skagen

The appositive nominal phrases above are extended proper names. Notice that there is a
contrast between examples (77a,b,d,e) and (77c,f). In (77a,b,d,e), the N1 of the appositive
nominal phrase is preceded by a definite determiner. In (77c,f), the N1 of the appositive
nominal phrase is determinerless. If there is a determiner, the Case endings appear on the
determiner des `the-GEN' and the first nouns Kónigs `king-GEN' and Kaps `cape-GEN' in
(77a) and (77d), respectively. As (776,e) show, the genitive ending on the first noun cannot
be left out. In examples (77c) and (77f), in which the N1 of the appositive nominal phrase
is a bare noun, the genitive is overtly realized on the N2s of the appositive nominal phrase
Friedrichs `Friedrich-GEN' and Skagens `Skagen-GEN', respectively. Examples (77a,b) are
taken from Schulz and Griesbach (1982), and example (77d) from Grebe et aL (1973).36
Generally, a proper name refers to an entity that is unique in the domain of the discourse,
but there are cases in which a proper name is used differently, as, for instance, in the nominal
phrase in example (78), in which the proper name Jens is not referential.
(78) G der
the

Sohn
son

Jens unserer
Nachbarn
Jens our-GEN neighbors

In the cases of extended proper names like Kónig Friedrich `king Friedrich', the N2 Friedrich
is a referential noun. I assume that the proper name, Friedrich, is a nominal phrase that is
generated in the lexical part of a nominal projection. This nominal projection has an overt or
covert definite determiner (cf. Longobardi 1994). Longobardi claims that the proper name
raises to D at LF in languages in which there is no overt determiner. We saw in one of the
previous chapters that proper names may be used as referring to a kind. Suppose that a proper
name is used in this way in the restrictive appositive noun phrases in (77-78). If this is
correct, we may analyze these phrases as macro-N-projections, in which N2 is part of the
nominal projection line that goes from N2 to the determiner of N1. If this analysis is correct,
the pattern of Case agreement in extended proper names can be accounted for in the same way
as in DPCs. If we want to propose the same structure for the other instances of restrictive
appositive nominal phrases, we must find an explanation for the restrictions that are imposed
on N2. In restrictive appositive phrases, N2 may not be modified, which is something we do

~6
The determiner can only be left out in (extended) proper names (Van Riemsdijk, personal communication),
as the next examples demonstrate. The nominal phrase Ploner Saturn ` planet Saturn' is not a proper name.
(i) G a
G b'
G c '

der
the
der
der

Mond
moon
Mond
Mond

des
Planeten
the-GEN planet-GEN
des Planet Saturns
Planet Saturns

Satum
Saturn
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not expect in a macro-N-projection, unless there are additional requirements imposed by the
semantics of the appositional phrase.''
Van Riemsdijk (1983) shows that, in contexts containing non-restrictive appositive phrases,
the appositive nominal phrases must exhibit Case agreement in non-oblique contexts (cf. 79a).
In oblique contexts, however, there may be agreement or the appositional phrase may show
dative morphology, as in (79b). The examples are taken from Van Riemsdijk.
(79) G a Ich besuchte dann
Herrn Muller,
I
visited
then
Mr.
Miiller
Pforzheim
Pforzheim
G b Der Kánig kam
aber
ohne
the king
came however without
wichtigsten
Symbolen
most important-DAT
symbols-DAT

unserenl~`unserem
our-ACC~our-DAT

Krone
crown
seiner
his-GEN

Vertreter
representative

in
in

und Zepter,
den
and scepter-ACC the-DAT
Macht und Wurde
power and dignity

The data in (79) demonstrate that the Case agreement pattern in oblique contexts differs from
the pattern found in restrictive appositive phrases. It depends on the theory of non-restrictive
modifiers whether we assume that such modifiers are analyzed as `normal' adjuncts or not.
If they are generated as `normal' adjuncts, they are maximal nominal phrases that are adjoined
to the maximal nominal projection. The non-restrictive appositive N does not consist of one
single macro-N-projection. The head of the appositive N2 and the node dominating N1 are
not on the same projection line.
Summarizing, the data concerning Case agreement in DPCs and DCCs discussed above
show the following pattern:
(80) 1. N 1 is unmarked and N2 is Case marked
2. N 1 and N2 are marked with the same Case
3. N 1 is Case marked and N2 is unmarked
There are also examples in which both N 1 and N2 are Case marked, but in which N2 has an
independent Case. I will discuss the examples in which N2 is marked with an independent
genitive in Chapter 7. I will account for the patterns in (80, 1-3) in the following section.

37
A difference between Dutch and German is that restrictive appositives may be preceded by a definite
determiner, whereas this is not possible in German.
(i) G a
D b

das
the
de
the

Urlauberparadies
('die)
vacationer paradise
the
rivier
'(de) Rijn
river
the
Rhine

Schweiz
Switzerland
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Chapter 6
Case in German DPCs and DCCs

In DPCs or DCCs, there are several nominal heads which may be inflected for Case. A DPC
behaves in many respects just like a regular constituent. A Case feature is attached to the
element that expresses the gender and number feature of the nominal head. This element may
be a determiner or a quantifier that is overtly marked with phi-features. If there is no such
element, the Case feature may be expressed on a suitable nominal element, e.g., an adjective,
or, when this is possible, a noun. First, the data discussed above illustrate that a Case feature
is not expressed overtly on a defective N, like QN paar. A QN, like paar `few', is preceded
by a default determiner, which is not inflected either, as is illustrated in (71 a): mit ein(~`em)
paar ,4pfeln `with a few apples'. This shows again that the class of QNs contains defective
nominals. Defective N 1 s lack a relevant feature whose nature has yet to be determined.
Recall that a functional N like paar lacks a number feature and that it has no plural form.
This indicates that it is a very defective N, which has lost the property that allow Ns to
express morphological features. I assume that functional Ns are so defective that they may
lack the property that enables N to bear inflectional features. In DPCs and DCCs containing
an MN, a Case morpheme is sometimes expressed on N 1. The Case feature may percolate to
N2. In DPCs and DCCs with ConNs, there are two possibilities to realize Case, depending on
the nature of the ConN involved. Case generally percolates to N2 and it may be expressed
both on N 1 and on N2. It seems that MNs and some QNs are defective Ns. They lack the
relevant feature that allows them to express morphological Case. The other Ns are not
defective in this respect.
Second, Case percolates down to all the nominal heads to which Case may be attached. The
general tendency seems to be that there is Case percolation on bare N2s. N1 and N2 are in
one single macro-N-projection and therefore Case percolates all the way down.
Third, Case is spelled out on N1 (or on the DPC's determiner or another appropriate
element) and N2 is not overtly marked with Case. This is a situation which is often found in
DPCs in which N2 is modified by a prenominal adjective. One could claim that a DPC in
which N1 is overtly Case marked and in which N2 is not, is not to be analyzed as one single
macro projection, but as two separate ones. If Case is a relevant feature on the projection line,
the features on the projection line from N2 to N1 would be inconsistent (see the discussion
in the following section), unless the unmarked Case does not count as a separate feature.
However, I would like to maintain that DPCs and DCCs containing non-genitive marked N2s
are to be analyzed as macro-N-projections. I assume that it is not necessary that all the
nominal elements in a nominal phrase are overtly Case marked. Consider the examples below.
(81) G a mit
with
G b die
the
G c mit
with

dem
Kind
the-DAT child
Kleider
von
clothes
of
flief3endem
running-DAT

Kindern
children-DAT
Wasser
water
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In a regular nominal phrase, Case is sometimes spelled out only on the determiner, as on dem
`the-DAT' in (69b), repeated here as (81a). In other cases, it appears on a noun, as the N
Kindern `children-DAT' in (816) illustrates. Sometimes it appears on a prenominal adjective
like flieJ3endem `running-DAT', as in (81c).
The fact that Case is not overtly expressed on N2 in some DPCs can be related to the data
in (81), which demonstrate that not all nominal elements in a nominal phrase have to be
marked with an overt Case morpheme. The unmarked N2 is licensed as part of a
macro-N-projection and the macro-N-projection is Case marked.
Summarizing, the data concerning agreement suggest that a functional Nl behaves
differently from a lexical N. Functional Ns are defective Ns that often lack the property to
realize Case and inflection. Neither the genitive nor the dative Case feature are attached to a
clearly quantificational functional N. The genitive and dative Case features are not realized
on the default determiner either. The Case morpheme is (optionally) attached to other Nls
(and their prenominal elements). The restrictive appositive noun phrases containing a proper
name (extended proper names) suggest that they may be analyzed as macro-N-projections.
This does not apply to other restrictive appositive noun phrases, nor does it apply to the nonrestrictive appositional noun phrases.

6.4.2

Adjectival agreement in DPCs and DCCs

As is well-known, the spell-out of the features of prenominal German adjectives depends on
the morphological features of the preceding element(s). The preceding elements that influence
the prenominal inflection are the determiner, the demonstrative pronoun and the interrogative
pronoun (and certain other prenominal elements, e.g., a subset of the quantifiers). The definite
determiner, the demonstrative and the interrogative pronouns have the same declension. These
elements are inflected according to the `pronominal' or `strong' declension. They agree with
the head of the noun phrase and they overtly show the phi-features of the head noun. An
adjective modifying a noun that is determined by a`strong' determiner, which is a determiner
marked with phi-features, is `weakly' inflected. This is illustrated below. Example (82a)
shows a nominal phrase that is marked with nominative Case. The phrases in (82b,c) can be
nominative and accusative forms.
der
alte Mann
the-MASC old man
die
alte Frau
the-FEM old woman
das
kleine Kind
the-NEUT
little
child
The indefinite determiner (the possessive pronouns and a subset of the quantifiers) do not
overtly agree with the head noun in all cases. A prenominal adjective following such an
indefiníte determiner is `strongly' inflected if the phi-features are not spelled out on the
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indefinite determiner. Such an adjective is morphologically marked with the phi-features of
the head noun. Below, I give some examples of a`strongly' inflected prenominal adjective.
The noun phrase in (83a) is a nominative marked noun phrase headed by the masculine N
Mann `man'. The examples (83b,c) containing the feminine N Frau `woman' and the neuter
N Kind `child', respectively, are noun phrases that have nominative Case or accusative Case.
(83) G a ein
a
G b eine
a
G c ein
a

alter Mann
old man
alte Frau
old woman
kleines Kind
child
little

The difference between the two kinds of inflection is that gender, number and Case are
spelled out on the adjectives that follow a`weak' determiner. The adjectives that are `weakly'
inflected are not overtly marked with the gender feature. The examples above show that
phi-features are not spelled out on the adjective when there is a`strong' determiner (cf. 82).
Instead of the phi-features, the inflectional ending -e appears in all the examples of (82).
When the noun has been assigned dative or genitive Case, the inflectional ending on the
adjectives becomes -en. This inflectional ending occurs both in singular and in plural noun
phrases. I illustrate this agreement pattern with a genitive noun phrase in (84a) and a dative
noun phrase in (84b).
Kindes
(84) G a eines kleinen
a-GEN small
child-GEN
alten
Miinnern
G b mit den
with the-DAT old
men-DAT
The examples discussed above show a contrast between a definite determiner, which is overtly
marked with phi-features, and an indefinite determiner, which is not. It is tempting to
conclude from these facts that the inflectional pattern in the examples in (82-84) is determined
by the (in)definiteness of the determiner. If the determiner is definite, the adjective is `weakly'
inflected. An adjective following an indefinite determiner is `strongly' inflected. But if
definiteness plays a role in the determination of `weak' adjectival inflection, we expect a
prenominal possessive phrase in German to trigger `weak' inflection on an adjective. A noun
phrase containing a possessive triggers a definiteness effect in an existential there-sentence,
as (85) shows.'g

38
The existential reading of (85) is excluded. The presentational reading and the identifying reading are
grammatical.
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(85) G a ~` Es
there
G b~` Es
there

sind
are
sind
are
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meine Freunde im
Garten
my
friends
in-the-DAT garden
Franks
Freunde im
Garten
Frank-GEN friends
in-the-DAT garden

Consider now the examples below, which contain a possessive pronoun (86a,b) and a
possessive proper name (R6c).'Q
(86) G a mein
my
G b mit
with
G c mit
with

neuer Wagen
new
car
meinem neuen
my-DAT new-DAT
Franks
neuem
Frank's
new-DAT

Wagen
car
Wagen
car

Both in (86a) and in (86c), the adjective neu `new' is `strongly' inflected. It follows the
possessive pronoun mein (my) and the possessive proper name Frank, respectively. In (86b),
however, the adjective is `weakly' inflected. Another example which illustrates that the
adjective inflection is not controlled by the definiteness of the preceding elements is given in
(87). This example contains the relative pronoun dessen `whose', which is also definite. The
adjective dlteste `eldest' does not inflect `weakly', but it is marked with the phi-features of
the noun Sohn `son'. The example is taken from Schulz and Griesbach ( I982).
(87) G Der Kaufman, dessen ~Itestcr Sohn
the merchant whose eldest son
What the examples (86a,c) and (87) have in common is that the phi-features of the noun
modified by the adjective are overtly expressed on the adjective and not on the elements that
precede the adjective. Neither the possessive Franks `Frank's', nor the relative pronoun dessen
`whose' expresses the phi-features of the N WaRen `car' or Sohn `son'. Compare the two
possessor phrases with a possessive pronoun like mein `my' in (86a,b). In (86a), the
possessive pronoun is not overtly marked with the phi-features of the noun Wagen. These
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The same is illustrated below with the exclamative irelch `what (a)' and the interrogative welch `which',
which are both indefinite. In (ia), the exclamative welch is not overtly marked with the phi-features, but they are
spelled out on the adjective. [n (ib), the interrogative 1oelch is marked with the phi-features and the adjective is weakly
inflected (Henk van Riemsdijk, personal communication).
(i) G a

G b

Welch
which
`What a
Welches
which

schSnes Haus!
beautiful house
beautiful house!'
schbne
Haus?
beautiful house
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features are spelled out on the pronoun in (86b). I conclude from these data that the adjectival
inflection pattern is not dependent on the definiteness of the determiner or another prenominal
element, but on the spell-out of the phi-features (cf. Olsen 1989, Bhatt 1990). I assume that
possessor phrases like Franks and mein are in [Spec,DP]. They do not occupy the D-position.
A possessor phrase originates as an N~ adjunct and moves to [Spec,DP].'o I assume that a
relative pronoun like dessen is a wh-phrase that has been moved to the [Spec,DP] position.
The head of the determiner position is not lexically filled with a possessive pronoun, a
possessor phrase or a relative pronoun. The phi-features of the determiner are not expressed
on the possessor phrase or on the relative pronoun. If there is a non-lexical determiner, the
phi-features may be expressed elsewhere in the noun phrase if there is a suitable element. A
prenominal adjective and a possessive pronoun are such elements."
In the previous paragraphs, I have discussed some aspects of the adjectival inflection
system of German. In this section, I will focus again on DPCs and DCCs. My claim is that
DPCs and DCCs are macro-N-projections. DPCs are maximal nominal projections in which
N2 is the semantic head of the projection. In DCCs, N1 is the head of the projection. The
macro-N-projection is transparent for Case features. In German, Case features may be
expressed on adjectives as well. The spell-out of the Case features of a prenominal adjective
depends on the spell-out of the phi-features of the head of the nominal phrase. A definite
determiner expresses phi-features and an indefinite determiner generally does not. The
adjective shows `strong' agreement if the determiner is not marked with phi-features. The
`weakly' inflected adjective follows a determiner that expresses phi-features. If the
macro-N-projection is transparent for Case features, one might expect that it is transparent for
the other phi-features as well. One might expect that the features of the determiner of a DPC
have an effect on the agreement of an adjectival modifier of N2. Suppose that a DPC contains
a prenominal adjective modifying N2 (henceforth A2). If the determiner is `strong' we expect
that the adjective is `weakly' inflected. If the determiner lacks phi-features, the adjective must
have the `strong' inflection. Let us investigate whether this expectation proves to be true.
First, consider examples of some regular noun phrases, which are taken from Lóbel (1986).
Look at the inflection of the adjective reife `ripe'.

40
Fukui (1986) and many others assume that possessors originate in the [Spec,NP]. In a macro-N-projection,
however, there is no structural distinction between a specifier position of N and adjunct position of N. We have to
distinguish the various kinds of adjuncts in a different way. The relation between a head and the adjunct(s) can be
expressed in tenns of theta relations. I assume that only a maximal projection has a specifier position. In the nominal
domain, there is only a[Spec,NM~].
41
For further discussion about the position of possessor phrases see inter alia Haider ( 1988), Olsen ( 1989),
Bhatt (1990), Giorgi and Longobardi ( ]991), Zimmerman (1993), Lattewitz (1994).
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(88) G a funf
five
G b die
the

reife
ripe
funf
five
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Tomaten
tomatoes
reifen Tomaten
ripe
tomatoes

The examples demonstrate that a zero determiner triggers `strong' inflection on the adjective
reife `ripe' (cf. 88a). The cardinal numeral does not hinder the realization of the agreement
on the adjective. If phi-features are expressed on the determiner, as in (88b), the adjective
shows `weak' agreement. Compare the examples of (88) with the examples of an indefinite
DPC (89a) and a definite DPC in (89b).
funf
five
G b
die
the
G c ~` die
the

(89) G a

Kilo
kilo
funf
five
funf
five

(of)
Kilo
kilo
Kilo
kilo

reife Tomaten
ripe tomatoes
reife
Tomaten
ripe
tomatoes
reifen Tomaten
ripe
tomatoes

The spell-out of the features of the A2s in (88) and (89) is different. In the DPC in (89a,b),
the adjective reife is inflected according to the strong declension pattern. The `weak' ending
is excluded. These data show that the (in)definiteness of the determiner does not play a role
in the determination of the morphological features of A2 (cf L'dbel 1986).
What does this tell us? Let us íirst look at the conclusion L'ábel (1986, p. 81) draws from
these examples. For L~bel, the contrast between the adjectival inflection in definite regular
nominal phrases, as in (88b), and definite DPCs, as in (89b), is evidence that DPCs consists
of two separate nominal phrases.'' The spell-out of the features on the A preceding N2 is
the same as in bare nominal phrases. The definite determiner of DPC has no influence on the
spell-out of the features of A. According to L6be1, A2s in DPCs behave the same as the
prenominal adjectives in appositional phrases. This is illustrated with the following examples:
(90) G a ein
a
G b das
the

Stiick
briichiges Eisen
piece (of) brittle
iron
eine Stiick
bruchiges Eisen
one piece (of) brittle
iron

Observe, however, that it is not clear at all that we are dealing with two separate nominal
phrases. If such a nominal phrase is interpreted as a DPC, it denotes only one object and N2
is a non-maximal nominal projection which is not projected to a functional nominal level. If

4Z

Ldbel (1986) analyzes DPCs in which Nl and N2 show Case agreement as appositive noun phrase. She
assumes that a subset of the nominal phrases with a genitive N2 that have the same interpretation as DPCs are
appositive noun phrases as well. The two rypes of phrases have the same structure.
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the nominal phrase is interpreted as a DCC, N2 is not projected to the maximal nominal level
either. If N2 is projected to a functional nominal projection, containing a determiner or a
quantitative element, the projection is Case marked. The Case is spelled out as the Genitive
Case (cf. 91a). Alternatively, the preposition von `ofis inserted (cf. 91b).a'
(91) G a? ein
a
G b
ein
a

Stuck
piece
Stuck
piece

mageren Fleisches
lean-GEN meat-GEN
von dem
mageren Fleisch
of the-DAT lean-DAT meat

In Dutch, the adjectival inflection is not determined morphologically as it is in German.
A prenominal adjective must always be marked with the schwa (-e), except when it modifies
an indefinite neuter singular noun or a determinerless mass noun (cf. 92a,b).
(92) D a een mooi~~`mooie boek
a
beautiful
book
D b lekkerl~`lekkere bier
good
beer
The examples below show that the definiteness feature of the DPC's determiner does not
influence the spell-out of the agreement on A2. All N2s are neuter mass nouns and A2s do
not inflect according to the definite paradigm.
(93) D a de
the
D b de
the
D c de
the

massa
mass
meters
meters
beker
cup

lekker~~`lekkere bier
good
beer
gekleurd~~`gekleurde behang
paper
coloured
koud~~`koude
water
water
cold

The examples in (89-90) illustrate that in DPCs (or DCCs) containing an MN like Kilo
`kilo' or a PartN, for instance, Stuck `piece', the phi-features of the determiner do not
influence the spell-out of the inflection of A2. This is the general pattern, as is also illustrated
by the Dutch examples in (93), in which the definiteness feature has no influence on A2.

a3
The presence of Case on an adjectival phrase is not always sufficient to license an embedded phrase, as (i)
shows. The embedded nominal needs to be specific.

(i) G a'
G b'

ein
a
ein
a

Stiick von
bruchigem
Eisen
brittle-DAT iron
piece of
Schufi
von
siif3er
Sahne
dash
of
sweet-D,4T cream
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How can we account for the fact that phi-features do not influence the spell-out of A2
agreement, while Case features may influence the way A2 is spelled out? In a system that uses
a coindexing mechanism to account for agreement, as for instance in Olsen (1989), it is not
clear why the Case feature and the other phi-features work differently. I believe that there is
a difference between the influence of different phi-features and the influence of Case features.
Macro-N-projections are nominal projections which are built out of projections of various
nominal heads. These hezds all have their own syntactic and semantic features. What we
expect is that there is a sort of Consistency Requirement (CR) for the features that are
projected in a single macro-N-projection (cf. Grimshaw 1991). Such a CR rules out, for
instance, that D and N have different agreement features. It also rules out that Q and N do
not agree. The only cases that are allowed are those in which D and N or Q and N have the
same value for the relevant feature, or in which at least one of the two is unspecified for the
feature in question. Phi-features are expressed overtly or covertly on the determiner or on one
or more suitable nominal heads. These features are related to the head of a nominal projection.
Grimshaw only deals with simple noun phrases and she does not discuss more complex
nominal phrases like DPCs and DCCs. If we only look at simple noun phrases, it is indeed
the case that the projected features are consistent.
As I have shown above, DPCs and DCCs illustrate that the situation in the nominal domain
is a bit more complicated. I will investigate which features are relevant in DPCs (and DCCs).
I will also examine whether CR applies to these nominal phrases, as well. I will discuss
categorial features, phi-features and Case features.
First, the main nominal feature, the categorial feature [fN,-V], remains consistent within
the projection. A determiner (or a Q) and an N form an N-projection. In a DPC and in a
DCC, the N-projection forms one single macro-N-projection with N2.
Second, the number feature of N2 generally is not the same as the number feature of the
determiner of a DPC. The determiner generally does not agree with the phi-features of N2
either (cf. Chapter 3). Both kinds of features only have influence in a local domain. A
cardinal numeral is operative in a local domain, too. If a cardinal numeral or a quantifying
adjective precedes N1, it only triggers agreement on NI and it does not affect the number
feature of N2. It quantifies into Nl and it does not take N2 as a variable. The influence of
the phi-features of NI on the spell-out of the adjectival agreement features in German
demonstrates that, although a DPC (and a DCC) is construed as one single
macro-N-projection, such a macro-N-projection consists of subdomains. At first sight, it seems
contradictory that, in one single nominal projection, not all features affect all nodes, because
it contradicts the CR. Notice, however, that the features are consistent in a certaín domain.
They obey the CR in a subdomain of the macro-N-projection. The data suggest that
macro-N-projections contain two different local domains. These domains are the domain of
the kind operator, N1, and the domain of the variable, N2. The features that are operative
in a local domain are the gender and number features. These features work in the subdomain
determined by the nominal head. The gender and number features of N1 do not percolate
down into the domain of N2. The gender and number features of N2 generally do not
percolate up to the domain of N1. The upward percolation of features of N2 is only possible
if N1 does not contain the relevant features itself. Recall the discussion on agreement in
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Chapter 3. The data I discussed there showed that if N 1 does not contain a number feature,
the number feature of N2 is visible for the process that determines the spell-out of verbal
agreement. The phi-features of the N2 that determine adjectival agreement influence only A2.
The features of an A1, an adjective modifying Nl, are not controlled by N2 (cf. groen water
`green water-NEUT' vs. ~`een groen emmer water `a green bucket-NON-NEUT of
water-NEUT'). An adjective modifying N2 is not accessible to the phi-features of the kind
operator domain, unless N1 is a defective N.'4
Third, the Case feature is another feature that is realized in nominal projections. The Case
feature is not an inherent feature of DPC (or DCC). The Case of a nominal phrase reflects the
grammatical function of that phrase. It tells us something about the relation of that nominal
phrase and the rest of the sentence. The maximal nominal projection receives Case. The Case
feature is in fact independent of the phi-features of N, although, in German, Case endings
actually are a merger of phi-features and Case. In DPCs or DCCs, the internal Case is the
result of a percolation mechanism. Case is assigned to the maximal nominal projection and
it percolates down to the head of the projection. The German data show that the Case feature
is in principle consistent in a wider nominal domain.
There are, however, instances of violations of the CR. In some DCCs (or DPCs), N2 need
not be overtly Case-marked in oblique contexts.45 These are cases like the ones below, in
which the Ns Mdnner `men' and Biicher `books' are not overtly marked with a Case feature.

44

If we compare Nls of DPCs with Ns that appear as classifiers, we can observe similar phenomena. Nls
behave in some respects like classifiers. A classifier and a demonstrative or numeral often form a(morphological) unit.
In Japanese, for instance, a numeral and a classifier are a morphological unit, which may appear outside the nominal
domain, as in (ia). The example in (ib) shows that the numeral and the classifier occur in a nominal intemal position.
Note that this is different from what happens in Warlpiri, where nominal modifiers that are outside the nominal
domain show Case agreement (see the next footnote). The examples are taken from Miyagawa (1988). J- lapanese.
(i) 1

a

J

b

Kodomo
ga
kinoo
children
NOM yesterday
`Three children came yesterday'
San-nin no
sensei
ga
GEN teachers NOM
3-CL
`Three teachers came'

san-nin
3-CL

kita
came

kita
came

We saw something similar in the Split Topicalization Construction, discussed in Chapter 4.
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Something similar happens in Warlpiri where the Case features in a nominal projection may be expressed
only once (cf. ia). If the modifiers are not in the domain of the head noun, they must be marked with the Case feature
(ib,c) (cf Hale 1979). W - Warlpiri.
(i)

W a

W b
W c

'

kurdu wita-ngku
ka
maliki
wajilipi-nyi
child little-ERG
AUX dog
chase-NP
`the little child chases the dog'
maliki
wajilipi-nyi
kurdu-ngku wita-ngku
ka
chase-NP
child-ERG
little-ERG
AUX dog
kurdu ka maliki wajilipi-nyi
wita-ngku
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(94) G a a~o
G b o~o

Sie
she
Er
he
`He
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reist
mit einer Gruppe
Manner
travels with a-DAT group (of) men
kam
mit einem Stapel
Bucher nach Hause
came with a-DAT pile (of) books to
home
came home with a pile of books'

Observe that there exists a sharp contrast between the examples in (94) and the ones in (95),
where N2 is a modified mass noun. The examples are completely unacceptable if N2 appears
in the unmarked form.
(95) G a ~` Karl hat sich
den Kopf an einem Fa13
Karl has REFL the head
to
a-DAT barrel
gestossen
bumped
G b~` mit einem Blatt
weif3es Papier
with a-DAT sheet (of) white paper

roter
(of) red

Wein
wine

I claimed that the CR only works in a local domain. As the data on Case agreement illustrate,
the CR does not imply that all features have to be always expressed overtly. There are other
data in the domain of regular nominal constituents to illustrate this point. Consider the
examples below. The data are taken from Plank (1992).
(96) G a mit
with
G b mit
with

schánem
beautiful-DAT
schi)nem
beautiful-DAT

weitem
Blick
wide-DAT view
weiten
Blick
wide
view

In the examples in (96a), the `strong' inflection is realized on both adjeetives: sch~n
`beautiful' and tiveit `wide'. In (96b), the `strong' inflection is only expressed on the adjective
schón. The adjective wert is `weakly' inflected. A second prenominal adjective may only
choose between `strong' and `weak' agreement if it modifies a masculine or a neuter noun.
If it modifies a feminine noun, it must inflect `strongly', as is illustrated in example (97).
(97) G a

mit
with
G b~` mit
with

scháner
beautiful-DAT
schbner
beautiful-DAT

weiter
Aussicht
wide-DAT view
weiten Aussicht
wide
view

In order to account for the data above, I assume that, in German, Case percolates to all the
nominal heads on the nominal projection path. Case is realized on those nominal heads to
which a Case feature may attach. In oblique contexts, the realization of the Case feature
generally takes place uniformly as in (96a) and (97a). In this case, the inflection on the second
adjectival head is not influenced by the spell-out of the phi-features of the first adjectíve. In
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the other case, the spell-out of the phi-features does control the morphological form of the
second adjective, and, consequently, the adjective shows weak inflection. This inflection
pattern parallels the agreement pattern in example (98), in which there is a dative noun phrase
with a definite determiner. The determiner is marked with phi-features and Case feature and
the adjective is `weakly' inflected.
(98) G dem
the-NEUT,DAT

schónen
beautiful

Wetter
weather

Notice, however, that this strong-weak alternation of adjectival inflection is only possible in
the domain of neuter and masculine nouns. The second adjective may not be `weakly'
inflected if the head noun is a feminine noun, although in (97b), repeated here as (99b), the
adjectives show the same inflection pattern as the determiner and adjective in a nominal
phrase headed by a feminine noun (cf. 99a).
(99) G a

der
jungen Frau
the-FEM,DAT young woman
weiten
G b~` mit schdner
with beautiful-FEM,DAT wide-DAT

Aussicht
view

In oblique contexts, the CR seems to have more strength in the domain of feminine nouns
than in the domain of non-feminine nouns (cf. 93-96). The following data demonstrate that,
in a non-oblique context, the CR is stricter in the domain of nouns that do not have the
feminine gender. The phi-features must be expressed on both adjectives, and the second
adjective may not have the weak form (cf. IOOa,b). The noun phrases are ungrammatical if
the first adjective shows the `weak' form and the second one the `strong' inflection
(cf. 100c,d). The adjective is inflected `weakly' if the determiner is marked with phi-features,
as the examples ( I OOe,f) show.4ó
(100)

G a

ein
a

freundlicher alterl~`alte Mann
friendly
old
man
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It is not clear to me why the phi-features of a noun have to be expressed on all the relevant nodes in
non-oblique contexts, whereas, in oblique contexts, they may be `replaced' by `weak' features.
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(100)

G b

ein
a
G c ~` ein
G d~ ein
G e
der
the
das
G f
the
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frohes kleinesl~`kleine Kind
happy little
child
freundliche alter Mann
frohe kleines Kind
freundliche Mann
friendly
man
frohe Kind
happy child

The data discussed above show clearly that the various features that are expressed on suitable
elements in nominal projections have different domains. The features that arise DP internally
have a small local domain, whereas an external feature has a wider domain. If we assume that
the phi-features of N are projected on the N-projection and that they are spelled out in the
c-command domain of N, we may account for the data discussed above. The phi-features
control the spell-out of the features that are attached to the nominal elements in the
c-command domain of that head (cf. Carstens 1993).
The German data concerning the morphological form of nominal elements in DPCs (and
DCCs) show that Case features may be expressed on all [-}-N] elements whose nodes are on
the projection path from NM"X to N". If N2 is a`bare' N, the percolated Case is optionally
realized on N2. If Case is not expressed on N2, German has alternative strategies to license
N2. Firstly, the unmarked nominative form is used. I assume that N2 is licensed because it
forms a macro-N-projection with N1 and the macro-N-projection is Case marked. Secondly,
an alternative is to mark the N2 with genitive Case. In this case, there is not one single
macro-N-projection, but there are separate macro-N-projections. Thirdly, N2 may be the
complement of a preposition, in which case the preposition heads a new macro projection. I
will discuss these alternative strategies in the following chapter.
Summarizing, the data above suggest that features that are related to a nominal head have
a smaller domain than features that are assigned from the outside. Phi-features have a small
domain; it is restricted by the N whose features they express. The Case feature has a wider
domain. As the Case phenomena in German illustrate, the CR does not mean that all features
have to be expressed on all possible heads. The kinds of nominal features determine how the
CR is spelled out and in which domain it applies.

6.5

Conclusion

I have shown that nominals in DPCs and DCCs may be modified. Semantic and syntactic
properties of N1 determine the distribution of modifiers. A group of evaluative adjectives that
immediately precede N1 have access to the semantic features of N2. This is possible when
N1 has no R-role or when the R-roles of N1 and N2 are identified.
Furthermore, I have shown that Case may percolate in DPCs and DCCs. A Case morpheme
cannot be attached to a clearly quantificational functional N. The Case morpheme is
(optionally) attached to other Nls (and their prenominal elements). Furthermore, I have
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provided evidence for the fact that n4minal internal features have a smaller domain than
features that are assigned from the outside. The domain of phi-features is restricted by the N
whose features they express. The Case feature has a wider domain. There is a Consistency
Requirement, which requires that the features are consistent in a local domain.

7 Indirect Partitive Constructions in Dutch and German
7.0

Introduction

So far, the topic of this study was DPCs and DCCs and little attention has been paid to
Indirect Partitive Constructions (IPCs). In Chapter 1, I briefly discussed the main
differences between DPCs and IPCs. I mentioned IPCs in section 3.3.8, where I discussed
IPCs `headed' by Nls in r:,lation to the properties of N1. In this chapter, I will focus on the
properties of IPCs in Dutch and German. I will first investigate the main properties of IPCs
(section 7.1). Then I will compare a subset of IPCs with DPCs. I will show that, semantically,
the meaning of this subset of IPCs is the same as that of DPCs. However, the two types of
nominal phrases do not have a homogeneous syntactic structure. I will concentrate the
discussion on IPCs in which the top N belongs to Nls. In the sections 7.2 and 7.3, I will treat
Germanic IPCs with indetinite N2.

7.1

Indirect Partitive Constructions

In this section, I will discuss the main properties of IPCs. I will first use the term Partitive
Noun Phrase (PNP) because this term is used in the literature. It is convenient to use it at
this point of the discussion. Later I will use the term IPC again. First, it has to be clear what
makes a noun phrase a PNP. According to Milner (1978, pp. 62-63), a(French) PNP has the
following characteristics.
(1)

Characteristics of a Partitive Noun Phrase
I.
lt is a bipartite structure in which the two parts are separated by de `of .
2.
The first part is a quantitative element, which is not preceded by the definite
determiner.
3.
The second part is a noun that has its own determiner.
4.
This determiner is always of the definite type.
5.
A proper semantic interpretation: the quantifying element quantifies a subset of a
set denoted by the noun or noun phrase of the second part.

Other languages have the same type of nominal phrases with a bipartite structure and an
element like de separating the two parts. The English equivalent of de is of. In Dutch, it is
van and in German the separating element is von. Below, I give a couple of Dutch examples
that have the characteristics given in (1).
(2)

D a één van de auto's
one of the cars
D b veel
van onze
vrienden
many of our
friends
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As is well-known, English and the Romance languages have nominal phrases that resemble
a PNP as it is defined above. These phrases also have a bipartite structure the two parts of
which are separated by a preposition-like element. Below, I give an English and a Spanish
example of these phrases, respectively.''
(3)

E a a
S b un
a

bunch of flowers
montón
de estudiantes
lot
of students

If the properties of the nominal constituents of (3) are checked against the characteristics of
the PNP, we see that they have the first two properties. They have a bipartite structure,
(cf. 1.1), and the quantitative element is not preceded by a definite element, (cf. 1.2). The
nominal phrases in (3) lack the properties mentioned in (1.3) and (1.4). There is no overt
definite determiner which belongs to the embedded noun phrase. As far as the fifth property
is concerned, in the PNPs discussed by Milner, PNPs contain two nominal phrases which have
two different referents. It is generally assumed that bunch or montón `lot' in examples like
(3) does not refer to a subset of the set denoted by the embedded noun flowers or estudiantes
`students'. The phrases in (3), which have been called Pseudo-Partitive Noun Phrases
(Pseudo-PNP) since Selkirk (1977), have semantic and syntactic properties which aze
different from the PNP phrases in (2). Milner claims that expressions like the ones in (3) aze
quantificational expressions (Q-expressions). The elements a bunch and un montón `a lot'
denote a quantity of ~lowers and estudiantes `students', respectively. It should be noted,
however, that a PNP itself is a Q-expression, too. This is stated in property 5: the first part
of the bipartite structure quantifies a subset of a set denoted by the noun or noun phrase of
the second part. The main semantic difference between a PNP and a Pseudo-PNP is the
relation between the two parts of the nominal constituent. In PNPs, there is a subset-set
relation between the two parts of the bipartite structure. There is no such relation in
Pseudo-PNPs. In the latter phrase, the first part denotes a quantity of the noun embedded
under the preposition. The Pseudo-PNP phrase is a referent of the phrase embedded under the
preposition-like element.
Many linguists who have discussed PNPs make more or less the same distinction between
nominal expressions that are Partitives and noun phrases that look like Partitives. They mainly
base the division on the properties of the of-phrase (or the de-phrase) and on the distribution
of certain prenominal elements in the noun phrase embedded under de. Milner observes, for
instance, that an embedded noun phrase in PNPs may not have a zero determiner or a cardinal
numeral. He concludes from these facts that a PNP has the properties listed in (1). The same

'
In certain dialects of English, there are a couple of examples which look like DPCs: a dozen eggs, a couple
rheorems, which have been discussed in lackendoff ( I968). 1 assume that these are exceptions and that of has been
deleted.
Z

E- English; S- Spanish.
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conclusion is reached in Selkirk (1977). Selkirk claims that a partitive recursion constraint
rules out the presence of certain determiners (e.g., some, all, no, and a zero determiner).
Jackendoff (1977) follows Selkirk and formulates the constraint in the following way.
Parlitive Con.rtraint. If an of-N"'construction is interpreted as a partitive, the N"' must
have a demonstrative or genitive specifier. He claims that this constraint is not a syntactic
constraint and that it belongs to the semantic component. Therefore, there is no syntactic
reason to exclude a non-evert determiner. It is, however, not clear why the superset N in
Partitives must be definite and why the embedded noun may not denote an indefinite superset.
In fact, it has been assumed that the superset may be indefinite, for instance, by Vergnaud
(1974), Demonte (1980), Mal lén (1990), Comorovski (1991) and Eschenbach ( I 994). It has
also been shown by various authors that the Partitive Constraint actually is too strong. In
English, for instance, the embedded N may be preceded by a cardinal numeral, as in (4a).
This has been discussed by Ladusaw (1982). In Dutch, the embedded N may contain the
universal quantifier alle `all', as is shown in the example in (4b) (cf. Jacobs 1986). In Dutch,
there are even embedded Ns without any overt determiner but with a demonstrative element
(4c), as has been observed by Coppen (1991).' In all the examples below, the cardinal
numerals one, één and drie, respectively, indicate the quantity of a subset of a set denoted by
the noun or noun phrase of the second part. The superset is three people, alle kamerleden `all
Members of Parliament' and zulke boeken `such books', respectively.a

3
Traditional grammars consider arlk(e) `such' a demonstrative pronoun. This analysis is taken over, for
instance, by Coppen (I991). He claims that arlk(e) is an indefinite demonstrative that is located in the determiner
position. There is, however, a problem, if.ulk(e) is generated in the D-position. If a noun phrase contains a definite
demonstrative, like rte-e `these', a cardinal numeral follows the demonstrative (cf. ia). A cardinal numeral, however,
may not follow zrrlk(e) (cf. ib), but it has to precede, as in (ic).
(i)

D a
D

b

'

D c

deze
these
zrrlke
such
drie

drie
three
drie
three
-ulke

boeken
books
boeken
books
boeken

If zrdk(e) appears in a noun phrase containing an adjectival modifier, znik(e) precedes the adjective, as in (iia). The
reversed order of zulk(e) and the adjective is unacceptable.
(ii)

D a
D b'

ztrlke goede boeken
such good books
goede znike boeken

I assume that z alk(e) is more likely to be analyzed as an adjective, just like dergel~ke `such' and soortgelijke
`similar'.
4
Notice that nominal phrases containing an embedded arlk(e) `such' are ambiguous. On the one hand, these
phrases are interpreted as quantificational expressions. On the other hand, they are interpreted as an IPC with a
partitive interpretation. See section 7.2.3 for further discussion of this kind of construction with demonstrative die
`that, those'.
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E a That book could belong to one of three people
D b slechts één van alle kamerleden
only
one of all Members of Parliament
D c drie
van zulke boeken
three
books
of such

The examples in (4a,c) show that the claim in (1.4), which states that the embedded
determiner must be definite, is not correct. It has been suggested that embedded noun phrases
in PNPs need to be specific rather than definite. This means that the embedded noun must
denote a set that belongs to the shared-knowledge domain of the speaker and the hearer
(cf. inter alia Hoeksema 1984, Comorovski 1991). The restrictions on the `determiner' (and
on the quantifier of N]) seem to be semantic in nature. Following Abbott (1996), I assume
that a bare DP in a PNP is excluded.s A nominal phrase embedded under van provides a
variable into which N 1 can quantify. A bare DP, however, cannot introduce a variable in the
discourse domain and it makes a PNP with a bare embedded nominal phrase unacceptable.
The semantic nature of N 1 determines whether the determiner position of the embedded N
has to be overtly filled or not. Not only the relation between N1 and N2 determines whether
we are dealing with a PNP or not, but the make-up of the embedded N also contributes to
different interpretations of the nominal expression. In the remainder of this chapter, I will
discuss PNPs and the Q-expressions that are closely related to them. As from now, I will use
the term Indirect Partitive Constructions (IPCs) instead of the term PNPs. Following De
Hoop's (1992) terminology for cardinal expressions, I will distinguish weak IPCs, in which
the quantificational (or cardinal) interpretation is the most salient one, and strong IPCs,
which have a partitive interpretation. I will call the quantificational interpretation the weak
interpretation or the Q-interpretation and I will use the term strong interpretation or
partitive interpretation (P-interpretation) for the subset-set reading.
The syntactic properties of the of-phrase are also related to the internal structure of the
embedded noun phrase. This set of properties has puzzled lots of linguists, of which many
syntacticians have claimed that the Partitive Noun Phrase and the Pseudo Partitive Noun
Phrase do not have the same internal syntax (cf. inter alia Selkirk 1977, Milner 1978). Many
others, however, have claimed that the structure of both kinds of noun phrases is the same and
they assign them a uniform analysis (cf. Eschenbach 1994, Matheson 1990). I will not repeat
the discussion on the differences between weak and strong IPCs.b I will focus instead on a

5
This applies to IPCs with a preposition like of or van `of. Notice, however, that in German an IPC with
an indefinite Genitive N2 is possible. Sometimes, however, it is difficult to get a partitive interpretation if N2 is
indefinite. See the discussion in section 7.2.1. 1 do not have an explanation for the difference between these IPCs and
I will have to leave this matter for future research.
6
For an overview of the literature on IPCs, I refer the reader to inter alia Hoeksema(1984), Coppen (1991),
Matheson (1990) De long (1991). Further discussion is to be found in among others lackendoff (1968), Akmajian
and Lehrer (1976), Selkirk (1977), Jackendoff (1977), Milner (1978), Demonte (1980), LSbel ( 1986), Godard ( 1988),
Eschenbach (1994), Hoeksema (1996).
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subclass of the German and Dutch IPCs. I will restrict the discussion to IPCs which contain
one of the well-known N 1 s and in which N2 is a noun that lacks an overt determiner. I will
discuss two subtypes of IPCs. In the first subtype, N2 is morphologically marked with the
genitive Case. An example of this type is ~rvei Liter guten Weins `two liters of good wine'.
In the second one, N2 is embedded under a preposition, as in Tausende von Menschen
`thousands of people'. I will compare a subclass of these IPCs to the DPCs I have discussed
before.

7.2

Indirect Partitives with an indefinite N2

7.2.1

Indirect Partitives with an indefinite Genitiv(9e N2

In this section, I will briefly discuss the IPCs with an N1 and a genitive N2 that is not
preceded by an indefinite determiner. I will investigate whether the distribution of Nls in
IPCs is the same as in DPCs. Consider the examples in (5), in which N1 is the MN Liter
`liter' and N2 the mass noun Wein `wine'. The nominal constituent in (Sa) is an example of
a DPC and the one in (Sb) is an example of an IPC.
(5)

G a zwei
two
G b zwei
two

Liter
liters
Liter
liters

guter Wein
good wine
guten
Weins
good-GEN wine-GEN

A comparison of the examples in (Sa) and (Sb) shows that, in (Sa), the embedded mass noun
Wein `wine' is morphologically unmarked. The embedded mass noun is marked with the
genitive Case in (5b). If we assume that only a maximal projection needs to be Case marked,
we may induce from the fact that Wein in (Sb) shows genitive inflection that the N2 Wein is
projected to the maximal nominal level. It is a nominal projection of which the determiner
position is not marked for definiteness. Recall from the discussion in the previous chapters
that I have argued that the N2 of a DPC is not projected to the maximal nominal level. Thus,
the difference between the N2 in (Sa) and the one in (56) is then that the first one is a
non-maximally projected N, while the latter is a maximally projected one. One might wonder
whether the different structure of the embedded phrase influences the interpretation of the
nominal constituent in (Sb). In (Sa), N1 functions as a kind operator which quantifies directly
into the modified N2. N2 is projected to the kind level. In the nominal constituent in (Sb), N1
does not quantify directly into a kind level N Wein. There is a functional projection
dominating the zero indefinite determiner, which is located on the projection line from N2 to
N1. The DPC in (Sa) and the IPC with an indefinite genitive N2 in (Sb) do not have the same
syntactic structure. The structural difference between (Sa) and (Sb), however, does not lead
to a different interpretation (cf. L'ábel 1986, Eschenbach 1994). I will return to the structure
of the constituent in (Sb) in the following section.
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In the previous chapters, I have treated different groups of N 1 s that occur in DPCs. If IPCs
with indefinite genitive N2s may be equivalents of DPCs, one might expect that all Nls may
appear with an indefinite genitive N2 as well. However, this expectation is not borne out
(cf. L'ábel 1986). Not all Nls can be followed by a bare genitive N2 or by a genitive N2
modified by an adjectival phrase. For instance, some of the QNs may not co-occur with a
genitive N2, as is shown in (6a). Functional N 1 s that lack a count feature cannot always be
followed by an embedded bare genitive plural noun phrase either, as (6b) shows. Also a PartN
like Stuck `head, piece' cannot occur with a genitive (collective) N2 (cf. L~bel 1986, Heim
1991).' g
(6)

G a ~ ein
a
G b~` eine
a
G c ~` ein
a

paar
couple
Masse
mass
Stuck
head

netter
Kinder
nice-GEN children
Deutscher
german-GEN
braunen
Viehs
brown-GEN cattle-GEN

Having discussed examples of IPCs with QN and PartN, let us now take a look at the other
Nls and investigate whether they may occur with an indefinite genitive N2. The examples
below show that they indeed appear in such IPCs. An indefinite genitive N2 may be
embedded under an MN like Kilo `kilo' (cf. 7a), a ConN like Beutel `bag' (cf. 7b), and a
CoIN like Haufen `pile' (cf. 7c). Examples (7b,c) are taken from Ldbel (1986) and (7a) from
Bhatt (1990).
(7)

G a ein Kilo roter
?~pfel
a
kilo red-GEN apples
G b drei
Beutel siif3er
Kirschen
sweet-GEN cherries
three bags
Steine
G c ein Haufen dicker
a
pile
big-GEN stones

~
Heim (1991) does not discusses [PCs with Nls, but only those in which a cardinal numeral or a
quantificational adjective quantifies into the subset.
8
A CoIN with an R-role can co-occur with an indefinite genitive N2, as ( i) shows (cf Cunne ]977). The
verb in (ia) may also show plural inflection.
(i)

G a
G

b

Dort
there
eine
a

eine Masse
chinesischer
hat
sich
has
REFL
a
mass
chinese-GEN
Menge
hleinerer
Fahrzeuge
lot
smaller-GEN
vehicles

Fruchtverk~ufer
fruitsellers

angesammelt
gathered
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Examples (7b,c) contain the ConN Beutel `bag' and the Co1N Haufen `pile', respectively.
These Nls belong to the class of ambiguous nouns. They may be interpreted either as lexical
nouns or as functional nouns. The N I s retain their dual status when they occur in other
nominal phrases. The nominal constituents in examples (7b,c) may be interpreted in various
ways. First, the N1 denotes an object and the embedded N suf~er Kirschen `sweet cherries'
indicates the content of N 1 Beutel in (7b). The N2 dicker Steine `big stones' in (7c) refers to
what the pile consists of. Second, the N 1 denotes a subset of N2 (in 7b) or it indicates an
amount of N2 (in 7c). This means that the nominal phrases in (7b,c) are semantically
equivalents of both DPCs and DCCs.
As has been discussed above, there are IPCs with an indefinite N2 in which the two parts
are in a subset-set relation. It seems, however, that it is difficult to get the subset-set reading
in (7b,c). As far as N2 is concerned, notice that it is modified by an adjective in all the
examples in (7). As has been discussed in one of the previous chapters, a bare noun, i.e., a
noun without an overt determiner and without an adjectival modifier, generally cannot express
genitive morphology itself. However, if a genitive marked N2 follows N1, the combination
of N 1 and N2 is not perfectly grammatical (cf. Eisenberg 1985, Eschenbach 1994). If N2 is
modified by an adjective, the noun phrase becomes acceptable (8b). Such a noun phrase with
a genitive mass N2 and a ConN has an archaic flavor.
(8)

G a? eine
a
G b
eine
a

Flasche
bottle
Flasche
bottle

Weins
wine-GEN
guten
good-GEN

Weins
wine-GEN

Examples (6a,b) show that a functional N1 cannot occur in an IPC with an indefinite
genitive N2. Such an IPC is not grammatical, not even when N2 is modified. Observe,
however, that there are examples of IPCs with an indefinite genitive N2, which are correct.
These are nominal phrases similar to the one in (4c), in which the embedded N2 is specific.
The IPC ein paar solcher Kinder `a couple of such children' in (9) illustrates this. The N2
is interpreted as a specific N2 because of the presence of the deictic element solche `such'.
(9)

G ein
a

paar
solcher
couple such-GEN

Kinder
children

In Dutch, we do not find IPCs with an indefinite genitive N2. As has been discussed
before, Dutch has a very limited Case system. The genitive Case is productively used in
possessive constructions only. The Case system is very restrictive and the genitive feature only
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appears on a subset of the nouns, mainly on kinship terms and on nouns indicating a
profession.9
In German, the syntactic relation expressed by a genitive phrase can often be expressed by
a prepositional von-phrase, as well. The genitive N2s in IPCs have a vaziant in which the N2
is embedded under the preposition von `of. The properties of this kind of nominal phrase wil]
be the topic of the following section. I will return to the internal structure of IPCs with
embedded von-phrases in section 7.2.6.
To summazize, German has two kinds of IPCs in which N2 is an indefinite genitive noun.
First, there is a weak IPC which has the same meaning as a DPC, and second, there is a
strong IPC, in which there is a subset-set relation between two nominal phrases. There are
no IPCs with an indefinite genitive N2 in Modern Dutch. Furthermore, there is a set of noun
phrases which have the same morphological shape as IPCs. These noun phrases, however, are
not interpreted as IPCs, but as DCCs.

7.2.2

Indirect Partitives with an embedded indefinite N2

In this section, I will discuss the IPCs which have an embedded indefinite N2. With the
notion embedded, I refer to an N2 that is embedded under a prepositíon. I will compare the
distribution of N 1 s in German and Dutch IPCs containing an embedded N2. I will also
investigate the properties of the embedded indefinite N2s. In the previous section, I have
briefly shown that Dutch has nominal phrases which are equivalents of DPCs. German has
similar nominal phrases. In the relevant phrases, the N2 is separated from the N1 by a
preposition (cf L'ábel 1986, Eschenbach 1994). I will investigate whether QNs, MNs, ConNs,
PartNs, Co1Ns and KindNs occur in such nominal expessions as well.
First, (l0a) shows that a QN like paar `couple' cannot occur in an IPC with an indefinite
noun phrase embedded under von `of. The pattern of N2s embedded under a QN is the same
as the one we find with an indefinite genitive N2 (cf. section 7.2.1). The Dutch QN paar
`couple' behaves the same as the German one (cf. lOb).

9
See also footnote 9 of Chapter 2. The phrases in which the genitive Case appears are formal and archaic
expressions, as ín (i). The genitive Case is spelled out on the determiner in (ia) and on a possessive in (ib).
(i)

D a
D b

één
one
één
one

der
the-GEN
mijner
my-GEN

vertegenwoordigers
representatives
vrienden
friends

Terwey ( 1890) gives examples in which N2 is marked with the genitive Case, e.g., een beete broods `a bit
bread-GEN'. Such phrases only occur in modem Dutch as archaic remnants.
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(10) G a ~` ein
a
D b~` een
a

paar
couple
paar
couple

von
of
van
of
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netten
Kindern
nice-DAT children-DAT
aardige kinderen
nice
children

Consider next the examples in (1 1), which contain the MN Tausende `thousands' and the
cardinal numeral dreitausend `three thousand', respectively. An N1 can occur in an IPC
(cf. l la), but a cardinal numeral cannot be the `head' of an IPC with an embedded bare
indefinite N2. If N1 belongs to the class of the MNs, it may appear both in an IPC and in a
DPC (cf. 11 a,c). A cardinal numeral can only appear in a normal Q-expression (ef. 11 b,d) and
not in an IPC with an indefinite embedded N2.
(11) G a

Tausende von
thousands of
G b ~` dreitausend
three thousand
G c
Tausende
thousands (of)
G d
dreitausend
three thousand

Menschen
people
von Menschen
of people
Menschen
people
Menschen
people

Compare the German examples in (1 1) with the Dutch equivalents in (12). The Dutch
equivalent MN duizenden may not be followed by a vcm-phrase if N2 is a bare N2 (cf. 12a),
and the cardinal numeral drieduizend may not be followed by such a van-phrase either
(cf. 12b).
(12) D
D
D
D

a ~`
b~`
c
d

duizenden van mensen
drieduizend van mensen
duizenden mensen
drieduizend mensen

One might think that (12a) is ungrammatical because the embedded noun is a bare noun. As
we saw before, a German nominal phrase becomes more acceptable if N2 is modified. In
Dutch, however, adjectival modification of N2 has no effect on the grammaticality of the
nominal constituent in (12a), as ( 13) illustrates.
(13) D~` duizenden van aardige
thousands of nice

mensen
people

If we take a look at other German MNs, like Liter, we see that they may occur in an IPC
with a von-phrase (cf. 14). In Dutch, however, the nominal phrase that is embedded under van
may not be an indefinite (modified) noun phrase (cf. 14b).
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(14) G a

ein Liter
a
liter
D b~` een liter
a
liter

von
of
van
of

gutem
Wein
good-DAT wine
goede wijn
good
wine

As L'óbel (1986) has shown, not all German DPCs have an IPC with a von-variant. Some of
the Co1Ns and the KindNs may occur with an indefinite N2 embedded under the preposition
von.'o Such indefinite N2s cannot be embedded under a ConN (15c).
(15) G a

ein
a
G b
eine
a
G c ~` ein
a

Steinen
Haufen von dicken
pile
of big-DAT stones-DAT
Art von altem
Menschen
sort of
old-DAT person-DAT
Wasserlsul3en
,~pfeln
Eimer von heif~em
bucket of
hot-DAT waterlsweet-DAT apples-DAT

The example (ISa) is a nominal phrase that can be interpreted in several ways. First, it can
be interpreted as an IPC: ein Haufen `a pile' refers to a subset of the superset dicke Steine
`big stones'. Second, it can be interpreted as a DPC. It is a quantificational expression in
which ein Haufen indicates an amount of big stones. There is no subset-set relation between
ein Haufen and dicke Steine. Third, it can be interpreted as an ICC. The nominal phrase ein
Haufen refers to a pile that consists of dicke Steine. I think that in the phrases in (15a) the
ICC-interpretation is the most salient one. In Dutch, a modified N2 cannot always be
embedded unáer van, as the example below in (16c) illustrates. The Dutch pattern is the same
as the German one in (15)."
(16) D a

een
a

hoop
pile

van dikke stenen
of big stones

'"
Observe that the preposition von sometimes does not assign dative Case ( i). The data are taken from Grebe
et aL (1973).
(i)

G

Da
there

wurde
became

er so
he such

eine
a

Art
kind

von
of

Sachverstdndigerl'Sachverstándigem
expert-NOM~expert-DAT

"
Some CoINs must co-occur with a special N2. Compare the examples in (ia) and (ib). The complement of
the preposition van is a simple noun phrase in ( ia) and a coordinated one in (ib).
(i)

D a?
D b

een
a
een
a

groep
group
groep
group

van
of
van
of

scheikundestudenten
chemistry-students
studenten
en
professoren
and
professors
students
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(16) D b

een
a
D c ~` een
a

soort
sort
emmer
bucket

van
of
van
of

oud
old
heet
hot
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mensje
person-DIM
water~zoete appels
water~sweet apples

A Co1N like hoop `pile' seems to be interpreted as a referential N if it is followed by a
prepositional phrase headed by van `of and if the embedded noun phrase is a non-specific
indefinite. The DPC-interpretation is no longer available. I take this as evidence that such a
nominal constituent is the equivalent of a DCC. The Co1N hoop `pile' is not interpreted as
a quantificational noun, but as a lexical one. The nominal phrase headed by hoop refers to a
complex entity. The subparts of this entity may be expressed by a nominal phrase embedded
in a van-phrase or as a nominal modifier. In (16b), the phrase een soort van oud mensje `a
sort of old person-DIM' contains the KindN soort `kind'. This nominal phrase is not
interpreted as a quantificational phrase nor as a partitive phrase. There is no nominal internal
subset-set relation just as in (15b). The phrase in (16b) is not equivalent to a DCC. It cannot
mean `a kind consisting of an old person'. The N1 soort is interpreted as `something like'.
I claim that this N1 soort is a functional N1, which lacks an R-role.
The nominal phrases containing a PartN do not co-occur with a bare mass N2 embedded
under von or van, as the following examples show. In German, Case needs to be expressed
on a suitable nominal element. "I'he noun itself generally is not a suitable one. Note, however,
that an adjective modifying N2 cannot restore the grammaticality of the nominal phrase, as
(17c) shows. The ungrammaticality cannot be attributed to the modified mass noun as such.
An example like (17d) illustrates that such a moditied mass noun is possible if it is selected
by a verb.
(17) G a ~` ein
a
D b~` een
a
G c ~ ein
a
G d
Ich
I

Stuck
piece
stuk
piece
Stuck
piece
ziehe
prefer

von Brot
of
bread
van brood
of bread
von bruchigem
Eisen
of brittle
iron
Kaffee
kaltem Tee vor
coffee (to) cold
tea PRT

The example in (17c) becomes well-formed if Case is realized on the preposition itself
(cf. 18a). The inflected preposition vom is a contraction of the preposition von and the Case
marked definite determiner dem `the-DAT'. The noun phrase in (18a) is equivalent to the one
in (18b).
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Stuck
piece
Stuck
piece

vom
bruchigen
Eisen
of-the-DAT brittle-DAT iron
von dem
bruchigen
Eisen
of the-DAT brittle-DAT iron

In Dutch, a nominal phrase which it is headed by a PartN and which contains a bare N2
embedded under a preposition cannot be an equivalent of a DPC. Such a nominal phrase
cannot be an equivalent of a DCC either. In a DCC headed by a PartN, the PartN refers to
an object and the N2 is a modifier indicating what N1 consists of. The nominal constituents
in (19) cannot be interpreted in that way. For instance, the nominal phrase een reep van
(india)katoen `a strip of (india)cotton' does not mean `a strip consisting of (india)cotton'.
(19) D a ~` een
a
D b~` een
a

reep van (india)katoen
strip of (India)cotton
strook van (gras)land
strip
of (grass)land

In the ungrammatical examples above in (17) and (19), N2 is a mass noun which is embedded
under the preposition von and van, respectively. The ungrammaticality of these examples is
not caused by the fact that the mass noun is embedded under a preposition. As the following
examples from Dutch show, a mass noun may be embedded under a(n)(other) preposition
without any problems. The same goes for German (cf. 20c).
(20) D a een boterham met kaas
sandwich with cheese
a
D b een jurk
van katoen
cotton
a
dress
of
G c ein Ring
aus Gold
a
ring
of
gold
In Dutch, van can be used when N 1 and N2 are in a subset-set relation or in a part-whole
relation. It can also be used when the relation between N I and N2 is a different one. The
preposition van is, for instance, also used when N2 refers to the material out of which the
object that N1 denotes is made. Such a relation exists between N1 jurk `dress' and N2 katoen
`cotton' in (20b). In many other languages, a semantically weak preposition like van is used
when N 1 and N2 are in different sorts of relations.
So far I have discussed IPCs with indefinite N2s embedded under the preposition von in
German and with van in Dutch. An IPC with a bare N2 or an N2 modified by an adjective
hardly occurs. Note, however, that in Dutch, there are Q-expressions which contain an
indefinite N2 embedded under van. These expressions contain the deictic element zulk(e)
`such'. German has equivalent expressions with the deictic element solch(e) `such'. This
deictic element has anaphoric properties and it refers to a set that has been previously
mentioned in the discourse or a set that is to be specified. In Dutch, the element van
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optionally precedes zulk(e), as ( 21a) illustrates (Coppen 1991). All Nls may co-occur with
an N2 modified by zulk(e). Observe that nominal phrases containing a PartN and a mass N2
modified by zulk(e) or solch(e) are grammatical (cf. 21c,d).
(21) D a duizenden (van)
thousands (of)
D b een glas
van
a
glass
of
D c een stuk
van
a
piece of
G d ein Stuck von
a
piece of

zulke mensen
such
people
zulk bier
such
beer
zulke kaas
such
cheese
solchem Brot
such
bread

In Dutch, the embedded phrases in (21 a-c) have an equivalent with the demonstrative pronoun
die. The phrases containing die `that' have more or less the same interpretation as the phrases
containing zulk(e). Both die and zulke can be used as a strong referential deictic element or
as a weak adjectival-like element (cf. footnote 3). The element van is obligatory if the
embedded nominal phrase contains the (weak) deictic element die `that'." Nominal phrases
containing such a weak demonstrative may be embedded under all kinds of N 1 s. I show this
in (22a) with the numerical MN duizenden `thousands' and in (22b) with the ConN glas
`glass'. This kind of IPC is equally possible with a QN, a PartN and a Co1N. The weak distal
demonstrative die `that' does not seem to make the embedded N2 a definite noun phrase, as
we will see below. I will use the term die,,. to indicate the weak distal demonstratives and the
term die,. for the strong distal demonstratives.
(22) D a duizenden van die,,.,,
mensen
thousands of
those
people
`thousands (of) theselthose people'
D b een glas
van dat„.,, bier
a
glass of that
beer
`a glass (of) thatlthis beer'

1z
The term iveak is also used to indicate that the deictic force of the distal demonstrative is low
(cf Kirsner 1979). The distal demonstrative seems to have other properties than the pure deictic one, as (i) shows.
In (i), the distal demonstrative dre co-occurs with a proper name. The demonstratíve die does not indicate a person
called Frits who is at a certain distance from the speaker. An utterance like (i) is, for instance, appropriate when Frits
enters the room. The example below is taken from Kirsner (1979).
(i)

D Ha,
die
Frits!
aha
that Frits
`Hello, Frits!'
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The nominal phrases in (21 a,b) and in (22a,b) are ambiguous. The strength of the embedded
deictic element and the way the nominal constituent is interpreted are closely connected.
First, the nominal phrase is interpreted as a quantificational expression. It has more or less
the same meaning as a DPC. The noun duizenden denotes a quantity of the embedded N zulke
mensen `such people' and die mensen `lit: those people; such~these people', respectively.
There is no nominal internal subset-set relation. A die„-phrase means the same as a weak
~ulk(e)-phrase. Both die and zulk(e) are interpreted as such or that kind (cf. inter alia Droste
1960, Van der Lubbe 1982, Zwarts 1987, Haegeman 1987, De Hoop et al. 1990).'' The
nominal phrase een glas van datw bier can be interpreted as the DPC ?een glas zulk bier `a
glass such beer'. The nominal phrase een glas `a glass' denotes a quantity of the N2 zulk bier
`such beer' in (21b) and of van dat bier `lit: of that beer; suchlthis beer' in (22b). There is
no nominal internal subset-set relation. Note that it is remarkable that the Q-interpretation is
available even when van is present.'a
Second, when the deictic zulke and die are strong referential elements, the nominal
constituents in (21-22) are interpreted as a Partitive Noun Phrase. The nominal phrases of the
PNP are in a subset-superset relation. In the PNP of (21b), for instance, een glas `a glass'
denotes a quantity of wine which is a subset of the wine denoted by zulke wijn `such wine'.
We have seen before that the element van may appear when NI is a KindN, as in een soort
van oud mensje `a kind of old person-DIM' (cf. 16b). In this example, we are not dealing
with a Q-expression, because the KindNs cannot be interpreted as quantificational Ns
(ef. 23a). If N1 is the plural lexical KindN soorten (kinds), the weak demonstrative dieldat
may not occur in an embedded N, as (23b) illustrates. The examples in (23b,c) are acceptable
if the deictic die is strong. The subset-superset interpretation is not available. The relation
between Nl and N2 in (23b) and in (23c) is a sort of possessive relation if die is a strong
demonstrative.'s
(23) D a ~` een
a

13
as in (i).

soort
kind

van
of

die,,.
these

problemen
problems

In English, demonstratives like thislrhese can be interpreted as indefinite elements (cf Hoeksema 1996),

She has got these really large eyes

(i)

~a
Observe that the Q-interpretation is only available when N2 is a mass noun or a plural count noun. lf the
phrase embedded under van contains a singular count noun, as in (ia), the Q-interpretation is not available. The same
applies to a singular count noun preceded by zo'n `such a', as is illustrated ín (ib).
(i)

D a
D

15

b

een
a
een
a

stuk
piece
stuk
piece

van
of
van
of

dat
boek
that book
zo'n
boek
such a
book

The Nl modet 'model' could also be analyzed as a kind of picture noun that takes N2 as its object.
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(23) D b~` vier
four
D c ~` een
a

soorten
kinds
model
model

van
of
van
of
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die,,,
bloemen
these flowers
die„ auto
that car

Summarizing, there are German IPCs containing MNs or a Co1N which have the same
interpretation as a DPC. Dutch does not have such IPCs with an embedded indefinite
(modified) noun. The prepositional element van only appears when the embedded N is
specific. Bipartite nominal constituents containing a quantifier or an N 1 in the first part and
a distal demonstrative or zulk(e) in the second part are ambiguous. They have a weak or a
strong interpretation. If they are really ambiguous, one expects that a nóminal constituent with
the weak interpretation has different properties from a constituent with the strong
interpretation. I will investigate in the following section whether this semantic difference
between a weak IPC and a strong IPC corresponds to other differences as well.

7.2.3

A comparison of weak and strong IPCs

In this section, I will discuss a couple of properties of weak and strong IPCs in Dutch. I will
focus on IPCs containing embedded noun phrases with demonstrative die. I will deal with
different aspects of these IPCs.
A comparison of weak and strong IPCs shows that they are not only different semantically,
but that they are dissimilar in other respects as well.
First, there is a phonological difference between the two IPCs (cf. Droste 1960). If weak
IPCs are pronounced, there is no pause between the quantifier and van, whereas the quantifier
and van are separated by a pause in strong IPCs. This difference disappears in rapid speech.
In weak IPCs, stress does not fall on the deictic die, but on that part of the nominal phrase
that is embedded under die (cf 24a). If die is stressed the IPC is interpreted as a strong IPC
(cf. 246). The examples are taken from De Hoop et al. (1990).
(24) D a drie
three
D b drie
three

van
of
van
of

die,,.
those
DIES
those

KLEFFE KOEKJES
sticky
cookies
kleffe koekjes
sticky cookies

Second, the two kinds of IPCs have different syntactic properties, as has been discussed
previously by several authors (cf. inter alia Droste 1960, Van der Lubbe 1982, Zwarts 1987,
Haegeman 1987, De Hoop et al. 1990). In order to show this, we will first take a look at a
closely related construction, namely, the bare van die-phrases. It has been shown that, in one
context, bare van die-phrases have the same distribution as nominal constituents, whereas in
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another context they function as prepositional phrases. I have selected from the arguments that
have been put forward the ones that are relevant for the present discussion.16~"
The first syntactic difference is the following. A bare van die-phrase behaves just like any
other nominal constituent. Such a van die-phrase may function, for instance, as an object
(cf. 25a), a subject (cf. 25b) or as the complement of a preposition (cf. 25c). Neither the verbs
bakken `to bake' and maken `to make', nor the preposition op `on' subcategorizes for a PP
headed by van.18
(25) D a Hij bakt
vaak
(van diew) vieze taart
he bakes often of that
awful cake
`He often bakes (such) awful cake'
D b(Van
diew)
flauwe opmerkingen
werden er
of
those insipid remarks
were
ER
`(Such) insipid remarks were made about that'

daarover gemaakt
that-about made

16
There are phrases similar to the von die-phrases in German. The distribution of these bare von-phrases is
different from the Dutch bare van die-phrases. They seem to occur in some existential sentences (Dorothee Beermann,
personal communication). In German, the bare von-phrase may contain a definite determiner, a demonstrative or a
possessive, as example (ia) shows. A Dutch bare van die-phrase may not contain a definite determiner. Notice that
the article den in (ia) is interpreted as a demonstrative.

(i)

G a

(ii)

G b'

Gibt es
noch
von
denldiesenldeinen Buchern?
of
thehhese~your
books
gives E3
still
`Are there any of theltheselyour books left?'
Buchern gesehen?
Hast du
noch von
diesen
Have you
still
of
these
books
seen

'~
Notice that there are bare van die-phrases which contain a strong determiner, which, according to De Hoop
et aL (1990), is excluded. If the particle nog `still' is left out, the sentence becomes less acceptable. I assume that
this particle helps to license the empty quantifier (see below).
D Zijn er
nog
van jouw boeken
are
ER
still
of
your books
`Are there any of your books left?'

(i)

Overdiep (1949) suggests that van die-phrases are constructed analogously to phrases like von die taart in

18

(i)

over?
left

D

Wie
who

heeft
has

van
of

die
that

taart
cake

gegeten?
eaten

It is not the whole cake that has been eaten, but only a part of it. There is an empty object in a sentence like (i). The
sentence means `Who has eaten something of the cake'. Verbs like eten `eat', drinken `to drink' and proeven `to
sample', however, also select a PP. In (i), the van-phrase is interpreted as a selected PP.
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(25) D c Zij loopt altijd op (van diew)
afgetrapte schoenen
she walks always on of
those worn-out shoes
`She always walks on (such) worn-out shoes'
Second, extraposition reveals another difference between nominal van diew phrases and
prepositional ones. As is well-known, prepositional phrases and nominal phrases behave
differently with respect to extraposition. A PP may be extraposed to a sentence-final position,
but a nominal constituent may only occur in this position if it is `heavy'. The difference can
be shown in the context of verbs that subcategorize both for a van prepositional complement
and for a nominal complement. An example of such a verb is the verb eten `to eat'. Some
examples are given below.
(26) D a Jan
Jan
D b Jan
Jan

heeft
has
heeft
has

een
a
van
of

koek
gegeten
cake
eaten
een koek
gegeten
a
cake
eaten

Consider the example below, which contains a van die-phrase. The following examples are
taken from De Hoop et aL (1990).
(27) D Jan
Jan

heeft
has

van die~~,S
of those

kleffe
sticky

koekjes
cookies

gegeten
eaten

The sentence in (27) is ambiguous. On the one hand, it can mean that Jan has eaten those
sticky cookies, in which case van die kleffe koekjes `of those sticky cookies' is interpreted as
a nominal phrase equivalent to zulke koekjes `such cookies'. On the other hand, the sentence
can mean that Jan has eaten part of a defined set of those sticky cookies. The object indicating
that part is not lexically realized (cf. footnote 18). In the latter case, van is a PP complement
of the verb eten. If the van die-phrase is extraposed, as in ( 28a), only the latter reading is
available. The van die-phrase cannot be interpreted as a nominal phrase, not even when it is
modified by a Relative Clause, as in (28b).19

19
In a very special context, viz., in an enumeration, an extraposed heavy van die-phrase may have the nominal
reading. See Chapter 5.
(i)

D...en
daarna
heb
ik nog gezien
van
diew gigantische
...and
that-after have f still seen
of
those giant
`...and after that f saw these giant paintings by Miró'

schilderijen
paintings

van
of

Miró
Miró
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(28) D a Jan heeft
gegeten
Jan has
eaten
D b Jan heeft
gegeten
Jan has
eaten
altijd
bakt
always bakes

van
of
van
of

dies,.w
those
dies,.W
those

kleffe
sticky
kleffe
sticky

koekjes
cookies
koekjes
cookies

die tante
that aunt

Marie
Marie

A third syntactic difference is that, in Dutch, the nominal complement of most of the
prepositions may be pronominalized. Pronominalization of die kleffe koekjes in (27)
disambiguates the sentence. The only reading that is available is the one in which van is
interpreted as a preposition.
(29) D Hij heeft
er
van gegeten
he
has
ER of eaten
`He has eaten some of it'
The Dutch er can also be used to refer to indefinite count nouns. Next to sentence (29), there
is a sentence like (30), with quantitative er. Quantitative er refers to an unknown quantity of
cookies, which have been previously mentioned in the discourse. The only reading is the
nominal reading.
kleffe koekjes
(30) D(Over van diew
About of those
sticky cookies
`As for these sticky cookies'
Hij heeft er
gegeten
he has
ER eaten
`He has eaten some'

gesproken)
spoken

This is also illustrated by the following example, in which er may refer to van die„, rare
mannetjes `of those strange little men'.
mannetjes gezien en ik
heb er
(31) D Jan heeft
van diew
rare
have ER
and I
Jan has
of those strange men-DIM seen
gezien
seen
`Jan has seen these strange little men and I have seen some as well'

ook
also

To summarize, there is a phonological difference between the two types of van die-phrases
and there are also some syntactic differences. The data concerning subcategorization,
extraposition and er-pronominalization show that the bare van die-phrases behave ambiguously
as nominal phrases and as prepositional phrases.
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Having established the ambiguous nature of bare van die-phrases, let us return to IPCs and
investigate whether the hybrid character of van die-phrases is maintained in IPCs containing
van die-phrases. Consider example (32).
(32) D Ik
I

heb een
have a

boel van diews
lot of those

mensen
people

geteld
counted

The nominal constituent een boel van die mensen `a lot of those people' in (32) is ambiguous
between a weak IPC, with a Q-interpretation, and a strong IPC, with a P-interpretation. There
are contexts in which only one of the interpretations is available. First, if the van die-phrase
is extraposed to a sentence-final position, the P-interpretation is triggered and the
Q-interpretation is no longer available (cf. 33). Observe that the sentence becomes more
acceptable if quantitative er is present, as in (33b). This applies also to other strong IPCs
(cf. 33d).
(33) D a

? Ik
heb een boel geteld
van dies
mensen
I
have a
lot counted
of those people
D b
Ik heb er een boel geteld van dies mensen
D c? Ik
heb maar tien gezien van jouw
collega's
I
have only
ten seen
of your
colleagues
D d
Ik heb er maar tien gezien van jouw collega's

Second, IPCs may appear in a comparative clause like (34). In (34), the IPC precedes the
quantificational adjective meer `more'. The IPC functions as a measure phrase.20
(34) D Ik
heb [twee van diew,a boeken] meer
dan jij
gelezen
I
havetwo
of those books
more than you read
`I have read two more of such books than you did'
One might expect that the IPC is ambiguous in this context as well. Note, however, that only
the weak Q-interpretation is available and that the phrase van die boeken `of those books' is
interpreted as such books. The strong reading of demonstrative die is excluded in this context.
The nominal phrase preceding meer must be a quantified noun phrase. It cannot be a definite
or a specific phrase (cf. 35a), unless the head of the phrase indicates a certain quantity
(cf. 35b,c).

Zo These data are discussed in Coppen (1991). However, he does not make a distinction between weak and
strong IPCs in these examples.
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(35) D a ~` deldezeldielzulke
theltheselthoselsuch
D b
deze hoeveelheid
this quantity (of)
meer
D c
een boek
a
book
more

boeken
books
boeken
books

meer
more
meer
more

As we saw above, the Q-interpretation of weak IPCs is related to the nominal behavior of
the van die-phrase. This corresponds with the data below in (36a) and (36b). If the van
die,,-phrase is separated from the cardinal numeral, the sentence becomes ungrammatical. The
insertion of quantitative er makes the sentence more acceptable (cf. 36c,d). If quantitative er
is present, the split IPC is interpreted as a strong IPC. Examples (36a,c) are borrowed from
Coppen (1991).
(36) D a ~ Ik
I
D b ~` Ik
I
D c
Ik
I
D d
Ik
I

heb
have
heb
have
heb
have
heb
have

twee
two
twee
two
er
ER
er
ER

dan
meer
more
than
meer
dan
more than
twee meer
two more
twee meer
two more

jij
you
jij
you
dan
than
dan
than

[van dieW,S boeken] gelezen
read
of those books
gelezen
[van dieW,S
boeken]
books
read
of those
jij
[van die,W,s
boeken] gelezen
read
you of those
books
van
die.Ws
boeken
jij
gelezen
you read
of those books

Let us look at er-pronominalization in order to see what happens in weak and in strong
IPCs. As we saw above in (29), the complement of van may be pronominalized. If the van
die-phrase contained in a weak IPC is a prepositional phrase, we expect that the diew phrase
may be pronominalized as well. The example in (37a) is a strong IPC and the one in (37b)
a weak one. Pronominalization of the complement of van is possible in (37a), but not in
(37b). This is shown in (37c).21 The only interpretation available for (37c) is the strong
interpretation. Example (37c) contrasts with example (37d), in which quantitative er may refer
to van die,,, mensen.
(37) D a
D b
D c
D d

Ik
I
Ik
Ik
I
Ik

heb
have
heb
heb
have
heb

een
a
een
er
ER
er

boel
lot
boel
een
a
een

van
of
van
boel
lot
boel

dies
mensen
those people
diew
mensen
van geteld
of counted
geteld

geteld
counted
geteld

21
The er can be interpreted as the locative er `there', the prepositional er 'it' and as the quantitative er. See
the discussion in Chapter 3.
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Extraposition and er-pronominalization of van die-phrases show that there are two kinds
of van die-phrases in IPCs, which behave differently. The first one behaves as a prepositional
phrase. The second one is a nominal phrase." The nominal van die-phrase occurs in the
weak IPC and the prepositional van die-phrase is present in the strong IPC. In (37d), the
quantitative er is present, of which I claim that it is base-generated and that it is co-indexed
with a non-maximal nominal projection. If quantitative er may also refer to a bare van
die-phrase, as (30-3I ) and (37d) show, how do we analyze such a van die-phrase? Note that
quantitative er in (37d) is only possible if it refers to a plural `antecedent'. Quantitative er in
(37d) cannot refer to a van die„phrase containing a mass noun like, for instance, van diew
kleffe cake `of that sticky cake'. If quantitative er may replace a van die-phrase, then some
of the van die-phrases are like non-maximal nominal projections. Quantitative er needs to be
licensed by a quantificational element. I assume that a bare van die-phrase is a nominal phrase
with a zero determiner. In some cases, there is also a zero quantifier which takes the
die„-phrase as a variable. The zero quantifier indicates an indefinite quantity or amount
(cf. Haegeman 1987).'`' Notice, however, that a bare van die,,: phrase does not always
indicate a certain quantity, as the following examples show. The phrase van dat,~ mooie
zonnige weer simply means `this lovely sunny weather' and the phrase van die„. harde muziek
means `this loud music'. The zero quantifier is optionally present.
(38) D a We hadden van dat mooie
zonnige weer
we had
of that beautiful sunny
weather
` We had such lovely sunny weather in Spain'
D b Ze draaien daar
van die harde muziek
they play
there of that loud
music
`They play such loud music there'

in
in

Spanje
Spain

If a bare van die-phrase may be licensed by a covert quantifier, we expect that other
quantifier-like elements may license van die-phrases as welL We have already seen a couple
of examples showing that this expectation is borne out. Above, I have given examples in
which the van die-phrases are embedded under N 1 s(cf. 22). [ repeat example (22b) as (39).
In (39), N1 is the ConN glas `glass'.
(39) D een glas
a
glass

van dat,y,s
of
that

bier
beer

If the indefinite een in the nominal phrase een glas van dat bier `a glas of that beer' is
replaced by a definite article or a demonstrative determiner, the weak IPC-interpretation is no

ZZ

In the analysis of De Hoop et aL (1990), the weak van die is a complex determiner.

23
A similar analysis has been proposed for Turkish `naked ablative partitives', which are Partitive Noun
Phrases lacking an overt quantifier (cf Kornfilt 1990).
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longer available (and neither is the strong one). Such a nominal phrase is simply unacceptable,
as (40a,b) show. The other examples in (40) illustrate that the determiner or the demonstrative
pronoun cannot be licensed by a Relative Clause.
(40) D a ~` het
the
D b~` dat
that
D c~` het
the
D d ~` dat
that

glas
glass
glas
glass
glas
glass
glas
glass

van
of
van
of
van
of
van
of

dat
that
dat
that
dat
that
dat
that

bier
beer
bier
beer
bier
beer
bier
beer

dat
that
dat
that

je
you
je
you

gedronken
drunk
gedronken
drunk

hebt
have
hebt
have

The data in (39) and (40) suggest that only a subset of N1 licenses a van die-phrase. Some
more evidence that this suggestion is plausible is given below. There are measure Ns
indicating a part, which may occur with a definite embedded nominal phrase (cf 41a),
whereas a nominal phrase without a lexical determiner is excluded (41b) in this context. In
such a nominal phrase, the demonstrative díe ín (41 a) cannot be interpreted as the weak díe.
It only has the strong referential interpretation. As (41 c) shows, the N helft, cannot be used
as an N 1 in DPCs.z4
helft van die.ws taart
de
the half of that cake
D b~` de helft van taart
D c ~` de helft taart

(41) D a

In Chapter 5, I discussed the properties of N2s in DPCs. I showed that N2 may be embedded
under unstressed vól. If van die„-phrases have the same character as N2s and if they are
non-maximally projected phrases, too, we expect that they can be embedded under unstressed
v~l as well. The following examples illustrate that this indeed happens.ZS

Z4
There are some exceptions. In recipes, for instance, nominal phrases without an overt determiner may
appear embedded under a noun like hetft `halP: de helfi ivater en de helft azijn 'the half water and the half vinegar'.
~5
A ran dre-phrase may also follow a stressed vól, as in ( ia) or a compound form of stressed vól, (cf. ib).
The element jok expresses a very high degree of fullness.
(i)

D a
D b

een
a
een
a

bus
bus
bus
bus

vól
(van die)
full
( of
those)
TJOKvóI
( van
extremely-full ( of

toeristen
tourists
die) toeristen
those) tourists
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(42) D a een
a
D b een
a
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bíts vól (van die~t)
toeristen
bus full (of those) tourists
glás
vól (van datw) bier
glass
full of that
beer

The nominal phrase een bus vól `a bus full' can co-occur with quantitative er, as in (43).
Quantitative er may refer to a nominal phrase like van die,, toeristen in (42a).
(43) D Ik
I

heb er
have ER

weer
again

een
a

bus
bus

vól
full

gezien
seen

In all these contexts, i.e., in positions embedded under Nl, like e.g., glas 'glass', or under
unstressed v~l, definite or quantified nouns are excluded (cf 44a). In order to make the
ungrammatical noun phrases in (44a) acceptable, the unstressed vól must be replaced by
stressed vól and a preposition like met `with' must be used, as is shown in (44b).'`6
(44) D a ~` een
a
D b
een
a

bus
bus
bus
bus

vól
de toeristenldieS
toeristenweel toeristen
full (of) the tourists~those
tourists~many tourists
vó1~TJOKvóI
met dies toeristen~de toeristert~veel toeristen
full~extremely-full with those tourists~the tourists~many tourists

Summarizing, I have shown that the van die-phrases that appear in weak and strong IPCs
have different phonological and syntactic properties. In weak IPCs, they behave like a
non-maximal nominal phrase, and in strong IPCs they behave like prepositional phrases. These
properties correspond to the different interpretations of IPC. I have provided evidence that the
distribution of van die„-phrases and N2s is the same. Furthermore, I have suggested that bare
van die-phrases have a zero determiner and that they optionally have a zero quantifier.

7.2.4

Previous analyses of weak IPCs

Having discussed some salient properties of the van die-IPCs, I will now discuss some
proposals that have been presented for this type of weak IPC. In previous analyses, there is
a different view of the status of van, as well as of the status of demonstrative die.

zb

In some cases, the preposition van can be used instead of inet, as in (i). The van-phrase is similar to the
van-phrase in (ib). In (ia), it indicates the source or the cause of the fullness and in (ib) the source or the cause of
his fear.
(i)

D a
D b

een
a
Hij
he

bus
vol
bus
full
is bang
is afraid

van
of
van
of

de
the
Jan
Jan

toeristen
tourists
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First, it has been claimed that van `of in bare van die-phrases resembles the French
`Partitive de' `of . Under this analysis, the noun phrase embedded under van is analyzed as
a maximal projection (cf. Haegeman 1987). The distribution of French `Partitive de', however,
is much more widespread than the distribution of van in Partitive Noun Phrases. A difference
between the Dutch bare van-phrases and the French bare de-phrases is that the Dutch phrases
must be specific. They must contain some sort of deictic element, whereas the French phrases
do not have to obey this requirement (cf. Kayne 1975). The Dutch bare van die-phrase is
anaphoric, whereas the French bare de-phrase does not need to be anaphoric. I do not analyze
van (or its equivalent in other languages) in IPCs as a`Partitive' preposítion, because I think
that the preposition itself does not contribute anything to the meaning of the IPC. I assume
that the P-(artitive) interpretation is derived from the relation between the (quantified) N 1 and
N2 (cf. Milner 1978, Godard 1988) or from the relation between the predicate and the
relevant arguments. Consider the examples below.
leerlingen heb ik
(45) D a Een van de
one of the students have I
`Yesterday I met one of the students
D b Een van de leerlingen heb ik
one of the students have I
`Yesterday I met one (friend) of the

in
Amsterdam ontmoet
gisteren
yesterday in
Amsterdam met
in Amsterdam'
gisteren
in
Amsterdam ontmoet
er
ER yesterday in
Amsterdam met
students in Amsterdam'

If the interpretation of the nominal phrase is dependent on the meaning of the preposition van
`of, we would have to assume a whole series of different prepositions van. Take a look at
the examples in (45). The nominal phrase een van de leerlingen `one of the students' is
present both in (45a) and in (45b). This string, however, has different meanings. In (45a), it
is interpreted as an IPC and in (45b) it is not. In (45a), van would be partitive van and in
(45b) it would be possessive van. There would also be a substance van and a temporal van
etc. The preposition derives its name from the relation that exists between the two nouns of
the nominal phrase. In both phrases in (45), there is an empty element following een. The
empty elements, however, have a different meaning, which depends on the context. In (45a),
the empty element is related to the phrase de leerlingen, and it is interpreted as leerling
`student'. The phrase een van de leerlingen denotes a subset of the set de leerlingen. The
empty element in (45b), is not related to the embedded nominal phrase de leerlingen, but to
quantitative er. Its meaning is derived from the discourse. It may be interpreted, for instance,
as vriend `friend'. There is no subset-set relation between the entity een vriend denoted by Nl
and the entity de leerlingen denoted by N2. The relation between N1 and N2 determines
whether they are in a subset-set relation, a possessive relation, a part-whole relation or in
another relation. I claim that the preposition van does not determine the relation between the
two nominals.
Second, the element van die is considered as a syntactic atom (vandie). It is a complex
morphological determiner (cf. De Hoop et al. 1990). Note, by the way, that Dutch has two
kinds of indefinite determiners on the latter analysis, viz., a covert kind and an overt kind.
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The covert indefinite determiners are the zero determiners for bare plurals and bare mass
nouns. They appear when a noun phrase denotes a set that is not contextually determined. The
overt indefinite determiner is the complex determiner vandie, which occurs when a noun
phrase denotes a contextually determined set.`'' There are a couple of problems with the latter
analysis, which I will discuss below.
First, it is assumed that a cardinal numeral is generated in the specifier position of DP.'`8
This analysis, however is problematic for the analysis of possessives. It is generally assumed
that a possessive phrase is located in the specifier of DP. The data below show that, in Dutch,
the possessive precedes the cardinal numeral (cf. 46). Therefore, in this analysis, the
possessive is either adjoined to the maximal nominal projection or the cardinal numeral is
generated in the specifier of the NP if the nominal phrase contains a possessive phrase.
(46) D a

Jans
drie
vrienden
Jan's three friends
D b~` drie Jans vrienden

Second, if we adopt the analysis of De Hoop et al., we cannot explain why the cardinal
numeral cannot be followed by a definite determiner or a demonstrative, as in (47).
(47) D ~` dric
three

deldie
thelthose

vrienden
friends

One could of course assume that the complex determiner vandie has different features and
different selectional properties. It is well-known that nominal van die-phrases behave
differently from nominal phrases that contain demonstrative die. The bare van die,,, phrases
are indefinite noun phrases which may appear, for instance, in existential sentences (cf 48a).
The die-phrases are definite noun phrases which may not occur in this context, as (48b)
i I1 ustrates.

~'
In another analysis, van is analyzed as an inverse determiner (cf Barwise and Cooper 1981, Zwarts 1987).
The inverse determiner takes a maximal nominal phrase and turns it into a non-maximal nominal phrase (in Zwarts's
terms, an NP and a Common Noun, respectively). Similar ideas are found in Hoeksema (1984) and Haegeman (1987).
It is not clear, however, what the syntactic status of such an inverse determiner would be.
28
In a footnote, De Hoop et al. admit that there is a problem with the position of the cardinal numeral,
because the cardinal numeral always precedes the ran die-phrase. They have two suggestions to account for this
problem. First, they suggest that the position of the cardinal numeral varies and that the character of the determiner
determines the position of the cardinal numeral (cf Coppen 1991 and De Jong 1983, 1991). Second, they suggest
that the position of the determiner varies depending upon whether it is (in)definite. Note that these kinds of solutions
do not square with the assumption that there is a certain hierarchy in the nominal domain. In order to account for the
order cardinnl numeral ~ determiner, we have to assume that there is movement within the nominal domain. 1 assume
that movement is only possible if there is a trigger for the element that moves. It is not clear what the trigger is when
the deterrniner position is filled by the complex determiner vandie and why the non-complex determiner die 'that'
does not occur with a cardinal numeral in its specifier position.
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(48) D a

Er
dingen in
zitten van diew
rare
ER sit
of those strange things in
`There are these strange things in my soup'
D b~` Er zitten dies
rare
dingen in
mijn
ER sit
those strange things in
my

mijn soep
my soup
soep
soup

Strong demonstrative die, behaves as an element that makes the noun phrase referential,
whereas weak die,, in van die-phrases is more like an anaphoric element, which does not make
the noun phrase referential. This difference is also illustrated below. A definite phrase
containing strong deictic die can be modified by the adverbial adjunct daar `there', as in (49a)
(Coppen 1991). This is not possible in an indefinite van die-phrase or a bare noun phrase
(cf. 496,c).
(49) D a

dies
boeken daar
those books there
Db~ van diew
boeken daar
of
those books there
D c ?? boeken daar
books there

Third, it is generally assumed that a demonstrative like die `that' is generated in the same
position as the determiner (cf. Coppen 1991). In regular noun phrases containing such a
demonstrative, a cardinal numeral occupies a position lower than the demonstrative (cf. SOa).
If van die,, is a determiner, we expect a cardinal numeral to occur below this complex
determiner as well. However, as example (SOb) illustrates, this is not possible.'9 We also
expect that quantifying adjectives like vele, which may appear after a definite determiner, or
genoeg `enough', which occurs after an indefinite determiner, are allowed in van die-phrases.
Example (SOc) and (SOd) show that this expectation is not borne out.

~y
In De Hoop et al.'s analysis, a phrase like (i) is ungrammatical because both de 'the' and vandie are
determiners. 1 assume that there is a restriction on the occurrence of prenominal deictic elements in Dutch. The same
restriction applies to (ii), in which example the determiner de may not occur with the deictic element zulk(e) `such'.
This restriction is not universal. In Greek, for instance, a determiner and a demonstrative may co-occur.
(i)

D'

(ii)

D'

de
the
de
the

drie
three
drie
three

van
of
zulke
such

diew mannen
those men
mannen
men
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(50) D a

dies
drie
boeken
those three
books
D b~` van die~~. vier boeken
`these four books'
D c ~` van die„
vele
boeken
of those many books
D d~ van die~y
genoeg boeken
of those enough books

Notice that there is a contrast between the ungrammatical example in (SOb) and the
grammatical examples in (51) with an embedded cardinal numeral or an quantificational
adjective. In (51), we are dealing with the strong demonstrative die and the phrases are
interpreted as strong IPCs.
(51) D a
D b

drie
three
drie
three

van
of
van
of

die~
those
diez
those

vier boeken
four books
vele
boeken
many books

As has been discussed above, an [PC containing a van die-phrase is ambiguous between a
weak IPC and a strong IPC. A nominal phrase like drie van die boeken `three of those books'
means in the weak interpretation something like three such books and in the strong
interpretation three ~f those books. As (Sla) shows, a cardinal numeral may be embedded
under the demonstrative die in IPCs. Such an IPC can only be interpreted as a strong IPC.
There is a subset-set relation between drie X and the embedded noun phrase die vier boeken
`those four books'. Examples like (S l a,b), in which a cardinal numeral (or an equivalent
quantificational element) is embedded under die, cannot be interpreted as weak IPCs: they do
not have the same interpretation as DPCs. Example (SOb) shows that a cardinal numeral
cannot be embedded in a bare van die-phrase. If van die,, is a complex indefinite determiner,
it is not clear in what respect it differs from the simple determiner die,,,,,. It is not clear either
why the complex functional nominal element vandie does not take a functional nominal
projection as a variable. The other determiners do not show such a restriction with respect to
a cardinal numeral (cf. deldieldeze~0 vier boeken `thelthoselthese~(D four books'.
To summarize, I do not adopt the `Partitive' van analysis and I reject the analysis in which
vandie is a complex determiner. I will propose an alternative analysis in which the
demonstrative die determines the status of the embedded nominal phrase.

7.2.5

Towards a new analysis of weak (van die)-IPCs

As discussed above, IPCs containing a van die14-phrase have a similar interpretation as DPCs.
I have shown that bare van die-phrases have a similar distribution as maximal nominal phrases
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and that there are also van die-phrases that have a distribution analogous to N2s. The latter
type of van die-phrases are non-maximally projected phrases that may be embedded under
Nls and unstressed vdl-phrases. N2s that occur in DPCs are non-maximal nominal phrases
that are projected to the kind leve1.30 I claim that die„-phrases are just like N2s: they are
nominal phrases that indicate a kind. In the remainder of this section, I will discuss the
function of N1, of the demonstrative die, and of the element van.
First, in weak IPCs, N1 indicates an amount or a quantity of the N2 embedded under van
`of. It is a kind operator that quantifies into the die,,-phrase, which is a non-maximal nominal
phrase projected to the kind level. I suggested in the previous section that N 1 in weak IPCs
is a functional N, i.e., an N that lacks the R-feature.
Second, how do we analyze demonstrative die? One could argue that die (or dat) is a
hybrid functional nominal element, which has strong or weak features. If it is strong it
projects to a maximal nominal level. Strong die binds the R-feature of the noun, just like a
determiner does. The demonstrative die, binding the R-feature only occurs in strong IPCs. The
embedded phrase is referential. Weak die has weak features and does not project to the
maximal level. Such a weak die cannot bind the R-feature of the noun and therefore the noun
is interpreted as a non-saturated expression which denotes a kind. The difference between
weak and strong die is also illustrated in (50). Alternatively, one could assume that die,,, is
similar to zulk(e) and that it has an adjectival status. These deictic adjectives would be ranked
in a high position in the adjectival hierarchy.
Third, let us now take a closer look at van. The element van occurs in various contexts.
It may be a strong element with semantic content, in which case it projects to a maximal
phrase. It selects a maximal nominal phrase (cf. 52a). The element van can also function as
the spell-out of Case (cf. 52b). In a complex nominal phrase containing a van-phrase, the
nominal phrase embedded under van cannot be selected by a verb (cf. 52c). The number
feature of a nominal phrase embedded under a preposition does not trigger verbal agreement,
as (52a,d) shows. In both cases, N2 is not accessible because the maximal nominal phrase or
the maximal prepositional phrase protect N2 from being selected by an element outside the
nominal domain.
(52) D a

D b

van
dies
grote
Het vertrek
the departure from
those big
~`groeien
increase-PL
De inname van dieS
steden
the capture of those cities

luchthavens groeib
increase-SG
airports

3~
In Coppen's analysis, it is not clear how the distinction between the interpretation of weak and strong IPCs
is derived. The demonstrative die is generated in D, which means that N 1 is in a High QP-position. The High
QP-position is related to the partitive meaning of a noun phrase.
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(52) D c ~ Hij
he
D d
Een
a

kust
een schilderij
kisses a
picture
schilderij van dies
picture
of those

van dies
kinderen
of those children
kinderen wasi~waren
children waslwere
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gevallen
fallen

From the data discussed in the previous section, it is clear that the element van in weak IPCs
has not the same status as the preposition van. In weak IPCs, the van-phrase cannot be
extraposed (cf. 33) and the element vcrn itself does not block quantification. In weak IPCs
containing N 1 s, N2 is aceessible for selection, as in (53a,b) and it may determine verbal
agreement (cf. 53c). The element van is a weak element that does not block selection of N2,
which is illustrated in (53c).
(53) D a Ik
heb een doos van die~~.
postzegels
verzameld
I
have a
box of
those stamps
collected
`I have collected a box of these stamps'
D b Ik
heb een stapel van die~
proefwerken gecorrigeerd
I
have a
pile
of those exams
corrected
`I have corrected a lot of these exams'
D c Een aantal
van diew
schilderijen ~hangt~hangen
niet in
a
number
of those pictures
hang-SG~hang-PL not in
museum
museum
`A number of these pictures is not in the museum'

het
the

There are a couple of possibilities to analyze this van. First, one could assume, for instance,
that van is a Case marker and that the resulting constituent is a N-projection selected by the
quantifier, as has been suggested by Haegeman (1987).'' However, van would Case mark
an intermediate nominal projection. An intermediate projection normally inherits the Case
assigned to the maximal projection. Such a solution, therefore, does not seem attractive to me.
Second, one could assume that van is a functional preposition. I have shown in previous
chapters that the nominal domain contains nominals that are ambiguous between a functional
noun and lexical one. I have shown that these nouns have different properties. It has been
claimed that the prepositional domain contains lexical prepositions and functional prepositions,
which have different properties (cf. Van Riemsdijk 1990). I claim that the element van that
appears in the van die-phrases is a functional preposition. It is a defective preposition, which
lacks a theta grid and which has no feature specification. It is a neutral element and it does
not project maximally. It is a transparent element. Such a neutral element may occur in the
nominal projection without violating the internal nominal relations.

3~
Similar suggestions have been independently made for English of(Matheson 1990), for Spanish de 'of in
weak IPCs (cf. Eguren 1989), and for French de 'of ( Battye 1991).
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Having discussed some possible analyses of N1, die and van in weak IPCs, I give below
the structural representation of a weak IPC like een glas van dat bier `a glass of that beer'.
The elements van and dat„, are analyzed as non-maximally projecting functional elements.
(54)

~ DP~~
o
D ~~~

.
' N1`
0
N 1 ~~~

, P ~t`
~~
P [}~

0 , D f}`

D ~,~

N2~~-~
I
N2"I-~

een
a

glas
glass

van
of

datW
that

bier
beer

The tree in (54) is a macro-N-projection. The projection line from N2 bier `beer' to een `a'
is not interrupted: the nodes dominating een, glas, and datw are functional nominal projections
which dominate the lexical nominal projection of bier `beer'. None of these nodes is a
maximal node, except for the DP. The functional-lexical hierarchy is respected, too. There is
no lexical projection that interrupts the functional projection line. All the nodes dominating
lexical N2 are functional nominal nodes. Observe that a structure like (54) violates the Feature
Hierarchy, proposed in Chapter 4. Demonstratives are generally interpreted as definite
elements and in the Feature Hierarchy, repeated below, definiteness ranks higher than the
feature that represents the quantity.
(55) Feature Hierarchy
aDEF~Q~N
The data above show that weak and strong die are different. The meaning of die is not the
same in all cases, although the morphological form is. One could claim that only strong die
is marked with the definiteness feature and that weak die has no such specification. In (54),
both D 1 and D2 are unmarked for definiteness. They are therefore compatible. However, if
it is allowed to project more than one functional element representing (in)defniteness onto
a projection line, one expects that there are more instances of nominal phrases with more than
one functional element that is marked for definiteness. Phrases with this kind of (in)definite
functional element, however, are not attested in Dutch.
Demonstrative diew is similar to the adjective zulk(e) `such'. I suggest analyzing diew as an
adjectival element. The Feature Hierarchy is respected if die,,, is adjoined to N2. This analysis,
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in which die,, is analyzed as an adjective and van as a non-maximally projecting functional
element, is illustrated below.
(56)

~ DP~~
o
D~.~
I

~
~Nl~

N I "~~F~

[tFl
`

a ~
P ~t~

I

een
a

glas
glass

van
of

AP[-~

N~ [ F~

I

0
~ I-r7

I
0
~ 2 I-Fl

datw.
that

bier
beer

The structure of the nominal constituent in (56) fulfills the requirements of a
macro-N-projection. The projection line from N2 bier~ to Do een is not interrupted by
maximally projected nodes and the functional-lexical hierarchy is not violated either.
How do we decide which of these solutions is preferable? In the first option, we are dealing
with two non-maximally projecting nodes, viz., the one dominating van and the one
dominating dat,,,. However, this is no problem if we assume that a non-maximally projected
node is allowed if it is licensed as part of a maximal projection. This is possible if it has the
same categorial features or if it is a neutral element, like an unspecified prepositional
projection. Let us look now at the status of die. The element die will be a hybrid element,
whichever solution we take. In the first option, die is a weak or a strong functional element.
It projects to the maximal nominal level depending upon the strength of its features. If we
assume that weak die is a determiner, the projection line from N2 to D1 in (54) contains two
nodes each dominating an element of the category D. In the second option, it is the categorial
status of die that varies. Weak die is analyzed as an adjectival element and strong die as a
nominal element.'' I claim that weak die is an adjectival element. Weak IPCs, which have
the same interpretation as DPCs, are analyzed as macro-N-projections and the die,,;phrase as
a non-maximal nominal projection, which is projected to the kind leveL I assume that the
element van has the same status as unstressed v~l. Both are functional elements that do not
project maximally. I claim that the structure in (56) is the structure for weak (van die-) IPCs.
There is one more piece of evidence suggesting that a die„;phrase in a weak IPC is not
immediately projected to a maximal projection. In the examples of weak IPCs I have given
so far, N2 is always a plural or a mass N2. If weak IPCs are macro-N-projections, we expect
that there is agreement between Q" and the lexical head of a macro-N-projection. If the head
3z

1 suggest that the analysis proposed for weak van die-1 PCs can be extended to weak van zulk(e) IPCs.
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of a macro-N-projection is plural, the nominal projection must contain a zero indefinite plural
determiner, a cardinal numeral, the cardinality of which, is greater than one, or an appropriate
N1. In a macro-N-projection headed by a mass noun, there must be a zero determiner, but a
cardinal numeral is not licensed in such a projection. Consider the following examples.
(57) D a ~` een
one
D b~` een
one
D c
een
one

van
of
van
of
van
of

dieW
boeken (weak IPC)
those books
datw bier
that beer
dies
boeken (strong IPC)
those books

The examples in (57a,b) illustrate that the cardinal numeral één cannot occur in a weak van
die„-IPC headed by a plural noun (cf. De Hoop et al. 1990) or by a mass noun. The phrase
een van die boeken `one of those books' in (57c) is a strong IPC and cannot be interpreted
as a weak IPC.
To summarize, I claim that weak IPCs are macro-N-projections. A weak die-phrase has a
similar distribution as N2 in DPCs. I propose that a die,,,phrase is a non-maximal nominal
projection, which is projected to the kind level. In weak IPCs, the element van is a
non-maximally projected functional category. It lacks categorial features and it is transparent.
The features of N2 are visible for selection and they are available for agreement. I assume
that demonstrative die is a hybrid element. It can be specified as a strong or as a weak
element. The strong referential die is like a determiner. It makes the noun referential and it
binds its R-feature. Weak die is an adjectival element. It does not make the noun referential
and it does not bind its R-feature.

7.2.6

An analysis of IPCs with an indefinite N2

7.2.6.1 Introduction
In the previous section, I discussed weak IPCs containing van die,,:phrases and analyzed these
weak IPCs as macro-N-projections. I will now concentrate on the internal structure of other
IPCs with indefinite N2s. As I said above, both weak and strong IPCs have indefinite N2s.
I will first address the noun phrase internal position of N2 and then discuss the status and
position of N 1.
I have discussed two kinds of indefinite N2s, namely genitive N2s and indefinite N2s
embedded under vanh~on. I assume that such an N2 is a maximal nominal projection, which
receives Case via a default mechanism. The IPC is headed by an non-case assigning N. In
German, the default Case is expressed in different ways. If a maximal nominal phrase is
contained within a nominal projection, Case may be spelled out as genitive Case. The other
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manifestation of default Case is the insertion of von.33 In Dutch, a maximal nominal phrase
that is embedded in a nominal constituent only receives default Case by insertion of the
element van. Furthermore. I assume that the indet7nite genitive N2 or the N2 contained in the
vanlvon-phrase in an IPC must be in the scope of N1. Before I go into detail about the
structure of IPCs, I will list a couple of possible relations between N 1 and N2.
(58) 1. Nl quantifies into the indefinite N2
2. N 1 quantifies into a pro and 'N2' is adjoined to N 1
3. N 1 and N2 are involved in a theta relation

(Type I)
(Type II)
( Type III)

I will discuss these optiotls below and I will argue that all these options are indeed realized.
I suggest that the status of N1 determines which option will be selected.
Type I IPCs are weak IPCs, in which NI and N2 are not in a subset-set relation. In these
IPCs, Nl is a functional N1, which quantifies into N2. An example of this kind is a weak IPC
with a numerical MN and with N2 embedded in a von-phrase, e.g., Tausende von Menschen
`thousands of people'.
Strong IPCs with an indefinite genitive 'N2', for example, eine Reihe roter Autos `a row
of red cars', belong to Type II. I will provide data which strongly suggest that the N 1 Reihe
is not the head of the IPC and that the IPC contains a pro. The meaning of pro is derived
from the meaning of the genitive phrase. Strong IPCs with an indefinite `N2' embedded under
a preposition (vcrnwon) also seleet the second option. An example of such a strong IPC is een
boel van zulke problemen 'a lot of such problems'.
Type III IPCs contain PartNs like e.g., reep 'strip'. An example of this kind of IPC is een
reep van zulke katoen `a strip of such cotton'.

7.2.6.2 A closer look at the types of IPCs
Weak IPCs like Tausende von Menschen `thousands of people', in which NI is a numerical
MN, are interpreted as Q-expressions. The structure of an IPC that is interpreted as a DPC
is given below. The N1 Tausende is a functional N1. It occupies a similar position as a
quantificational element in an IPC containing a van die,,, phrase. The N2 ~~fenschen does not
project to the maximal nominal level and von is a functional element that does not interrupt
the projection line.

33
There are exceptions. There are N2s with accusative or dative Case. A temporal N2, for instance, may have
accusative Case, just as it has in the verbal domain (cf. i). 1 assume that this is an inherent Case. The dative Case is
found in some appositive noun phrases (see Chapter 6).
(i)

G dein
your

Schweigen
silence

den
ganzen
the-ACC whole

Tag
day
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(59)

~ DP~
D"t.Fl

' N 1 ~`~

0
P tt~

Tausende von
thousands of

t}`

N2 t-rl
I .
N2 f-r7
I

Menschen
people

Let us now look at IPCs of Type II, to which belong strong IPCs that contain an `N2' with
a determiner. Consider the examples below.
(60) D a twee
two
D b twee
two
D c een
a

van
of
van
of
boel
lot

de problemen
the problems
zulke problemen
such
problems
van zulke problemen
problems
of
such

The nominal phrase twee vun de profilemen `two of the problems' in (60a) contains the
embedded definite determiner de 'the'. The phrases in (60b,c) twee van zulke problemen `two
of such problems' and een boel van zulke problemen 'a lot of such problem', respectively,
lack an overt determiner. The nominal phrase in (60a) is interpreted as a strong IPC. The IPCs
in (60b,c) are ambiguous between a weak IPC with a Q-interpretation and a strong IPC with
a partitive interpretation. Weak IPCs have been discussed in the previous sections and I will
not repeat the discussion now. I will concentrate instead on the analysis of strong IPCs. I
claim that strong IPCs are not a homogeneous group of nominal phrases. A subclass of strong
IPCs contains a functional N, whereas another subgroup contains a lexical N. These subgroups
each have their own structure. I will first discuss strong IPCs with a functional N1 and then
strong IPCs with a lexical N1.
It has been claimed that strong IPCs have an empty N which denotes the subset of the
embedded N(cf. inter alia Selkirk 1977, Jackendoff 1977, Blom 1977, Milner 1978). I claim
that strong IPCs with a functional N1 also contain such an empty nominal head. The
interpretation of the empty N is derived from the meaning of the noun phrase embedded under
van (cf. section 7.2.4). The empty N must be semantically equivalent to the embedded N. I
assume that the identification of the empty N works along the same lines as the identification
of elliptic Ns.
This type of strong IPC is `headed' by a DPC with an empty N2. What seems to be N2,
is in fact N3. N3 is a maximal nominal phrase, which is adjoined to a node dominating N1,
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as is represented below in (62).'a The maximal projection of N3 needs Case and it receives
Case via the standard default Case mechanism or via an inserted preposition. I claim that the
strong IPCs in (60), which have an indetlnite N2, have the same structure as the IPCs with
a determined N2. I adopt a structure which resembles the structure proposed by Cardinaletti
and Giusti (1991). In their proposal, the PP is analyzed as a second argument of Q". This
second argument is attached to Q~~. The structure is given below.
(61)

QP
Spe~

~ Q~
~ `
(,, Q`
PP

Q

NP

In the framework I propose, the position of PP depends on the components of a strong IPC.
If IPC contains a Q and if there is no N1 that occurs in DPCs, the PP is adjoined to Q. If the
IPC contains a functional N1, PP is adjoined to a projection of this functional NI . Recall from
the discussion in Chapter 3 that many of the lexical Nls do not license a strong IPC all by
themselves. These lexical N 1 s need all kinds of additional means in order to occur in a strong
IPC. They must be preceded, for instance, by a cardinal numeral or they must be restricted
by a Scalar Particle. Later I will return to IPCs that contain a lexical N1. The structure I
propose for a strong IPC like een boel van zulke problemen `a lot of such problems' with the
functional N1 boel `lot' is given in (62).

3a

Many authors claim that a PP is adjoined noun-phrase internally. Godard (1988) adopts this analysis for
IPCs in which N2 has a non-Iexical head. She proposes a different structure for IPCs in which the embedded noun
phrase has a lexical head. In the latter kind of IPCs, PP is adjoined to the maximal projection of N I. She claims that
both analyses are available for strong IPCs which contain two non-overt Ns, i.e., when both the N ín the subset and
the N in the superset are covert. An example of such an IPC is given in (i).
(i)

F

Irois des
tiens
three of-the
your
`three of yours'
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(62)
Dot,
i

`NI'tt~l
~
N 1 ~tt~7
P ~~ t,~

~
'DPI

I

I

een
a

o
N2 t.Ft
I

boel
lot

pro

van
of

N3~t-~

~ `

I
0
N 1 t,~
I

`

D"t}~

N2~~.~

0

AP
I
u
A
I

N3 t-~
I
o
N3 t.~
I

zulke
such

problemen
problems

In the noun phrase in (62), the N1 boel `lot' quantifies into the pro N2. The phrases een boel
pro and zulke problemen are in a subset-set relation. This empty N2 pro refers to a subset of
an indefinite superset zulke problemen `such problems'.
I assume that a strong IPC with an indefinite genitive nominal phrase has a similar
structure as an IPC with an indefinite nominal phrase embedded under a preposition. There
are data concerning agreement and quantitative er, which provide evidence that the proposed
analysis of a strong IPC with an indefinite embedded noun phrase is plausible. I will discuss
these data in section 7.3. In an IPC that contains an indefinite genitive phrase, the genitive
phrase is attached to a node dominating the functional N1, as in (63). I assume that N1
quantifies into a pro that is projected to the kind level.
DP~,~

(63)
D"t~

`Nl~tt~l
~
N 1 ~~t~

'DPtt~
o
D tt~

`

~
N1 ~t~
I
ein
a

Liter
liter

N2 t-Ft
I ~~
N2 t-~
I
pro

`

N3't.~7
I

0

o
N3 t-~
~
Weins
wme
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I assume that in these [PCs, N1 quantifies into an empty pro. What seems to be N2 is in fact
N3. The strong interpretation, which is typical for IPCs with a detïnite embedded nominal
phrase is not always available when the embedded phrase is indefinite. If the embedded noun
is a mass noun, it is difficult to interpret N2 as a subset or a quantity of an indetïnite superset
that is denoted by the embedded noun. [f the embedded noun phrase is indefinite and specific,
the P-interpretation is available.'S
I will now discuss the IPCs of Type II[, in which N1 and N2 are involved in a theta
relation. Some examples of this sort of IPC are given below. The Nls, like stuk `piece' and
reep `strip' are nouns that inherently denote a part.
(64) D a een
a
D b een
a

stuk
piece
reep
strip

van
of
van
of

zulke
such
zulke
such

taart
cake
katoen
cotton

I suggest that the N 1 s stuk or reep do not quantify into an empty N2.'~'' I claim that

35
Observe that for some people rnn optionally appears in a nominal phrase containing a cardinal numeral and
deictic rntk(e), as is illustrated below (cf Coppen 1991 ).
(i)

D a
D b

twee
two
een
a

(van)
zulke
problemen
(of)
such
problems
boel (van)
zulke
problemen
lot
(of)
such
problems

I prefer ran in cases in which the quantifier is an N I and N2 is plural. Notice that vnn does not occur with a count
noun preceded by -o'n 'such a', which is similar to ridk(e). This is illustrated in (ii).
(ii)

D a
D b

één
one
een
a

('van)
of
stuk
piece

schilder
zo'n
such a
painter
van
zo'n
taart
of
such a
cake

The subset-set relation is not available, if the embedded constituent denotes a single individual. The part-whole
relation is available if NI is a lexical noun referring to a part (cf. iib). The constituent in (iia) is acceptable if ran
zo'n schilder `of such a painter' is interpreted as a possessive phrase. The reference of één `one' depends upon the
context. It can refer, for instance,to doek `canvas'. See also Chapter 7, note 14.
36

One could claim that Germanic IPCs containing PartN are headed by DPC. The structure would be like
the one in (i).
een
a

[N.

Stukl lN Pf02 l lPP
Van
piece
of

lDP
the

de [h táary Il)~ll
cake

However, for Romance languages and for English such a solution is not so attractive, because one would have to
assume a zero de `of or a zero of preceding the empty N2.
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PartNs have a theta grid (cf. inter alia Godard 1992, Bhatt 1990) and I assume that the lexical
KindNs may have a theta grid as well. The N2 embedded under a PartN or a KindN is linked
to a theta role of the PartN or the KindN. N2 is maximally projected and it receives default
Case by vanwon-insertion or is otherwise embedded under another preposition. IPCs that are
headed by N 1 s that inherently denote a part have the structure given below.
(65)

' DP[~~
D[tFl

`Q [tFJ

Q"t'~

` N 1 l F7
N 1 0 [-FJ
I

' PP,i,Fi
Po[t~l

~ DP[tr7
`

N2 [-r7
~ `
AP
N2~[.FJ
I

een
a

reep
strip

van
of

0

~
I
zulke
such

N2~[-~7
I
katoen
cotton

Summazizing, I have shown that not all nominal constituents with N1 and indefinite N2
that look like IPCs have the same properties. I have shown that there are three types of IPCs.
There are weak and strong IPCs, which have different characteristics. The properties of IPCs
indicate that their internal structure is also different. I suggested that there are in fact three
possible structures for IPCs and that various factors play a role in the determination of the
structure. These factors are, for instance, the interpretation of the IPC, the referential
properties of NI and the internal structure of the embedded nominal phrase. Dutch has a type
of IPC that is superficially similar to strong IPCs but it is actually a weak IPC. I suggested
that weak IPCs are to be analyzed as macro-N-projections. The embedded phrase is not
projected to the maximal nominal level. The element van or von is a functional element that
lacks categorial specification and it does not project maximally.

37 The head of N2 may be zero, as (i) shows. The noun phrase contains the strong demonstrative die `those'.
The nominal phrase in (i) cannot be interpreted as a weak [PC.
(i)

D Ik wil
1 want

een
a

stuk van
piece of

die
that (one)
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IPCs and agreement

In the previous sections, I have shown that there are weak 1PCs and strong IPCs, a distinction
based on the interpretation of IPC, on the nature of N1 and on the internal structure of the
embedded nominal phrase. These IPCs contain different kinds of N I s. As I have shown in one
of the previous chapters, the agreement of the verb may be determined by N 1 or N2 of a
DPC-subject. [ have showr. that the status of N1 is impor[ant. As both weak IPCs and strong
IPCs contain Nls, one might expect that the external behavior of IPCs will also reveal that
weak and strong IPCs are heterogeneous. I will examine whether agreement data provide
additional evidence for the claims I made above.
Recall that there are N 1 s that are ambiguous between functional and lexical N 1 s. If N 1 is
a lexical N1 the verb agrees with N1 and if N1 is a functional N1, the verb may agree with
N2. Nls of IPC-subjects have the same effect on the verb. We expect, for instance, that the
N1 of an IPC-subject with an indefinite genitive nominal phrase determines the verbal
agreement. We do not expect that the genitive marked phrase triggers agreement, because the
nominal phrase containing it is an adjunct phrase, which is not able to influence the spell-out
of the inflectional endings of the verb. The same applies to IPCs containing an indefinite N2
embedded under a preposition. One does not expect the embedded nominal phrase to
determine agreement.
I will now itrvestigate the external behavior of Dutch and German IPCs. Let us take a
closer look at subject-verb agreement. Observe the examples below.
(66) D a... dat
... that
`...that
D b... dat
... that

er
ER
there
er
ER

daar
vaak
een hele
there
often
a
whole
are often a lot piled up'
daar
vaak
een hele
there
often
a
whole

rij
opgestapeld
row piled-up

staan
stand-PL

rij
staat
row stand-SG

The examples in (66a) and in (66b) each contain an inflected form of the verb s7aun `to
stand'. In (66a), the verb shows plural morphology and in (66b) the verb has the singular
agreement feature. The interpretation of the N rij is different in each case. On the one hand,
the N1 rij is interpreted quantificationally, which is indicated by the presence of er
(cf. 66a).38 Note that er in example (66a) is interpreted as quantitative er and as existential
er. On the other hand, r-ij is interpreted as a lexical N and er only has the existential meaning
(cf. 66b). I assume that er in (66a) is related to an empty nominal element that projects to the
non-maximal nominal level. This non-maximal nominal element is N2. It forms a single
macro-N-projection, a DPC in this case, with the functional N1 rij. The functional Nl rij
always takes a plural N2. Therefore the non-lexical nominal element related to er must be
specified with the plural number feature. The head of this DPC determines verbal agreement
and the verb is marked with the plural features. If N1 is a lexical N, N2 is a predicate N

38

For further discussion of quantitative er see Chapter 3.
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which is not maximally projected. It is not clear whether there is an empty N2 in this case.
The agreement on the verb will be triggered by the N rij.
The data discussed above suggest that, under specific conditions, there is an empty element
into which N 1 quantífies. Additional evidence for such an empty N2 is provided by the
following set of examples. Compare the example in (67a) with the one in (67b), in which the
IPCs are in sentence-initial position.
(67) D a Een hele
rij
a
whole row
`There are often a
rij
D b Een hele
a
whole row

van zulke stoelen staan
such
chairs stand-PL
of
lot of these chairs piled up'
van zulke stoelen staat
of such
chairs stand-SG

daar
there

vaak
often

daar
there

vaak
often

opgestapeld
piled-up

The N 1 rij appears both in (67a) and in (67b). The meaning of these two occurrences of rij
is different. It is interpreted as a functional N`lot' in (67a), indicating a quantity, and as a
lexical N`row' denoting a part of a bigger whole in (67b).39 The following examples
illustrate that the van-phrase may occur alone in sentence-initial position.
rij
Van zulke stoelen staan
er
daar
vaak
een hele
ER
there
often
a
whole
row
of such
chairs stand-PL
opgestapeld
piled-up
`There are often a lot of these chairs piled up'
rij
D b?? Van zulke stoelen
staat
er
daar
vaak
een hele
often a
whole row
of such
chairs
stand-SG ER there

(68) D a

The interpretation of N1 in (68) is equal to the one in (67). It is a functional N1 in (68a),
which licenses quantitative er. In (68b), however, rij is interpreted as a lexical N, and er
cannot be interpreted as the quantitative er. Quantitative er must be present when the
prepositional phrase with a definite complement has been fronted, as in (69a). Quantitative
er must also be present if the prepositional phrase is extraposed, as (69b) shows.ao
39

The ICC-reading is irrelevant here.

40
It might be the case that the fronted van-phrase is generated as the specifier of the maximal verbal
projection. Such base generated van-phrases exist, as (ia) shows. There ís no source for this van-phrase in the rest
of the sentence, as is illustrated in (ib) (cf. inter alia Chomsky 1977, M. Klein 1980). The sentences in (ic) and (id)
illustrate that the van-phrase may also occur in other positions.
(i)

D a

D b'
D c

Van de
leerlingen
in onze klas is alleen
students
in our
class is only
of
the
`Of the students of our class, only Truus has failed'
Alleen Truus van de leerlingen in onze klas is gezakt
Alleen Truus is van de leerlingen in onze klas gezakt

Truus gezakt
Truus failed
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(69) D a Van
of
D b Ik
I
één
one

de
the
heb
have

j ongens
van groep één ken
bovs
of group one know
~`(er)
gisteren
drie
ontmoet
F,R
yesterday three met

ik
I
van
of

~`(er)
maar
ER
only
de jongens
the boys

2~9
drie
three
van ~oep
of group

The Dutch data concerning qttantitative er and agreement show that there is evidence for
an empty N2 in IPC's. Is there evidence in German for such an empty head in IPCs? There
is an indication that the N denoting the subset may be covert. Consider first the examples in
(70a,b).
(70) G a Ein
Burschelein
Haus war noch
a-MASC boyla-NEUT
house was still
G b Einerleines
war noch
da
one-MASCIone-NEUT was still
there

da
there

The elliptic nominal phrases einer 'one-MASC' and cines `one-NEUT' in (70b) may refer,
respectively, to the masculine noun ein 13ur..rche 'a boy', and the neuter noun cin Huus 'a
house', in (70a). The inflectional endings -er and -es, in einer and eines, respectively, are the
strong morphological forms, reflecting the phi-features of the empty head. They correspond
to the gender and number features of the elliptic nominal head. If there is an overt nominal
head, as in (70a), cin has the weak morphological form. As (71a,b) illustrate, the same strong
forms appear in IPCs.
(71) G a einer
dieser
Burschen
one-MASC these-GEN boys
'one of these boys'
G b eines
der
i3ltesten
H~user
one-NEUT the-GI~:N eldest
houses
'one of the eldest huuscs'
The inflectional endings in (71) may be understood as a reflex of the gender and number of
an empty N.
The IPCs in (71) contain a cardinal numeral and a zero head. In this chapter. I am
discussing IPCs which contain Nls. The Nls are overt elements that do not express any
features of a pro N2. We therefore have to look for other evidence to show that there might
be an empty N2 in some of the [PCs. Consider the German data below in which N1 is
realized as the ambiguous N l Reihe `row' or Dutzencl `dozen'.

D d

Alleen Truus is gezakt van de leerlingen in onze klas
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roter
Autos in
der
Straf3e
(72) G a.. . daf3 eine Reihe
the-DAT street
... that a
row-SG red-GEN car-PL in
... that there is a row of red cars in the street'
G b... da13 ein Dutzend Angestellter
entlassen worden
been
... that a
dozen-SG employee-PL,GEN fired
`...that a dozen employees have been fired'

stehen
stand-PL
sind
are-PL

I claim that the data in (72a,b) provide evidence that there is indeed an empty N2. One might
argue that the agreement on the verb is determined by the Co1Ns Reihe and Dutzend and that
there is no empty N2 at all. However, German and Dutch do not have singular collective
nouns that trigger plural agreement. In these languages, it is not the semantic number that
triggers agreement on the verb, but the syntactic number, as is illustrated below. The example
(736) is taken from Eschenbach (1992).
(73) D a Het
the
G b Die
the

committee
~`vergaderenwergadert
committee-SG meet-PL~meet-SG
Gruppe
~`trafen~traf
sich
REFL
group-SG met-PL~met-SG

vandaag
today

The ColNs that appear in DPCs behave the same as the CoINs in (73). When a DPC-subject
contains a Co1N, it is generally the syntactic number of the Co1N that triggers agreement, as
I have shown in Chapter 3(cf. 74).a~
(74) D Een groep
toeristen ~`?slenterenlslentert rond
a
group-SG (of) tourist-PL stroll-PLlstrolled-SG around
A DPC containing a CoIN like Reihe `row' may trigger plural agreement, but only if it is
preceded by an indefinite determiner. If the definite determiner is substituted for the indefinite
determiner, the verb shows singular inflection (cf. Eschenbach 1994).

41
See the discussion in Chapter 3 about the relation between plural agreement, reciprocity and DPCs headed
by CoINs. The nature of the predicate also plays a role in the determination of agreement. With a distributive
predicate, some speakers of German ( cf. Eschenbach 1994) allow a plural verb even if a CoIN is singular. This is
illustrated below with German examples taken from Eschenbach ( 1994).
(i)

G

a

G b?

Eine
a
Eine
a

Gruppe
group ( ofl
Gruppe
group ( ofl

Mádchen
girls
Mádchen
girls

lagen auf
dem
Boden
lay
on
the-DAT floor
spielten Fu66a11
played
soccer
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(75) G a.. dal3 die Reihe
roter
Autos in
der
Stral3e
.. that that row-SG red-GEN car-PL in
the-DAT street
steht~~` stehen
stand-SGlstand-PL
'...that there is a row of red cars in the street'
D b.. dat de rij
stoelen gereserveerd is~~zijn
that the row (of) chairs reserved
be-SG~be-PL
Returning to the examples in (72) and taking into consideration the data in (70-75), it is
likely that the nominal phrases contain a covert plural N2. N1 behaves as a functional N and
the features of N2 are visible for the process that determines agreement. What I have called
N2 appears to be N3 in the cases discussed above. 'I~he nominal phrases in (72) contain a DPC
and the genitive N3 is adjoined to a projection dominating the N1 Reihe 'row'. The structure
of the strong IPC in (72a) is given in (76).
DP~,~

(76)
D~~[,
I

`Nl~it~
Nl ,
~t~

' DP~,F~
D~~~~
I

`
I

.
o

eine
a

N I~t~
I
Reihe
row

I

~N3 -~
'

N-~ ~-F~

.

o

N2 ~.~
I
pro

~

0

Alo
I
roter
red-GEN

I o

N3 ~.F~
I
Autos
cars

The N1 Reihe is interpreted as a functional N1. The functional N1 Reihe quantities into a
plural N2, which is not overtly realized. The plural feature of the empty N is visible when the
inflection of the verb is determined. If the IPC-subject contains one of the ColNs that always
trigger agreement, as, e.g., the CoIN Stupel `pile', the verbal agreement is triggered by the
number feature of Co1N (cf. 77). I assume that there is an empty N2 if such an IPC has the
partitive interpretation.
(77) G.. daf3
ein Stapel
werri~oller
Bucher
durch seinen
.. that
a
pile-SG
valuable-GEN book-PL by
his
zerrissen worden
~`sind~ist
torn-up
been
be-PLlbe-SG
`.. that a pile of valuable books has been torn up by his son'

Sohn
son
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The agreement feature on the verb is determined by N 1 and the number feature of the
embedded N2 is not accessible.

7.4

Conclusion

I have shown that there are three types of IPCs in German and Dutch. I have discussed weak
and strong IPCs. Not all German IPCs containing Nl and an indefinite genitive N2 or an
embedded indefinite N2 have the same internal structure. In Type I IPCs (weak IPCs), N 1 is
a functional N and the prepositional element von (or van) does not project maximally. These
IPCs contain a lexical N2, which is the head of the projection. In strong IPCs of Type II, the
prepositional element von (van) does project maximally. It is adjoined to Q~ or to N1 . The
quantificational element quantifies into an empty N2. NI is not the head of the IPC. I have
shown that there is evidence that Nl quantifies into an empty NZ. This evidence comes from
data concerning quantitative er in Dutch. The quantitative er appears in a split IPC. Other
evidence is provided by data concerning subject-verb agreement. If there is a pro N2, the
embedded N is not N2 but N3. Type III IPCs contain a lexical NI which has a theta grid. The
embedded N2 is a maximal nominal projection and connected to a theta role of N1.

8 Indirect Partitive Constructions in Spanish
8A

Introduction

Having discussed some of the Germanic IPCs, we will now turn to IPCs in Romance
languages. In these languages, IPCs are bipartite nominal constituents of which the two parts
are separated by a prepositional element. In this section, I will investigate some of the
properties of IPCs in Romance languages and I will limit the discussion to Spanish. I will
concentrate on IPCs in which the first part of the bipartite phrase belongs to the group of the
well-known Nls I discussed in previous chapters. I will mainly examine IPCs that have an
indef7nite N2 and I will see how these IPCs can be handled under a macro-N-analysis. We
need to find out whether a Romance IPC consists of one single macro-N-projection or whether
it contains more than one. The status of the preposition-like element de `ofhas to be
examined. If de is a real preposition, we expect that the syntactic and semantic features of the
nominal that is embedded under de will not be visible or otherwise accessible. The syntactic
features of the embedded Ns, for instance, should not trigger agreement on the verb and their
lexical conceptual features should not be visible for semantic selection. It will, however,
become clear that this expectation is not borne out for all types of IPCs.

8.1

Bipartite nominal constituents in Spanish

In this section, I will discuss some properties of Spanish IPCs with indetinite N2s. Romance
IPCs, as has been discussed in section 7.1, are bipartite nominal constituents. In Spanish, the
two parts are separated by the element de `of .~ This element is used very olten in bipartite
nominal constituents, but not every instance of a bipartite nominal constituent containing de
is an IPC (cf. Milner 1978, for French). The lexical content of N1 and the semantic relation
between NI and N2 determines whether the nominal phrase is interpreted as an IPC or not.
In this respect, Spanish resembles the Germanic languages discussed before, in which not
every bipartite nominal phrase containing vun or von belongs to IPCs. As is well-known,
Spanish nominal phrases consisting of NountdefNoun are often ambiguous. The nominal
phrase in example (1), for instance, has three possible interpretations.
(1)

S un
a

vaso
glass

de
of

vino
wine

First, the noun phrase in (1) has the Q-interpretation, in which un vaso `a glass' denotes
a quantity of wine. The noun phrase has the same interpretation as a DPC. Second, c~n vaso
may be interpreted as a referential object. It refers to a container and the noun vino `wine'

~
The element de in Spanish IPCs with an indefinite NZ has been analyzed in different ways. As a dangling
de (Demonte 1980), as part of an N-specifier (Rivero 1980), as a Case marker (Surier 1988, Eguren 1989), as a
preposition (Mallén 1990, Brucart 1993), or as the head of a Q-phrase (Sáez 1994).
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indicates the content of that container. In this interpretation, the nominal phrase in (1) is
equivalent to the Indirect Content Construction (ICC). Third, the noun phrase in (1) may be
interpreted as a glassjor wine or a wine glass. In the latter interpretation, the noun phrase un
vaso de vino is considered as a nominal compound, just like its English equivalent a wine
glass. In the latter case, N1 and N2 have the properties of nominals that form a compound.
For instance, N 1 functions as the head. The features of the head are visible for selection and
they trigger agreement. The features of N2 are not accessible. The N2 vino cannot be
modified when un vaso de vino is a compound. The compound interpretation is available
when N2 is not preceded by an overt determiner. If there is an overt determiner preceding N2,
the noun phrase cannot be interpreted as a compound. In the remainder of this chapter, I will
only discuss nominal constituents that are interpreted as DPCs or as ICCs. I will not discuss
compound phrases.

8.2

Internal properties of IPCs with indefinite N2s

In this section, I will discuss some of the internal properties of elements that IPCs consist of.
Spanish IPCs with N1 and indefinite N2 have the same interpretation as Germanic DPCs, and
as weak IPCs in German and Dutch. They are interpreted as quantified noun phrases, in which
N1 and the preceding elements indicate the cardinality of N2 (cf. Brucart 1993) or the
quantity of N2. The preposition-like element de does not prevent N1 from quantifying into
N2. In this respect, it resembles Dutch van, which, in weak IPCs, does not prevent N1 from
quantifying into N2 (see the discussion in sections 7.2.5 and 7.2.6).
I have shown that Germanic languages have a group of nominals, N 1 s, which lack
properties that other nominals have. Some Nls are defective nouns, which are not provided
with all the features that regular nouns may have. In this section, it will become clear that
Spanish has N 1 s which have similar properties as Germanic N 1 s. Observe, however, that this
does not imply that Nls that belong to the group of defective Ns share all of the properties
mentioned below.
First, Nls impose semantic restrictions on N2s, as (2a) shows. In this example, the N1
ramillete `bunch-DIM' appears with zanahorias `carrots' or puerras `leeks', which are N2s
it generally does not co-occur with. These N2s apparently are not compatible with the
lexico-semantic information of the NI ramillete. Such a combination of non-compatible Ns
gives an unacceptable result (see Chapter 3). Another semantic restriction is given in (2b),
where it is shown that not all possible ConNs may occur as Nls in IPCs (or ICCs). In a
nominal phrase with the ConN compotera `jam jar', for instance, the preposition con `with'
is preferred to the preposition-like element de. Finally, the nominal phrase in (2c) is
interpreted as ICC.
(2)

S a t~ una ramillete
bunch-DIM
a

de
of

zanahorias~puerras
carrots~leeks

Indirect Partitive Constructions in Spanish
(2)

de peces
S b~` una compotera
a
jam-jar
of fish
`a jam-jar of gold fish'
una compotera
con peces
S c
a
jam-jar
with fish
`a jam-jar with goldfish'

de
of

colores
colors

de
of

colores
colors
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Second, indefinite N2s in IPCs may not be quantified (cf 3). The data in (3) are taken
from Mallén (1990).
(3)

S a ~` un montón
a
lot
S b~ cinco kilos
five
kilos
S c ~ un ntímero
a
number

de
of
de
of
de
of

muchos
empleados
many
employees
muchas
manzanas
many
apples
varias monedas
various coins

Third, Spanish Nls lack properties that other nominals have. In general, a nominal can be
preceded by all sorts of determining and quantifying elements and it can be modified. As a
rule, the interpretation of a nominal phrase does not change when it contains a definite
determiner instead of an indefinite one. N 1 s, however, are different from other nouns in this
respect. Notice, for instance, that some N 1 s may only be interpreted as a quantity when the
indefinite un `a' precedes them. When a strong prenominal element appears in front, N1 is
interpreted as a lexical noun (cf. Eguren 1989). This is illustrated by examples (4a,b). The
Nls montón and ramo are interpreted as `pile' and `bunch', respectively. The Q-interpretation
of these phrases is not available. Such a strong element preceding N1 causes N1 to trigger
agreement, as the example in (4c) shows. In (4c), N1 is a numerical N. The example is taken
from Demonte (1980).'` N1 also triggers agreement when it is preceded by a distributive
quantifier like cada `each' (cf. 4d). This example is borrowed from Brucart (1993).

Z
There are examples with lPC-subjects in which N 1 is singular and N2 is plural. In these sentences, the verb
shows plural agreement. Notice that in this case we are dealing with 1PCs with an embedded definite determiner.
(i)

S

senadores
socialistas
votaron
La
mayoría de los
voted-PL
the
majority of the
senators
socialist
`The majority of the socialist senators voted against the project'

en contra
in against

del
DE-the

proyecto
project

See Brucart (1993), who discusses the relation between partitivity, distributivity and concordancia ad sensum in
Spanish. Note that a collective noun phrase like ta mayoria `the majority' may trigger plural agreement when the
de-phrase is not present ( cf. ii). This example is taken from Bmcart (1993).
(ii)

S

La
the

mayoría consiguieron
majority obtained-PL

el
the

triunfo
triumph
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S a el
montón
the pile
S b el
ramo
the bunch
S c La docena
the dozen
S d Cada par
each
pair

de
of
de
of
de
of
de
of

libros
books
flores
flowers
estos
claveles cuesta~~`cuestan
150 pesetas
these
carnations cost-SGlcost-PL
150 pesetas
una estrofa
versos forma~~`?forman
verses form-SG~form-PL a
strophe

Some of the Spanish defective N 1 s occur without an overt determiner. They appear in
contexts which are different from the contexts in which bare singular (predicative) Ns are
licensed. These contexts are, for instance, discussed in Lois (1989) and Klein (1976).3 Only
a couple of nouns that inherently indicate an amount like multitud `a lot', cantidad `quantity'
and parte `part' occur without a determiner (cf. Sa-c). A prenominal adjective is not
obligatory, as (Sa,c) illustrate. Examples (Sb,c) are taken from De Bruyne (1979). The last
example contains the lexical noun explicación `explanation', which does not refer to an
amount. Such a noun cannot occur without a determiner when it is modified by a prenominal
adjective. An adjective like buena `good' is not able to license the nominal phrase.4
(5)

multitud
de
S a Han
sido robados
have-3PL been robbed-MASC,PL multitude-FEM of
la
semana pasada
turistas
tourist-MASC,PL the week passed
`Many tourists were robbed last week'
S b Había caído gran cantidad de nieve
of snow
has
fallen big amount

Similar facts in Italian have been discussed by Benincà ( 1980) and Longobardi (1994).
4
A singular count noun may sometimes occur without a determiner. The count noun is preceded by a
prenominal adjective, belonging to a group of adjectives that indicate some kind of comparison ( e.g., tal `such', iguo!
`similar'), or some sort of identification, e.g., semejante ` similar', otro ' other', cierto `certain', as (ia) shows. If,
however, the adjective is postnominal, the indefinite determiner precedes the noun ( cf. ib). The data are taken from
De Bruyne (1979).
(i)

S

a

S

b

me
satisface
Semejante
explicación no
explanation not
me
satisfies
similar
`A similar explanation does not satisfy me'
una
explicación semejante
No
me
satisface
not
me
satisfies
a
explanation similar
`A similar explanation does not satisfy me'
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S c(Buena) parte
del
publico
se
levantó
part
good
of-the public
REFL rose
S d Sólo ~`(una) buena explicación me satisface
only a
good
explanation me satisfies

The fact that Nls are often defective also shows up in another way. An ambiguous N1 like,
for instance, montón can ~nly be combined with a cardinal numeral if it refers to a physical
object. If it denotes a quantity, it cannot be preceded by a cardinal numeral, although it has
a morphological plural form montones `lots'.5 Other Nls do not have a regular plural form
in their quantifier meaning. This applies to the Nls par `couple', la mar `a lot', of which no
plural forms pares and las mares exist. I conclude from these data that some N I s lack count
features and this is the reason that they cannot combine with a cardinal numeral. N 1 s that are
ambiguous do have a plural form when they are interpreted as a physical object. This is
illustrated in (6). The noun montón `pile' in (6a) and the noun par `pair' in (6b) can only be
interpreted as a referential noun; and the quantificational interpretation is not available.
(6)

S a tres
montones
three piles
S b muchos
pares
many
pairs

de
of
de
of

libros
books
zapatos
shoes

I claimed that Germanic N 1 s are similar to cardinal numerals. Both have quantifying
properties. They are kind operators that take a nominal that is projected to the kind level.
Spanish N 1 s, however, behave syntactically differently from cardinal numerals. A cardinal
numeral and a quantificational adjective quantify directly into a noun, but N1 cannot do so.
N1 and N2 must be separated by de. If de is left out, the nominal phrase is not acceptable
(cf. 7a). A cardinal numeral cannot quantify into an N if there is an intermediate preposition.
It cannot be followed by the preposition de (cf. 7b) unless the embedded noun is a specific
noun phrase. This is exemplified in (7c,d), which contain, respectively, the deictic element
tal `such' and the possessive pronoun sus `his'.6

5
I have claimed that QNs lack a count feature. If a QN lacks a count feature, we do not expect the QN to
take a plural form. The plural feature in QNs, however, does not bring about that such a plural QN is interpreted as
a plural entity. The plural feature reinforces the Q-interpretation and a plural QN is interpreted as a large amount.
This is related to the fact that QN lacks an R-feature, which implies that it cannot be interpreted as a referential entity
that denotes an object.
6
Bosque (1984) states that, in medieval Spanish and even later, there were nominal phrases containing a
quantifier, like muchos omnes `many men' in which de is absent, or like muchos de omnes `many of inen', in which
de is present. The same applies to ral `such'. The categorial status of muchos and mt has probably changed.
Something similar is happening in modern Spanish with poco `Iittle, few', which is used as an adjective (ia) or as
a noun (ib). There is no agreement between the noun poco and the embedded N in (ib). In some dialects, however,
there is agreement, as illustrated in (ic,d). The data are taken from Lamiquiz (1991).
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S a ~` un montón
perros
a
lot
dogs
S b~` veinte~~`muchos de
perros
twenty~many
of
dogs
de tales
problemas
S c? muchos
many
of
such
problems
S d
doce
de sus amigos
twelve of his friends

In Spanish, IPCs with an indefinite N2 aze interpreted as DPCs or weak IPCs in Germanic
languages. As we have seen in section 3.3.8 and in Chapter 7, in Germanic languages, some
N 1 s occur as N 1 in an IPC with an N2 preceded by a determiner (cf. 8a). They are like
cardinal numerals and other quantificational elements which also appeaz in such strong IPCs.
Notice, however, that Spanish Nls are different. As the following examples below show, not
all Nls license a definite embedded N(cf. Demonte 1980). The example in (8b) is taken from
Martínez (1989).
(8)

D a

een boel van
a
lot of
S b~` centenar de
hundred of
S c ~` un montón
a
lot

de
the
las
the
de
of

plannen
plans
personas
persons
los turistas
the tourists

The embedded nominal phrase in a strong IPC must be interpreted as specific. In the
languages discussed so far, the embedded noun phrase could be interpreted as specific if there
was a definite determiner or an indefinite determiner and a prenominal specific element, for
instance, a deictic adjective. Although the definite determiner is considered a strong element
in Spanish, since it licenses an empty category, the kind of strength that is necessary to license
empty categories is not sufficient to license an embedded N in an IPC. In an IPC containing
an N 1, a definite embedded nominal phrase as such is not always interpreted as specific. The
IPCs become acceptable if the embedded N is specific. The embedded N is interpreted as
specific, for instance, when it is modified by a relative clause.

(i)

S

a

S

b

S

c

S

d

poca
tarta
cake
little
un poco de tarta
a bit
of cake
una
poca de tarta
a
bit
of cake
unas pocas de cebollas
a
few
of onions
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The noun phrases in (9) illustrate that Spanish Nls do occur in strong IPCs and that in such
IPCs the embedded N must be modified.' Example (9f) is taken from Torrego (1988).
(9)

S a ~ un par
de
los turistas
a
couple of the tourists
mar de los turistas
S b~` la
a
lot of the tourists
de
los turistas
S c
un par
japoneses
a
couple of the tourists
Japanese
de los turistas de
S d
un par
Japón
a
couple of the tourists from
Japan
un par
de los turistas que vienen de
Japón
a
couple of the tourists that come from
Japan
S f
Me gustan
muchos de
los cuadros
que hay
me please-3PL many
of the paintings that are
Prado
Prado
`I like many of the paintings in the Prado'

en
in

el
the

Summarizing, Spanish N 1 s do not form a homogeneous group. Some of these N I s have
similar properties as Germanic Nls. For instance, they impose semantic restrictions on N2.
Some of the Nls are defective nominals which lack features that other nominals have. QNs,
for example, lack count features. The interpretation of ambiguous N 1 s seems to be partly
dependent on preceding elements. It has been shown that the presence of a definite determiner
or of a strong quantifier makes the Q-interpretation impossible. The embedded N in Spanish
IPCs with indefinite N2 may not contain a quantificational element. I have also presented
evidence that some of the Spanish N 1 s differ from Germanic N 1 s, since they cannot occur
as such in strong IPCs. These Nls may appear in strong IPCs if the embedded N is specific.
Taking into consideration the data above, I suggest that Spanish has functional and lexical
nouns just like the Germanic languages I have discussed. I claimed that functional nouns and

'
lust as in Dutch and German, there are a couple of adjectives that allow some lexical Ns that generally do
not occur as N 1 s to function as N 1 s, as the data below show. One of these adjectives is the adjective entero `whole'.
The adjectives lleno `full' and repleto 'overcrowded' are like Dutch stressed vól.
(i)

S

a

S

b

S

c

un
a
un
a
un
a

hotel entero
de turistas japoneses
hotel whole
of tourists Japanese
hotel Ileno de
japoneses
hotel full
of
lapanese
tranvío
repleto
de gente
tram
overcrowded of people
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lexical nouns have different properties.8 Since Williams (1981), it has been assumed that
nouns have an external role (R-role). If a noun has such an R-role, the nominal phrase can
function predicatively or referentially.9 Only nouns that have an R-role may be used
referentially, and may function as arguments of a verb. Some Nls are lexical and have an
R-feature, others are lexical and optionally take an R-feature. Furthermore, there are
functional N 1 s which lack the R-feature.
In the following section, 1 will show that there is additional evidence that functional Ns
lack an R-role.

8.3

N1 and ellipsis

I have argued that there is a distinction between functional nouns and lexical nouns, which
have different properties. Data concerning ellipsis support this assumption.'o In the examples
discussed so far, N1 was preceded by a definite determiner or by an indefinite determiner. It
was shown that both the spell-out of the determiner and the interpretation of N1 influence
agreement (cf. Eguren 1989). A definite determiner may trigger a referential interpretation of
N 1, as in (4a), repeated below as ( l0a). Other elements, like the distributive quantifier cada
`each', also trigger a referential interpretation of N1 and make agreement of the verb with N2
virtually impossible (cf IOb - 4d). As this example shows, plural agreement on the verb is
possible when NI is preceded by un `a'. In this case, N1 is interpreted as a QN.
montón
(10) S a el
the pile
par
S b Cada
each
pair
S c Un par
a
couple

de
of
de
of
de
of

libros
books
versos formal~?forman una estrofa
strophe
verses form-SGlform-PL a
versos forman
una estrofa
verses form-PL a
strophe

Noun phrases containing an N1 followed by de and an embedded N2 are ofren ambiguous.
The interpretation of such phrases depends on the status of N1. I will provide data about
ellipsis which illustrate that functional and lexical Nls behave differently. Compare examples

a
For a discussion of other properties of functional Ns, see Chapter 3. I have not exhaustively discussed the
properties of Spanish functional Ns. I will have to leave this for future research.
9
If the presence of an R-feature and the property of being referential are related, predicative nouns probably
do not have an R-index. If predicative nouns do have an R-index and if reference is determined by the discourse, it
may be the case that predicative nouns are not linked to the discourse. See the discussion below.
~~

Lehrer (1986) shows that, in English, one-substirution reveals a similar contrast between Nls indicating

a quantity and Nls that indicate a group.
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(11 a) and (11 b). The nominal phrase in ( I 1 a) is headed by the noun libro `book' and the
nominal phrase in (l lb) does not have an overt nominal head.
(11) S a Buscaba
looked-for-1SG
S b Buscaba
looked-for-1SG

un
libro
de matemáticas
a
book-MASC,SG of mathematics
uno de matemáticas
one-MASC,SG of mathematics

In ellipsis contexts, we are dealing with a referential dependency. The interpretation of the
elliptic noun phrase uno `one' is referentially dependent on the context in which the sentence
(11 b) appears. If it occurs in a discourse following the question ~ Oué lihros estás buscando?
`What books are you looking for?', uno is interpreted as `a book'. I assume that such an
elliptic N pro is provided with an R-role.
Besides the nominal phrases which I have discussed so far, there are other types of nominal
phrases containing ambiguous nominals. Consider the nominal phrase below, which can be
interpreted in two ways.
(12) el
the

burro del
donkey of-the

profesor
teacher

The nominal phrase in ( 12) denotes a donkey which belongs to the teacher or it refers to the
teacher, who is a foolish person or who has done something stupid. In the first case, burro
`donkey' refers to a non-human entity. In the second case, burro does not refer to an entity,
but it denotes a property and the phrase el burro del profesor `that stupid teacher' refers to
a human entity. This difference in meaning appears in examples ( 13a) and (13b).
(13) S a ~Quieres
want-2SG ( to)
S b ~Quieres
want-2SG (to)

encontrar
meet
encontrar
meet

el
burro del
profesor?
the donkey of-the teacher
al
burro del
profesor?
A-the donkey of-the teacher

In Spanish, an accusative nominal phrase referring to a human being is marked by a.
Therefore, the nominal phrase referring to the teacher will be marked with a, as in (13b),
while the nominal phrase that refers to the donkey will not be preceded by a(cf. 13a).
The two interpretations of the N burro are related to the presence of an R-feature. The N
burro may denote an entity and it may denote a property. If burro denotes an entity, it has
a referential index. If it denotes a property, it contains a non-linked R-index. Elliptic nominals
are referentially dependent upon the context. The prediction is that an elliptic nominal, which
has an R-role, can only denote an entity and that it cannot denote a property. This prediction
proves correct:
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(14) S No, no quiero
encontrar el
the (one)
no, not want-1Sg ( to) meet
`No, I don't want to meet the one of the mayor'

del
of-the

alcalde
mayor

The example in (14) may be an answer to (13a), but it cannot be an answer to (13b). The
elliptic nominal phrase el del alcalde `the (one) of the mayor' can only refer to the donkey
and it cannot indicate the mayor.
Let us now return to IPCs, which contain an N1 that may have a dual status. Consider, for
instance, the N1 montón. A noun phrase like un montón de libros is ambiguous between a
nominal phrase in which un montón denotes a quantity and one in which it denotes a physical
object. In the first interpretation, it means `a lot', and in the second one, it denotes a pile. If
this N1 indicates a pile, it is a lexical N1, and it will have an R-feature. If it refers to an
amount, it is a functional N1, which lacks the R-feature. Consider the examples below.
(15) S a un
a
S b un
a

montón
loUpile
montón
pile

de
of
de
of

libros
books
libros
books

y
and
y
and

un montón
a
lotlpile
uno one-MASC,SG

de
of
de
of

revistas
periodicals
revistas
periodicals

In example (15a), there is a coordinated nominal phrase which consists of two conjuncts. The
N1 montón may be interpreted as a functional N or as a lexical N. The example in (15b) also
consists of two coordinated nominal phrases. The first conjunct has a lexical N1, and the
second one a covert N 1. The functional N lacks the R-role, whereas the lexical N 1 is provided
with the R-role. If an elliptic N indeed needs to be referential, we expect the N1 montón in
(15b) to be interpreted only as a referential object and not as a quantifier. This expectation
is indeed borne out. The elliptic nominal phrase in (15b) can only be interpreted as one pile
(ofperiodicals) and the interpretation `one lot (of periodicals)' is not possible. This is related
to the presence versus absence of the R-feature on Nls (and perhaps also on the absence of
the count feature). If the pro-head of an elliptic nominal phrase is referentially dependent, it
can only be dependent upon an element that is able to refer. If N1 is a functional N, it cannot
refer. Something similar applies to the functional NI barbaridad`lot', which cannot serve as
the antecedent of an elliptic N(cf. 16).
(16) S~` Una barbaridad
a
lot

de
of

ninas
girls

otra y
and other

de
of

ninos
boys

I have argued above that MNs, like kilo `kilo', optionally have an R-feature. If this argument
is correct, we expect there to be instances of elliptic MNs. It appears that, in an IPC like un
kilo de queso `a kilo of cheese', the N1 kilo `kilo' may indeed be elliptic. This is illustrated
below.
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(17) S Quiero
un
want-1SG a
jamón
ham

kilo
kilo-MASC

de
of

queso y
otro cheese and other-MASC,SG
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To summarize, N 1 s in IPCs (and ICCs) have different properties. Some N 1 s can be elliptic,
whereas others cannot. I a~sume that this is related to the presence or absence of the R-index.
An elliptic noun cannot refer to such an N1, because it lacks the R-feature. Property denoting
Ns have an R-feature, but it is not linked. I do not suggest that every noun that lacks an
R-index is a functional noun.

8.4

Phi-features, agreement, and selection

The hypothesis to be checked states that N1 and N2 belong to separate macro-X-projections.
The element de is a preposition-like element which separates N1 and N2. Therefore, the nodes
dominating N 1 are not on the projection line from N2 to the determiner of N 1. We expect
that only N 1 can be selected and that its features are the ones that determine agreement on
the verb or on a predicative adjective. A consequence of this assumption is that we expect the
phi-features of N2 to be of no importance. They cannot determine subject-verb agreement and
they are not visible for semantic selection, since N2 is embedded under de, and we expect this
element to block the features of the embedded N.
In order to verify this hypothesis, we will first have a look at the phi-features of Spanish
nominals. The phi-features that are expressed overtly in Spanish are the gender and number
features (cf. Harris 1991). There are nouns with masculine and nouns with feminine gender.
Unlike in Dutch and German, there are no neuter nouns. The gender is expressed on the
determiner, which agrees with the noun, as (18) shows." The number feature is visible both
on the determiner and on the noun. There are no overt Case features in Spanish.''`
(18) S a la
revista
the-FEM,SG periodical-FEM,SG

"
Although Spanish does not have neuter nouns, there is a neuter determiner. The neuter determiner appears
in adjectival nominalizations (cf. i).
(i)

S

lo
the-NEUT

bueno
good

'Z
Case is overtly expressed in the pronominal system on (weak) pronouns. This is exemplified by the contrast
between the non-oblique form of the second person pronoun tu `you' and the oblique form ti in de ti `of you'.
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revistas
(18) S b las
the-FEM,PL periodicals-FEM,PL
S c el
libro
the-MASC,SG book-MASC,SG
S h cos
libros
the-MASC,PL books-MASC,PL
In Spanish, phi-features are important in different contexts. First, the features play a role
inside nominal constituents. This is illustrated in example (19a), in which the adjective fría
`cold' expresses the gender and number features of the N cerveza `beer'. Second, the gender
and number features trigger agreement on elements that are outside the nominal domain. For
instance, the number feature plays a role in subject-verb agreement (cf. 19b). Both number
and gender features play a role in passive participle agreement, as is illustrated in (19c). Both
features are also involved in the agreement on adjectives that are secondary predicates
(cf. 19d)."
cerveza
fría
(19) S a la
the-FEM,SG beer-FEM,SG cold-FEM,SG
ninas
juegan
en el
jardín
S b Las
the garden
the-FEM,PL girls-FEM,PL play-3PL in
por
profesoras
son respetadas
S c Las
are
respected-FEM,PL
by
the-FEM,PL teachers-FEM,PL
[la
cerveza]
[fríaJ
S d Ha
bebido
have-3SG drunk the-FEM,SG beer-FEM,SG cold-FEM,SG
`He drank the beer cold'

todos
all

In the examples in (19), the nouns that determine agreement are not embedded in an AP, PP
or clause. If they are embedded, for instance in a PP modifier or a PP adjunct, the
phi-features of the nominals are not visible to the verb, the participle, and the adjective. They
cannnot trigger agreement, as the examples in (20) illustrate. A noun like rosas `roses' is
semantically compatible with a verb like cortar `to pluck'. However, if it is embedded under
another object-denoting noun, it cannot be selected. The number and the gender features
cannot trigger agreement, as the examples below show. The sentence is unacceptable when
the auxiliary han `have-3PL' shows number agreement with the embedded N rosas `roses' or
when the passive participle cortadas `plucked' agrees with this N in gender and in number.14
Something similar happens in (20b). The verb gustar `to please' shows number agreement
with the embedded N rosas and the sentence is ungrammatical. The last example of (20)

13

Sentence (19d) also means 'He drank the cold beer', in which case the adjective fría is nominal-internal.

14

This passive is grammatical but not commonly used is modern Spanish.
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shows that a noun embedded in an adjunct PP cannot trigger agreement on a predicative
adjective.
(20) S a~`

Han
sido cortadas
un
have-3PL been plucked-FEM,PL a
rosas
rose-FEM,PI,
S b~` Un cuadro
de rosas
no
a
painting-SG of rose-PL not
`I do not like a painting of roses'
S c ~` La cerveza
con conac
the beer-FEM
with cognac-MASC

cuadro
painting-MASC,SG

me
me

gustan
please-3PL

es
is

más
more

de
of

caro
expensive-MASC

Additional evidence for the fact that the syntactic features of such an embedded nominal are
not visible is given in (21). Some verbs are sensitive to the number feature of their subjects
(cf. Chapter 3). An example of this group of verbs is the verb amontonar `pile'. It cannot
select a direct object that denotes an entity of which the cardinality is one (cf. 21a). It selects
an object that denotes a plural entity (cf. 216) or a mass entity. It cannot select a plural noun
phrase like libros `books' if it is embedded in a nominal constituent headed by a nominal like
cuadro `painting'. The verb cannot select the N2. It is theta-linked to the N1 cuadro. The
singular number feature of this noun does not comply with the semantic restrictions of
amontonar, and, therefore, sentence (21c) is unacceptable.
(21) S a ~` Estoy
are-1SG
S b
Estoy
be-1SG
S c~ Estoy
be-1SG

amontonando
piling-up
amontonando
piling-up
amontonando
piling-up

un
a
los
the
un
a

libro
book
libros
books
cuadro
de
painting-SG of

libros
book-PL

The syntactic features of an N embedded under de in a nominal constituent as well as its
lexical conceptual features are generally invisible. The Ns embedded under de are not related
to the theta grid of the verb, but the verb is theta-linked to the head of the nominal phrase.
Take, for instance, the verb desplumar `to pluck', which is semantically compatible with a
noun like gallinas `chickens'. If the N gallinas is embedded in a nominal constituent headed
by an N like cuadro `painting', the N gallinas cannot be selected by the verb desplumar
(cf. 22a). Something similar applies to (22b). The verb doblar `to double' in (22b) is able to
select the noun phrase la esquina `the corner', in an expression meaning `to turn the corner'.
However, if la esquina is embedded in a nominal constituent headed by the N casa `house',
it can no longer be selected by the verb doblar. In the examples below, the slots in the theta
grids of the verbs desplumar and doblar are linked to the roles of the embedding Ns cuadro
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and casa, and not to the ones of the embedded Ns, gallinas and esquina. This causes the
deviant interpretation.
(22) S a~ Hemos
have-1PL
S b~ He
have-1SG

desplumado un cuadro de gallinas
plucked
a
painting of chickens
doblado la
casa
de la
esquina
doubled the house at
the corner

Summarizing, neither the syntactic nor the lexical conceptual features of a nominal
embedded under de in a nominal constituent are accessible or visible for agreement or
selection. The syntactic features do not trigger agreement and the semantic features of the
embedded N are not visible to a verb. These data suggest that the nominal phrases discussed
above do not consist of a single macro projection.

8.5

External properties of IPCs with indefinite N2s

I will now return to Spanish IPCs. Just like the languages discussed before, Spanish has
nominals that belong to the group of N 1 s. The various subgroups of N1 s also exist in Spanish.
These Nls may appear as the first part of an IPC with an indefinite N2:
(23) S a una barbaridad de ninos
a
barbarism
of children
`a lot of children'
S b un litro de
cerveza
a
liter of
beer
de
zarzamoras
S c un cubo
a
bucket
of blackberries
S d un grupo de
turistas
a
group of tourists
S e un pedazo de
pan
a
piece of bread
S f esta clase
de
problemas
this class
of
problems

QN

MN
ConN
CoIN
PartN
KindN

Just like in the examples above, N2 in IPCs is embedded under de. Therefore we expect that
only the features of Nls will be accessible and that these features will determine the
inflectional features of the verb and of the adjective in predicative environments. We also
expect that the embedded N cannot be selected by a verb (cf. section 8.4). Let us investigate
whether these expectations proves to be correct.15

15

1 will not exhaustively discuss the properties of all the subgroups of IPCs.
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First, let us take a look at data concerning agreement triggered by nominal phrases
containing such N 1 s. On the basis of the data above, we expect agreement in IPCs containing
Nls to be determined by N1. This expectation indeed is borne out. There are cases in which
N 1 triggers agreement. If an IPC contains a ConN like, for example, cubo `bucket', the ConN
will determine the inflection of the verb, but N2 can never trigger agreement on the verb.1ó
(24) S a

Un cubo
de zarzamoras fue colocado en la
mesa
a
bucket of blackberries was put
on the table
`A bucket of blackberries was put on the table'
S b~` Un cubo
de zarzamoras fueron colocadas en
la
mesa
a
bucket of blackberries were
put
on the table
`~`A bucket of blackbenies were put on the table'

It should, however, be noted that the nominal phrase un cubo de zarzamoras is an ambiguous
phrase. The ConN un cubo `a bucket' may be interpreted as an amount or as a physical
object. Therefore un cubo de zarzamora.s can denote a quantity of blackberries or a bucket
containing blackberries. The agreement pattern of the inflected verb nevertheless does not vary
with the interpretation. The N that determines agreement is the N 1 cubo and the N2
zarzamoras cannot trigger agreement (cf. 24b). I infer from this that the number feature (and
the gender feature) of the embedded N is not accessible. In IPCs headed by a Co1N like ramo
`bunch', the agreement is also triggered by Nl, and not by the embedded N(cf. Brucart
1993), as is shown in example (25), which is taken from Brucart.
(25) S~` Un
a

ramo
bunch

de
of

flores
flowers

fueron liofilizadas
were
lyophilized

The following examples also illustrate that a ConN triggers agreement, and that a nominal
embedded under a ConN does not. The verb and the passive participle cannot agree with the
embedded mass N2 vino `wine'.
(26) S a' Ha
sido derramado
have-3SG been spoiled-MASC,SG

dos botellas
de
two bottle-FEM,PL of

vino
wine-MASC

~b
Apparently, an example like the one in (i), contradicts the claim stated above that N2 cannot trigger
agreement. This example is only correct as an active sentence with a covert third person plural subject (Felisa
Revuelta, personal communication). The clitic se is an `ethical dative'.
(i)

S

Se
han
comido un cubo
de zarzamoras
CL
have-3PL
eaten
a bucket
of blackberries
`They have eaten a bucket of blackberries'
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(26) S b

Han
have-3PL
S c ~` Ha
have-3SG
S d
Han
have-3PL

sido
been
sido
been
sido
been

de vino
derramadas
dos botellas
spoiled-FEM,PL two bottle-FEM,PL of wine-MASC
vendido
dos botellas
de vino
two bottle-FEM,PL of wine-MASC
sold-MASC,SG
vendidas
dos botellas
de
vino
sold-FEM,PL two bottle-FEM,PL of wine-MASC

The verb derramar `to spoil' can select the embedded N vrno `wine'. This means that the
lexico-semantical features of N2 are visible in (26). Its formal syntactic features, however, are
not accessible. As (26a) illustrates, the auxiliary verb haber `to have' cannot agree with the
N2 vino." It has to agree with dos botellas `two bottles' (cf. 26b). The passive participle
cannot agree with the embedded N either, but it must agree with N1. This is also illustrated
by the agreement on the passive participle of the more neutral verb vender 'to sell' in (26c,d).
Furthermore, there are IPCs containing N 1 s in which N 1 or N2 can trigger agreement
(cf. inter alia Fált 1972, Demonte 1980, Brucart 1993). Consider the examples below with the
N1 par `couple; pair'.
zapatos está
puesto
(27) S a Un par de
a
pair of
shoes be-3SG
put-MASC,SG
`A pair of shoes is put on the table'
S b Un par
de zapatos están
puestos
put-MASC,PL
a
couple of shoes are-3PL
`A couple of shoes are put on the table'

en
on

la mesa
the table

en
on

la
the

mesa
table

The noun phrase un par de zapatos `a pair of shoes' is the subject of the sentence. In (27a),
the N 1 par is a singular noun phrase and the verb estar `to be' shows singular number
agreement. In (27b), however, the verb is marked for third person plural and it does not agree
with the N1 par, but with the N2 zapatos `shoes'. From this I infer that the features of N2
must be active. Notice that the meaning of the nominal phrase un par de zapatos in (27a) and
(27b) is different. In (27a), un par denotes a collection of two shoes that belong together and
it is interpreted as a CoIN. In (27b), un par is interpreted as a quantificational noun, which
denotes a low quantity. It indicates the quantity of the entities denoted by the embedded
nominal phrase zapatos `shoes'. The N1 par behaves in fact in the same way as the Dutch N1
paar, which is also ambiguous between QN and Co1N.
Similar facts can be shown with the ambiguous N1 montón, which may be interpreted as
Co1N or as QN. The different readings correspond to different agreement patterns. If the Co1N
montón `pile' denotes an object, the passive participle or the predicative adjective agrees with
Co1N (cf. 28a). If un montón is interpreted as a quantity, N2 will trigger agreement. This is
exemplified in (28b).

~~

See footnote 21.
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(28) S a Tengo
un montón
have-ISG a
pile-MASC,SG
tirado
en el
thrown-MASC,SG
on the
un montón
S b Tengo
have-1SG a
lot-MASC,SG
en
el
suelo
on the floor
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de cartas
of letter-FEM,PL
suelo
floor
de
cartas
tiradas
of
letter-FEM,PL thrown-FEM,PL

There are also some nominal phrases containing a KindN that show N 1 or N2 agreement
(cf. 29).
(29) S a Había
sido utilizado
have-3SG been used-MASC,SG
filtros
filter-MASC,PL
S b Habían
sido utilizados
have-3PL been used-MASC,PL
filtros
filter-MASC,PL

un
a

nuevo
new

tipo
type-MASC,SG

de
of

un
a

nuevo
new

tipo
type-MASC,SG

de
of

I have shown examples of N 1 or N2 triggering agreement as well as examples of IPCs in
which N1 triggers agreement. One might wonder whether there are also instances in which
only N2 agreement is possible. It appears that there are indeed cases in which only N2
agreement is acceptable. In these examples, N1 belongs to the group of QNs. The QN
multitud `multitude', for instance, does not trigger number agreement on the auxiliary haber
`to have', nor does it trigger gender and number agreement on the passive participle robado
`robbed', as is illustrated below. It is the embedded N turis7as `tourists' that determines
agreement in (30).'g

18
As has been noted by Fíilt (1972), there are other factors that influence the spell-out of agreement. For
instance, the presence of an adjective modifying N 1 may change the agreement. Similar facts have been observed for
Dutch and German. Compare the examples in (ia) and (ib), and the examples in (ia) and (ic). If the adjective gran
`big' is present, the verb and the passive participle must agree with Nl (cf. ia,b). If there is no adjective, as in (ic,d),
the agreement is determined by the embedded N vino `wine' (cf. id).
(i)

S

a'

S

b

S

c~

S

d

Ha
have-3SG
Ha
have-3SG
Ha
have-3SG
Ha
have-3SG

sido
been
sido
been
sido
been
sido
been

robado
gran
robbed-MASC
big
robada
gran
robbed-FEM,SG
big
robada
cantidad
robbed-FEM amount-FEM
robado
cantidad
robbed
amount-FEM

cantidad
de
amount-FEM
of
cantidad
de
amount-FEM
of
de vino
of wine-MASC
de vino
of wine-MASC

vino
wine-MASC
vino
wine-MASC
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(30) S a ~` Ha sido robada
multitud
de
has been robbed-FEM,SG multitude-FEM of
la
semana pasada
the week past
`A lot of tourists was robbed last week'
S b
Han
sido robados
multitud
have-3PL been robbed-MASC,PL multitude-FEM
turistas
la
semana pasada
tourist-MASC,PL the week passed
`A lot of tourists were robbed last week'

turistas
tourist-MASC,PL

de
of

The data above show that the syntactic features of N2 in an IPC are accessible. These facts
can be further corroborated. As we have seen above in section 8.4, there is a group of verbs
that is sensitive to the number feature of the object it selects. The verb amontonar `to pile up'
belongs to this group of verbs. The example in (21a), repeated here as (31a), illustrates that
the object may not be a nominal constituent denoting a singleton entity. However, a nominal
embedded in an IPC containing an N 1 may be selected by such a verb, as is shown in (31 b).
Something similar holds for a group of verbs that imposes restrictions on the subject. An
example of such a verb is cercar `to surround', which only takes a plural subject or a
collective subject (cf. 31c,d). As (31e) shows, a subject denoting a singular entity is excluded.
amontonando
un libro
(31) S a ~` Estoy
are-1SG piling-up
a
book
amontonando
una barbaridad
de
libros
S b
Estoy
are-1SG piling-up
a
barbarism
of books
`I am piling up a lot of books'
cercaron
la
escuela un montón
de
S c
Ayer
of
yesterday surrounded-3PL
the school a
lot
la
escuela ayer
S d
La policía cercó
the police surrounded-3SG the school yesterday
un guardia
la
escuela
S e ~` Ayer
cercó
policeman
the school
yesterday surrounded-3SG a

guardias
policemen

Summarizing, the syntactic features of N2 are visible when they are embedded under some
QNs and some KindNs.
Contrary to what we expected, the lexico-semantical features of N2 in an IPC are accessible
for a selecting verb. If N2 is embedded under a ConN its lexico-semantical features are
accessible. Consider the following examples, which illustrate that the features of the embedded
N are visible for the verb. In (32a), the verb beber `to drink' has access to the embedded noun
vino `wine', and in (32b) the verb comer `to eat' has access to the N2 quesos manchegos
`cheeses from La Mancha'. It does not select the N1 cajón `box'. The second example is
taken from Demonte (1980).
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(32) S a He
bebido un montón
have-1 SG drunk a
lot
S b Se comió
un cajón de
SE ate-3SG a
box
of
semana
week
`He~she ate a b~x of cheese of La
S c He
derramado una taza
have-1SG spoiled
a
cup

de vino
of wine
quesos
manchegos
cheeses
of La Mancha
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en
in

una
a

Mancha in a week'
de café
of coffee

Observe that N2, embedded in strong IPCs, is not accessible, as (33a) shows. An N2 is not
accessible either when it is embedded under a different preposition, like, for example, con
`with' or para `for' (cf 33b,c).
Juan ha
Juan has
He
have-1SG
Juan ha
Juan has

amontonado uno de
los libros
piled-up
one of
the books
bebido una botella ?con vino~~`para vino
drunk a
bottle with winelfor
wine
fumado
dos paquetes con cigarros
smoked
two packets
with cigars

Summarizing, nouns belonging to the class of N 1 s and nouns that do not belong to N 1 s
have different properties, as the examples in (20-22) and (33) show. In nominal phrases
containing a noun like cuadro `painting' and an embedded noun, only the features of the
embedding noun are visible. The features of N2 are not accessible. The data in this section
show that the features of N2 are accessible in IPCs containing an N1 and an indefinite N2.
This is something that we did not expect, since N2 is embedded under the preposition-like
element de. The element de in some of the IPCs seems to be transparent. The status of N1
determines whether the phi-features of N2 can trigger external nominal agreement.19 In brief,
the data discussed above show that there is more variation in agreement and selection than we
expected on the basis of the hypothesis that IPCs consist of more than one single macro
projection. Which of the Ns in IPCs with an indefinite N2 influences the spell-out of
agreement is summarized below.

Notice that, in all the examples discussed above, Nl is preceded by the indefinite determiner un~una
19
(a-MASGFEM) or by no determiner at all. If Nl is preceded by a definite determiner, as in (i), only singular
agreement is possible, as the following example from Brucart (1993) illustrates.

(í)

S

EI
the

grupo de senadores
group of senators

votó~`votaron
voted-3SG~voted-3PL

en contra
against
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(34) 1.
2.
3.

NI determines agreement and N2 agreement is not possible (e.g., ConN: botella).
N2 determines agreement and N1 does not (e.g., QN: multitud).
N 1 or N2 determines agreement, which ofien corresponds with different meanings
of NI (e.g., QN~Co1N: par, montón).

An analysis of Spanish IPCs with indefinite N2s

8.6

Before I analyze the IPCs discussed above, I will repeat a number of claims about some of
the features of the nominals under discussion. First, functional Nls do not have a count
feature, whereas lexical N 1 s may or may not have a count feature. As far as the count features
of a noun are concerned, I assume that a mass noun, a singular noun and a plural noun have
different number specifications. As is well-known, there is a semantic difference between a
mass noun and a singular count noun. In the semantic literature, it is assumed that a mass
noun and a singular count noun have different number features (Eschenbach 1992). Evidence
for this assumption is found in Romance languages, in which there are dialects that have mass
nouns with special morphological, syntactic, and phonological properties (Hall 1968, Delfitto
and Schroten 1992). I assume that a mass noun is not specified for the number feature
(cf. Akmajian and Lehrer 1976).20 I will represent this as []. A singular notui is specified as
[-pl], and a plural noun as [-~-pl]. Functional nouns that are non-mass and non-count optionally
occur without a determiner. Some of them appear with the default determiner un, which is not
specified for number. The default determiner differs from the quantifier un `one', which is
specified as [-pl]. I assume that agreement is determined by the highest node with number
specification. It can only be overruled under special circumstances. Furthermore, the element
de belongs to the category of functional elements. This category contains neutral elements
which have no categorial features, and which do not project to the maximal level. An example
of such a neutral element is the preposition-like element de that appears in weak IPCs.
Another instance is Dutch van 'of, which has been discussed previously.
After these introductory remarks, I propose a structural representation of an IPC with an
indefinite N2, exemplified by the nominal phrase un par de zapatos `a couple of shoes':

Zo

A mass noun subject triggers singular agreement on the verb, as (í) illustrates. 1 assume that this is default
agreement.
(i)

S

Sobra
there-is-too-much

came
meat
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~ DP~
0

D, [tF~

, N 1 I.F)
`P it`~

NI~F~

~
P~~[~r7

un[]
a

`N2 [-F7
N2o[-~7
I
zapatos[fpl]
shoes

par[] de
couple of

The structure of Spanish IPCs with an indefinite N2 is similar to the structure of Germanic
(weak) IPCs, which has been discussed in sections 7.2.5 and 7.2.6. Just like the projection
dominating van `of or von `of, the functional element de does not project to the maximal
level. This structure and the features of the elements involved allow us to account for the
agreement facts given above.
Observe the tree in (3S). First, take a look at the number feature. In (3S), the N1 par
`couple' is a functional noun, which is not specified for number. It also lacks the R-feature.
The default determiner un is inserted in D~ and this determiner is not marked with a number
feature. The number feature of the embedded noun zapatos `shoes' is specified as [fpl]. In
the DP in (3S), the plural feature of N2 is the only number feature that is present. If the
nominal phrase un par de zapatos `a couple of shoes' is the subject of a sentence, the plural
feature of the embedded N zapatos triggers agreement.
(36) S Un
a

par
de
couple of

zapatos están
shoes be-PL

puestos
en
put-MASC,PL on

la
the

mesa
table

If the number feature of a noun embedded under a functional N1 determines number
agreement on the verb, one might expect the gender feature of the embedded noun to be
capable of triggering agreement. This expectation is indeed borne out, as (37) shows.''

Z'
If N1 has no number specification, it may be expected to trigger default agreement. One might expect that
the Q-interpretation is still possible. For some speakers, the Q-interpretation is marginally available even when the
verb shows singular agreement. See (i) below.
(i)

S

Ha
sido vendido un montón
have been sold
a lot
`A lot of books have been sold'

de libros
of books
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(37) S a Han
sido vendidos
un montón
de libros
lot
of books-MASC,PL
have-3PL been sold-MASC,PL a
S b Han
sido robados
multitud
de
have-3PL been robbed-MASC,PL multitude-FEM of
turistas
la
semana pasada
tourist-MASC,PL the week past
It is not the functional N1 montón nor the functional Nl multitud `multitude' that triggers
agreement in (37a,b). The agreement is triggered by the gender and number features of the
embedded noun libros `books' and turistas `tourists', respectively. Therefore the passive
participle is marked with the gender and number features of the embedded noun. The
functional element de, which is not projected to the maximal level, does not interrupt the
pr~jection line from the embedded N to DP and the embedded noun is accessible for
agreement processes. In example (37a,b), the auxiliary verb han `have-3PL' is marked with
plural agreement. The functional N 1 s are not specified for number, and the number feature
of the embedded Ns turistas `tourists' is accessible. Notice that the functional N1 multitud in
(37) is so defective that it does not need to be licensed by a default determiner. This applies
also to other Nls that have the concept of `quantity' in their lexical conceptual structure.
The following examples show that the gender and number feature of a functional N 1 like
multitud `multitude' or barbaridad`a lot' do not play a role in agreement. One might expect
that the gender feature is still visible if N1 is unmarked for the number feature. However, the
passive participle in (38a) cannot agree with the feminine N1 barbaridad. The gender and
number features seem therefore to be closely interrelated. It appears that, in these contexts,
the gender feature of N 1 cannot be overruled. Therefore default agreement does not appear
on the passive participle when the IPC contains a feminine nominal phrase like una
barbaridad `a ]ot'. This is illustrated in (38b). Only the features of the embedded N2
chupachups trigger agreement, as (38c) shows.
(38) S a ~` Ha
have-3SG
S b~` Ha
have-3SG
Han
S c
have-3PL

sido
been
sido
been
sido
been

una
consumida
eaten-FEM,SG a
consumido
una
eaten-MASC,SG a
consumidos
una
eaten-MASC,PL a

barbaridad
lot-FEM
barbaridad
lot-FEM
barbaridad
lot-FEM

de
of
de
of
de
of

chupachups
lollipop-MASC,PL
chupachups
lollipop-MASC,PL
chupachups
lollipop-MASC,PL

QN in (38) is preceded by the indefinite una `a', but the facts are similar if QN is preceded
by a definite determiner. These are given in the following examples with IPC containing the
QN la mar `a lot'. This QN is morphologically a definite noun, but semantically it behaves
as an indefinite one. A definite nominal phrase cannot occur in an existential sentence
(cf. 39a). An existential sentence containing an IPC with la mar is possible (cf. 39b).
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(39) S a ~` Hay la
silla
en
la
habitación
is
the chair in
the room
`~`There is the chair in the room'
S b
Hay la mar de problemas
is
a lot of problems
`There are a lot of problems'
The N1 mar is also a functional N, which cannot trigger agreement, as (40a,b) show. The
features of N2 are available, and they trigger agreement on the verb and on the passive
participle (40c).
(40) S a ~` Ha
have-3SG
S b~` Ha
have-3SG
S c
Han
have-3PL

sido
been
sido
been
sido
been

solucionada
solved-FEM,SG
solucionado
solved-MASC,SG
solucionados
solved-MASC,PL

la
mar
de
problemas
a
lot-FEM of problem-MASC,PL
la
mar
de
problemas
a
lot-FEM of
problem-MASC,PL
la mar
de
problemas
a lot-FEM of problem-MASC,PL

Because the QN la mar `a lot' has no number feature, we may be led to expect that it triggers
default agreement on the verb. In the examples in (40a,b), the auxiliary indeed shows default
agreement. There is also a passive participle which must agree with the subject. However, the
feminine form of the passive participle solucionada `solved-FEM' is not correct (cf. 41 a), and
the default form solucionado `solved' is not possible (cf. 40b). The gender feature of the QN
mar must be visible, since nominal internal agreement is visible on the determiner la. The
same applies to the QN barbaridad. The gender features of these QNs are probably weak
since these features only trigger internal nominal agreement. Therefore they cannot trigger
agreement on the passive participle. Hence the unacceptability of (38a) and (40a,b).Zz

~2
Feature competition also occurs in other (structurally ambiguous) contexts, when more than one number
feature occurs. There is, for instance, variation in the number features on the verb, as in (i). The verb shows singular
or plural agreement. The example (i) is taken from Butt and Benjamin (1988).
(i)

S

Viene(n)
come-3SG(3PL)

Mario
Mario

o Antonia
or Antonia

If a plural masculine noun and a plural feminine noun are coordinated, the spell-out of the gender feature on the
determiner is a function adjacency: the `closest' noun wins (cf. iia-b). The adjective is always marked with the
masculine feature if the coordinated nouns are modified by an adjective (cf Brucart 1987), as is illustrated in (iic).
If a singular masculine noun and a singular feminine noun are coordinated and modified by an adjective, the adjective
also shows masculine plural agreement, as in (iid). From these data I infer that the feature `masculine' is a default
feature in Spanish (cf. Harcis 1991). The data below are taken from Brucart (]987). For more discussion on the
behaviour of features in coordination contexts, see Sijtsma (1994, in preparation).
(ii)

S

a

Las
nirïas
the-FEM,PL girls

o nirios
or boys
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If N 1 is specified for number, the verb and the passive participle agree with N 1(cf. 41 c).
Neither default agreement, as in (41a), nor N2 agreement, as in (41b), is possible.
(41) S a ~ Ha
have-3SG
S b~` Ha
have-3SG
S c
Han
have-3PL

sido
been
sido
been
sido
been

robado
cantidades
de vino
wine-MASC
stolen-MASC,SG amounts-FEM,PL of
robada
cantidades
de cocaina
stolen-FEM,SG amounts-FEM,PL of cocaine-FEM
de
vino
robadas
cantidades
amounts-FEM,PL
of
wine-MASC
robbed-FEM,PL

Having discussed cases of N2 agreement, I will return to examples with NI agreement. N1
agreement is, for instance, triggered by subject IPCs in which N1 is a ConN. Example (42)
shows that the embedded N is accessible for semantic selection.
(42) S He
derramado
have-1SG spoiled

una botella de
a
bottle of

vino
wine

If the semantic features of N2 are accessible, we may be led to expect that the syntactic
features of N2 are accessible as well. We expect that a verb and a passive participle are
marked wíth the default value, triggered by the embedded N vino `wine'. The following
examples, however, show that this assumption is not correct.
(43) S a ~` Ha
have-3SG
Han
S b
have-3PL

sido
been
sido
been

dos botellas
de vino
derramado
wine-MASC
spoiled-MASC,SG
two bottle-FEM,PL of
botellas
de
vino
derramadas
dos
spoiled-FEM,PL two
bottle-FEM,PL of wine-MASC

An Nl like botella `bottle' is ambiguous between a functional N and a lexical N. In (43), it
is interpreted as a functional N. ConNs are N 1 s that have a count feature. Therefore they can
be combined with a cardinal numeral like dos `two'. The embedded N in (43) is a mass noun
which is not specified for number. As (43a) shows, default agreement on the verb and passive
participle is unacceptable. I assume that this is due to the fact that agreement is determined
by the highest functional node specified for number. In the case of the IPC dos botellas de
vino, it is the node dominating the cardinal numeral dos `two'. This node is marked as [}pl].
The plural feature determines the number feature of the maximal nominal phrase. The number
feature of the embedded N cannot trigger agreement, although the nominal projection is

S
S

b'
c

S

d

Los nir~as o nidos
Los
ninos
the-MASC,PL boy-MASC,PL
semanario
y
la
EI
the
weekly
and
the

italianos
y
nirias
and
girl-FEM,PL
Italian-MASC,PL
por
el
revista
secuestrados
seized
by
the
periodical

juez
judge
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transparent in this case. The N2 is contained in a macro-N-projection and the verb derramar
`to spoil' can select the N2 vino `wine'.
To summarize, the features of N 1 or the features of N2 determine agreement. Number
agreement is determined by the highest node that is marked with a number feature. Gender
agreement is triggered by strong gender features.
Consider the following examples with ColNs. The number agreement on the verb is
determined by N I .
(44) S a Un
a
S b Un
a

par de
zapatos está
puesto
en
pair of
shoes be-3SG
put-MASC,SG on
grupo de
senadores votó
en contra
group of
senators voted-3SG against

la
the

mesa
table

We are dealing here with lexical Nls. These Nls have a count feature, and they can be
quantified (cf. 45).
(45) S a dos pares de
two pairs
of
S b muchos
grupos
many
groups

zapatos
shoes
de
senadores
of
senators

I have assumed that in IPCs un `a' is a default determiner if it precedes a functional N. In the
examples of (44), with a lexical N1, un is analyzed as an indefinite determiner. I assume that
it is generated in the Q-position (cf. Eguren 1989). The lexical NI par `pair' and the lexical
N1 grupo `group' are generated as heads of their nominal projections. The nominal phrases
in (45) are not analyzed as weak IPCs, but as ICCs. NI does not quantify into N2. NI refers
to a set of entities, and N2 indicates the entities out of which the set consists. There is,
however, no such a subset-set relation as in strong IPCs. In ICCs, the embedded N may be
preceded by a cardinal numeral, as in (46).
(46) S a un
a
S b una
a

grupo
group
serie
series

de
of
de
of

veinte
twenty
tres
three

senadores
senators
sellos
stamps

If a ConN is a lexical N and if it has an R-feature, we are dealing with an ICC. A Spanish
ICC is not constructed as one single macro-N-projection, but it contains more than one single
macro projection. ICCs have the structure represented in (47). This structure is similar to the
one proposed in, for instance, Demonte (1980) or Eguren ( 1989).
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~ DPI~~
D I 0 ~tr~

, Q (}~7
0
Q [fFl

I

~ N 1 [-F7

Nj~[-r7

PO' PP~`
`
DP2~,~
`

[t~
D2~'~t~
I
dos~fpi~ botellas~,pi~
two
bottles

de
of

0

N2 [.~
N2o[-r7
I
vino~~
wine

The nominal phrase dos botellas de vino `two bottles of wine' contains a quantified lexical
noun botellas. The cardinal number dos occupies the Q-position. Agreement on the verb is
determined by the highest functional node specified for number, i.e., the cardinal numeral dos,
which is marked as [fpl]. The plural feature determines the agreement of the maximal
nominal projection. The preposition de is dominated by a PP, indicating a maximally
projected node. In this case, the embedded noun vino `wine' is not accessible for semantic
selection.
Summarizing, I have proposed that Spanish IPCs with an indefinite N2 have the same
structure as weak IPCs in Germanic languages. The element de is a functional element that
does not project to the maximal nominal level. It has no (categorial) feature specification, and
it does not interrupt the projection line from N2 to D1. A Spanish ICC consists of more than
one macro projection. The element de is a preposition which projects to a maximal level, and
the projection path from N2 to DI is no longer uniform.

8.7

Conclusion

I have verified the hypothesis that Spanish IPCs consist of more than one macro projection.
It turns out that there are IPCs in Spanish which have similar properties as Germanic DPCs
and Germanic weak IPCs. I have discussed internal and external properties of Spanish IPCs.
I have shown that there are different kinds of IPCs with an indefinite N2. Both Germanic and
Spanish have weak and strong IPCs. I suggest that weak IPCs are macro-N-projections, and
that the prepositional element is a functional head which does not project to the maximal
leveL Strong IPCs are not single macro-N-projections. The structure of these IPCs depends
on the character of N1, as I have discussed in the previous chapter. Furthermore, I have
discussed the behavior of the number and the gender features in IPCs. I have shown that the
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number and gender features are closely related and that they cannot trigger split agreement.
For instance, the number feature cannot trigger agreement on the auxiliary, while the gender
feature triggers agreement in the passive participle. It also turns out that some nominal phrases
have morphological features which are not accessible (e.g., la mar `a lot').
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Samenvatting
Een grammatica van Partitieve Constructies

In dit proefschrift worden kwantificationele uitdrukkingen in het Nederlands, het Duits en het
Spaans bestudeerd. Centraal staan constructies die ik Directe Partitieve Constructies (DPCs)
en Indirecte Partitieve Constructies (IPCs) noem. Enkele voorbeelden worden gegeven in
(1). Een kenmerk van deze nominale constructies is dat ze meer dan één zelfstandig
naamwoord bevatten. Het opvallende van DPCs is dat deze nomina (N1 en N2) adjacent zijn
en geen naamval dragen. N 1 en N2 kunnen niet van elkaar gescheiden worden door
determinerende of kwantificerende elementen. Ze kunnen slechts van elkaar gescheiden
worden door één of ineer adjectieven. In IPCs daarentegen is het tweede nomen ingebed onder
een voorzetsel of draagt het de genitief naamval. Dit laatste komt met name voor in het Duits.
IPCs vormen geen uniforme groep. Ik onderscheid sterke en zwakke IPCs, waarvan de sterke
IPCs weer in twee groepen uiteen vallen. Semantische gezien verschillen DPCs en IPCs ook
van elkaar. DPCs zijn kwantificationele uitdrukkingen. NI duidt samen met de bepalende en
modificerende elementen een hoeveelheid aan van N2. Sterke IPCs zijn partitieve nominale
constituenten met een subset-superset interpretatie. De subset wordt weergegeven door de
constituent die N1 bevat en de superset door de constituent die N2 bevat. Zwakke IPCs zijn
kwantificationele uitdrukkingen. Ze worden in eerste instantie als DPCs geïnterpreteerd en niet
als partitieve uitdrukkingen.
(1)

a een paar grappige voorbeelden
b een paar van dies grappige voorbeelden
c een paar van diew grappige voorbeelden

DPC
sterke IPC
zwakke IPC

Behalve de bovengenoemde constructies is er een andere die oppervlakkig gezien veel op de
DPC lijkt, namelijk de Directe Content Constructie (DCC), zoals geïllustreerd wordt in (2).
Een DCC bevat ook twee adjacente nomina, waarvan het tweede geen naamvalsmarkering
heeft. De nomina kunnen niet door determinerende of kwantificerende elementen van elkaar
gescheiden worden. Ze kunnen slechts van elkaar gescheiden worden door één of ineer
adjectieven.
(2)

a een paar schoenen
b een doos postzegels
c een groep studenten

De betekenis van een DCC is anders dan die van een DPC, omdat N 1 in een DCC naar een
object verwijst. Vanuit syntactisch oogpunt zijn er ook verschillen aan te wijzen. De DPC
heeft een structuur die transparant is. Het werkwoord heeft toegang tot semantische en
syntactische kenmerken van N2. In een DCC is N2 niet toegankelijk (cf. 3).
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(3)
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a~ Een doos knikkers rollen over de grond
b~` Ik dronk een glas melk

Het onderzoek concentreert zich op de eigenschappen van de nomina die als eerste en als
tweede deel van de genoemde constructies voorkomen. Belangrijk is daarbij de vraag naar de
onderlinge relatie tussen deze nomina. Ik betoog dat nomina in een DPC samen één grote
nominale projectie (macro-N-projectie) vormen. N2 is het semantische hoofd van deze
projectie. Syntactisch gezien echter gedraagt N1 of N2 zich als hoofd. De nomina die tot de
klasse van N 1 behoren, zijn onder te verdelen in Kwantificerende nomina (Quantifier Nouns),
Maatnomina (Measure Nouns), Containernomina (Container Nouns), Collectieve nomina
(Collective Nouns), Deelnomina (Part Nouns) en Soortnomina (Kind Nouns). Ze hebben als
gemeenschappelijk kenmerk dat ze niet naar een object verwijzen, maar naar een hoeveelheid.
Het zijn nominale elementen die op telwoorden lijken. Ik laat zien dat de distríbutie van
determinerende en modificerende elementen de bovengenoemde onderverdeling rechtvaardigt.
Ik neem aan dat N1 en N2 ook in een DCC een macro-N-projectie vormen. In een DCC is
echter N 1 het hoofd en is N2 een predicatieve nominale projectie.
Het onderzoek naar IPCs die een N1 bevatten wijst uit dat er sterke IPCs zijn die een leeg
nomen als hoofd hebben. N 1 duidt een hoeveelheid van deze lege N2 aan. De N2 wordt
geïdentificeerd door het nomen dat ingebed is in de prepositionele constituent. Deze PP is
aangehecht aan een projectie van NI of aan de projectie van een telwoord, als die aanwezig
is. Ik neem aan dat een Deelnomen een thetagrid heeft. Als zo'n Deelnomen in een IPC
voorkomt, dan wordt de N2 gebonden aan een argument van dit nomen. In zwakke IPCs
kwantificeert N 1 niet in een lege N2. N2 is ingebed onder het element van, of het daaraan
equivalente element in andere talen, dat niet onmiddellijk projecteert tot een maximale
projectie. Het projecteert tot een niet-maximale knoop die deel uit maakt van de projectielijn
van N2 naar DP.
De indeling van het proefschrift is als volgt. In Hoofdstuk 1 behandel ik een aantal
nominale constructies die twee zelfstandige naamwoorden (N1 en N2) bevatten, zoals Directe
Partitieve Constructies, Directe Content Constructies en Nominale Composita (NCs). Ik toon
aan dat N 1 en N2 in DPCs en DCCs andere eigenschappen hebben dan in nominale
samenstellingen. Dit laat ik zien aan de hand van semantische selectie, vervoeging, verwijzing
door middel van pronomina en syntactísche eigenschappen van N2. Ik betoog dat N1 en N2
in DPCs één enkele nominale projectie vormen waarvan N2 het hoofd is. De semantische en
syntactische kenmerken van N2 zijn toegankelijk, bijvoorbeeld voor een werkwoord. Verder
bespreek ik voorstellen die eerder gedaan zijn voor de analyse van DPCs.
In Hoofdstuk 2 worden een aantal theorieën die uitgaan van de notie van extended projectie
besproken. Dit zijn achtereenvolgens de theorieën van Abney (1987), Van Riemsdijk (1990),
Grimshaw (1991) en Zwarts (1992). Ik onderzoek of een DPC geanalyseerd kan worden als
een extended projectie en zo ja, hoe dat in het kader van deze theorieën gedaan kan worden.
Daarna neem ik de theorie van Riemsdijk als uitgangspunt voor mijn analyse. Ik betoog dat
DPCs geanalyseerd kunnen worden als een uitgebreide nominale projectie (macro-N-projectie)
met N2 als hoofd. Ik stel voor om twee soorten nomina te onderscheiden, namelijk lexicale
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nomina en functionele nomina. Verder deel ik N 1 s die in DPCs optreden in op basis van
arrangement quanta (cf. Allan 1977).
In hoofdstuk 3 komen de morfologische en syntactische eigenschappen van Nederlandse
en Duitse Nls aan de orde evenals de interne en externe eigenschappen van de genoemde
constructies. Ik toon aan dat lexicale Ns zich als gewone Ns gedragen en dat functionele Ns
dat niet doen. Daarbij let ik op meervoudsvorming, vorming van een verkleinwoord en het
vormen van samenstellingen. Functionele Ns zijn op een of andere manier defectief. Er is een
groep Nls die ambigu gedrag vertoont. Ze doen zich voor als functionele Nls of als lexicale
N 1 s. De kenmerken van de nomina waaruit een DPC bestaat, spelen een rol in de relatie
tussen een DPC en andere elementen in de zin. NI is transparant en een DPC is een
transparante projectie. Het tweede nomen is zichtbaar voor het werkwoord en kan de
vervoeging van het werkwoord bepalen. Een ander argument dat evidentie oplevert voor deze
transparantie is dat een DPC het antecedent kan zijn van een wederkerend voornaamwoord.
Het getalskenmerk is dus toegankelijk van buitenaf. De N1 en de N2 die in een DCC
voorkomen hebben andere eigenschappen die de projectie niet transparant maken. Een
werkwoord heeft geen toegang tot N2 in een DCC. N2 kan nu de vervoeging van het
werkwoord niet beïnvloeden en een DCC kan geen wederkerend voornaamwoord binden.
Verder blijkt, bijvoorbeeld uit de distributie van allerlei prenominale elementen voor N1, uit
het gedrag van N 1 ten aanzien van ellipsis, het licentiëren van kwantitatief er, en het
voorkomen van Nl als `hoofd' van een IPC, dat er verschillende typen Nls zijn en dat
functionele en lexicale Ns van elkaar verschillen.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt voorgesteld dat hoofdtelwoorden deel uit maken van de projectielijn
die van N naar D loopt ( cf. o.a. Cardinaletti en Giusti 1991, Sánchez López 1993). Verder
stel ik voor om de Kenmerken Hiërarchie (Zwarts 1992) uit te breiden. Deze Hiërarchie
bepaalt de volgorde van elementen in het nominale domein. Het kenmerk dat ( in)definietheid
weergeeft domineert een kenmerk dat cardinaliteit of hoeveelheid weergeeft. Het
cardinaliteitskenmerk domineert op zijn beurt een lexicaal nominaal kenmerk:
aDEF ~ Q~[}N,-V]. Vergelijking van de eigenschappen van hoofdtelwoorden met die van
Nls laat zien dat sommige Nls duidelijk kwantificeerders zijn die zonder enig probleem
voorkomen in een omgeving waarin een hoofdtelwoord kan voorkomen. Andere Nls zijn
daarentegen minder kwantificationeel van aard. Dit blijkt bijvoorbeeld als DPCs ín een
antwoord op een hoeveel-vraag gebruikt worden, in contexten van N2-ellipsis en als
kwantificeerders in de Split Topic constructie. Het gebruik van scalaire uitdrukkingen laat ook
zien dat Nls verschillend van aard zijn.
In Hoofdstuk 5 bespreek ik de eigenschappen van N2. De distributie van verschillende
prenominale elementen van N2 en de onverplaatsbaarheid van de projectie waarvan N2 het
hoofd is, laten zien dat N2 niet direct tot een maximale nominale projectie projecteert. N2
projecteert ook niet tot een functioneel nominaal niveau, maar blijft lexicaal. Ik betoog dat
N 1 als een soortoperator voor N2 fungeert. Een soortoperator vormt met een niet-functionele
projectie een macro-N-projectie. Verder vergelijk ik DPCs met DCCs. Ik laat zien dat het
tweede nomen in beide constructies niet onmiddellijk projecteert tot een functioneel nominaal
niveau. De eigenschappen van N1 en N2 in beide constructies zijn echter anders. In een DPC
is N1 een soortoperator, maar in een DCC verwijst NI naar een object. In een DPC is N2 het
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semantische hoofd van de projectie, maar in een DCC is N1 het semantische hoofd. In een
DCC is N2 een predicatief element dat tot een niet-maximaal nominaal niveau projecteert. In
een DCC-projectie is N2 niet toegankelijk. Het kan de vervoeging van het werkwoord niet
bepalen en het is ook niet toegankelijk voor semantische selectie door een werkwoord. Ik
betoog dat zowel DPCs als DCCs macro-N-projecties zijn. Als dit correct is, dan is te
verwachten dat een DPC en een DCC samen één enkele macroprojectie kunnen vormen. De
sectie over recursie toont inderdaad aan dat dit mogelijk is. Het hangt van de semantische en
syntactische eigenschappen van de betrokken Ns af, welke Ns met elkaar één grote projectie
kunnen vormen.
In Hoofdstuk 6 bespreek ik modificatie in DPCs en DCCs. Ik laat zien dat functionele N 1 s
en lexicale Nls verschillende eigenschappen hebben. Modificatie van functionele Nls is
beperkt mogelijk. Postnominale modificeerders van N 1 zijn nagenoeg uitgesloten. De lexicale
N 1 s kunnen wel gemodificeerd worden door prenominale en postnominale modificeerders,
maar modificatie van N1 dwingt in sommige gevallen een DCC-interpretatie af. Mijn claim
is dat DPCs macro-N-projecties zijn. Als ze uit één grote projectie opgebouwd zijn, dan is te
verwachten dat de features van de elementen waaruit de projectie bestaat elkaar beïnvloeden.
Ik laat zien dat kenmerken van elementen die binnen een nominale constituent staan een
kleiner domein beïnvloeden dan kenmerken die van buitenaf toegekend worden. Verder komt
de distributie van naamval en van de phi-kenmerken in DPCs en DCCs aan de orde. Ik toon
aan dat zowel DPCs als DCCs transparant zijn voor een naamvalstoekenner. De
naamvalsdistributie geeft opnieuw aan dat functionele en lexicale Ns van elkaar verschillen.
Het domein van de phi-kenmerken is beperkt tot de N waarvan zij de kenmerken zijn. Het
naamvalskenmerk heeft een grote domein. De kenmerken moeten consistent zijn in een lokaal
domein.
In Hoofdstuk 7 komen de interne en externe eigenschappen van Germaanse IPCs aan de
orde. Ik besteed aandacht aan IPCs met een N1 en een onbepaalde ingebedde nominale
constituent. Het onderzoek wijst uit dat er sterke en zwakke IPCs zijn, die verschillende
semantische en syntactische eigenschappen hebben. Ik claim dat zwakke IPCs
macro-N-projecties zijn. Ze bevatten een prepositioneel element van of, in het Duits, von, dat
een functioneel hoofd is dat niet onmiddellijk tot een maximaal niveau projecteert. Daarom
kan het van-deel van de constituent geen extrapositie ondergaan. Verder stel ik voor dat de
structuur van een sterke IPC van het karakter van N 1 afhangt. Sommige IPCs bevatten een
functionele N 1 die over een niet-overte N2 kwantificeert. Daarnaast bevatten ze een overte
nominale constituent, die ingebed is in een prepositionele constituent of die (in het Duits) met
de genitief naamval gemarkeerd is. De prepositie van projecteert tot een maximale constituent
die geëxtraponeerd kan worden. Andere sterke IPCs bevatten een lexicale Nl met een
thetagrid. In dit type IPCs is er geen niet-overte N2 aanwezig, waarover N1 kwantificeert. Er
is wel een overte N2, die gebonden is aan een argumentspositie van N1.
In Hoofdstuk 8 bespreek ik de interne en externe eigenschappen van Spaanse IPCs. In
Germaanse talen zijn er verschillende soorten sterke IPCs en er zijn zwakke IPCs met een Nl
en een onbepaalde N2. In het Spaans komen zowel sterke als zwakke IPCs voor. Ik beperk
me in dit hoofdstuk tot IPCs waarbij het tweede nomen onbepaald is. Het Spaans heeft
zwakke IPCs, waarin het element de `van' een functioneel element is zonder categoriale
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informatie. Het projecteert niet onmiddellijk tot het maximale niveau. De semantische
kenmerken van N2 zijn toegankelijk voor het werkwoord en kunnen, in sommige gevallen de
verbuiging van het werkwoord bepalen. Sterke IPCs bestaan uit meer dan één macroprojectie.
Zowel N1, N2 als de projecteren tot een maximaal niveau. De semantische kenmerken van
N2 zijn niet toegankelijk voor selectie en kunnen de vervoeging niet beïnvloeden.
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